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PUj^IüHrmT A8 M % I E D  BŸ Cmü OimïBjüa OKIMIliAl/ GOmïTÜ:,
]rix3m 1/WCK) t;o ]/74-'7,
lo ,Ib timo the study covers, what mi^ 'îit' .be -called, .the first period of ;1
Scottish Legal history (the second period being from 17d-7 to the 
present day), 1747 formed a watershed in (Scottish social, 
political and, legal attitudes in the same way as .1945 ,was a 
watershed in British attitudes, and this study is .an attempt to . ‘
ascertain the scope, range and application of punishment as 
applied by the Scottish courts in the first period,
2p fhe principal types'of Court have been studied and the sentencing ; 
patterns have been noted and related to the overall picture,
-While there are many published court records and also a number of 
works on punishment, it is considered that the court records are 
largely self-contained and not -particularly directed to a study 
of sentencing, The works on punishmont deal with the principles 
of' law and e.xcej)tional cases rather than the ordinary.punishments 
actually inflicted by the courts,
Procedural and political influences have been .noted briefly to
ascei'tain ho%v far they affected the basic sentencing pattern,
' ' ' ' ■ -  '' ■
4$ The pimishments divid.e into ("1) death (2) personal ($) monetary it
(4) property and (^) restriction of freedom. . '
(4 ) The most general form was hanging but, there were
clear differences « beheading was standard for slaughter,
and strangling (and burying the body) for unnatural crimes.
Depending on the.-degree of outrage »' corresponding degrees
of personal punishments could be added to the death.sentence.—
(2) There was a considerable range of personal punish-
:ment8 and in the calendar of sentences personal punishments 
- rank after death sentences in severity. Some forms 
(e.g. mutilation) could be applied before or after death and 
there was a definite graduated scale of combinations of death 
and//
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and personal .Jaunisbmeiius, according to the severity or %
dishonour of the crime * ;
' - . i
(3) |lX)î-|£Q}iihX pimishments were common - fines, assythraent. cautionary î
obligations - as a general rule, the other penalties were J
avoidable by paying either a fine, or compensation or both.
1 . ■ ' ■ '5
(4-) PkühhhTY punishments were usually incidental to death or personal 
I)unishments (e.g. oscheats, forfeitures) but in a special class y
were loss of burgh freedom and outlawry which, although not 
directly property punishments, had a severe property effect as
their principal indirect result.
(5) liKHTltlCTlOh OF FHhKDOM extended to imparlsonment and banishment.
In both a definite course of development is seen - from a ' 
custodial to a punitive aspect in imprisonment, and from 
expulsion from Scotland to a direct order to go a definite place, 
in banishment.
3. The prlnoiiml aim of punishment was deterrent, but, especially in
the earlier period, there was a strong element of retribution present
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INTRODUCTION.
1. AIM OF THE STUDY,thCTAfcv.t8aeP-.gw
There Is a considerable amount of published work on the 
substantive criminal law of Scotland from the 14th century 
onwards, but there is little information available on the 
actual penalties (as opposed to the possible penalties contain 
:ed in the statutes) imposed by the principal courts. There 
are a number of court records published, but each record tends 
to be self-contained and in the various Introductions no 
attempt is made to note in detail either the actual sentences 
of that particular court or to enquire if there was a sentenc- 
:ing pattern, or alternatively to relate that court's sentence 
to the sentences of other courts, the writers being more 
concerned with procedure and jurisdiction.
Other writers (e.g. Maclaurin and particularly Arnot) do cover 
sentences but they are concerned with exceptional cases and 
sentences, rather than the normal or every-day sentences.
This study is an attempt to answer the following questions
(1) what was the usual penalty for a particular crime in a 
particular court at a particular time (2) what range of 
punishments was used by the various courts (3) what was the 
aim of punishment at any given time,
Certain subsidiary questions arise - (a) did the form of 
procedure have any bearing on the penalties (b) were women, 
minors, insane persons, or elderly men treated differently 
in sentencing than men of full age (c) to what extent did 
political considerations affect sentences.
INTRODUOTION 
2o METHOD.
(a) After consideration of various methods of pursuit, it was 
decided to note (1) how each crime was punished in each 
court and (2) how each punishment was used by each court. 
Although this might result in a certain amount of repetition ■= 
the one case would be reviewed twice - once from the aspect 
of the crime and again from the aspect of the sentence, it 
was thought that this course would give the most oomprehensiv 
cover of the subject.
(b) For easy reference, each court record was allotted a 
letter of the alphabet followed by the page. In some cases, 
the year has been added. In the case of the Argyll Justiciar 
Records Vol II Mr. John Irnrie very kindly gave the writer 
notes on the punishments inflicted by the court in the period 
1703-1742, prior to publication of the work by the Stair 
Society, In this the writer adopted references based, on the 
month and year of the case, i.e. a case decided in August, 
I7IÜ, is refeared to as "8/I7IÜ" as the pages wore not settled 
when the court was noted by the writer. Where there is a 
sequence of page references from the same book, the letter 
has not been repeated with each page and the nearest precedin 
letter applies.
3. GENERAL.
(a) All references to money are in Scots currency unless 
otherwise stated - the very few references to pounds sterling 
have "Gtg." added. It is outwith the scope of this, study 
to relate the value of the fines and cautionary obligations 
to the purchasing power of the money at any period, although 
this information would have been useful to give a complete 
picture of the force of the monetary sentences. An excerpt 
taken from .Pinkerton's "Essay on Medals" is given in an 
attempt to relate the values.
(b) //
INTRODUCTION.
3. GENERAL (Gontd.)' f»*lWKWrBasRtn»»fw««P ^
(b) The Burgh courts have been omitted from the Procedure 
notes as the Burgh court records do not show such detail 
regarding procedure as do the other courts.
(c) The Admiralty court records (in their published form) 
show only one theft case whose sentence was the standard 
hanging and while this has been noted, it was considered 
unnecessary to make any other reference. The Bailliary and 
Stewartry Courts, the Commonwealth courts or committees and 
the Church courts are excluded from this study.
(d) In the conclusions, reference is made to the early, 
middle and later periods. The division is certainly not 
rigid and is purely for convenience to describe trends in 
general terms. The early period can be taken to cover from 
1400 to 1930, the middle period from 1550 to I65O and the 
later period from 1660 to 1747 «
(e) The conclusions are given at the end of each crime and 
punishment.
RELATIVE VALUE OF 800T8 AND ENGLIEH POUND.
tvc3<KiVÆSJL-E^-gtya n
(From Pinkerton'8
Till 1355 equal
About 1390 1
I! 1431 1
II 1436 1
II 1467 1
II 1475 1
II 1344 3.
II 1360 1
51 1563 1
It 1579 1
II 1597 1
II 1601 1
 English was value for 2 Scots
2f
11
4
4
5
6 
8
10
12
(gold)
(whole coinage)
SOOTS CURRENCY.
Abolished at Union, ^0?.-
Scots currency was one-twelfth the value of English for quite a 
hundred years before the separate coinage for Scotland was 
abolished; thus &100 Scots was only equal to 6: 8d.sterling 
or ^1 Soots to l/8do sterling, or Is. Scots to one penny 
sterling. The following table gives the Soots currencyi-
2 pennies -
4 pennies or 
2 bodies =
6 pennies or
3 bodies =
12 pennies or 
6 bodies or 
2 bawbees
13 shillings and
4 pence »
20 shilling r
1 bodle " one-sixth Id. sterling. 
1 plaok = one-third Id. "
1 bavfbee " one-halfpenny. "
1 shilling - one penny. "
1 merk 
1 ppund
Is. l^d. sterling. 
Is. 8d. "
The bawbee or bable was. first coined In the reign of James V. 
of the value of Gd. Scots; and when its equivalent in value, 
the English halfpenny, came into use, and the bawbee had ceased 
to be coined, the name stuck to the equivalent coin.
ORKNEY AND SHETLAND CURRENCY.
Angel - 6; 8 Scots
Dolour (dollar)- &2:13: 0 Scots,
Guidling) 
Gulyeoun) 
Guld en. )
Ure
Yopindale
- ^1: 4: 0 Scots
- nominal value. 
2 gulden.
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JURISDICTION*
It is considered unnecessary to note the jurisdiction of the 
courts in detail as there are a number of published works which 
cover the ground in depth, but it is advisable to note (1) 
certain points which-are made in some modern works which in the 
•writer's opinion are not borne out by the texts and (2) details 
of the jurisdiction of the Orkney and Shetland Courts.
1o Points of disagreement®
(a) Baron Court powers.
; /
It is maintained by one learned writer that in criminal actions
(i.e. murder and theft) the entries are so brief that no
information can be gleaned as to procedure - "the reason'was
twofold - in the first place the penalty was death ~ if the
accused was found guilty he was hanged, and in the second
place the procedure itself was so summary that no fuller entry
could be given". This text is noted in some detail below, but
it must be stated that the records do not support the observ-
: at ion that death was (a), inevitable or (b) imposed by the
baron courts, even at the time of the Oarnwath record, whatever
may have been the position earlier.
(b) Burgh Oourt powers.
The texts and commentaries conflict to a certain extent on the 
question of. jurisdiction and the conflict arises partly because
individual towns obtained jurisdictional rights over and above 
the basic burghal power - e.g. some town magistrates were 
equated with sheriffs and in other cases the town received 
rights of justiciary, all of which are reflected in the nature 
of the crimes and their punishments shown in the court records
1. Oarnwath: Intro. ci11.
2. See Theft p .
3. Hope. I. 3. 7.
JURIBDIGTION (Contd.)
(b) Court powers (Oontd.)
However, in legal theory the basic and earliest form of burgh 
jurisdiction (1) excluded the pleas of the Grown (and of 
course treason) which if they occurred in the town were to be 
held until the justiciar arrived (2) could include power to 
punish murderers and thieves capitally if given in the burgh's 
charter - being the traditional powers of pit and gallows, 
and infangthief and outfangthief
This is taken to mean, not general powers of killing murderers 
and ,thieves, but only those taken redhandod or vjith the 
articles still in their possession.^
The Burgh could kill such criminals, but murderers and thieves
not taken redhanded had to be kept until a competent (king's)
•»
judge arrived - usually the sheriff, but sometimes the 
justiciar.
However, while the foregoing is the accepted legal analysis, 
the court records in fact make little or no reference to a 
redhanded capture and where they passed death sentences, the 
accused was hanged simply on the strength of being a thief 
or murderer, irrespective of "the fang".
How far a burgh court with basic burghal powers could impose 
a death sentence where the element of redhand is absent is a 
debated point.
Murray states that "there are many examples in the burgh
A
records of death sentences passed by the magistrates". This 
is true, but each court must be examined separately, because 
it is found frequently that where the court did pass a 
death //
1. Balfour. 33, 58.
Hope. I. 3. 7*
RaM. 62/3. repeated Balfour 303.
2. LQB. LXXIY. 36/7 and FG LI.183, but contra, at least at
first sight. FC XXXIZ p. 180.
3. Hope VIII. App. B.3.
4. II. 308.
JURISDICTION (Oontd.)
(b) Burgh Court "powers (Oontd.)rKij»^<f.i!WW5WiRam«'7.w>wwr+t»*iVi«mK«»««twW4tifrcw*nsa«.wws.-«tiinrti '  tiiraK<fMn.>virw<ruat<m9 ^
death sentence (again irrespective of "fang") the court's
t
powers were supported by an express commission of justiciary 
or alternatively the court claimed regality powers in 
addition to its basic burghal power*
If all such courts or instances are discounted, then not one 
of the records noted shows death sentences passed by a basic 
burgh court, whether redhanded-or not. The statement in 
Scottish Legal history (p. 38?) that "thieves and adulterers 
were hanged and witches burnt" is not borne out by the 
records of basic burgh courts, Such sentences only 
occurred in towns whose basic powers were supplemented in 
some way,
In the actual record of the Aberdeen Burgh Court, no mention 
is made of capital sentences. Professor Croft Dickinson 
considered that death sentences were passed but stated that 
capital sentences (e.g. for murder, theft etc.) would not be 
entered in the court records because the records were more 
concerned with (1) noting the financial return from fines 
and escheats and (2) keeping a record of persons banished in 
case they returned before the sentence expired. Capital 
sentences were of less interest as once implemented no 
further entries would be necessary. But it is submitted 
with respect that this is too sweeping, as
(1) capital sentences in the other courts were frequently 
followed by escheat of moveables and so some entry, if 
only for escheats, might be expected, and
(2) other Court (including Burgh Court) records, make no 
secret of the capital sentences when they were imposed.
It //
1, e.g. Ayr & Stirling.
2. e.g. Glasgow or Sheriff powers, e.g._ Edinburgh SLH.38?,
JURISDICTION (Contat)
(b) Burgh Court rowers (Oontd.)
It is submitted that capital sentences were not omitted 
deliberately in Aberdeen^ and their absence is explained on 
the grounds that they were not imposed.
It is suggested, therefore, that the basic burgh court had. 
no power to pass death sentences (except again in legal 
theory where the person was taken with the fang) and in the 
larger towns the obvious need to pass death sentences had to 
be supplemented by express grants of justiciary or regality 
powers,
If the texts are studied, the Stirling burgh record clearly 
shows the special grant of justiciary power.
Curia jueticlarie supreme domine nostro. Regine, tenta in 
pretorio burgl do St’riveling per prepositum et bal 11 vos 
eiusdem, justiciaros in hac parte conjunctim et diviaim, 
apeclaliter constitutes,'
Queen Mary appointed the provost and bailies of Stirling-as 
her justices to punish Gilbert Golterar taken redhanded in 
the theft of a mare, and to hold a justice court for the 
purpose r
The references to the town executioner require consideration 
as Stirling bad its own executioner and that at a later date 
than the justiciary cases and so at first sight it might 
appear that the Burgh Court had power of death apart from 
the special mandate, but the records of this period and late: 
do not show tipat the powers were used.
2.42. 1546, also
Curia justiciare burgl de Striveling, tenta in pretorio 
diet! bu:rgi per Alexander Forester vi ce comit at urn dicti 
burgl - 2.24. 1525*
(other entries were headed -- Curia burgi de Striveling 
tenta in pretorio dicti burgi per prepositum et ballivos 
eiusdem) - 2.24. 1525, also "
2.50. 1547/8, 2. 53* 1548
2.71» 1556/7 - Ayr received a similar grant of justiciary 
rights. Murray II» 504.
JimiSDiOTION (Oontd.)minarjpfl5MiWfWï«w»r.vtrwa»w*trÈrts«T*ii«ïK!ïa*ine*
(b) Burgh Court powers (Gontd,)
Two late acts refer to executioners:-
Thomas Grant was appointed executioner of the town and he 
could not leave the town without the consent of the 
magistrates, under pain of death.'
John McMorran undertook to act as hangman within the burgh 
for the rest of his life. In return, the town would give 
him a peck of meal weekly, a suit of clothes yearly and 
free house,'*-
A possible explanation of the office is that the executioner 
was responsible for "executing the sentences of the court" 
which need not have been capital sentences* He was respon- 
;sible for scourging, branding, mutilating etc* and for 
carrying out the other personal punishments - indignities et-
In the later records, actual death sentences are not mention- 
:ed but the threat of death is given periodically - to 
support decree of banishment.
In a theft conviction, the accused was sentenced to public 
indignity and banished, under pain of death
But no case is noted of its enforcement in the burgh courts*
(c) Classification of Crimes*
It is noted that in their discussions of jurisdiction of 
lower courts some modern writers divide the cases before the 
court into civil, criminal and quasi criminal and they 
consider only murder and theft as properly criminal 
They treat other crimes (where mentionedas they tend to 
refer only to assaults and deforcements ) as quasi criminal 
and even on certain occasions, as civil
It is submitted that the limitation of criminal causes to 
murder //
1. 2.170. 1633, also
2*2 0 5 /6. I652 - a reference stated that the executioner 
had to go to Oulross to attend a justice court.
2. Y$161. 1699.
3* Y.5 1^/5 . 1662, also 
Y.9 0. 1674.
Y.91. 1675.
4* Aberdeen burgh court : Intro. cxvii, cxxvii,
Oarnwath * Intro. civ.
Intro 8LH* p.333, 334, 373, 387.
5 . Intro. 6LH p. 334, 387.
JURISDIOTION (Oontd.)
(c) Classification of Crimes (Oontd.)
murder and theft is too sweeping - not only does it exclude 
all the vast range of statutory and administrative contrav- 
Îentions hut also common law crimes, o.g, assault, trouhlance. 
deforcement and breach of the peace, all of which were 
punished by the criminal courts,
A study of the punishments imposed in such cases shows that 
they were certainly regarded as criminal, and while they did 
not carry a capital sentence (which seems to be the criterion 
by which the writers classify their criminal acts) the 
offenders of the "quasi criminal" cases were punished by 
other forms of sentence in their bodies, goods, freedom and 
standing.
The classification is not found in any of the institutional 
writers nor in the sources of law, and further the quasi 
criminal acts are included in the criminal headings of,among 
others, Regiam Majestatern, Balfour, Hope and Mackenzie,
It is true to say that a distinction was not always made 
between acts of a criminal nature and acts of a delictal 
nature (for which damages or assythment might be given) 
and that a statute or court might penalise with the force 
of the criminal law, acts (e.g. insulting) which today would 
be satisfied by a civil action of damages.
(2) Notes on Orkney & Shetland Courts*
The Court Books of Orlcney & Shetland show the sentences at
an interesting time, The Shetland Book covers the period 
1602-1604 and gives a different picture from the Orkney & 
Shetland Book of 1612-1613#
w.srrî«wv?ctTrÆ:ovs!nr!!Wi-«PT>î’rtïSM(Fn»2*rs7»»«wT-»
1. e.g. defamation and certain assaults
JURISDICTION (OonW.)
(2) Notes on Orkney & Shetland Courts (Oontd.)
Following the political upheavals caused by the first and 
second Earls of Orkney and the re-assertion of control on 
behalf of the Grown by James,Bishop of Orkney, the Privy 
Council ordered the Court in 1611 to apply Scottish Law and 
to refrain from applying their existing Law which v;as a 
mixture of Scottish and Norse'law*
The Court Book of 1602-1604 shows a clear picture of the old 
law with a very strict pattern of penalties in assaults and 
defamations, and also to a lesser extent in thefts. There 
was a definite scale of monetary penalties for the basic 
crime and its aggravations. This rigidity in sentence stem 
from the early mediaeval system seen in Reglam Majestatern, 
and ultimately from the fixed penalties of the custom law of 
the Celtic and Teutonic tribes#
The 1612-13 Book shows that the Rrivy Council's order was 
obeyed and the sentences were quite different from the 
earlier period - the sentences corresponded generally speak- 
zing to the sentences of similar mainland courts.
So far as jurisdiction is concerned, the two Books give 
details of the judge's power. In the 1602-04 Book, the Earl 
of Orkney is described as the justice general and sheriff 
principal of Orkney & Shetland and the bailie principal of 
the regalities thereof, while the Court book of 1612-13 is a 
collection of the proceedings before the Bishop of Orkney in 
his capacity as Crown "Commissioner, Sheriff and justice for 
Orkney & Shetland".
The powers exercised were basically those of a sheriff.
FBÜGEDURE.
There is considerable published information on court 
procedure, the most recent being Professor Willock's study 
of the assize, and it is therefore unnecessary to note in 
detail the processes observed in the various courts.
However, it is thought that a brief note on procedure would 
be relevant, particularly to enquire how far procedure 
affected punishment, e.g, was one form of process more 
likely to result in a conviction or a particular sentence 
than another form, and also how far the different forms 
of prosecution effected the decisions at any one time 
during the period under review.
FROOEDUIŒ. (Oontcl;)
1®. JUSTICIARY coùm\
1488-1650.
(a) FrosGOutlon: .
Tho ezitrleo during thé. earliest period - the reigns of James
IV and James V do not give any information about prooecution
The entries state simply that A* was convicted of a particul- 
/
: or crime. Whether he was accused by private persons or by 
the king's authority is not stated*
The record begins to give details of prosecution from and 
after 1538 end at this period the prosecution was undertaken 
privately by the injured or by the friends or relatives of
the slain person* They instrzzcted advocates or persons of
influence to appear for them.
The first appearance in the oourt records of the Grown
advocate is on 6th June, 1564, and thereafter reference'is
AC/
made to official prosecution on occasions, sometimes combinée 
with private prosecution in the one action..
However, it is clear that until c.1560 official prosecution 
was limited to actions in which the crown was involved 
directly and normally the prosecutor was the injured person 
(i.e. injured in body or purse) or his representatives/
Joint prosecution by the crown and. the injured was less
frequent and sole prosecution by the crown was infrequent.
The record becomes progressively more detailed and in the. 
period from 1568 to 1596 it is seen that orowzi prosecution 
by itself and prosecution by the crown and the individual 
jointly had become almost equally standai'd. Private
prosecution also occurs, but it was much less frequent.
1. A.6Ü etc.
2. Aa.442, 4?6 etc*
5. Aa*442.
4. Aa.^ l-62 etc*
5= Aa.472/3, 475/4 etc.
6. Aa*414, 425/6, 441 etc.
/7.
rgoçgyu Lj.. (oonM-)
JUJ'''TCIARY OOURT.
PART 1® 1488-1650. (Contd.)
(a) Prosecution (Oontd.)
Proseoutlon by the King's Advooate covered the whole range 
of crimes, but in treason cases his prosecution was 
exclusive. Witchcraft cases were normally taken by the 
Crown, but occasional instances occur of joint Grown and 
private prosecution*
In certain cases, reference is made to the fact that the 
prosecution was made at the special demand of the king or 
the secret council/ It is noticeable that acquittals do 
occur in such cases even in the face of threat of proceed-
2.
rings for wilful error if the assize acquitted the accused.
Private prosecution at this time applied to a much narrower 
sphere and was almost exclusively limited to crimes against 
the person - murder, slaughter, assault etc. It is noted 
that the highest percentage of acquittals occurs in this 
group.
The subsequent periods show a similar pattern, but Grown 
prosecution becomes the,normal and most frequent form.
Joint prosecution certainly occurs, but it was less frequeni 
and private prosecution remained limited to personal crimes 
although even here it was less frequent than Grown and join" 
prosecution.
Forgery, perjury and withoraft were taken exclusively by thi 
K].ng's Advocate in addition to treason and sedition. The 
other crimes (including personal crimes) were prosecuted 
more or less.equally by the Grovm and by joint action.
1. B.17, 87, 108 etc.
2. B.87, 108, 592 etc.
FROOEDÜRE (Contd.)a»jmv'wwtc«n»xfc«!mt^»c(Kec»>TMs*!.æwi ^
1. JU8TIGIARY,COURT,
PART 1.'1488-1650 (Oontd.) ^.«U'tgjwrOimwyffpfWKafjfBEhm ,aa.,t)ATT:twH:GX,*Ry««w*a'?c*WMRw* ^  «v*j*r43i*r6t*îîBAJti'*» ^
lY'oseoution (Gontd* )
It must be stated that in many oases in all periods
/ : :#
excppt the last (1624-1640) no prosecution is given, 
and it is impossible to say whether suoh oasGG were 
prosecuted by the Crown or privately, or both.
The variations in the form of prosecution did not 
affect the sentence in any way and the sentence patterns 
are apparent irrespective of the method of prosecution. 
But while acquittals are frequent in ail forms of 
pi'osecution, they are noticeably higher in private 
prosecutions*
(t) Hearing.
(1) .Aaaiae.
The normal form of heai'ing was before a justice or 
justices and assize.
During James Vi's reign and'-after, the record shows 
that the assize decided almost every case which reached 
a final decision.
The terms of guilt and innocence are interesting -
The usual description of guilt was that the assize 
found the accused "fylit nnd culpable". "iB^ lit" 
implied a sense %of moral; stain - defiled by ^Uilt and 
in one case James VI ordered the prosecution to 
ascertain if the accused were foul or clean of the 
crime. These are the same terms used in a case relating 
to disease -- a ship was quarantined until the secret 
council knew if the crew and passengers were foul or 
clean of the pest .^
*CW'JUWtlSW!>»rîJWit!»BÏ«.iïW(?î1#W«!a'S3V!«aSi3S3S»*ïîl‘4!Srt,-«:>3*SM’.'«»nîySMî'
.1. B.502.
FBDCjnXÆM (Conta.)
1. JU8TI0IA.RY COÜET.
PART 1. 14G8-1650 (Contd.)
(1-)^ Hearing (Conta. ) ■ 
i ; i8sl%e (Gontd;)
The same concept Is seen in the desoriptione of acquittal -
■■'ccused was found to he clangeit (cleansed) innocent
a >'C,f.ait/
Acquittals occurred quite frequently in all periods, but 
they are particularly noticeable during the first part of 
James Vi’s reign ~ 1568-1596*
In this connection the operation of threats of wilful erroi 
is interesting. In theory, this threat was necessary to 
counteract the real or alleged partiality of the assize, 
and the prosecutor could threaten the assize with proceed- 
sings against them for wilful error if they acquit the 
accused.
Actual wilful error proceedings were most frequent in the 
earlier period (1488-1542) and the standard penalty was 
imprisonment for a year and a day and further, during the 
king’s pleasure/^
During the reign of James VI, however, threats of proceed-
sings were made usually when the Grown advocates were
pursuing. It is interesting to note that during the first
period of his reign (1568 - 1596) in spite of the threats,
there was a substantial number of acquittals in such cases-
just under a fourth of threat cases were acquittals -
including some where the accused had confessed.
One of the actions for wilful error in acquitting a 
witch was heard before the king and the secret council - 
the assize placed themselves in the king’s mercy and 
pleaded that they had acted in ignorance, fhe king actec 
mercifully and absolved them publicly from all penalties^
l.B.90x92,155 etc. C.45 etc.
2. A.148, 165, 205, 219. 
.5. 3.244.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
1. JU3II0IARY GOURCO.
PART A. 1488-1650 (Gontd.) .
riwj!ttc4Ti«ne*tt*-3srr»n«a wiiieiiwuw>rWBCT-rn3H$:'BS>BjoDW2»f»eM «wçBtt>c»9H«sçrwsr3p^
(b) Hearing (Gontd.) .
(i) Assize (Contd.)
It le plain that the threat was used as a matter of exped-- 
:iency by the Grown offloe and usually followed a previous 
confession by the accused. The threat could also be madb 
in an exceptionally serious case irrespective of confess- 
;ion or if the facts appeared (to the prosecutor) to be 
beyond doubt.
It is noted what while the threats of proceedings for wilfu 
error are made frequently, actual proceedings in the middl 
and later periods are rare and of those which are noted,not 
one assizer accused of wilful error in acquitting the 
accused was ever sentenced to a punishment.
The accused or prosecutor could challenge any member of th 
assize on the grounds of partial counsel, i.e. if it was
thought that the asSizer would not give an impartial ver-_
»
;diot on thd evidence. The usual grounds were variatibns 
on the themes of relationship to the accused or pursuer or 
else deadly feud borne by the assizer to the accused.
In one case the assizer objected to serving on an assize 
in a slaughter action because his conscience would not 
permit him to condemn another person to death, which he 
would have to do if he found the accused guilty.'^  .
Oez'tain cases occur of Parliament acting as a Oourt, but 
in practice the Oourt of Parliament only heard some 
treason oases - it is noteworthy that there were oonsidéf'- 
:ably fewer acquittals in the Parliament treason cases 
than //
1. B.25.
PROCEDURE (Gontd.)
1. JUa-TIGIARY COURT.'
PART i; 1488-1650 (Contd.)
(b) Hoaring (Contd.)
Assize (Gontd.
than in treason cases heard by the justiciary oourt (where
the rate of acquittals in treason was relatively high).
The king’s Advocate produced the summons which was read
before the king and the Eords of the Articles who were ask-
:ed if they found the summons relevant or not, and on their
declaring that they did so, the Advocate led proof before
the Lords of the Articles who gave their findings and
finally the summons, proof and depositions were considered
by the king and the %diole of the threo estates, who deolar-
*ed the guilt or innocence of the accused and the whole
Court of Parliament gave the sentence. In these oases the
doom pronounced by the dempster was standard - forfeiture
of life, lands and goods. The principle of the assize
giving not merely the verdict but also the sentence was a
relic of the old system and is also seen in the early
records Of the lower courts.
(ii) Non-assize..
Some cases makel.no reference to assize - implying that the 
justice dealt with the hearing either on his own, or with 
assessors. But nothing can be stated definitely and the 
absence of a reference to the assize could stem from 
differences in reporting rather than procedure.
However, in oases where the accused confessed, the justice 
could sentence without any further enquiry, although 
normally in such oases the accused was tried by an assize, 
notwithstanding his confession.
PROCEDURE (Gontd.)
1. JU8TIGIARY OOURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Gontd.)
(b) Hearing (Gontd.)
(11) Non-assize (Gontd.)
Again, some could be acquitted without a trial, if the 
defence was clear - e.g. slaughter of an outlaw or letters 
of remission from the king.
In some cases the accused was asked if he would submit to 
the king’s will orabide the trial of an assize. In 
almost every case the accused chose the king’s will.
The accused could confess voluntarily and place himself in
will and in one case the accused placed himself in will,
subject to the provision that his life would not be in 
/
danger.
In the will cases the standard penalty imposed by the king 
was banishment, and it is fair to assume that the person 
who placed himself in will knew this and took his chances 
accordingly - which would be preferable to the death 
sentence he might well receive if he went to an assize.
The question of the burden of proof of innocence is 
interesting - in one case it was maintained that,according 
to normal practice, if the accused was not cleansed of
z
guilt by certain knowledge, he would be presumed guilty. 
Such references are few, but another similar reference 
occurs in the Burgh Court records^ and it would appear 
that the presumption that a person was Innocent until he 
was proved guilty did not apply. These references point 
to the application of a quite opposite principle but it is 
not possible to maintain a definite stand on this view,for 
the present at least.
1. 0.400.
2. B.271.
5. 1^158.1697.
PROCEDURE (Çontd.)
1. JUSTICIARY OOURT
PART 2.
»31|ffWïnnLiC18WW»W«ï«WS¥»a<«W5î?»Wll-~î»»aMÇCnB«*N£I3»
(a) Prosecution.
The pattern of Crown, joint Crown and private, and solely 
private prosecution was maintained, but while Grown and 
joint Crown and private prosecution occurred in approximate 
:ly equal numbers in most crimes, private prosecution was 
much less frequent except in the early period where in 
slaughters and assaults it was the standard form of 
prosecution.
Again Grown prosecution was exclusive in treason, sedition, 
forgery and witchcraft.
The informer could join the action as co-prosecutor with 
the Lord Advocate.
Many cases in this period show the principal abuse which 
the prosecution system of the time had created. After 
the pursuers had raised their summonses, they could have th 
accused imprisoned and then nothing further was done by 
the pursuers*
Janet Richmond, Prisoner in the Tolbooth since April,165S 
for the alleged murder of a child, there being no 
pursuer and evidence brought against her, she was set 
free by warrant"^- this was now 5th July, 1661.
(b) Hearing..
(i) Assize.
The uses and functions of the assize were similar to those 
seen in the earlier periods.
The prosecution stated their charge and the relevancy was 
debated by both sides. If the justice considered that the 
charge
1. p. 5, 5$ 11, 22 etc
PROCEDURE (Conta.)
1. JUSTICIARY OOURT.
PART 2. IG6I-I747 (Contd.)
Hearing.
(i) Assize (Contd.)
charge was relevant, lie ordered the charge to pass to an 
assize. Evidence was lead by both sides before the assize, 
and the witnesses examined. Thereafter the assize were 
enclosed to consider their verdict, and when this was . 
agreed, by a majority if necessary, they returned and gave 
their decision by their Chancellor/
David Simpson was convicted by one vote of the assize 
for deforcement and he complained to the Privy Council. 
The Council ordered the Court to delay until they had 
considered the position^- this is noted to be extra- 
: ordinary. .
The acquittal rate is high - particularly in slaughters -
where the prosecution was privatef It is noted that in
treason cases during this period there was a very low rate
of acquittals and that an acquittal was exceptional.
(ii) Non-Assize.r*3Bi ■»!« «McæAW f rBættcnaa
If a person came in will, or confessed, the justice normal1; 
sentenced without referring the case to the assize.
1. E. 15/19, 57, 119/0 etc.
2. E.55.
5. Murder - sligh^bly under half the prosecutions resulted 
in acquittals, 
daughter- over half " " '*
Assaults-slightly under " " "
Theft - " ” " " ”
Treason- no acquittals - all convictions, with one 
-not proven".
The other crimes had an acquittal rate of approximately 
one-third of prosecutions.
PROCEDURE (Oontd.)
, Œna^MMtaitororen*
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
C a) Prosecution.
Prosecution in this record was either taken by the 
procurator fiscal solely or jointly with the injured «• very 
few cases disclose purely private prosecution.
Joint prosecution was only slightly less frequent than 
sole prosecution by the procurator fiscal.
The procurator fiscal was a writer in Inveraray and it is 
stated he acted "in the king’s interest".
While the majority of accused persons were male, this 
record shows a considerable number of female accused. There 
was no difference in procedure or sentence.
(b) Hearing.
(i) Assise.
Most hearings make reference to the assize and the functions 
of the assize in this court are the same as seen in other 
courts,
Particular reference is made in this court, however, to 
confessions by the accused - in almost every case the record 
states that the accused confessed (made judicial confession) 
to the libel. There is no mention of torture, but it seems 
hard to believe that every accused willingly confessed to 
his accusers. In some cases the accused, in spite of his 
confession, was acquitted by the assize.
The assise gave a considerable number of acquittals - in 
murder the acquittals almost equalled the convictions (in 
spite of official and joint prosecution) and in the theft 
cases about a third were acquittals.
The description of the acquittals varied :
"Quit //
PROOEDURE (Opntd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742 (Contd.)
(b) Hearing. (Contd.)
(i) Assize (GRRM.®)
"Quit free and cleansed of the crime", "quit and free 
because not proven" or "assoilzied because not proven" 
were given. The reference to "not proven" does not seem 
to be an exercise of modern choices of guilty, not guilty 
and not proven, but rather the assize’s way of saying "not 
guilty". In most, if not all references to "not proven", 
"not proven" is coupled to "acquit", "free and quit" and 
"assoilzied"5 all of which are equivalent to "not guilty". 
In one case of adultery, the assize convicted the couple 
but by a majority assoilzied the accused from the punishraen 
contained in the statutes. The justice said that their 
observations on the penalty were irrelevant.
In this case the assize were harking back to an older 
system which is seen in the early records of the lower 
courts.
In some cases the accused was acquitted by the assize in
spite of confessions to the libels:
In a case of theft of deer by shooting, the accused was 
acquit by the assize but fined by the Justice £^1-0 for 
the judicial confession."^
In a case of murder and adultery, the girl.was acquitted 
of murder in spite of her confession and witnesses. The 
procurator fiscal protested for wilful error, but no 
action for wilful error is noted.^
In another theft case, the accused was found by the assizi 
to be acquit and free from theft, but found him fyled 
culpable and convict of common bruit and open fame of 
being a thief and of great and pregnant presurntions of 
theft. Eor this he was scourged and imprisoned until he 
found caution to leave the shire.^
1. 1.17.
2. 1.109/0.
3. 1.110/2 - wilful error, also 1.121.
4. 1.122/5.
PROCEDURE (Gontd.)
2. ARGYLL JU8TI0IARY COURT. 1664-1742 (Gontd.)
(b) Hearing (G o n ^ . )
(ii) Non-assize»
In certain cases, the justice acted on his oxm without 
the assize, but the punishment was always fining.
Such cases tended to be administrative defaults, e.g. 
absent assizes and witnesses, but minor crimes were also 
dealt wi.th by the justice.
9 
t
He could hear witnesses on his own and act on their 
evidence without an assize^
In one case the justice was asked to hear a plaint from 
ane poor woman.^
1.131 - witness - £40.
1.107/8 - £10.
Also
Assault - £50.
£12 assythraento 149. 
Theft - £10. 121.
Killing kipper fish - £20. 14, 15.
£10. 14, 15,
Blackcock £20 0 14, 15»
Salmon. ™ £10 0 14.
Roe deer. » £100. 14.
2. I. 149.
3. I. 126.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
5. SHERIFF COURT. 1515-174?.tw.%àSa*»«i8*-«ew»*issHe»cintiMei**.wî‘,‘iSHJ.»flAtsiPJi!ao» *»cfii?raCTéwü<'rtwnaî-**Æt»ifj«
(a) Prosecution.
Public prosecution or prosecution at the instance of a court 
prosecutor is very rare in the early record. The standard 
prosecution was by private action - some actions could be 
instigated by royal letters, but the actual action xvas at the 
instance of the private parties.
The position changed completely in the later records where 
the prosecution was almost entirely at the instance of the 
procurator fiscal. Joint action is noted but it was 
infrequent and private prosecution was rare.
(t) nearly.
C)
The procedure of enquiry by assize .is similar to the other 
courts,in the early period.
If the accused denied the charge the assize left the court 
and heard the witnesses themselves out of court and haying 
been "sworn and ripely and well advised, delivered and 
entered the court again" giving their verdict by the chan- 
: cellor.
The assize heard all the theft, assault and slaughter cases 
and they also heard many civil cases - it is noted that they 
left the court in such cases also, to hear and consider the 
evidence.
The later periods show normal procedure with hearings before
the Sheriff“depute and assize. Acquittals occur, but
infrequently.
(ii) Hon-Assizw.
But not all cases were heard by the assize - some were heard 
by //
HiocEgiM (Gem. ) .
3. sîMm,-COiraT. isJriZiZ (SaBSlO
(i^) iSâSlfis (ÊsaM»)
(11) mi-tMama (conM.)
by the Gberiff on his own this was uaod quite frequently li 
civil actions and in some eriwlnal actions,
"The Sheriff reoeivod the wltneaaee, who being sworn and 
examined in judgment on the points and artlolea in the 
summons $ deponed,,.#*..,*"
The Sheriff alao availed himaolf of aeaeasora in certain
civil and criminal actions*
One aaaault case was heard by the Sheriff azid the charge 
proven by witngsses, but this case %fae exceptional in that 
it was combined with a apullgio action. In this case$ the 
Sheriff sent the depositions of the witnesses to the Sheriff 
principal "for hia sight and that he might give his decree" 
but this was unusual and the Sheriff-depute normally 
sentenced.
difference in penalty 
It is impossible to say whether there was any/between assize
hearings and solely witness hearings as details of punlsh-
iment are seldom given in either case.
(13^) £t^.iiiaajioaa.
Continuations are noted on ocoasione - actions were centin- 
*ued in hope of concord between the parties, without projud- 
:ice to a legal decision in the event of an amicable settle- 
xment not being reached#
(1?) .teMJs'sMaa.
Settlement by arbitration is noted - in e bond of caution
WflîÆ
arbitration the said parties aro compromised" but there 
are no references to such decisions in practice.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
,5. SHERIFF COURT. 1515-1747 (Contd.)
(b) Hearing (Contd.)
(v) Royal letters..
Reference is made frequently to letters from "our sovereign 
lord". These letters were instructions to the Sheriff and 
his deputes on many different subjects and were available to 
any petitioner who considered that his cause was not receiv- 
:ing proper consideration.
They were in name of the king and issued by the lords of
council and session, and they applied in both civil and
criminal oases.
the Sheriff was ordered to continue the head court to 
another date, the continuation having the same effect as 
if the next court was actually the head court.
an action was instigated by the royal letter concerning 
the wrongful seizure of incidents of a benefice,
A. was ordered by royal letters to find caution in an 
action of mutilation.
Actions by and against Lady Sinclair were stayed for a 
period as she had gone to Orkney and Shetland on royal 
business.
two gentlemen were excused formal meetings on account of 
the corpulence of their persons,
an obligation to find caution to appear was reduced in 
amount, because of the poverty of the persons.
Some .letters were directed against the Sheriff.
A false and partial judgment given by the Sheriff was 
reduced at the king’s order. No penalty was imposed on 
the Sheriff for his deliberately false decision,
A. offered to prove that bhe Sheriff-depute was an enemy 
to him.
On one occasion two separate obligations to appear in 
oourt for the one crime were in force and the king ordered 
one of the obligations to be reduced,
A. appealed to the king for a new judge in a land dispute 
as the Sheriff's son had lately killed the petitioner’s 
brother-in-law.
PROCEpURE (Oontd.)
4(a) SHEILAND OOURT. 1602-04,
(a) Prosecution.
The reports of the vast majority of criminal cases show the 
cause of the action, the names of the parties and the deter- 
.'mination, hut no details of prosecution, and it is imposs- 
sihle to say whether the prosecution was taken publicly or 
privately. References to private prosecution do occur,but 
they are very infrequent.
(b) Hearing.
(i) Assize.
The assize appear to have been present at all court hearings
although in some cases the verdict and sentence are given by
the judge himself. However, frequently in criminal cases,
the assize heard the evidence, gave a verdict and also a
sentence. In such cases the judge's functions were limited
to observing that the proper procedure was carried out.
e.g. The assize taking consideration (of the evidence) and 
trying Simon Nicolson to be a notorious thief therefore, 
all with one voice, decerns the said Simon's goods, gear 
and lands to be escheat and the accused to be banished 
within a month, or at the first passage, and if he is 
apprehended for the theft of an ure (nominal sum) he is to 
be taken and hanged by the neck till he dies, to the 
example of others.'
A similar exercise of functions by the assize is seen in e 
defamation case - 4 witnesses proved the slander before 
the assise who imposed a penalty of 4 laerks payable to 
the king and 4 nierks payable to the person slandered."^
The assise could even impose the death penalty -
William Johnson confessed to stealing three sheep at 
various times, and the assise ordered that his possessions 
should be escheat to the king and that the accused should 
be taken to the gallows and hanged by the neck until dead, 
to the example of others.
and give sentence in murder cases
in one case, escheat of goods, because the murderers had 
fled the country, and in the second case - escheat and 
banishment, with the threat that the accused would be 
beheaded if he was found within the jurisdiction of the 
court.
1 o n Q 2 a
2 o X_/. 3 o
PHŒHüMRŒ (Contd.)
4(a) BHETLAip COURT..1602-04 (Gontd.)
(b) Hearing (Contd.)
(i) Assise (Oontd.)
The accused could ask for an assise "agreeable to his blood 
and rank" but the accusers could also ask for an assise, 
irrespective of rank, chosen from those who lived where the 
crime was committed.
It is not possible to say. what circumstances applied when the 
assize acted on its own as in the cases mentioned above, or 
when the judge and assize acted together, or even when the 
judge acted alone.
The assize is referred to in all forms of criminal cases ■» 
e.g. blood, deforcement, witdiofoft, theft, and in many civil 
cases. It is noted, however, that in the oases where the 
assize gives the punishment, the penalty is standard for the 
particular crime - e.g. for serious theft -• death or escheat 
and banishment. In the cases where the accused confessed 
and passed himself into the judge’s will (and so did 'not go 
to an assize) the penalties varied between fining and the 
standard sentence. It is possible that the assize were 
bound to give the standard punishment and did not have power 
to modify, whereas the judge could give a punishment at his 
discretion. Acquittals occur in the assize hearings, but 
they are infrequent.
(ii) Reference to Oath.
This form of enquiry was very frequent, but the procedure 
was more complicated than in the other records which show 
reference to oath. There are strong traces of Horse and Udal 
law in the procedure observed by this court.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
4(a) SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04 (Gontd.)
(b) Hearing (Gontd-.)
(ii) Reference to Oath (Oontd.)
Sinnie Magnusdochtei’, was decerned to quit herself by the 
"laricht aithe" of the charge of bleeding Marion 
liagnusdochter. ‘
According to the introduction of the court record, this meani 
that the accused swore that she was innocent, and that this 
oath was supported by the oath of a person chosen by the 
accused and the oath of another person chosen by the judge. 
If the oaths could not be satisfied, the accused was found 
'guilty and sentenced. If at a later date the accused was 
again charged with the same crime, he or she had to be 
acquitted by the saxter aith or six fold oath - his own oath 
and the oaths of three persons chosen by him and three by 
the judge. Again if this also failed, and the accused was 
charged another time, he would have to clear himself by the 
twalter ath » twelve fold oath, being his own oath and the 
oaths of six persons chosen by him and six by the judgef
The sixfold and twelve fold oaths could on occasions be used 
for first offences, if they were serious, but this was 
unusual. This process was applied to most crimes,including 
thefts and failure to pass the twelve fold could result in 
banishment, or threatened death.
1 . LI.
2, pp.Liv-v,
5.L.87.
PROCEDURE (Gontd.)
4(b) COURT BOOK OF ORKNEY & SHE'nAND. 1612-15.
(a) Prosecution.
The procedure in this court was very similar to that of the 
Baron Courts.
The crimes of murder, theft and assault were indicted at the 
Instance of the procurator-fiscal,
Private prosecution was competent, but this was less 
frequent.
The procurator fiscal could also consent to certain actions 
for his interest. Such cases are almost exclusively breachei 
of cautionary obligations.
(b) Hearing.
It is interesting to see that this record makes no reference 
to the forms of oaths used in the earlier Shetland record 
and that the procedure was the same as that noted in the 
mainland courts.
For cases of assault and theft, enquiry by assize was the 
standard procedure. The assize were appointed and left the 
court, together with the witnesses. The assize conducted 
the enquiry and after deliberation, returned to the court. 
Their chancellor gave his verdict to the judge, who sentence) 
The assize did not sentence in this court.
The assize could hear the case in the absence of the accused
PROOEDUEE (Gontd,.)
5. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706.
(a) Prosecution..
In the earlier period (1605'-1609) the entries are brief and 
little information is available. There was a court officer 
but the prosecution in the majority of criminal cases during 
this period was private.
Criminal cases were not numerous and the entries are short - 
there was no set practice of official prosecution as there 
was later.
.No information can be drawn as to whether private or public 
prosecution had different effects on the penalty as no 
details of the penalties are given in the actual cases of 
this period.
In the middle periods (1657-1676) there was a more settled 
course of official prosecution. The procurator fiscal 
acted .jointly with the injured in the first part of the 
period - the cases where he acted alone are infrequent and 
likewise solely private prosecution was rare.
But in the later period, there was a change and the record 
shows the procurator fiscal acting on his own in most 
criminal cases.
In certain cases the procurator fiscal was supported by 
court officers vho acted as subordinate prosecutors, but 
these cases usually contain a deforcement of the actual 
officer, and so such an officer is placed in the same posit-’ 
;ion as a private individual who has been affected by 
another’s illegal act.
The pattern is continued into the final period where except™ 
:ions are even fewer. The final period shows great act!vit; 
on the part of the court officers and indeed a more severe 
attitude is taken overall by the court.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
5. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706 (Gontd.)
(a) Prosecution (Contd.)
The entries show a predominantly male element among the 
defenders, although occasional references to female defenderi 
do occur.
A husband was liable for his wife's criminal acts.
The penalty was certainly affected by age - where a minor wai 
found guilty of a blood assault he was sentenced to remain 
in "the jougs" for half an hour.
(b) Hearing.
The record shows a discernible change in the forms of hearinj
The principal forms of hearing or enquiry in' criminal cases
were by »
(!) Inquest or Assize.
(ii) Judge and Witnesses.
(ill) Reference to Oath*
(iv) Arbitrat i on.
There were developments during the overall period and while
enquiry by judge and witnesses, and reference to oath occur
throughout, changes are noted in the way in which the inquesi
and assize were used* Arbitration was used in the earliest
period for criminal cases, but this was.not continued.
(i) Inquest (Assize),
In the earliest period, the entries relating to inquests are 
frequent, but little information is obtainable as the 
entries are short.
It is seen, however, that enquiry by inquest was used for 
both civil and criminal cases.
In the criminal cases, i.e. - assaults and deforcements ~ 
the inquest acted as an investigating body, which called and 
examined//
PROOEDURE (Contd.)
5. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706 (Contd.)
(b) Hearing (Oontd.)muwM  ^«-îatnrrt-rMWi*ï*a
(1) Inquest (Assize) (Oontd.)
examined both the accused and the witnesses. The functions 
of the judge were limited to sentencing, but even here the 
impression is given in certain cases that the inquest may 
also have sentenced, but this is inconclusive. The usual 
entry states that "the inquest fyles A. in a brawl"(blood 
etc). This is taken to mean that A, is found guilty 
(defiled) of the blood, but it is also apparent from the 
context that "fyled" also means fined. If the inquest 
stated that the accused was to be fined, it is likely that 
the inquest also fixed the amount, but this is not supported 
directly from the text. The inquest could also act as an 
appeal tribunal from a previous decision given by the bailie
It is apparent from the record that enquiry by assize was th 
standard form in assault, and indeed in all criminal cases. 
The instances of assault which are reported without any 
mention of an Inquest are few.
The inquest could also disjiense with an actual sentence - in 
one case the dispute was ordained to be settled within the 
next 15 days, otherwise the parties would be condemned in 
the blood.
This is indicative that the inquest had power to sentence 
and did not merely give a verdict.
The inquest was discontinued at some point prior to 1657« 
There is a gap in the record, from 1609 to 1657 and the last 
reference is in 1608. After 1657 the standard form of enquir, 
was by judge and witnesses, but in the period from 1662 
references to enquiry by assize occur. This assize was not 
the same as the old inquest and there are discernible 
differences in its functions.
mpOEDURE (Oontd,)
5. s m iiS Ï-£ 9 M Î*  laZzlZO G  (cootaO
Cb) HêâEiBS (Conta.)
(i) Msige (Conta.)
Most criminal cases in the period 1662 to 1676 were heard 
before an assize whose functions were very similar to those 
of a modern jury - they heard evidence, deliberated and 
gave their verdict. There is no trace of an investig- 
jation being undertaken by the assize as an,independent 
body nor of any sentencing functions $ as in the earlier 
period*
In the latest period there is no reference to the assize 
at all “ this is consistent with the different aspect 
of the last entries which show a much more forceful and 
severe system than the previous periods. Here the 
prosecution is almost entirely official and the bulk of the 
cases are concerned with questions of religious orthodoxy - 
crushing the covenanters.
Acquittals occur in thexearlier period - certainly they 
were less frequent than convictions, the rate being under 
a quarter of the prosecution's. However^ they became 
much less frequent in the later period - it is noted that 
the frequency of absolutions in references to oath was 
much higher than acquittals by assise throughout the 
whole period.
PROCEDURE (Oontd.)
5. REGALITY OOURT. 1547-1706 (Oontd.)
(b) Hearing (Gontd.)
(ii) Judge and Witnesses.
The case could be heard before the bailie without an assize 
the evidence being led either by witnesses or by reference to 
oath.
In the earlier period, this method of enquiry is not common 
in criminal actions, but it was used frequently in civil 
cases.
There are a number of assault cases which make reference to 
witnesses without inquest, but it is not possible to say 
whether the inquest heard these cases ornot. In a very few 
cases it can be stated, however, that the bailie heard the 
witnesses himself.
After the inquest became obsolete, this method became the 
standard form in most criminal cases. In the middle period 
it was used very frequently for all crimes, including some 
assaults (most of the assaults being heard before the assize, 
whose functions were limited, to assault cases with few 
exceptions.)
In the final period enquiry by judge and witnesses was the 
normal practice.
(ill) Reference to Oath.
This form of procedure is common throughout the whole record 
in both civil and-criminal cases. In criminal cases it was 
used normally where there were no witnesses, but no matter 
the reason, the pursuer or accuser could refer the charge 
to the defender’s oath, to admit or deny.
If the defender admitted, he was held as confessed or if he 
denied, he was acquitted.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
5o REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706 (Gontd.)
(b) Hearing (Contd.)
(ill) Reference to Oath (Gontd.)
If the defender refused to depone, he was held to be guilty 
but for further confIrmatlon the charge could be referred to 
the oath of the injured.
Alternatively the defender could refer the charge back to th 
pursuer who swore that the charge was true or else refused 
to swear,which meant absolution for the defender.
It was possible for the matter to be referred to the pursuer 
oath in the first instance, but this is rare. It could 
happen where the defender failed to appear.
It is noticeable in the last half of the first period that 
many assault cases were referred to the oath of the defender 
and in the majority of cases the defender denied the claim 
and so was absolved. In view of the frequency of the 
absolutions, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that a 
cynical disregard of the ethical considerations involved in 
this form of enquiry was developing.
The proportion of absolutions in the middle period was also 
high.
(iv) Arbitration.
Uhile this form was frequently used throughout the whole 
period for civil disputes, it was also used in the earliest 
period in some blood assaults.
Both parties and their dependents agree to accept the. 
decision of two arbiters for each side and oversnian.Definite 
periods are stated for the decisions, with a further period 
for the oversinan's decision.
No information is given about the outcome of these cases.
PROCEDURE (Oontd.)
5, REGALITY COURT. I547-I7O6 (Contd.)
(c) ConfcoBioiic
The defender could, of course, oonfeoe the charge without 
any form of enquiry.
If the defender was abeent he ims held as confessed although 
in that case, the charge(OuM be referred to the oath of the 
Injur&d party.
The hearings in the first and middle periods do seem to be 
M r  - the numbei' of acquittals and aboolutions is high and 
a definite standard of proof is required - a standard which 
was not always reached with the corresponding result of "not 
proven" (which meant not guilty).
In the latest period, however, especially under the influenc 
of religious intolerance, the impression is obtained that 
the accGï^ ted .principles wore less scrupulously observed - 
unpleasant phrasos occur like "A. asked to speak to the 
bailie after the court" - "A, was ordered to remain in 
prison till he deponed what he knew" - "A. maintained that 
he was fined In his baron court - this was not accepted and 
ho was fined again".
It la admitted that those referenoos relate to roligioua 
disputes and there is no evidence that such repressive 
principles were present in the disposal of the non- 
i^^lgioua 08808 before #i@ oourt.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
6. mRON COURT. 1525-1747.
The Baron'court records give rather more detailed information 
that the other courts, and so clearer patterns are seen.
(a) Prosecution 1
The earlioRt record, Garnwath, shows that the Baron exercleec 
a tight control over his vassals, and prosecution by the 
Baron and his office)?was very frequent. The sphere of offic- 
:laX prosecution was wide and covered assaults, thefts and 
doforcemonts, and those matters which were prejudicial to 
order - troubling the court, using unreasonable language, 
administrative matters destroying timber, breaklngarrest- 
:meats5 spreadIng plague, and breaches of court statutes.
Private prosecution in assault cases in Carnwath is the 
exception rather than the rule, and occurs very rarely. 
Possible explanations for the infrequency of private pros- 
;ecutiono at a time when private prosecution was standard in 
other courts are (1) the likelihood of the, pursuer being 
fined for bloodv/yte (the liability for bloodvjyte is studied 
In detail below/ but for a person who had been aaoaulted to 
endeavour to obtain redress by a court action in which he ■ 
himself may bo fined, appeared a poor bargain) and even if 
bloodv/yto did not apply, the ordinary fine for blood was 
claimed by the Baron, aasythment being rare in the Garuwath 
record: and (2) the procedure for summons at least for 
criminal causes, was in the hands of the Baron's officer.
There was thus little tangible benefit to be obtained by the 
assaulted if he instituted a private prosecution, there was 
only personal satisfaction in seeing the assailant fined.
It is significant that in the Jforbeo record, whero there is 
little bloodvjyte and frequent assythment, private prosocutlo 
is the normal practice and official proseoutiqn very rare.
1. ,Gee Bloodv/yte - p. Mo
PROCEDURE (Oontd.)
G. BARON OOURT. I525-I747 (Oontd.)
(a) Prosecution (Gontd0)
In the records of Gorshill, Urie and Stitchill, the prosecut 
?ion is again predominantly in thh^  hands of the Baron or hi£ 
representative. The Urie record shows that there was 
official prosecution in a number of general crimes during 
the earlier period, e.g. contravention of the baronial 
statutes, deforcing, theft, poaching and other cases where 
the Baron had an interest. In the later period, i.e. after 
the Restoration, 1667 to 1747, wi th occasional exceptions, 
all assault cases were prosecuted by the procurator fiscal. 
Thile there is no mention of bloodv/yte in this record, 
assythment is also infrequent, although it is mentioned,and 
the inference is that there was again little benefit for 
the assaulted if he pursued privately.
The Stitohill an% Gorshill records show a similar position -
 c
the sphere of official prosecution included assaults, 
deforcing, theft, defamation and enforcement of notional and 
baronial acts. The consept of the procurator fiscal v/as 
taken to some defamation and assault actions, but purely 
private assault prosecutions are very infrequent.
Thus prosecution in assault and other criminal cases v/as 
predominantly a matter for the Baron and his representative, 
and it is only in the Forbes record that official prosecut™ 
:ion in assaults falls - this record is remarkable in that 
alone of the Baron Courts, official prosecution in assaults 
is the exception and private prosecution is the normal 
practice. Prosecution for other offences in Forbes is 
public and follows the same pattern as in the other records 
unlawful grazing, poaching, theft, cutting timber and non- 
observance of services. The only factor which is notable 
in //
I%RCX]l&Dl%3E (Gontd.)
fS. BjlRC)# GOlJtrr. ((JoiTtcl.)
(a) ProsGOUtion (Gôntd)*
in the Porbes record is the high frequency of assythment 
awards, and this might well have a connection with the 
frequency of private prosecutions,
■(b) Defence,
The defenders throughout the records are predominantly 
male, but there are a number of cases in which female 
defenders appear. There was no difference in procedure 
on the grounds of sex,, but there may have, been a difference 
in penalty, although no direct evidence is available for 
this point.
The Baron court records give quite detailed information on 
various types of defenders -
(a) husband and wife: , No set practice appears to have been
followed, even in the one record, as to whether a husband 
was liable for an assault committed by his wife on a third 
party. Garnwath shows that a married woman was usually 
liable herself, and fined for blood or bloodwyte, but there 
is one case in this record which states that the husband 
was summoned for his wife’s assault, and in Forbes both 
individual liability on the wife and vicarious liability
on the part of the husband for her assault, are mentioned.
Also in Stitchill, both forms are present: in this record
one case states -
"Margaret Black, spouse to Patrick Millar, and Patrick 
Millar for his interest, are fined for an assault 
committed by Margaret Black".''
(b) father and son: While there may be an .element of 
expediency in the prosecution and liability ofspouses, it ic 
seen that a father was liable for his son’s assault
(c) minors; //
PROOEDURE (Oontd.)
6. BARON COURT. 1623-174:7 (Contd.)
(b) Defence (Gontd.)
(c) minors; Where a minor was prosecuted on his own, no 
difference was observed in procedure, but the age of the 
defender was taken into account in sentencing - the jougs 
were frequently imposed on minors,
(d) master and servant : Vicarious liability on the part of 
a master for his servants was recognised, principally in 
Urie and Btitchill, In Urie this liability extended to 
breaches of statutes, theft and breaches of lav/burrows. In 
the bonds of lawburrows the obligation covered the principal 
parties "and their tenants and servants, that they nor any 
of them" shall do nr not do somdhing (In Urie principally 
not to cut timber). Also in Urie in a prosecution for 
unlawfully cutting turf, it was alleged that the defender 
or his servants had cut peats and it was irrelevant for the 
defender to plead that it was done by his servants,not by 
himself. The same situation is seen in Stitchill where 
lawburrows were used frequently after an assault case and 
again the obligation was that the respective principal 
parties "their wives, children, servants and families shall 
not trouble or molest" each other.
(e) Liability by accession, or art and part, was recognised 
in all records and there are many cases of a plurality of 
defenders® The procedure appeared to be fluid,however,and 
the practice adopted seemed to have been to summon all 
involved in the question at issue,no matter how remotely. 
The lengths to which the court was prepared to go is seen ii 
a Stitchill Case where Edward Stevenson was summoned for an 
assault on John Donaldson; the subsequent enquiry showed 
that //
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
6. MRON COmtTq 1523-1747 (Contd.)
(b) Detence (Contd.) /
(e) (Gontd.)
that John Stevenson, the defender's brother, who had not 
been cited, was the person responsible for the assault0 The 
court then imposed a fine of &5G on John and fined Edward, 
who was involved to a certain extent, £3* Procedure was 
not permitted to stand in the way of justice.
(c) Summons.
The machinery for citation to the court is clearly seen in 
the Carnwath record and the same procedure with modification 
was foPlowed in the later courts.
If the action was one in which the Baron had an interest and 
was thus prosecuting, a precept was given to his officer, 
whose duty it was to serve the precept on the defender,The 
precept contained details of the place at which the court wa 
to be held, the facts ‘of the action and details of the 
punishment demanded.
Witnesses and those who owed suit to the court were also 
"arrestlt" (informed) by precept.
If the parties or witnesses did not appear, the officer 
had to prove in court that he had implemented the terms of 
the precept, and obtain a new precept. A person cited as a 
principal was given four opportunities to appear and if he 
did not appear at the fourth court, the case was proceeded 
to judgment. This continuation of process is seen in 
Gamwath frequently, the final court being described as the 
"fell'd Court" or "Court peremptour" but in the later courts 
the procedure is modified, and the case was dispaed usually 
at the first calling if the parties did not appear.
For //
PROGEDUIŒ (Gontd.)
60 BARON COURT. 1323-1747 (Contd.)
( G ) Summons .( Gontd » )
For a private prosecution,' no details are given in Garnwath, 
but it would appear that a similar procedure for citation 
of the defender and witnesses was followed. The question 
arises as to whether a private individual could use the 
Baron’s officer for the first intimation or whether the 
individual himself was responsible for intimating the 
action to the defender. The latter course is the more 
likely though if the defender failed to appear, the subseq- 
;uent intimations could be effected by the officer as the 
question was one of contumacy on the part of the defender 
to the court.
(d) Hearing.
Throughout the course of the records, there is a noticeable 
development and change in the procedure adopted for hearing 
the disputes,
(i) ÂSÜ3G.
In the earliest record, it is seen that the inquest in 
Garnwath was the normal machinery of enquiry for all oases, 
both civil and criminal, although occasional cases show 
that the Baron or his bailie and assessors could act 
instead of the inquest.
The inquest was a body of persons who owed suit to the 
Baron Court and who were appointed and chosen by the Baron 
and of "whose fidelity and qualification the Baron has 
assurance to pass voice upon inquest or jury in all 
matters questionable within the Barony". The actual 
numbers varied in Garnwath, but were usually in the region 
of fifteen.
After //
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
G. BARON COURT. 1523-1747 (Contd.)
(d ) Heax'lne ( Contd. )
(1) Assij56 (Contd, )
After the parties stated tlielr plea of admitting or denying 
the charge, the defender could, idLth leave of the court, 
ask friends to speak for him - "forspeakers", The defend” 
:er or his friends could also challenge, and make any 
competent or specific objection against the judge, bailies, 
Inquest or any other members of the court. After these
points had been settled, the bailie read out the names of
the inquest and asked the defender if he wished any of the 
inquest set aside on showing lawful cause. In one case this 
was taken advantage of and the defender challenged a member 
of the inquest whom he suspected of "partial counsel".
Before the inquest withdrew, some of the entries giving
details of blood actions, state that the inquest heard the
pursuer’s allegations, rights and reasons, but this would 
appear to refer to the procedure detailed above.
The inquest withdrew from the full court and went apart to 
call and hear the witnesses, The witnesses, before giving 
their evidence to the inquest, wei'o sworn in the open 
court ("in Judgement") and thereafter were brought indiv- 
ridually before the inquest. The witnesses depbned before 
the inquest "on their great oaths" as to the facts and the
inquest "being ripely advised, came into the Court again,
having God before their eyes and all in on© voice" deliver- 
;ed their verdict. The phrase "all in one voice" is used 
in each entry where details of procedure are given and
there does not appear to be any evidence of a majority
decision, although this was perfectly competent. The 
verdict was given by the chancellor of the inquest and 
acting //
PROOEDUHE (Gontd.)
G. BARON COURT. 1323-1747 (Contd.)
(d) Hearing (Contd.)
(i) Assize (Gontd.)
acting on the inquest's decision, the bailie gave sentence 
("doom") by mouth of the derapster of the court.
It is clear from the text that in its original form the 
inquest were not merely a jury in the modern sense, they 
were judges and heard and considered the evidence with a 
view to a final pronouncement of guilt or innocence. The 
bailie was responsible for ensuring correct procedure and 
for sentencing when he received the inquest's verdict.
The bailie's sentencing powers are worthy of comment - in 
the Garnwath record it is clear that he did sentence in 
criminal cases, but there are two cases where the report 
states that the inquest decided on the punishment/ In all 
the civil cases which are determined by the Inquest,the 
inquest gives the final determination of the case, and of tl 
two cases mentioned above - one could be classed as civil » 
it stems from allegations of negligence and the other is a 
breach of arrestment which carried a standard punishment.
In the later records the inquest (sometimes called the 
assise) still appears, but it is less frequent - no longer 
are civil cases referred to the inquest and even for 
criminal cases its use is reduced. The functions of the 
Urie and Stitchill inquests were the same as the Carnwath 
inquest - they were investigating agencies, and they did not 
merely declare guilt or innocence.
The inquest was also used in Forbes, but in a different way, 
It was limited to blood assaults (there is only one except- 
: ion •» one case of theft is tried by inquest) and there was 
a preliminary investigation before the case is referred to 
the //
1. 0,69 - arrestment,
0,102 - negligence and damage.
PROCEDURE (Oontd.)
6. BARON COURT. 1323-1747 (Contd.)
(d) Hearing (Contd.)
(i) Assis e (Contd.)
the inquest, whose functions were similar to a modern jury, 
Witnesses were called before the matter was referred to the 
assise and they confirmed that some kind of assault had 
taken place and in particular that blood had been shed. The 
purpose of this preliminary evidence given by witnesses 
appears to have been to ascertain whether blood had been 
spilled or not. The bailiq,having heard the evidence of 
these witnesses, and having considered that the case 
merited a detailed enquiry, ordained both parties to suffei 
the verdict of an assize, who heard the depositions of the 
witnesses and "after examination and deliberation" the 
chancellor announced the verdict of the assize to the 
bailie (convictis and maekis guiltie - or absolvis and 
fries). Once the verdict had been reached the bailie 
sentenced, although in one case the assize not only found 
A. guilty of blooding B. and B. guilty of striking A., but 
also fined A. £30 and B. £20.' The inquest was acting ir 
this case as a sentencing body, but this was unusual.
In Forbes, the assize did not leave the court as they did 
in Garnwath ™ "the witnesses, sworn, did depone in presence 
of the bailie and assize". The assise could make recommend 
: ations to the bailie In their verdict - in the same case 
the assise wished the fact that the accused -was provoked 
brought to the bailie's notice and requested a modificatioi: 
of the penalty on the ground of self defence.
Not every case gives a full report that there was prelim- 
:Inary evidence by the witnesses, after which the assize 
then heard more evidence - the assize being in court for ti 
preliminary //
1. Ra.293.
2. Ra.249/0.
PROCEDURE (Contd.)
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(d) Hearing (Contd.)
(i) Assize (Gontd.)
preliminary evidence oonld accept this and found their 
verdict on the one set of evidence.
The preliminary evidence of witnesses might also bo dis™ 
îpensed with if other proofs of blood-spilling were 
produced, e.g. where the injured person produced a cloth 
with blood stains, no witnesses were called for the 
preliminary investigation - the matter was proved by the 
cloth to relate to an action of blood and was referred thei 
to the assize.
The position in Oorshill is very similar to Forbes. The 
inquest was used exclusively■for assaults - both blood and 
non-blood, and its functions are the same as those of the 
Forbes Assize, In each case, the witnesses give their 
evidence in open court and "the whole matter being heard 
and considered by the judge, and finding the same dubious, 
refers it to an inquest". The inquest was sworn and 
having considered the matter "by cognition and trial" 
delivered their verdict to the judge who sentenced.
This procedure fell into desuetude - the last entry in 
CorShi11 for an inquest is dated 30th April, 1669, and it 
is interesting that all the records which cover this perioc 
show that enquiry by Inquest ceased more or less 
simultaneously -» Stitchill, 14th September, 1667? Urie 
7th December, 1667» Oorshill 30th April, 1669» and Forbes 
23rd December, 1676.
It is difficult to see a definite connection between the 
different forms of assize and the punishments imposed. 
There were patterns in the punishments idiich are noted in 
detail //
PROCEDURE (Oontd.)
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(d) Ileaz'lng (Cqntd, )
(^) Asnlzo (Contd,)
detail below, but the patterns had nothing to do with the 
procoduro - no particular punishment was related to a 
particular procédure, It is noted, however, that while 
acquittals occurred, although not frequently, in theOdra-
:wath record, assize acquittals in the Inter records were 
very rare - in Urie no asBiae acquittals at all aro seen 
and in otitchill and Oorshill they aro very infrequent.
(11) Witnoasea.
The method of enquiry which had supplanted the inquest was 
the assumption by the bailie of the investigating functions 
formerly performed by the inquest * The two mothods of 
enquiry existed concurrently for sorno time, but after 1670 
when the assize fell away, the only form of investigation 
used in the Baron Courts was investigation by the bailie 
and witnosses.
This was not o, new form of enquiry which had auddonly 
appeared - there are traces in Carnwath o f  this procedure, 
principally in connection with breachcss of arrestment - 
the witnesses were sworn in court and examined by the 
Baron or the bailie and "the bailie, being advised by the 
depositions of the witnesses and assessors in the court, 
decreed......"But this'orooodure was not common and only
i
occurs six times - five instances relating to breach of 
arrestment, and once i n a case of deforcement.
The other records also show enquiry by witnesses conourr- 
:ently with enquiry by assize. The complaint was given by 
the procurator ficcal and the accused was "examined and 
interrogated //
mOOEDURE (Gontd.)
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interrogated anent the points of the indictment" and both 
sides called their witnesses. The text also gives details 
of the procedure necessary to ensure that the evidence give] 
is truthful “ the witness must be "cited, solemnly sworn, 
purged of partial counsel, and examined" and he may then 
depone to the facts. The bailie having heard and consider' 
•*ed the indictment, the confession of the defender and the 
depositions of the witnesses, and being 3?ipely advised, 
fined the accused in the sum of £-— -
111 the later records where both enquiry by inquest and 
enquiry by witnesses wore used, no rule can be laid down 
as to when one procedure was used and when the other* In 
the Forbes record, it is apparent that the inquest heard 
the more serious assault casos, as the fine is invariably 
£50 after an inquest (with one exception where there were 
special circumstances) and in Stitchill and Oorshill so 
long as the inquest was used, a similar rule appears to hav 
held, though not so absolutely. In Urie, the inquest is 
only referred to three times, and no mean can be stated.
In a few oases of enquiry by witnesses (before this form 
had supplanted the assize) the accused had already confess- 
:ed and the prosecutor was proving his case by witnesses, 
notwithstanding the confession, but this did not apply in 
the majority of the instances.
(ill) Reference to Oath.
This determination, where the question at issue was referr-- 
:ed to the oath of the person interested in denying, is 
seen throughout the course of all the recoras.
In //
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In Carnwath it was very common in civil cases, but it was 
used also in a few criminal actions, e.g. unlawful cutting o 
timber and in assaults.
The form of the reference is uniform throughout - the 
charge is referred to the defender and he must reply on 
oath, either that the facts are true and so admit the 
charge, or else that the facts are false; if he is silent, 
he is held to have confessed. He may rdfor the oath back 
to the fiscal/prosecutor and the onus is then on the fiscal 
ox* prosecutor to confirm on oath that the alleged facts 
are true. The later records make mention of this procedure 
frequently - although it is usually in relation to civil 
actions, e.g. debt. In criminal cases, however, it appear." 
as an alternative to both inquest and when -that form became 
less used, to enquiry by witnesses. It is seen in the 
Forbes record that reference to oath was used in criminal 
cases when there were no witnesses available.
It is noted that the rate of acquittals in this form of 
enquiry was much higher than in enquiry%y assize.
(e) Continuation.
The Carnwath record shows that continuation of cases was
very frequent and even if the principal parties appeared,
the case might not be determined at that juncture. The most
common continuation was to "arrest" witnesses and to obtain
further proof, but in two cases reported in Carnwath,there
is continuation in "the hope of concord to please my Lord
/
betwixt this and the next Court". A similar continuation 
occurs in Oorshill
1. C a m . 74, 112.
2. Cors. 78»
PROCEDmE (Oontd;)
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(f) Confession6
Apart from determination by judicial enquiry-, the cases 
could be determined by the confession of a defender - this 
form is very frequent in all the texts. This normally 
concluded the matter, hut in a few cases throughout the 
middle period, the charge could he referred to the judge 
and witnesses, notwithstanding the confession.
(g) Arbitrationè
Reference to arbitration is frequent, but it relates to 
civil cases rather than criminal. Occasional assaults 
were referred to arbitration, but the decisions are not 
included in the court records and it is impossible to say 
how they compared with the court decisions-.
00N0LU3I0N8;
PEÜGEîJURE:
1. Prosecution : The pattern of pi*osGcution in the Justiciary
court is clear - private prosecution was normal during the 
earliest period for most crimes - the only exceptions being 
treason and crimes in which the Grown had a direct interest. 
From c. 1,560 references to Crown prosecution increase, as do 
references to joint prosecution by the Grown and the Individua] 
concerned, until by 1650 Grown prosecution, was normal in most 
crimes, the only exceptions being slaughter and assault which 
were the last sphere of private prosecution, although even 
there Grown prosecution and joint Crown end individual 
prosecutions are noted.
The pattern is continued into the later period with private 
and even joint activity becoming steadily less.
It is most noticeable that the rate of acquittals is much 
higher in private prosecutions than in the other forms.
The other courts (with the exception of the Baron courts) 
show the same pattern;
Argyll Justiciary court shows official and joint prosecution 
almost equally, but private prosecution is rare, but the 
Sheriff and itegallty Courts show the progression through 
private to joint to official parosecutioni
The Baron Courts are noteworthy in that j with the exception 
of Forbes, the prosecution from the earliest timoo wan and 
remained official with some joint actions and very few private
The reasons could be (1) the procedure of summons (2) the 
chances that the injured pursuer (in assaults,which was the 
most frequent crime) could be fined for bü.oodwyte and (3) that 
the crimes heard by the court were those left by the superior 
courts //
PROCEDURE (Gontd.)
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oourtü and were by and large such that only the Baron had
any interest to enforce.
It is seen that Forbes, which was the only Baron court noted 
which had numerous private prosecutions in assault (but was 
otherwise official in prosecution) was also the only Baron 
court which awarded assytlinient with any regularity and so the 
injured pursuer received something for his pains*
2e Defence. As one would expect, the vast majority of 
defenders were male, but there are periodic references to 
female defenders - it is seen that there was no difference 
in procedure, nor indeed in sentence.
It Is also seen that while a wife was liable for her crime 
personally and solely in the justiciary and middle courts 
(sheriff and regality) her husband could be made liable in 
the Baron and Burgh courts for minor assaults, insults etc.
A father could be responsible for his minor son's crimes, 
but while there was no difference in procedure in trying 
minors, there was a difference in sentence -» minors usually 
received a spell in the jougs.
Death sentences could be imposed in exceptional casos, e.g. 
some boys with the McGregor gangs were hanged*
5. Hearing *
(a) Assize : Trial by assise was by far the most frequent
form in the justiciary courts throughout the whole period * 
Acquittals are relatively frequent, approximately one fourth 
of all cases tried resulted in acquitta]s, and the rate was 
higher dinring the first years of James Vi's reign. Actual 
proceedings //
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proceedings for wilful error occur in the earliest periods 
with the standard punishment of imprisonment for a year and a 
day, hut in the middle and later records proceedings are rare 
although the threat was made frequently - hut even there the 
acquittal rate was only slightly less than normal - just under 
a quarter.
In the Argyll court assize acquittals were frequent - the 
rate was between one third and one half of prosecutions.
However, in the lower courts - Sheriff, Regality and Baron 
courts, the acquittal: rate was much lower and in the later 
period acquittals were exceptional. Vdiether the record 
did not note acquittals, or whether acquittals were not 
given, cannot be said, although the latter is more likely.
The sentencing powers of assizes are noteworthy. There are 
periodic references, particularly In the earlier records, to 
the assize sentencing - i.e. the assize not only examined 
the witnesses and gave its findings of guilt or innocence, 
but also actually sentenced the accused. This is clearly 
a relic of a much earlier system, but in the period under 
review this is seen in the proceedings of the Court of 
Parliament (in treason) in the earlier Shetland court, in 
one case in Argyll, and occasionally in the Baron Courts.
The actual' sentences given by the assize were always the 
standard penalty for the particular crime ™ no variation is 
noted as in the judge-given sentences.
The functions of the assize changed over the period in the 
lower courts. In the earlier records, the assize withdrew
from //
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from the court and examined the witnesses, returning to give 
their verdict. In the later records, the assize remained in 
court and heard the evidence in the manner of a modern jury.
(b) Non-assize.
(i) Judge and witnesses; In the lower courts this process 
supplanted assize hearings from c,I670 onwards although 
it had existed from the earliest period.
In some cases in the justiciary courts, the judge 
sentenced immediately if the accused confessed, but this 
was not automatic - on many occasions the case was 
referred to an assize notwithstanding the confession.
Of a similar type were the cases where the accused place; 
himself in the justice's will - without reference to 
assize. In the middle and later periods the standard 
sentence was banishment.
It is difficult to say when a case was referred to assize
and when it was heard by the judge and witnesses. Certainly
gravity was considered and possibly also the appropriate 
sentence although sentencing details of judge and witness 
cases in the earlier records are very sparse. In the later 
records during the period when judge and witness procedure 
existed concurrently with judge and assize, the sentence 
in the former cases tended to be fining.
(ii) Reference to oath; This is noted in the lower courts
and while it was common in civil cases, it was apparent-
:ly only used in criminal cases when there were no
witnesses. The acquittal rate was very high.
The earlier Shetland record is noteworthy in this
connection as it shows a very highly developed and 
complicated //
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complicated oath system totally different from the normal 
mainland reference to oath and which certainly resulted 
in convictions. The Shetland system did not survive 
the Privy Council's edict in 1611 however and the later 
record shows the mainland process.
(ill) Arbitration is mentioned throughout all the early record? 
particularly in assault cases to agree assythment, but 
the decisions are not given in the court records, and it 
is impossible to say how they compared with the court- 
decided am o unt s.
4. Onus of proof. Occasional references in the middle period 
imply that the accused was presumed guilty until he proved 
his innocence. The modern concept of the prosecution proving 
beyond reasonable doubt did not apply. In so far as the 
situation was analysed at all, it appeared that the accused's 
presence in court per se sparked off the presumption that he 
might well be guilty and the obligation rested on him to 
disprove it.
1. klURDhR.
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Throughout the period, a difference in penalty is noted
between slaughter and murder. In practice, the normal
penalty for murder was hanging arid for slaughter* beheading,
but the two crimes were also different in substance - the
assise could acquit a person of murder and convict him of 
/
slaughter.
however, the differences are obscured at the beginning and 
at the end of the period. In the earliest period, the 
murder actions in common with almost every other crime 
were settled by payment of damages •-* assythment - and by 
the granting of a remission by the heirs of the person
t,
slain.
Cases certainly occur where a penalty, either beheading or 
hanging, is imposed, but compared with the later periods 
when hanging was standard, the early period is distinguish-' 
;ed by its preference in the ordinary cases for compounding 
between the parties and remission, with death as a second 
alternative, if cash was not forthcoming. Death might 
also be imposed, irrespective of money, if the facts 
showed an exceptionally serious or dishonourable murderf 
but such cases are rare. In the last period (from 1624 to 
1640) many slaughter and some murder cases are noted, but 
the most striking feature is the very small number of 
cases which show a punishment. The entries show many 
continuations //
1. e.g. Bo 158/9.
2, A 17, 205s see p a n d  p.4SS for a more detailed 
reView of remissi on s.
5. The honour aspect in punishment was an important 
consideration - Death was much less important than 
the manner of death. do also in the manner of crime.
I' (Oobtd. )
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continuations, acquittals and also interruptions by the 
irivy Council, but the numheis of cases for which a penalty 
is stated are very few. The distinction between slaughter 
and murder is maintained in the prosecutions, but in 
practice the difference is not seen in the punishment, as 
no punishment is shown in the slaughter cases.
As examples of the more exceptional penalty of beheading
for murder, the following cases from the earliest period
may be noted -
William Tod was convicted of the murder of his wife 
an d w a s b ehe ade d /
In the later period, beheading was imposed rarely in murdei
but occasional oases are noted,
Alexander dpons was convicted of the cruel murder of 
John Donald and he was sentenced to be beheaded and his 
moveables escheat.*"
However, the standard penalty in the main period was
hanging, and as examples, the follov/iiig may be noted -
dames V/atson and James Hi ch el wood were convicted of 
murdering George Tweedie as he slept, and were sentenced
to be hanged and their moveables escheat.^
Patrick .Deans was hanged on the spot where he had
murdered his pregnant wife by kicking her. His moveable 
were escheat.
The frequency of cases of child murder is most noticeable
throughout the whole period studied. Hanging was the
standard penalty.
Isobel Pratt was convicted of murdering her illegitimate 
child //
1. Aa 355, 474/5, also A 81/2.
2. 076, also 018, 484 - escheat of lands and moveables 
(two murders under trust) 542.
3. 0540/1.
4. 0517, also 0 504/6.
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t
child by strangulation. ohe was hanged',
Crown Advocates -v- Janet McCralthe: Che-was accused
of killing four children who were born to Jier secretly 
over a period of five or six years. She'',was
condemned to be hanged on the gallows on the Castlehill
of Edinburgh and her moveable goods escheat to the 
Crown.
LA -V- Patrick Robleson and Marion Kempt; The parties 
admitted adultery and Marlon Kempt admitted drinking a 
potion to kill her unborn child. The case was referred 
to the Lords of Secret Council for their decision,Both 
were sentenced to be hanged and moveables e s c h e a t ,  2. «-
Aggravations are noted in certain cases'^and the State's 
displeasure was shown by mutilation and/or indignities 
usually after death, but if the aggravation was severe thei
the mutilation could be imposed both before and after
death.
John fisher was convicted of the murder and slaughter 
of Janet yymons and sentenced to be hanged. After 
death his head was to be placed on a town gate. His 
moveables were escheat, ^
Killing a Crown official merited severe displeasure.
Thomas Armstrong was convicted of murdering Sir John 
Carmichael, Warden of the West marches and was sentenced 
to have his right-hand to be struck off, to be hanged 
and after his death his body ^ was to be hung in chains. 
His moveables were escheat. ^
The most serious form of aggravation was murder under trusi
which although equated with treason, did not always carry e
treason sentence; some cases show normal aggravation
sentences (hanging, mutilation and/or indignities after
death and escheat)
For //
1. D371, 0402,540, D269/0, Dd430, 482, 484/5, 565.
2. E47, (2 a )E01,  but Dd472 beheaded.
3. 057 - under silence of night.
4» A174®
5* 0565/4.
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For killing merchants travelling with thorn and taking 
their goodo, the thieves were oonvioted of murder under
truot and piracy and sontonc.ed to he hanged in ii'ons 
and their ho ad a out off and moveable o escheat®'’
However s treason oeritencos could certainly be imp one d
(the treason sontenoo including forfeiture, not merely
escheat).
.A. Æ Others -V- Andrew Kov/on. Rowan v/as accused of 
two separate inotanooo of adultery and also murdoriog
hie wife by strangulation. He was hanged, his lands 
and moveables 1'o.rfcited, and his head and right hand 
woro to be otuck on iron pikeo at the Westgate of 
Edinburgh "to the example of others to attempt the 
like” o
Also Robert '//eir was sentenced to be broken on a wheel 
for his part in the murder of the laird of ha.rriston. 
The laird was murdered at hie wife's instigation by 
V/cir who strangled him. lady vvarrjston was beheaded ' 
due to the influence of her friend a, but V/eir was 
broken on a wheel and his body left on the wheel for 
24 hours, ■*’
Certain oasea of mui'der were actually traaaon, and not
merely considered to be the legal equivalent of treason.
John Binning was oonvictod of the mui'der of Honry king 
of Scots (Darnley ) while sleeping at the Kirk of Field, 
by raioing a fire with a great quantity of powdor, the
force of which destroyed the house and the occupants.
He was hanged and denounced as traitor (i.e. quartered 
and forfeiture).^
A small group of murders were held to be aggravated with
such unnatural evilness that the body had to be burnt after
the death sentence had been implemented.
John Kello was convicted of murdering his wife by 
strangling her with a towel. He was sentoncod to be
hanged and his body to be oast into a fire and burnt 
to a she 8. His goods and gear were e a cheat.
1. Dd572.,al8o
2. H71 also (l)74/6 and 124, murder under trust-beheaded and 
escheat. )
Dd474 - murder under trust - beheaded and forfeited. 
i )  1 5 o  —d o — —d o ™  —
D250 .-do- hanged and forfeited,
5, 04 4 5 - breaking on the wheel was extremely rare.
4. B95/6, also D194/6.
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Poisoning came into this category. Although the conuiient- 
:aries say that it was equated with treason, forfeiture 
was not always imposed, but the main sentence of hanging: 
and burning the body after death was thestandard penalty 
for outraged and horrified community feelings - a similar 
penalty was imposed in incest and witchcraft oases. The 
taint of evil was so real that it was a physical disease 
and the only possible sentence was death and the total 
destruction of the body and the evil it contained,
Adam ColquhoUn was convicted of murdering by poison 
and also attempted murder. He was hanged and his body 
burnt after death. His land and moveables were escheat*
Andrew Glenoorse was convicted of poisoning his wife 
and having committed adultery with her mother. He was 
sentenced to be burnt.^
Combined crimes; in many cases the murder was linked with 
another crime.
1. Murder & Theft. The standard penalty was hanging and
escheat of moveables, but again in the earliest period,
beheading could be imposed. In addition to the death
death
sentence and escheat of moveables, mutilation after/(in
the manner of an aggravation) was added frequently.
Beheading. Andrew Adamson was convicted of the murder and 
slaughter of Thomas Peebles and also theft. He was 
beheaded and after death his head, hands and feet were 
cut off and exhibited in prominent places (e.g. 
town gates ) .4
More usually, hanging was imposed;
1, Mackenzie; 67.
2c Aa 419/0 - actually a treason forfeiture.
5. B.84 "■ presumably strangled first.
4. A.84, also Aa.561 - head exposed after death.
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John Pennycuik was convicted of murdering John Oowan 
and assaulting others, and also for stealing three 
horses. He was hanged and after death his head and 
right hand were struck off and fixed to the west port 
(of Bdiîihurgh). His moveables were escheat.^
For murdering a packman and stealing his goods, James 
Gruickshank was hanged and his moveable goods escheat, 
his head and right hand were struck off aftei* death 
and placed in prominent places
Some murder and theft cases show only hanging without
3
mutilation„
The records make reference to the outbreaks of brigandage 
by armed gangs, which frequently included murder and 
thefts. If the outlaws were captured, the standard 
sentence was hanging and mutilation. The addition of 
forfeiture indicated that the crime was treated as treason
Hell McLeod was convicted of fireraising, murder,theft 
and piracy in the Western Isles and was sentenced to 
be hanged. After death, his head was to be cut off 
and lands and moveables forfeited.^
L.A. -V- Patrick McGregor, alias Gilroy. McGregor was 
the leader of a large band of robbers and was eventually 
captured by Lord Lo m e . The list of crimes was 
considerable - robbery, holding hostages, demanding 
food'and drink and killing beasts and humans. They 
were found guilty and sentenced to be drawn backwards 
on a cart to the market cross of Edinburgh and there to 
be hanged - McGregor's gallows was to be higher than 
the i^ est and also the heads and right hands of McGregor 
and one of his seconds were to be out off and stuck 
on the east and west ports of Edinburgh. The justice 
referred the fate of two youths in the gang who had 
confessejl, to the Pr;ivy Council, and they were also 
hanged.*'"
After the Battle of Glenfruin some of the McGregors were
convicted of murder and theft and were sentenced to be
hanged and their heads, arms and legs cut off (i.e.
1* B572*
2. 0584/5 Ql8C 422/5.
3. A162, 206, Aa'544® B65/6. C415/4, 0415, 456/6.
4o .0246/7, also E 25/28 - hanging and e a cheat - no 
mutilation.
5. E268 - in another case the sentence was beheading and 
mutilation 0404.
I'
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quartered) and put in public places. Their lands and
t
movcaole goods were forfeited. This was a full treason 
sentence.
2. ivlurdor and W11ohoraf~t. The ordinary witchcraft
penalty applied.
Janet Grant was convicted of murdering a number of 
persons by witchcraft. bhe was sentenced to be 
burnt as a witch - i.e. strangled at the stake and 
her body burnt, also escheat of moveables,*"
Two women were convicted of child murder and witcli- 
; craft. One was punished as a witch, the other was 
imprisoned/
Acquittals occur, although infrequently.
Thomas Trumble was acquitted of murdering another 
and blocking the high gate/
John Boyd was acquitted of murdering Janet 
by poisoning her oatmeal,
B an j. 8 hm ent was pe rm itted,
Matthew .Gtewart placed himself in the King's will 
for the attempted murder of Bir Thomas Kennedy, He 
agreed to be banished from Britain during the 
pleasure of Kennedy. He was also fined 1000 marks 
to the Crown.^
1, 0.455 & 0.561/2.
2. B.206.
5. B. 186. but in a later case of murder by poison and 
witchcraft the sentence was beheading and escheat 
D.264 also D.268/9.
4. B.77.
5. B.599.
6. 0.40,
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In the first half of this period, the distinction hetv/eer: 
murder and slaughter was still observed, both in the 
prosecution and in the penalty, i.e. hanging for murder 
and beheading for slaughter, but the murder and slaughtei 
elements overlapped in certain cases and in certain 
murder cases where one would have expected hanging (e.g. 
for murder by poisoning) the punishment was beheading.
howevers the broad outline of the pattern can be seen.
The eases do not make such frequent mention of escheat ol 
moveables as occurred in the earlier records. Whether 
escheat was taken for granted and the reporter did not 
think it necessary to record it or whether it was not 
actually imposed cannot be said.
During the second half, however, the distinction between 
slaughter and murder was not observed and the cases were 
taken under the general heading of murder and the most 
frequent sentence was hanging.
The standard penalty for murder throughout the whole 
period was hanging.
The King’s Advocate and John Alexander Fleming 
against Andrew Spalding and others for the slaughter 
and murder of Andrew Fleming, who was travelling to 
Edinburgh when he was shot and stabbed to death. The 
Spaldings were acquitted but one of their servants 
was convicted and hanged.'
1. G.128/132, also Ct.254, H.64/5® 1720,
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As in the early period of the Justiciary records, 
prosecutions for child murder were frequent
Bessie Brehner was accused of suffocating her 
illegitimate child and Burying it after death.
She confessed, was convicted by the assize and 
was to be punished "in terror and example of 
others’* by hanging/
In some cases of child murder, the accusation was 
murder and adultery.
Marlon Smith, servant to Alexander Swinton, confessed 
to adultery with him and the murder of their child - 
she was hanged.'*'
This period shows occasional sentences which seem lenient 
compared with the sentences given in the early part of 
the Justiciary records for similar crimes.
Margaret Hamilton was beheaded for murdering her 
husband by poison, strangulation and blows, and for 
adultery with her lodger.
This would have merited hanging and mutilation a hundred
years earlier.
In a few cases of murder in the latest period, scourging 
and banishment are noted, generally in cases where death 
may not have been intended, but one exceptional case 
shows scourging and banishment where murder by poisoning 
was charged.
William Bisset and dean Currier were convicted of 
poisoning Bisset*s wife and Bisset was scourged, 
pilloried and banished to the East or West Indies* 
Currier was banished to the East P.f., host Indies also 
and was detained in the correction house till a ship
1. E.64, also P.27,81, H,71/2.1724.
2. P.123.
3. E.125/6 ™ also E.90/3 - husband beheaded for murdering 
his wife,and adultery.
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was available.
Occasionally in less serious cases the only sentence
was banishment :-
James Edmon.ston was convicted of being an accessory 
to the murder of the Master of hollo and was sentenced 
to he banished from the Kingdom for life. Ho was 
warded till he found security not to return under pain 
of 1000 merits/"
Gases in the latest period are noted of murder by insane 
persons and it is seen that basically the person was to 
be locked away but he did not escape the financial 
consequences of his crime - assythment was still due.
Robert Spence was convicted of murder taut was proved
to be insane. He was imprisoned for life but the
magistrates were ordered to deliver him to whoever 
would find caution to keep him in sure and saie 
custody. Until caution was found, the magistrates 
were responsible for him.^
Instances of combined charges of murder and theft are 
seen but no particular instances of aggravation are noted 
in this period and the ordinary instances do not show the 
mutilation sentences of the past:
Paul Glark was sentenced to be hanged for the murder
of his brother and also for r o b b e r y . ^
However, indignities and mutilation are noted in the 
cases of murder and theft committed by the armed gangs 
of outlaws and in the ravages committed by the clans.
The King's Advocate against William Bruce and Alistair 
Bain, both prisoners in the Tolbooth. for theft, 
robberies, depredations, taking blackmail, sornings, 
slaughters //
1. H.19el?05 “ also for beating an old man to death - 
scourged and banished the shire: H.55/6.1713. also for 
wounding to death <=- scourged H.56/7.1714.
2. H.10,1695 - or transportation H.72.1724 & 11.85/6,1739.
3. H.98/9.1747 " also H.99*1704 - Imprisoned until 
certified he was well and until he paid 300 merks to 
the reprs, of the person he killed and 10 marks to the 
sick.
li.85/6.1739 - murder - insane - transported.
4. P.319 also P.314,
1" ÜUUpER
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slaughters awd murders. They were found guilty by 
aseizG "upon a clear and liquid %)i'obation by v/itnosoos". 
They \,ero sentenced to be hanged at the Oallov/lee, 
between Edinburgh and hoith until they wore dead.
Bruce'o body wao to bo hung in ohalns till it rotted
a IV a y, b u t B ain w a o t o b e b u t i e d « '
Patrick Roy McOrogpr and Patrick Drummond were accuoed 
of murder, theft, robbery, atouthriof, taking blackmail, 
firoralsing, taking hostages etc. and were convicted by
assize. They were sentenced to have their right hands
cut off, then hanged in chains until death and their 
whole goods escheat. i^VicGregor was tortured in the Booti 
prior ,to being hanged.
One method ox dealing with the problem was to grant 
Oommlusions of kiro and Swoi'd to anyone who had the power 
to stand up to the I'obbers:
Advocatus and Sir James Macdonald of Sclato against the 
Macdonalds of Oaipooh for the murder of tv/o Macdonalds. 
Sir James fJaodonald received a commission of Eire and
Swox'd against the murderers and after a fight he return- 
red with thoir heads, which were presented to the Privy 
Council for exposure.^
Acquittals are noted, but in two cases where the person 
was acquitted, the judges Inflicted a sentence nonetheless 
as they thought a crime had been committed even if it was 
not the crime for which the accused had been indicted :
Margaret Ramsay was accused of the murder of her child 
by throwing it into the North hooh of Edinburgh and the 
assize cleansed her. However, notwithstanding the 
acquittal, the Court thought that ohe tiad been guilty of 
some crime, and she was punished for conoealing the 
birth; as she had confessed she had been with child.
She was to be eoourged through the high street of 
Edinburgh and then banished fx'om Edinburgh.^'
Remissions wei'e still used - one case refers to a
remission being produced and being upheld when the person 
wao accused of murder. The operation of romission in 
this //
1. G. II.
2. E.198/200 - also k.260 - right hands cut off, hanged 
in chains.
3. P.120 - also sec G.263/5 - Commission recalled.
4. Including the acquittal of two officers who killed the 
person they were arresting. H.9,
5* k.28/9, also k.47/49.
I'' (Gontd. )
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ÉART 2. 1661-1747 (Contd')
this case was exactly the same as in the very early records 
and was dependent on the payment of assythment:
Hugh Maoneil was accused of murder and produced a 
remission which was disputed by the relatives of the 
slain. The remission was upheld provided the accused 
paid assythment fixed by the Barons of Exchequer.'
H.59/0 . 1717 - also E.214; G.lwu/o.
I' MMEPEi (Gontd.)
ARQ-YIjD.
2. JUSTICIARY :.GOURT (1664-1742)
The distinction between murder and slaughter was not
observed in this court. The killings are all described
as murder, although in some cases the description is murdei
and manslaughter. However, even in such cases the
standard penalty of hanging applied and there is no
discernible difference in substance or in penalty between
a case described as murder and another described as murder 
/
and manslaughter.
In the narrative to some murder cases, the reference to 
murder and manslaughter plainly means the same thing
The murder oases were usually introduced by a 
declaration that "although by the law of God, laws of 
nature and nations, acts of parliament and constant 
practice of the kingdom, murder is a most serious and 
atrocious crime, expressly prohibited and punished 
capitally and with pain of death, yet the accused, 
having shaken off all fear of God and obedience to 
law did ^
As examples, the following may be noted:-
John Malcolm and John McOlchallurn were convicted by, 
assize of the murder of Donald MeDugas by stabbing 
and wounding him with knives or dirks, strangling, him 
with a rope and beating him to death. They were 
sentenced to be taken between twelve and tv/o hours in 
the afternoon and hanged to death on the ordinary 
gibbet of Inveraray. Their whole moveable good.s and 
gear wore escheat and inbrought to His Majesty’s use.
As'in the other records, oases of child murder occur
frequently and hanging was the basic s e n t e n c e -
Mary McLucas was convicted by assize of the murder of 
her illegitimate child and for giving birth secretly - 
she was sentenced to be hanged and her moveable goods 
were escheat.
1. 1*33. 131/3, 140, 149/Ü, 158, 169, IBo. .
2., 1.141, 150* 170, 180/1;
3.. 1.11/2 etc; . ,
4& 1*102/4, also,1*115/7, 131/3, 149/52, 174/6, 180/1 
J*4/1716, 1/1732.
5. 1.146/8, also 195/8* J.12/1710.
1. MURDEi (Oontd.)
ARGYiÜj (Oontd. )
Ë' JUOTIOIAKY (1664-1742) Oontd.
Aggravations are noted and as in the principal Justiciary 
records mutilation was addedj-
Donald McKenzie, Effie McKenzie and Katharin 
Mclndughlassie were convicted of the murder of Moira 
Mcllohenioh, a widow in Islay, whom they thought had 
large sums of money in her house. They strangled 
her while she slept in her house and threw her body 
into the sea. They were sentenced to be hanged botweer 
two and three in the afternoon and their right hands 
out off after death and exposed till they rotted. Their 
moveables were escheat
If the aggravation was held to be especially severe, 
the mutilation could be imposed both while alive and 
also after death,
for adultery, murder and poisoning, a woman was 
sentenced to be hanged - but before hanging, her 
right hand was out off. After hanging, her left 
hand was to be out off and exposed on a pole in the 
Parish church. Her body was to be buried at the 
foot of the gibbet.’'
Combined charges of murder and theft could again attract
an aggravation sentence.
heil McCauish was convicted of the murder of Thomas 
MoParian - he shot MoFarlan in the back and robbed 
him of his money, hiding the body. He was sentenced 
to be hanged between two and three in the afternoon 
and thereafter his right hand v/as to be cut off at the 
elbow and affixed to an iron pyke on the gallows and 
left there till it should evanish away. . His moveables 
were escheat
Or as a mark of special' displeasure, the accused could be 
hanged in irons on a gallows erected on the place of the 
crime.
John MoXlmichell, John MoAulay and Fingal McDowgall 
were accused of the murder of Patrick Reid. Mcllmichell 
met Reid on the highway and being moved by "precogitat 
malice and forethought felony, most cruelly, wickedly 
and unmercifully murdered, slew and killed Patrick Reid
   __
1* 1.178/0*
2. J.11/1720, also J5/1742.
3. I.166/G, 176/8.
1. MURDi.lv (Oontd. )
ARGYLL (Oontd.)
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to the death by atabbing him through the body and loft 
him near a dyke side wallowing in his blood", 
mcilrnichell obtained the services of iicAulay and 
Mc-'Dowgall to strip the body of everything of value 
and then hide the body. They were sentenced to be 
hanged. Mcllniichell was hanged on the spot where 
the murder was committed and his body was to remain 
in irons until it rotted away. The other two were 
hanged on the ordinary gibbet at Inveraray/
But an aggravation sentence in a combined charge was by
no means inevitable and the majority of such combined
murder and theft cases show simply hanging. It is clear
that the murder and theft had to be especially serious
before the aggravation sentence (mutilation) was added.
Occasionally a capital sentence was not imposed for murder 
and instead a severe personal punishment was given :
Convicted of murder and manslaughter, the accused was
scourged, nailed by his right ear to the gibbet for two
hours, was branded on his right hand and then banished fron 
y
G-reat Britain.
In many cases, acquittals are noted « frequently in the 
terms of "not proven therefore assoilzied", "quit and 
free in respect of nothing proven" and "cleansed and 
acquit because nothing proven",
Some of the acquittals seem surprising - the reports of 
the facts are clear, but it is impossible to say how far 
the assize were influenced in their decisions, if at all,
Thomas Oarswall was accused of apprehending Margaret 
MeWon and tying her up in an outhouse without fire or 
food. She escaped, but he saw her and set his dog, 
a large mastiff, at her. To escape the dog, she fled 
into the sea and was drowned. He was assoilzied because 
the libel was not, proven,^ ^
1* I;33/6*
I*156/61, 174/6, 162/3, J2/1741*
3, 1*6/1706.
4* 1*27, 96/7, 103, 121, 124, 133/5, 143.
5» 1.96/7, also 1.27 - shepherd killing his master.
1.124- killing woman 9 years ago.
I.169/171 - killing beggar woman.
OO1X0DUSION3.
1. HU17DER.
lo A clear distinction was made between murder and. slaughter 
throughout the early and middle periods * The distinction 
became blurred after 1660 and finally died out about 1690 
by which time slaughter had become absorbed in murder and 
the murder penalty ruled. No pai'ticular reason can be given 
for the change other than that the distinction was found to 
be unnecessary and unsuited to the times ~ particularly with 
the lapse of beheading as a penalty - behead ins; was the 
standard slaughter sentence. The distinction betwen slaughte; 
and murder was one■stemming from mediaeval times and earlier 
when the value on life was cheaper and•the crime was not 
taking life per se, but taking life dishonourably.
2. Throughout the whole period the standard penalty for 
murder was hanging and escheat of moveables, and the only 
variations are seen in the earliest period when (a) compound- 
;ing and remission were frequent and (b) beheading was 
imposed in certain cases (usually hanging mitigated to 
beheading through political influence, as beheading was less 
dishonourable). But behind these variations hanging was 
still the basic penalty.
3A Prosecutions for child murder were frequent (a mother 
killing her illegitimate child) and hanging with escheat of 
moveables was standard.
4* Aggravations in the main period were penalised by degrees 
of personal punishment ~
(a) the basic form was mutilation after death of the head and, 
or right hand.
(b) in more serious cases mutilation while alive was added, 
normally cutting off the right hand, with mutilation of 
the head and other hand after death. On occasions 
further //
CÜHODUSIÜNS.
I' (Oontd.)
further indignities could he added after death - hanging 
in chains.
(c) in the most serious aggravations, either the accusation 
was (i) murder under tinist, which could carry a full 
treason sentence (although this was not always imposed - 
usually it was hanging and mutilation) or (ii) treason 
itself, e.g. killing Darnley.
(d.) a certain group of murders fell into the category of
unnatural crimes whose sentence was hanging and burning 
the body after death - e.g. poisoning, but this was not 
maintained in the later period when the sentence was 
hanging without any further indignity, or banishment.
5o Combined crimes, e.g. murder and theft, were considered as 
aggravations and the normal aggravation sentence (hanging, 
mutilation, and on occasions indignities) was given in the 
middle period. In the later period, the full sentence was 
given only in some cases following clan ravages. hormal 
cases of murder and theft received only hanging, in the 
justiciary records. In the Argyll record, however, some 
non-clan murders and thefts show hanging and mutilation 
with, in severe cases, mutilation before and after death, 
but this was excoptional.
In the case of murder and witchcraft, the witchcraft 
penalty ruled.
6 . In the final period, in both the justiciary records and 
Argyll, a number of murders received sentences of personal 
X3unishment - scourging or branding (or both) and banish- 
nnent,
7. Also in the final period, instances are seen of murder by 
an insane person - the insanity was recognised and the 
accused //
CONCLUSIONS.
I. MURDER (Contd.)
accused was kept in custody either by the State or by
his relatives,until he was cured. Assythment was demande
usually.
8. Remissions are noted throughout the whole period, although, 
much less frequently after the earliest period.
9. The only courts in which murder hearings are mentioned are 
the justiciary courts.
g .  SLAUGHTER.
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
During the earliest period, the most frequent determinatio; 
for slaughter in common with all other crimes, including 
treason, was remission after payment of compensation and 
also a fine in some cases. Death sentences were certainl; 
imposed, hut much less frequently than remission,
Janies Spottiswode obtained a .remission for art and part 
of the cruel slaughter of'Thomas Burn, The Laird of 
Gpottiswood became surety for the satisfying of the 
parties y
If compensation was not paid nor caution found to pay at 
a' later date, the remission could be withheld and a death 
penalty imposed.
Peter Dovrne produced a remission .for numerous 
slaughters, theft and fireraising, but because he 
could not find sufficient security for the assythment, 
he was to be kept in ward for 40 days and failing ^ 
satisfaction within that period, he would be hangedT
Remissions were either granted by the court or by the
representatives of the dead person. The .remission was
granted by the Court when those \vho had killed had agreed
in Court with the representatives o.f the person who had
been killed, the amount of the compensation to be paid
and sufficient caution or security had been found to
gua.ran'tee the payment. Other cases show the accused
producing a .remission in Court, - in such cases the
remission was already granted by the deceased’s
representatives. The Court accepted this, provided
suitable caution was found.
William Clark produced a remission for the slaughter 
of Robert Hay and others, David Pringle became 
surety to satisfy the parties
In //
1. A,15 etc.
2. Aa.363 etc,
3. A.24, also e.go A,19, 26.
without caution A.18.
S '  'BL^HTER (Oontd.)
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In the same category were those cases in which the accused 
was allowed to compound with the injured or the represent- 
: atIves of the dead - i.e. agree a monetary compensation. 
Again the accused had to find caution.
.Robert Scott was permitted to compound for the slaughter 
of Adam Crawford. The Laird of Buckcluche became 
surety to satisfy the parties. '
The record does not show the actual amounts agreed between 
the parties, but on occasions the Crown took an additional 
fine, the amount of which is stated* The occasions on , 
which a fine was due are cleax'ly defined and ore noted 
below. If the representatives of tho dead person 
accepted the compensation, no capital sentence, or indeed 
any further punishment, was passed, except the fines on 
occasionss It was only in the event of the accused 
having no moans to pay the compensation that a punishment 
in modern terms was imposed.
Remissions for slaughter occur tli rough out the course of ■ 
the later records, although much less frequently.
The stanrMrd penalty throughout the main pez'iod for 
slaughter was beheading, and as examples, the following 
may be noted:-
John Leys was convicted of being one of a band of 
men who had attacked Wauchtoh Gastie and who had 
clain // ^
1. A * 21. "
2# See p ./o/ below - Assault.
3= William Guthrie produced respite and was ordered to find 
caution to satisfy. D«77/8 also D.119/0, 236/7.
- also ™ remission produced which was strongly opposed b; 
the Lord Advocate but was accepted as valid. I).115&
- Letters.of slains produced and remission for another 
slaughter - caution taken to satisfy D.205/6. Also
U»234/5, but D.248 - no caution.
-> remission produced, caution to satisfy Dd.536, also 
possible grant Dd.429/0.
James Stewart confessed to slaughter and maintained that 
as he was only being pursued by the Lord Advocate (and 
not by the heirs of the slain) he should be permitted to 
satisfy - but he was beheaded and escheat .'Dd ,441. 
Jamieson was accused of the slaughter and murder of John 
Philpjbut uroduced letter of slains signed by relatives 
of Fhilp discharging their claim in consideration of 580 
. merks including assythment and also produced remission b; 
James VI pardoning uhe crime. E.84. Also B.239, 506.
II. aiAUGHTER iGpnW.) 
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slain and wounded the occupiers. He was convicted of 
slaughter and sentenced to he talc en to the Gastlehill 
of Edinburgh and his head to be struck from his body, 
and further his moveable goods' were to be escheat*'
Neil Angus8on MacLeod was convicted of.leading a band 
of men to destroy Dornoch and also slaughtering various 
persons ™ he was beheaded.’" . « .
Andrew Rule was convicted of the slaughter of.his 
sOn, a child of 12, Re had struck the child a blow 
with his sword, meaning to chastise the boy. Rule 
was sentenced to be beheaded and his moveable goods 
escheat
Patrick Stewart was accused of the barbarous slaughter 
of a former servant, Angus Dow HoEvir wdio had seduced 
Stewart ' s daxighter, ' McEvir was bound head and foot 
and Stewart broke the captive’s leg with an axe, 
mutilated his private parts and inserted hot ashes 
and fire embers. He was sentenced to be beheaded and 
his moveable goods escheat.
Robert Auchmowtie was convicted of ,the slaughter of 
James Wauchop in a duel and suffered the standard 
penalty of beheading and escheat of moveables f
Aggravations are noted, and as in murder aggravations, 
mutilation before or after death could be added as .a 
penalty for the aggravation,
Thomas Bonkle was convicted of the slaughter of Peter 
Ileriot by way of hainesucken as he killed him with a 
sword at his (Heriot’s)house, He was sentenced to 
have his head and right arm struck off and his 
moveable goods were to be escheats’*
Mnian and Urn. Elliot were convicted of treasonable 
slaughter. They shot one of the King’s guards 
when they were being arrested. They were sentenced 
to have their right hands out off and thereafter to 
be hanged. Their moveables were escheat7
Combined Crimes ;
(1) The most frequent combination was slaughter and 
theft and the sentence varied between beheading and 
hanging, //
1* B.8/9, also A.15, 27, 62, 6$, 81, 87, 92, 134, 149, 15% 
159/60, 164, 165, 203, 204, 219, 220.
Aa.350, 363, 366, 368, 37^!-, 574/5, 388, 396, 404, 408, 
425, 456.
B.IO, 85, 95, 386/8. G.377,384,402,417/8,520,532/5,54C
D.58, 222, 237/40, 247, 329, 358, 360.
Dd.362, 416, 437, 471/2, 484, 492, 500.
2. B.68/9,
3. 0.21.
4. 0.393/4.
5. 0.124.
6. B.158. 7. 0.559/0.
SLAUGHTER (Contû. )
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hanging»
There are a number of slaughter and theft cases relating to 
the Battle of G-lenfruin or Lennox, but no mean can be stated 
the penalties range from beheading to full treason sentences
However, a case of slaughter and theft not connected with 
Glenfx'uin was punished by beheading and escheat of moveables 
and an earlier case was similar?
John Leys was convicted of slaughter and theft - sentenced 
to be beheaded and moveables escheat/
But no pattern can be seen as on other occasions the accused 
were hanged and their moveables escheat.
It is noted, however, that the addition of mutilation was 
rare in slaughter and theft cases:
William Douglas was convicted of various slaughters and 
thefts and sentenced to have his right hand cut. off 
and thereafter he was hanged and forfeited.’*'"
(2) Slaughter & Fireraisinp; :
«
David Armstrong was hanged for slaughter end firera!sing.
(5) Slaughter & Witchcraft*
The Witchcraft penalty ruled.
Ch3?istina Stewart was convicted of the slaughter of 
Patrick Ruthven by witchcraft. She was sentenced to 
be burnt »
In common with certain other crimes, the accused in
slaughter cases sometimes placed himself in the King’s will
and as was normal in will decisions, banishment was given -
however, occasional cases show the King imposing a state of
s
free ward on the parties.
lo Hanged and escheat « C,418/9,424, 438, 438/9 
Treason sentences . G.433«
Beheaded and escheat.0*419*
2. 0.425/6,
3* B.8/9*
4. C.d-43/4, 529 - also forfeited,
5* D.95.
G. G.d41.
7* B.399/0.
So For free w^ ard see below p . staz.
%%' SLAUGHTER (GgnW.)
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Alexander, Lord of Spynio and others came into the 
King’s will for slaughter* They were ordained to find
caution for £5,000 and to remain within Edinburgh* The
King; later declared that Qpynio had to pay a fine of 
£5,000 and remain to the West of Linlithgow and the  ^
Master of Ogilvy had to remain to the East of Iladdingtoi
Similarly;
Robert Semple came into the Queen’s will for the 
slaughter of Lord Orichton and she pardoned him, Kowevei 
he was placed in free ward, under pain of 20,000 merks/
Banishment :
William Chirnside and another were convicted of the 
cruel slaughter of Richard Hepburn and also wounding 
another to the effusion of his blood - banished 
from SCO11and «^
Also ;
The accused petitioned the court from prison, stating 
that he would agree to banishment "furth of his 
majesty’s dominions and to remain abroad and not 
return without the King’s consent". The cou3?t 
accepted this * ^
Acquittais are noted in all periods,
Allison Jollie was acquitted of slaughtering Isobel 
Hepburn by witchcraft* The accused was stated to 
have consulted a notorious witch with the purpose of 
killing Isobel Hepburn, but while Isobel Hepburn 
certainly died, Allison Jollie was acquitted
George Trumbill was acquitted of slaughter as he 
killed in self-defence, but he was convicted of carry- 
sing and shooting pistols,for which his right hand 
was cut off/
In a duelling case. Captain John Rig was accused of the 
slaughter of Thomas Strathauchin - both were Archers in 
the King of Prance’s bodyguard and the duel had taken 
place in France. Accordingly, the Court were instructed 
by the King not to proceed*’
1. C.135 and 145/6.
2* Aa.354/5*
3. Aa. 366, also Aa,596,
Dd*459, following assythment.
4. E. 140/2.
5. B.397/9,
6. C.421.
7 . G.382 - also Dd.502,
but G*124: victor in duel beheaded
13' GLAUGHTER (Gontd.)
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George Tvæedie was acquitted of slaughter having 
killed a thief*'
Walter Jamieson was accused of slaughter, hut he 
produced (1) letters of slains signed by the deceased's 
kin and friends acknowledging that he had paid assyth- 
ïment (2) a remission by James VI discharging the 
crime and (3) a statement from his minister stating that 
he had made j^ ublic repentance of the crime and in the 
face of this formidable force of evidence, the justice 
absolved the accused.^
William and Robert Hangetsyde were accused of the 
slaughter of Thomas Ghatto who had been killed by a 
golf ball struck by one of the defenders. However, 
the accuser dropped the proceedings
Andrew Gmeatoii and his wife, Katherine Walker, were 
accused of the slaughter of George Shaw. It was 
stated that after the corpse was found, the. corpse was 
touched by many people, in an effort to find the person 
responsible, as it was believed that when the person 
who had killed 8haw touched the corpse, the body would 
bleed, 8moaton when asked to touch the corpse, not 
merely touched, but also offered to embrace the corpse, 
and even lie in the grave with the body. No fresh 
blood flowed from the body and .Smeaton was acquitted,
James Hoppringill and Walter Borthwick were acquitted 
as Hoppringill jjroduced a remission from the King for 
the slaughter and Borthwi ck had been tried and acquitted 
in the Edinburgh Burgh Court, in spite of a threat of 
procoedings for wilful error if they acquitted (he also 
threatened wilful error if they convicted him).-^ '''
Certain cases occur during the period of "putting to death"
i.e. a person was killed while in the power of another, 
but no penalties are noted, presumably because of political 
considerations,
Duncan Campbell of Glenlyon was accused of murdering 
and slaying John McNeill of Barra while in Glenlyon's 
private prison. The .Secret Council had the case 
continued, and then the Council stated that Campbell 
and the McNeills had agreed to an arbitration and 
ordered the diet to be deserted
1. A.72; also A.54 acquit for killing outlaws.
2. E.84/6, 86/90, 153/4, 305/6,
3. E.204/6, also 208/210,
d-. E,264/6 - for the corpse bleeding see also D.127*182, 
5* E.3O6/3II - also wilful error and acquit E,201/4,
6. E.148/150, also E,45/6.
1. JUSTICIARY GOm^T.
PART.!* 1488-1650 (GpnW,)
In the latest period, continuations occurred very frequently
V
and the following may 'be noted.
Robert Buchanan and others were accused of the slaughter 
of three McGregors, but it was stated that one of the 
McGregors had been captured two days after the day of his 
alleged death, leading a gang at the burning of houses 
and the killing of cattle and stock in Glenairnay and 
he had been hanged at Doune for the burnings and thefts * 
The other two had been declared outlaws. The case 
against Buchanan was continued to let the justice look 
into the matter, '
Adam Cunningham accused of slaughter had his case 
continued, because a sufficient number of the assize 
had not appeared, owing to a great storm which had made 
travel hazardous to their lives.^
The case could be continued to let the justice refer the.
penalty to the Secret Council or the King.
Charles Goldman confessed to slaughter and was tried by 
an assize * He placed himself in will, and the case 
was continued pending the King’s decision*^
During this period, the Privy Council frequently inter-
:vened:
James Scrymgeour and others were accused of the slaughter 
of John Barnes, but when the case called, the defenders 
produced a warrant from the Lords of the Secret Council, 
which narrated that the King was satisfied that Barnes 
had been killed having been doclared outlaw because he 
and his associates had raped James Scrymgeour'b daughter, 
a widow, under cloud and silence of night. In view of 
the warrant, the Court suspended proceedings.^
In another case, Laurence Bruce petitioned the Secret 
Council from exile and requested that the kin of the 
deceased accept assythment, as the King had off cored him 
a remission if satisfaction could be agreed. The other 
side had refused to accept any of his offers and he asked 
the Council to help. The Court was ordered by the 
Council to continue the diet to have the matter consider-- 
:edc
For non-appearance,the standard decree of outlawry was
p as 8 e d, ______________ _
lu E. 5V58, also E.34, 37.
2. E,61o
3 . E.65i aloo E.77,
4. Ho42, also P.O. ordered the diet deserted : E,45? 148.
P.O. ordered hanging: murder and adultery
E.81/2.
murder and thefts. E,268/274,
5. E.239/0 .
6. e.g. E43/4, 126/S - cautioner fined 1000 merks.
SLAUGHTER. (Contd.)
^' JuBTlOIARY COURT. 
f642L.2, 1661-1747.
Ülaughter cases are noted - aud the basic penalty was again 
bohoa\^ingi
William mcKay was accused by tho widow of Jamoo Murray 
fox' the ol ought or of Jomeo Murray, MoKuy provoked 
Murray into a duel after quarrel and killed him in a 
owoi'd fight. The aasizo oonviotod him and he v/ao /
sentenced to he beheaded at tho Merest Cross of led in but'gh.
But tho pattern is not ao oloar-out as in tho oarlior 
period ; and some slaughter cases show hanging os the 
sentenoo;-
Nicholas French, Thomas Goitos and Edward Bates, soldiers 
in the Citadel of Leith, were convicted of the slaughter 
of John Burd, another aoldior - Fronoh woo hanged
Remissions reappear more frequently then in the period 
immediatoly procoding (1600-1650)
Hugh Crawford vmn oooused of the slaughter of George 
Wyllie but the Exchequer wished to check if a remiosion 
had been correctly granted to Crawford for tho olaughter - 
the Court hold that the romloGion woo correct. It was
questioned again and the Court again confirmed that it was 
in ordor, but thia time he vma ordorcd to pay asoythjnont 
and find oaution therefoi'.^
waiter Drummond was accused of the slaughter of David 
Crawford and imprisoned, but he obtained his roleaoe by 
stating that ho had purohasod a rémission and had
assythod the parties!
The reasons for one remission are noteworthy :-
Archibald Beith, Minister in Arran, and Donald McGibbon, 
were accused of elaughter, A aniall barque was driven 
into Loohlaoh and otayod thero sheltering. Boith gavo 
hogpitallty to the orew but later wont out to the ship 
and shot and killed two members of the crew. The 
assize convicted the accused and they were sentenced to 
be beheaded and their nioveablos escheat, but Beith 
obtained a romiasion - booauoo he was a churchman - and 
the Church thought it unseemly that he should bo punished 
capitally.^ "
1. G. 16/23 - also l''.45,46, 6b/9, 71/2, 157/8, 214, 245/6
G.1/7, 85/98, 165/8, 247/253.
H.15. 1697, 21/4.1709,
2. P.23, also F.155, also W.11.1695, 66.1722.
3. F.70,81.
4. F.1Ü9, aloo F684, 305,
5. 0,85/98.
II» BIAUÜHTER-(Gontd.)
1. JUBTlGlAaï COURT. 
j?ARï 2. 16S1-1V47 (Ggnj^. )
On oooaslons, baiiishment was imposod;
Carmichael; a schooloiasterj beat one of his pupils bo 
severely that the hoy died. lie was convicted of 
raanolaiAghtore and was sentenced to be scourged - six 
stripes in the lawn market, six at the Cross and five 
at the Fountain well. he was imprisoned till ho gave 
security to leave tho country never to return, under 
pain of death/
A number of cases show that a serious assault could become 
a slaughter action - the injured person died because of the 
lack of skilled medical attention available to him. But 
the Court exercised its discretion in such cases and took 
the length of time between tho assault and the death into 
account and could absolve the accused of slaughter.
Sir Godfrey McGulloch was convicted of shooting Jilllam 
Gordon, the shot brooking his leg, from which he died.
The accused was sentenced to be beheaded and his
moveables escheat
The King’s Advocate and Thomas ivJctlath as informer 
against Jilliam Bomuierville for the slaughter of Bessie 
Renton, his mother, by giving her a blow on the head 
and blows on her body with a cudgel, to the great
effusion of her blood, and causing her death thereby.
The assize convicted and he was sentenced to be beheaded 
at the Merest Gross of Edinburgh. However, there is 
a footnote that he obtained a remission - there was a 
long delay betwan the blows and the death - 12 weeks,^
Archibald Buroot and Cornet Jaraeo Loudon were convicted 
of Qsoaulting David Rodpath and beating and blooding him 
that he died thereafter. Burnett was fined flCO Htg.and 
Loudon £30 and were imprisoned till paid.
Malcolm Brown was accused by V/illiam Stark of the elaught 
:er of Stark’s son by giving him a blow on the ear. The 
blow vms given, oaueing deafness, but the boy lived for 
six weeks aftexw/ards. Malcolm Brown was aoquittod, as nc
connection was proved between the blow and death.'*'
Acquittals //
1. H. 16/7* 1699 in the lator period this was transport- 
:ation. ii*79.1733*
2. h*156lG97, also 11.21/4*1709* 
3* G.1/7*
4* H.33/4*1711 - also F.33/6 - accused of murder taut the 
person lived for 8 weeks aftervuirds, convicted of assauH 
3* F*99, Ql80 G.287/294.
H "  oLAUGüTKE (Oontd. )
1. JUSTlUiARY COURT,
iART 2. 1661-1747.(Oontd.)
t
Acquittais ai'e noted:
As in the earlier period, the .Privy Council could interfere
Christopher Ballantyne was accused of the slaughter of 
John Ooltliordj, taut the Counoil ordered the Justices to 
stop the proceedings.'^
1. F.146/7 - alitai.
F.156, 262, 304/3.
F.270/6 - self defence also G.305? taut to pay assythmentc:
G.287/294.
2. F.53.
II' 8LAUGHTER (Contd.)
2' UHHRIFP COURT (1315-1747).
■
While reference to slaughter occurs quite frequently in 
the early reoord (Fife) a final determination is seen only
in a few cases.
The penalty was beheading:«
Minian Forster was indicted and accused of the slaughter 
of John how by forethought felony - he struck him with a 
staff on the head, causing Low’s brains to burst out and 
then Ninlan Forster drew a knife and slovv him. The 
assize found that they could not acquit him and he was 
sentenced to be taken to the heading hill and there his 
head was to .be struck from his body.
The most frequent references to slaughter occur in the 
undertakings to make the accused appear in court - it is 
noted that the Sheriff Court was used to enforce appear- 
tanoe at the Justiciary Court?
The Che riff of t'ifs took A as surety that B and 0, 
accused of being; art and part in the slaughter of X) 
would appear before the King’s Justice
The standard penalty of outlav/ry and eocheat of raoyeables
applied if the accused did not appear or find caution to 
1
appear.
The record makes frequent reference to royal warrants
to the Sheriff about particular oases of slaughter.
The widow, children, relations and frionds of Alexander 
Lieston petitioned the king to punish a group of persons 
who came on Bleston in his own maling and cruelly slew 
him at harvest time. The king ordered the sheriff to 
seek out those z-esponsible. Those named as being 
responsible were ordered to find caution to appear which 
was fixed at £100 for each landed gentleman, 100 morks 
for each unlanded gentleman and f40 for each yeoman 
under the threat of outlawry/
Those accused of the slaughter in turn petitioned the
king stating that they were poor labourers and that they 
could not find the required sums of caution. They stated 
also that they were all inoooent of the slaughter, which 
was committed by two persons who had fled and who, by 
their flight, had taken the blame on themselves. The 
king // -- --
1. Ka.215, al80 266/7, acquittals noted - Ka.83.
2. Ka.l48, 223/4.
3. Ka.l79, 215/6.
4. ita.274/5 - also 281/2 - to appear before justiciar.
II. BMUGHTBR (Oontd.) ,
2. SHERIFF OOURT (1515-1^47),
king ordered;each to find caution for each other a^d 
declared rebel those who had fled. No further 
determination is nientioned.'
It is interesting to see that the letters quoted above
were dated 2nd January, 1522, and 21st February, 1522
respeotively. There is a further reference to this
case a year before - on 28th January, 1521 - when the
sheriff depute announced the declaration of rebellion
against the two who had fled. Over a year elapsed from
the time of murder - harvest time 1520, until the letters
from the king - January, 1522.’*'
1. 118,275/6, also 243/4.
2. Ka.245 - also 233/4, 279/0.
II. 8LAUGHTER (Oontd.)
3(a) SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04'.
The record gives details of one slaughter case, hut while 
one of those involved was sentenced to banishment, the 
principal parties escaped. It is impossible to say if 
the court would have passed a death sentence against 
them. Death sentences were rare in this record.
The accusation stated that Matthew Sinclair of Ness 
had been cruelly and mercilessly slaughtered and that 
certain of the accused had fled. The assize found 
that those who ha^ fled had taken the guilt on them- 
Ïselves and declared their goods to be escheat, as an 
example to others. Adam Dinclair was fi'iod by the 
assize for being art and part of the slaughter and it 
was found that he had quarrelled with the murdered man 
the night previous to the murder, and had enabled 
Francis Sinclair, the actual murderer, to escape, 
together with some others. Accordingly the assize 
decerned that Adam Sinclair should be banished and his 
goods, gear and lands escheat and if he was found 
within the country after the next fifteen days, he was 
to be beheaded.
One case gives details of an accidental killings
A threw a stone at an ox and the stone glancing off 
the ox's horn struck B, a young boy, killing him.
A passed into the judge's will and the Court agreed 
a composition of £10. *-
1. h.38, 42/3
2. 1.35, 63.
II' talâUGHTBR (Oontd.)
3(b) ORIŒEY & SHETLAND COURT. 1612-13.
Only one slaughter ease is noted in this record, and it is 
the only instance of a death penalty - drowning was 
imposed on a woman found guilty of slaughter.
The facts are given fully :
A dispute had arisen among a family of tinkers which 
resulted in one man being killed. A number were 
indicted for tho slaughter and there was a subsidiary 
charge of indiscriminate incest and adultery among the 
tribe, and also for theft, fortune telling and the sale 
of charmso In spite of an ingenious defence by her 
counsel, the assize found one of the women (who was the 
wife of the murdered man and lover of another) guilty 
of the slaughter. The judge inflicted a punishment 
as dramatic as the crime — she was "to be tane to the 
Bulwark and cassen over the same in the sea to bo 
drownit to the death".'.
The interests of justice appear to have been satisfied by 
the drowning of the woman as the othei' persons were quit 
of the .remaining charges.
1. M.25/6
II. SLAUGHTER (Oontd.)
REGALITY OGURT. 1547-lYOG.
A îm} isolated referencea occur, Lut no sontenoea aro 
given;
In an early case, o monk appeared be tore the court and 
explained how he had killed one Bane v/ithin the Abbey.
This monk was prepared to go to (Listeaux and if necessary 
also to Rome to obtain relief of hia conscience and 
nboolution and he declared that his brother who wan
accused of being art and part of the killing, had nothing 
to do with the matter/
In a later case concerning tho escape of a prisoner from 
prison, there is an Indirect reference to nlaughter.
Tho eooopod prlBoner was ntotod to have "most unnaturally
struck and beat Alison Bouston, his spouse, with his 
hands and foot upon 7th July, 1673, by which strokes she 
diod Immediately whereby he had tranagreoaed the Law of
God (Thou Shalt not kill)."^
In tho first ease special consideratlonG must be admitted 
in rcspoot of tho priesthood, but in the oocond case, it is 
impossible to say whether the period of imprisonment was 
imposed os a puniohment or whether the prisoner was waiting 
for a further hearing or punishmont. ThealauMiter took place 
on 7th July, 1673, and shortly before 4th October, 1673, 
the prisozier oocaped and the oli'cums tances of the eacapo
2
show that his prison life was by no means hard or onerous.
It is interesting to note that the crime was stated to have 
boon committed against divine law, not against the law of 
the country.
1, he.163/4. 10 Feb. 1556.
2, kb,346 - also Nb.407/6 - arson but acquitted 
3# bee detaila under loiprleonmont.
SLAUGHTER (Oontd.)
5. BURGH COURTS. 1398-1714.
The Burgh Court records do not show any sentences for 
slaughter, but in the 16th century the Peebles record is 
punctuated by references to a feud between the town and 
the family of Gledstanis concerning the ownership of the 
lands of Cademuir which was claimed for grazing by both 
sides.
The dispute resulted in the killing of at least two towns- 
speople, and the feud illustrates the background to the 
justiciary court entries, if not the burgh court.
The burgh of Peebles complained to the king (James V) 
that their enjoyment of the lands of Cademuir was 
interrupted by John Gledstanis who sent his servants 
to attack the townspeople on the ground.
The king ordered that those responsible should appear 
before the next justiciary court in leebles and that 
they should meanwhile find, caution. Gledstanis had to 
find 300 Qierks of lawburrows, other landed gentlemen 200 
rnerks, unlanded gentlemen 100 merits and each yeoman 
£50 "all that the bailies, council and community and 
their servants should be harmless and skaithless,without 
fraud or guile as law will". If they refused, they 
were to be given six days and then put to the horn and 
rebellion./ However, they agreed to the terms and also 
found caution of £10 to underlie the law, and although 
there is no further .reference to that case, there appeari 
to have been peace for some time.'*"
But nearly forty years later, Adam Peblis was cruelly 
blooded and hurt in a fight at Cademuir, and the 
council and community decided to apply to the justiciar 
and lords of council for justice? but nothing was done 
and there was another fight on Cademuir when William 
Bell was slain by the Gledstanis and one of the bailies 
and three or four burgesses were ordered to go to 
Edinburgh and raise a summons against the Gledstanis for 
the slaughter of William .BeIlf There seemed to be some 
legal delay in Edinburgh, no doubt due to influence ex- 
:erted by the Gledstanis, and the council ordered more ^ 
men to go to the Queen and complain about the Gledstanis. 
This was effective because Gledstanis took notice and 
John Gledstanis and his servants, the persons responsible 
offered assythment of £100 for each of the two men who 
had been killed. The town wanted 20Ü0 merks for each tau* 
the Gledstanis would not agree.&
1. 1.46/7. 1518.
2. 1.47/9.
3. 1.232/3.1556, also 238/9.1557.
4. 1.273.1561.
5. 1.288.1562.
6. 1.299/0.1562.
110 s LAUGHTER (G ontd.)
5. BURGH COURTS. 1398-1714 (Oontd.)
The Council again considered the offer and they said 
they owned the ground, but there were no furtuer 
references to the matter, and the feud apparently 
died out.
Murray gives details of a slaughter case heard before 
the Ayr Burgh Court, but the point in dispute was not 
the penalty for slaughter, ut the amount of compensation 
payable. The record noted the agreement of the parties 
to the amount offered.
1 » 11.505/6. 1559 “ 100 merks for kinbot
CONCLUSIONS.
II' GLAUCmTER.
1. The standard sentence for slaughter throughout the whole 
period, during which slaughter was recognised as a separ- 
: ate crime from murder, was beheading and escheat of 
moveables.
2. Beheading could be avoided by compounding and remission, 
and while this course was very frequent in the earliest 
period until o.1550, and while it never completely died 
out, the references in the middle and later periods were 
much less frequent, although there was a revival in its 
use between 1661-1690»
3. In the middle of the later period (1670-1690) a number of 
slaughters were punished by hanging, foreshadowing the 
absorption of slaughter into murder.
4. Aggravations were punished by the addition of personal 
punishment -
(a) the basic form was again mutilation of the right hand 
after death and exposure of the head and hand,
(b) in more serious cases the right hand could be cut off 
before death and exposure of the head and hand could be 
made after death,
5a The penalties in combined slaughter and other crimes 
varied. As a general rule, the penalty for the more 
serious crime ruled, i.e. slaughter and theft received 
hanging, and slaughter and withcraft received strangling 
and burning, but in some cases of slaughter and theft, 
the penalty was beheading, and in others (clan wars) a 
treason sentence was imposed.
6. Throughout the middle and later periods, banishment and 
later transportation were given quite frequently. In th 
middle period and in the first half of the later period,
the //
CONCLUSIONS.
II. SLAUGHTER (Gontd.)
the accused could place himself in the king's will and 
banishment followed etnost automatically (c.1600 free ward 
was common) provided assythment had been paid. While this 
applied to all crimes, such a determination was very 
frequent in slaughter cases. In the final period, trans- 
:portât!on supplanted banishment, and it was given as a 
sentence rather than the rather more voluntary banishment 
following a reference to will.
In the Shetland court, banishment from Shetland was given 
as a definite sentence.
7. No slaughter cases at all are seen in the Argyll record 
where killings were treated as murder. Admittedly the 
period of the Argyll record corresponds to the period in til 
main justiciary courts when slaughter was dying out, but 
it is remarkable that no instances are noted. The Argyll 
record also makes no reference to beheading as a penalty.
8. In the latest period fining (£100 Stg, £50) is given in 
slaughters where the person died not so much from a direct 
intention to kill, but rather from wounds (serious and 
others) which were not cured properly. Such cases are
in the nature of very serious assaults rather than 
slaughter.
III.. ASSAULT.
1. JUSTICIARY COURTS
PART 1. 1488-1650.
Throughout all records, the most noticeable feature in
assault oases is the division into assaults in which blood
was shod and those in which only blows were exchanged.
In the blood assaults, the emphasis is on the hurting and
/
wounding of A. to the effusion of his blood.
If a limb was actually cut off, the charge was described a 
mutilation. Wounding (blooding) and mutilation were 
separate charges - in certain cases the assize convicted 
on the wounding and continued or acquitted the mutilation"!
It is seen however that so far as the Justiciary Court was 
concerned, only blood assaults are noted - the non blood 
assaults,by their very nature, were heard by the lower 
courts and did not reach the Justiciary Court. •
In the earliest part of the record, it is seen that in 
assault, as in the other crimes, the Court was prepared to 
accept the composition reached by the parties and that 
punishment (fining) was imposed only on certain occasions. 
Compounding was the most frequent entry - it was stated 
that the accused was permitted to compound with the 
injured - i.e. to agree thé amount to be paid in oompen- 
ssation and normally the accused had to find caution to
it
guarantee the payment. Once the sum was agreed, the 
accused could obtain a remission from the court or the 
other parties in respect of the incident, although again 
if payment was not made in court, caution could be require 
to guaran.:t
1. Aa.328, 328/9, 369, 374, 383, 412 etc.
B. 3, 4, 7/8,58/9, 61/2, 98/9, 100, 187, 371, 371/2 etc
2. B.4, 7/8, 17, 34, 371 etc.
3. Aa.469, B.4/5, 7/8, D.59/0.
4. A.24/5, 32, 32/3, 54, 58, 74 etc.
5. A.53 - with caution 53, 59, 92, 176 etc.
ITT. ABSAU^.
1. JU8T101ARY COURT. 
i'ART 1. 1468-1650.
Nicholas Learmonth and others having obtained j?espites, 
found caution to Butlofy the parties for ooouf^ng 
Sibelia Goreby and James Gray and for cruelly wounding 
and hurting others.'
The Court was prepared to accept an agreement reached by 
the parties without any further penalty, but the Court 
impoeed a fine in two clearly defined aituationo.
Ic If the parties wore unable to agree by the time they 
appeared in Goux't, the accused could be fined if found 
guilty and also ordered to compensate the injured. He
also had to find caution to guarantee the payments both
to the king and the injured 
2o The accused could place himself in the king's will but 
again he was fined and also could be obliged to pay 
assythment.^
The amounts of the fines varied greatly and details are 
given in the early part of the record (o.1509)*
The amount of caution is rarely stated/
Because of the high degree of personal agreement in 
compounding assault oases, they wore referred to 
arbitration for settlement on occasions.
David Sommerville and David Shaw agreed to the
decision of the arbiters regarding the hurting and 
mutilation of David SommerviSe. ' Each side had 
to choose three arbiters and provision was made for 
over8men to give the final vote. The parties bound 
themselves to accept the decision under penalty of 
£1000.
1. A.176.
2. Convicted A.54, 55, 56/7, 57 etc.
3. //ill. A.21, 24, 73, 95, 96, 178 etc.
4 . Fines: convicted A . 57 - £5» Will A.73 - £10.
57 - £3. 73 - £ 5.
56/7 - 40/" 73 - 15 merko
54,55 - 10 merks. 24 - 5 ’
54.- 6
5 5 - 5  "
54 » 4
5. Caution — A,.54 — £4
To keep the peace - A.164 ™ ^000 merks.
10Ô0 "
6. A. 16//S — see also latei' arbi t-mr 1
Mië 
1.
;■ rs«:;iê,sq..
The eai'ly period ohowo that aaaault tondod to bo settled by 
ngreomont betwoon tho %)a%-ti0S with the state stojiding by as 
on interested epoctato]?^ intorveniag only if the parties 
could not agreeo
The middle and later periods ehovrthe state assuming more 
control to the inci'eaoed exclusion of personal agreement 
aJ.thongh strong traces of the agreement aaT)oct remai.n 
tbrongliont the whole record in eseythment and in
arbitration),. While fining was t?ie baaic sentence, some 
canes shoif that payimnt of aocythment was spmotimos the 
only penalty and although it was a payment to the injured 
and not to the otato, it could be enfo3?ced or compelled by 
the state %)rocesng
Robert Lauder and others came into will for the mutilation 
of Robert Knowis having cut off his forefinger* The 
Queen ordered payment of aseythment*
Jolm Dimoan was convicted of mutilating Robert Davidson, 
having cut off two of hlo fingei^s* Ho was impriuonod 
until he paid asnytlmont for the "hurt azid akaith" and, 
until ho obtained his discharge by letters of slains, 
his moveablo estate was oscheat* ^
William iiow I'uis accused of patricide, but he had in fact 
only TTOundod 3iis father-'in-law, althoujii plainly 
intending to murder him* He placed himsolf in the 
king's will and he was ordered to find caution of £1000 
to satisfy the injured and hi,s wife* He \fas a-'oleased 
and undertook not to hiu?t his fathe)\^in"-law 03; his 
family
1* Aa ,pG/i oimil* Aa*4y5 "" ecAre*
Aaq'30p - loft aiwn*
383 thumb*
412, 469 - fingers*
Bo /|-/3 left hand,
- also caution taken for assythment -- 
Aa*p84/3, also Aa*383$ 307, 401/2, 402
2. 0,339a 
3* 0*18/20*
III. ASSAULT.
1. J08T10IARY COURT.
BART 1..1488-1650.
LA & Others -v- James Scott. For hurtlug, wounding and 
mutilating by breaking the injured's right leg, the 
assize found the aooused guilty and the sentence was 
assythment of 250 merks and 50 merks for.dootor’s fees 
and to find caution for these sums. The injured was to 
grant a letter of slains/
The State could agree to arbitration:-
LA & Others -v- Alexander Forbes. Forbes had mutilated 
William Ord by cutting off his right thumb. The parties 
agreed to refer the case to arbitration - one arbiter fo. 
each side and an oversman, to agree assythment.’*'
In the assault cases where a sentence was imposed, it is 
seen that the normal penalty was fining, but the amounts 
of the fines are not given in the middle periods
Richard Megot was convicted of hurting and wounding John 
Farer in his head, above the jugular vein and cutting 
off his left ear, also wounding him in his arm, to the 
effusion of his blood in great quantity. The charge 
of mutilation - cutting off his left ear,was continued 
and eventually the assize acquitted. He was fined for 
the assault, but the amount was not stated.(He was later 
discharged by the Crown).
While the foregoing cases show assythment and fining as 
the normal sentences, some assaults resulted in more 
severe penalties either (1) because the assaults were 
more serious in themselves or (2) because the assault was 
aggravated or (3) because it was combined with another 
more serious crime, whose penalty applied.
(1) Grave Assaults. The sentences varied - one case 
showed the standard burgh court sentence for breaking the 
bur^h laws:
Nicholas Rynd was convicted of hurting and wounding to 
the effusion of blood in great quantity. He consented 
to stand publicly for one hour, bare-headed and ask 
forgiveness for his crime. He lost his freedom of the
1. B.164.
2. E.44 - arbitration, also E.263.
3. B.4, 7/8, also B.ll.
Ill, AG5AULT.
1. JUGTIGIARY OOURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
f
burgh, and was banished from the burgh.
Another gives a death sentences-
Two Messengers at Arras were oonvicted of oppressing 
John Oathro - imprisoning him and releasing him only 
if he paid blackmail. They were hanged.'*"
In a serious case, an acquittal was obtained because the 
injured person was forced to sign a discharge of her 
r iaiit a,
James Crawford and others were accused of cruelly 
torturing Margaret Gardner to discover an alleged 
theft. They cut off one of her fingers in a harrow 
and burnt her with tongs, but in view of the discharge 
the assize acquitted the accused in spite of the 
threat of wilful error by the king’s advocate
(2) Aggravations• Aggravations are noted particularly 
with regard to the place where the assault was made.
James Gyb confessed to shooting James Boyd with a 
pistol in his foot and also wounding him in the arm with 
a sword to the effusion of blood. The accused camo 
into the king’s will. As the assault had been 
committed within Holyrood House, the king ordered a 
death sentence, but the injured person interceded and th 
actual penalty was banishment and assythment
The death penalty was justified in that case as the 
assault took place within the Palace of Holyroodhouse when 
the king was in resi.denoe. In a similar case the death 
sentence was enforced;
LA -V- John Young, Young drew a dagger within the 
Royal Palace of Holyrood, during a sitting of the Secret 
Council and hurt and wounded Walter Bellenden, to the 
effusion of his blood and peril of his life. During 
the hearing before the assize, it was learnt that Young 
had been forcibly enrolled into the Army to fight in the 
Lov\f Oountries and had been put in prison until a group 
was collected. Young appealed to Privy Council but 
they //
1. Aa.399
2. Aa.356,
3. 0.44.
4. B.187.
1X1. ASSAULT,
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they agreed 
Holyrood he 
him. The attack was treason 
he drawn to the market cross, 
he was dead. Thereafter his
he should go to the Army and v/hen he was in 
stabbed Bellenden who had first seized
and he was sentenced to 
hanged and quartered till 
head was to he struck off
and set on an iron stake at the nether 
to he put on a stake at the water gate 
and moveables were escheat
how and his hand 
His lands 
a full treason sentence.^
Where a minister was assaulted to the effusion of his 
hlood in great quantity hy Walter Graham, while the 
Privy Council were sitting, Graham was sentencod to he 
scourged through Edinburgh, his right hand to he cut off 
and to he banished.*'
This crime broke two separate Acts - (1) for striking a 
minister and (2) for striking near the Privy Council, the 
second being a capital crime.
Another case shows a heavy fine for the aggravation:
John Dundas placed himself in the king's will for 
striking James Hamilton, while they were within or near 
the Tolbooth of Edinburgh, when the king and the Lords 
of Session were setting. He was fined 1750 merks and 
released from prison/
3, Combined Crimes.
(1) Assault & Slaughter.
In a case where the attackers intended to kill the 
injured person, they were sentenced to be beheaded.
They were convicted of mutilation - having cut off 
three fingers and the thumb on his right hand. It is 
possible'that the capital sentence was imposed because 
they stole from the injured person.^
(2) Assault & Theft,
Alexander Rowan was convicted of theft and for barbar- 
:ously burning Katherine Huggoun, by holding her on to 
a red hot girdle. He was hanged and his moveable 
goods escheat. It would seem that notwithstanding the 
cruel injury he inflicted, the death penalty was 
imposed on account of the theft.'*"
2.
5.
4.
5o
E. 74.
0.417.
0.358/9.
Aa,351.
0.591/3.
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The accusGcl frequently placed himself in the King’s will.
William Bikarton was convicted of shooting George 
Auchinleck to the great effusion of his hlood, and was 
imprisoned pending the King's will/
Acquittals are noted;-
Thomas Ewing v/as accused of hurting and wounding William 
Brown to the effusion of his blood in great quantity 
and giving him sixteen wounds by way of murder, under 
sentence of night, and then throwing him into a river, 
but the accused was. acquitted by assize, *-
Continuations occur frequently,^
Bloodwyte is rarely mentioned.
In one case, Walter Scott was accused of hurting, 
wounding and mutilating Adam Dagleish of three fingers 
in his left hand., Scott pleaded self defence and 
stated that Dagleish had already been convicted by an 
assize of blood and bloodwyte, The diet was deserted 
and the case submitted to arbitration.^
The reference to bloodwyte here shows a similar meaning 
to that demonstrated by the lower Courts - i.e. that 
bloodwyte was not merely a fine for blood shedding, but 
was a further fine payable if there was an element of 
provocation in the assault.
1. B.98/0. Also B.159, D.70.
2. B.5Ü0, also B.17, C.461/5, E.67 etc.
5. B.5, 58/9, 571, 571/2, E.82, 90.
4. Dd.455/8 " the full significance of bloodwyte is noted 
in detail in the Baron Courts ™ see p./^ ** It is submitt 
:ed that the traditional meaning of.bloodwyte is 
inaccurate and that it had a specialised and particular 
meaning.
ill. AGGAULT.
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PART 2. 1661-1747.
The assault oases heard hy the court were hlood assaults 
and again there is the same emphasis on the shedding of 
blood - wounded to the groat ëffusion of his blood - as 
has been seen in the earlier periods.
Pining is the standard penalty and in addition to the 
king's fine, assythment was added frequently and the 
amounts of the fines and of the assythment are given;
William Ferguson and others were accused of menacing, 
threatening, assaulting, beating and wounding John 
Anderson, a bailie of Inverurie. The assize found 
them guilty of striking and blooding and they were 
fined £50 to the king and £100 to Anderson. They were 
Imprisoned till payment was made. They were released 
on 4th August, 1673, having been Imprisoned on 31st 
July, 1673/
Donald Whyte pursued McKenzies of Buddie and others for 
Invading him with drawn swords, cutting and wounding 
him and oppressing him. One of the McKenzies was found 
guilty and was fined 200 merks to the king and 300 
merks to the pursuer for the wounding/
However, a few oases do not make any mention of. the 
king’s fine ;
John Rae was convicted of the mutilation of John Gross 
by biting off his right thumb and was sentenced to pay 
the injured £200 Btg. for damages and expenses.^
Sir Alexander Porbos was accused of the blooding and 
wounding of William Innes, having wounded him twice 
with a sword. Porbes was ordered to pay 400 merks 
assythment, but with the proviso that if he paid half 
immediately5 the liability to pay the other half would 
fall. "4
In another case only the king’s fine was imposed;
James //
1. G.177/0.
2. F.64/5; 66. also F. 41/3 •“ £20 to the sheriff,
£80 assythment.
3. H.,91/5.1745,
Also 0 .41/3 •" £100 assythment.
F 0I90 "" £40 assythment,
and F.196, 218, G.52/3.
4. F.93/4.
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James Dewar pursued Alexander Baxter and others for 
heating and wounding Dewar and his shearers to the 
effusion of their hlood. Baxter was guilty of the 
blooding and wounding and fined 100 merks, 2 parts to 
be paid by him and the other part by another of his 
associates. They had to find caution, or go to prison 
till the fine was paid/
Imprisonment was given as a penalty in one later case;
Ensign William Beaver struck John Henderson a minister 
and spoke insultingly of the Church of Scotland while 
drunk. He was convicted and in terms of the 27 Act 
10 pari. Ja. VI his moveables were escheat.; He was 
further sentenced to be imprisoned in the Tolbooth of 
Edinburgh for 10 days.*"
Acquittals are noted/
1. F.50/2.
2. H.62/5. 1720.
3. F.106/7 cleansed.
F.265, also P.297/8 - not guilty because nothing 
proven,
0.116/121 - clean and not guilty.
G.139/0.
0/32/51 - assoRizod because not proven.
III. ASSAULT.
ARGMLL.
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Again the distinction hetvveen hlood and non-blood assaults 
is drawn and in this court, although a Justiciary court, 
non-bloods were heard. However, the difference in
I
penalty is not seen so clearly as in the lower courts.
lo Blood Assaults; Fining was the normal penalty and the 
basic fine was £50. Assythment was added in many cases. 
As in all other records, the accused could be imprisoned 
till he paid,
Angus McMillan and others were convicted by the assize 
for wounding Gilbert MoLendre1st with swords and dirks 
to the effusion of his blood and hazard of his life. The 
principal parties wore fined £50 for the riot and were 
ordered to remain in ward until they paid or found 
caution. John McMillan, one of the principals, had 
also to pay £30 assythment and Donald Campbell, another 
principal, had also to pay £10 assythment.*"
Aggravations are noted - assaults inflicted on a Sunday, 
in Church on the minister or on a magistrate.
Duncan Fisher, procurator fiscal, pursued John McDougall 
for the abuse and profanation of the Sabbath as he came 
to the house of John McOallum on a Sunday while drunk 
and struck McOallum on the head most cruelly to the 
effusion of his blood in great quantity and to the 
hazard of his life. It was allegedthat he also stole a 
silver cup - but this was assoilzied. The assize 
convicted of the assault and he was fined 100 merks.
It was also an aggravation to assault and abuse a 
magistrate,
It is noted that the sentence imposed was the same as 
that imposed in the Burgh Courts - fined, to crave pardoi 
on his knees before the court and also bareheaded at the 
Mercat Cross and to have his burgess ticket publicly 
destroyed.'^ '
1. 1.79 - fined for striking and action reserved for blood
2. 1.53/4, also 1.139 - £50, 1.149 “ £50 and £12 for cure, 
1.113 - £50 and 40 merks assythment.
1.68/9 - £50 and £4 assythment, 24 hours in ward,
48/-, loss of wages.
40/-, loss of blood, 
but 140 - £100 - struck his father-in-law,imprisoned 
till paid,
1,140/1 ■“ £12 and £6 assythment.
3. 1.27/8, also 1.65/6 - £100 threatening minister,
1.78 - assault in church - £40.
4* d«|,^12iO,lalso^J^^6/1710 - but only fined and crave
A88AULT.
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2. Non-Blood Assaults ; Fining was also standard for 
non-blood assaults - £50 was usual, e.g:-
Dunoan Fisher was fined £50 for striking Margaret 
McDougall with a stick and further had to pay 20 merks 
as assythment and to find lawburrows. He v/as imprisoned 
pending satisfaction of the sentence/
But lesser fines are noted occasionally;-
Ewan McOarn was fined £20 for striking Duncan McVicar 
and ordered to remain in ward until paid,*"
1. 1.98,
Also 1,113 ~ fined £50 and 40 merks assythment,
2. 1.79,
Also 1.140/1 - £6.
Also J.4/1707, 7/1709.
111. ABSAUMH
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Assaults were the most frequent crime heard hy the 
Sheriff Courts and again they were divided into hlood 
and non-hlood.
However, the Fife record does not make any reference to 
non-hlood assaults - the assaults noted are entirely 
hlood assaults.
In the Fife record, the assault actions were divided into
(1) actions of blood
(2) actions of blood and distrouhillance.
(3) actions of bloodwyte
(4) actions of bloodwyte and distrouhillance.
(1) Actions of Blood. Final determinations by the court
are rare and it is not possible to state the penalties. 
Fining would be likely but nothing further can be statedT
The cases show a high frequency of absence on the part of
y 6
the defenders and also numerous continuations.
The record shows frequent letters from the king to the 
Sheriff of Fife and one such letter refers to a serious 
case of assault, but the letters do not show any final 
determination - only that the Sheriff had to make the 
persons responsible find caution to appear before the 
Justiciar when he arrived.
(2) Actions of Blood and Distrouhillance. It is difficult 
to give an accurate definition of distrouhillance, but
it is clear that it is similar to perturbacion in the 
Burgh Courts, i.e. a form of breach of the peace.
As //
1. There is one reference to a case of mutilation - but 
no details are given. Ka.83/4.
2. Ka.229/0 - fined for absence in blood assault.
3. Ka.l79, 185 etc.
4. Ka.2, 55, 186 etc.
III. ASSAULT.
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As in the case of actions of blood, final determinations 
are seldom noted - continuations and absence were 
standard.
Only one case shows a conclusion and that was an acquittal
A. appeared having been summoned by B. and 0. for 
hurting, distroubling and blood drawing them. A. 
denied this and also any wyte, or being aBt and part 
thereof. The case was put to the knowledge of an assize 
who found A. quit clean and innocent of blooddrawlng 
and distroubling and also of the wyte."
(3) Actions of Bloodwyte. The traditional meaning of 
bloodwyte is a fine for shedding blood, but it is clear 
from the vast number of cases which refer to bloodwyte 
that the traditional meaning is inaccurate - actions of 
blood have been mentioned already, and it is plain that 
there was a difference between actions of blood and 
actions of bloodwyte. The point is discussed in detail 
below/
Again final determinations are infrequent, but one case 
shows indirectly that fines were imposed;-
A, became surety to the Sheriff for unlaws for 
bloodwyte In the action between A. and B.?
(4) Actions of Bloodwyte and Bistroubillance. Again 
fining was the sentence, but no amounts are given;
A. and B* became surety for their respective fines in 
the action of distroubillanoe and bloodwyte.
In the action of bloodwyte and distroubillanoe between A. 
and B. on the one part and 0, D. et alios on the other par1 
the Sheriff called the parties, but only A, and B.appeared, 
the //
lo Ka,150 - the distinction is noted between blood and wytc
2. See
3'. Ka, 52, see also Ka.208/9.
4. Ka.56, also 132,
III. ASSAULT.
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the cause was put to the assize who found A. ana B. quit, 
chargeles8 and free of the digtrouhillance, hlooddrawing 
and of the wyte of same.
It is clear from the Fife record that no matter in which 
classification the assault is placed, the standard penalty 
in every case is a fine, hut no information is available 
regarding the amounts.
Bloodwyte:
At first sight, the cases appear to support the traditional 
view that "bloodv^yte" is the technioal description of all 
actions of blood and fines for blood shedding, but on a 
closer study it is seen that this is not so. Actions 
for blood could exist without bloodwyte, which in fact 
(described only a particular branch of blood actions.’"
When the cases are studied in detail, it is seen that 
there are two concepts involved - the adtual assault or 
blood and the "v/yte". The "wyte" meant the cause or 
reason for the assault, i.e. the provocation. Depending 
on circumstances, the liability for blood and for wyte 
might fall on the same person, or they might fall on two 
separate persons - one was fined for blood, he. blood- 
: shedding, while the other person, the person injured, 
might be fined for the wyte, i.e. provoking the assault by 
his actions or words.
G.g.
(a) //
1, Ka.46.
2. Bloodwyte is discussed in detail in the Baron 
Courts - p.
III. AÜGAUI'T.
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(a) A, was quit oleon and innocent of hlooddrawing and 
distroubling and also of the wyte.'
(b) A. was fined for the wyte of the blood drawn by him
on B, and B. was summoned in turn for the actual
blood/
(c) A. and B. had distroubillit, hurt and drawn blood
of others and were both in the wyte thereof and were
fined/
(d) Action of blood continued and both parties to answer 
the charges" of blood and the wyte of the same"/
A person could be quit of the assault and also of the wyte 
or again he could be fined for both, depending whether or 
not he had caused the assault by his actions. In one case 
A. was fined for wyte of the blood, but B. who actually 
struck the blow shedding Ji's blood, did not appear and he 
was summoned again to answer for the blood*
Hot every action need have the element of provocation 
present, but if the wyte or provocation was charged, the
action was described as an action of bloodwyte. Such 
actions necessarily required the basic concept of a blood 
assault in the first instance. Actions of blood were 
assaults which remained at that first stage without any 
particular degree of provocation present,
(1) Blood assaults.
The later records show the distinction between blood and 
non-blood assaults more clearly, but again details are 
given mainly of blood assaults.
Fining was standard but the amounts varied within certain 
limits - the basic fine was £50;-
1. Ila. 48. 150,
2. Ka. 208/9.
3. Ka, 132,
4. Ka. 186/7.
5. Ka. 208/9.
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Robert Low was fined £50 for assaulting a bailie's wife 
to the effusion of her blood.'.
Heavier amounts ore noted if the assault was more
seriousi-
James Algie was fined £200 for seriously beating and 
blooding his wife. He was warded until he found 
caution to ensure.his future good behaviour/
A few cases show a lesser amount - £107
Imprisonment could be added to the fining:-
(a) until the fine was paid/
(b) until caution was found to ensure good behaviour in 
future/
Payment of assythment was imposed usually in addition 
to the main fine. The pursuer claimed assythment in 
his summons, but the amount he claimed was not always
-7
awarded.
(2) Insulting,
It is seen in the lower court records that insulting and 
defamation cases were treated criminally. Accordingly it 
is convenient to include such oases in the Assault part 
of the study as they were considered verbal injury.
In Paisley records, the indictment or summons set out the 
penalty which the accuser wanted to impose, and in one ease 
of wrongful accusation, the accuser, who had been 
slanderously //
1. Kb.35/6. 1687, also Kb.38.1685, 82, 1715.
Ko, 81/2.1685, 84.1687. 
112.1716, 180.1720,
2. Kb.31/4.1682.
Also 36/8.1684 - also £100. Kb.46/8.1687.
Kc.81.1685, 178,1720.
3. Kb.82, 140/1, 144/7,
Kc.86, 120/1.
4. Kb.46, 144, Ko.81, 178, 180.
5. Kb.31/4, 144. Ko.180.
6. £100 and £10 assyth. Kb,46. Ko.81/2.
£50 and £10 assyth. Kc.81.
£10 and £20 assyth. Kb.144.
£10 and £10 assyth. Kb.140/1.
£10 and £ 5 assyth. Ko.86.
fo Kb, 36/8 claimed £50 assythment but not granted.
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slanderously accused of being a thief, demanded that his 
slanderer should be placed in the jougs, with a paper on 
his head setting out his crime, that he should confess 
his crime in court, crave forgiveness saying "False tongue 
you lied" and pay a fine of £50 and damages of £200.
The sentence was not imposed as the charge was dropped.
However, another case does show a similar penalty which 
was imposed - some persons made wrongful accusations 
of witchcraft and they were fined 100 merks and had to 
crave forgiveness publicly. If they refused to crave 
forgiveness, they were to be exposed for an hour at 
the Gross with a paper on their breasts and had to 
confess their crime.''
1. kb. 129/0.
2. Kb.50/6.
JÏI. A88AULT.
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The distinction between hlood assaults and non-blood' 
assaults is clearly seen in this record, but here the 
assaults are sub-divided even further into (a) blows which 
caused "bleeding above the end" i.e. above the breath:
(b) blows which caused "bleeding below the end"; and
(e) blows v/hich caused the assaulted to fall to the 
ground - dounraxtering.
The structure of assaults in this court ia reminiscent of 
that mentioned in Hegiam Majestatem IV. Gap. 39 and 40 
although the monetary amounts are different, Regiam 
Majestatera draws the same distinction between above and 
below the breath - but it is difficult to say where on 
the body the dividing line is drawn - whether the breath 
was held to be the mouth, chest or stomach,
(1) Blood Assaults.
The standard penalty was fining, but a definite system of 
amounts covered the different categories of assault,
(a) For blooding above the end the fine was 40/-i-
It is tryit that A. bled B. above the end, thairfor 
is deoernit to pay xl s. under paine of poynding/
(b) For blooding beneath the end the fine was 4 merks:-
A. is decernit to pay iiii merks and quyt himself of 
the blelding of B, benothe the end/
(c) Dounraxtering was worth 1 tnerk over and above the 
basic finc:-
A. has dounraxterit B. and bled him, thairfor is 
deoernit to pay i merk (for dounraxtering) and xl s, 
(for blood ing) /
In certain oases the assailant was fined for both shedding
blood and for striking, i.e. the analysis was (a) e fine 
for //
1, Blood drawn below the breath - penalties were less
by one-third than for blood above the bieath.EMIV.39,
2, 1,5, etc,
3, 1.2. etc,
4, L,17 etc.
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for bloodshedcling and (b) a fine, for striking the blows 
which oaused the bloodshedding.
A. bled B. on her eye with a stave and cast her down, 
hitting her three times -» fined 40/- for the blood 
(being above the end) and 3 merks for the dounraxter 
and blows/
Borne assaults show a reference to the accused placing 
himself in the judge's will - but no further details are 
given and the eventual penalty is not known although 
fining is almost, certain.
The majority of the blood assault entries are short and 
do not give details of the actual assault. Only the 
parties, the fact that it was a blood assault and the 
punishment are given. But in some cases the details are 
given and the following illustrate the general aspect of 
the assaults:
A. was accused of "the cruel and merciless mutilation 
of Do on his right eye and de-oculing him thereof, 
whereby he wants the sight of the same and has hurt 
him on both hands, through which he is unable to win 
his living". A, admitted and submitted to the judge’s 
will.?
For throwing a stone at 13. and bleeding him, A. was  ^
fined 40/- for throwing the stone and 40/- for bleeding.
For bleet^ing D, in the head with a knife, A. was fined 
4 merks
In one case there is a reference to the blood being shown 
to a third party as evidence to the same effect as the 
bloodstained cloth in some baron courts, but this was 
unusual and there is no other reference,
(2) Non Blood Assaults, were normally described as 
striking //
1. L.2. etc.
2. e.g. L.35 etc.
3. L.35.
4. L.115.
5. L.1Z7, also L.122
6. L.1.
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(2) Non Blood Assaults (Oontd.)
striking, troubling or dounraxtering (striking to the 
ground) or any combination. While there waa no differ- 
sence in penalty between, striking and troubling, 
dounraxtering normally incurred an additional fine, over 
and above the fine for striking.
The majority of cases do not give many details - tho
usual entx\Y being variations on:-
A. hit B. with a stave and cast her down*
The descriptions of the striking vary - giving a blow,
stroke, cuff and nevel.
Tho standard penalty was a fine of 1 merk for each blow - 
1 merk, 2 merks, 3 merks etc, depending on the number of 
blows* 1 merk was the most frequent.
Other forms of non-blood assaults are noted;
(a) "troubling" - but no case gives details of what
amounted to troubling - the fines varied - 40/-
was the normal fine but 4 merks and 2 merks are 
noted :
(b) "dounraxtering" occurs frequently and justified an
add i 11 onal f ine of 1 merk ;
(G) "cuffing" - the fines for cuffing were heavier than 
the normal striking fines each cuff was worth 5 
merks : ?"
(d) In a few cases the term "lotting" was used - in such
oases the fines,were much heavier - the details are
insufficient to give any reason,^
Drawing a sword or pistol in public constituted an assauli
and there are occasional references to this - fines of 1
merk are noted, with one of 2 merks,
(3) Aggravations a //
«1» . 0 ,
2. e.g, D.22.
3. 1.131 & 66, 1.87 10 merks
4. 1.113 - £10.
3. 1 merk - 1.33, 131, 135.
2 merks- 1.88.
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(3) Aggravations.
The numerous aggravations were the same for both blood anc 
non-blood assaults. Each aggravation was worth a fine 
of 40/-.
1. Aggravations of places
(a) Assaulting another in his home.
(b) between the sea and the banks/ j.
(c) in frie coupsta (in a market place).
(d) on the sea.
(e) on the King’s highway/
(f) in Church. ^
2. Aggravations of time:
(a) under silence of night/
(b) on bunday. ®
3o Aggravations of manner:
(a) using a weapon or stone.
The different aggravations could be Combined and there 
was a corresponding increase in the penalty, e.g. 
bleeding the other at his home on a Sunday received a 
fine of 120/-, 40/- for tne assault, 40/- for the attack 
on his home and 40/- for the attack on the Sunday.^
(4) Bloodwyte.
The references to bloodwyte are infrequent, but they do 
occur and they show that the fines for bloodwyte are 
separate from the ordinary blood fines and that bloodwyte 
was a special fine for provocation:-
It //
1. L.2. etc.
2. L.5. etc.
3. L.30 etc,
4. L.130 etc,
5. L.122 etc.
6. L.133 etc.
7. L.89 etc.
8. L.2. etc.
9. L.30, 133, 140,
33%' ASGAUIÆ.
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It is tried and found that .A, bled B# above the end on 
the head- with a sword and was decerned to pay 40/-» 
Because B» provoked A, B» is found to have the bloodwyte 
and has to pay one-half of 40/-, A» is freed of the 
expenses of healing; Bo"
It is clear from the cases that the fine for bloodwyte
applied where the assaulted provoked the assault» The
Court recognised the pz'ovocation by imposing the standard
fine of 40/- and then demanded payment of half from each
party - the assaulted (who was also the provoker) paying
his share,
(5) Insulting.
The cases follow a standard form - a fine of merks pay- 
;able to the king and 4 mer'ks to the person insulted o*"
If more than one person was insulted, each of the 
insulted could receive the payment» In one instance, 
the person said that there was not an honest man in 
the parish except three and he had to pay 4 merks to 
the king for everyone insulted and 4 merks to each of 
the people insulted»^
Come variations are noted - 4 merks to the king with no 
payment to the defamed - normally because each, insulted
s''
the other equally» In severe or aggravated cases, the 
fine was increased to 8 merks to the king and 8 to the
Ù
party dofamen »
In one case of a fine of 8 merks, it is stated that the 
higher fine was Imposed because the Court officer was 
guilty of defaming another, and such conduct was held to 
be more serious in view of his public position; he also 
lost his office and had to crave forgiveness in church 
and in court,? In another, the words were spoken in 
anger between brothers,*
Indignity (craving forgiveness in public) was .added in a
number of cases:- 
The //
1» b.lll, alsK) 1,125.
2. b.p, 20, 27, yO, 00 etc.
5. I^^.
4» 1.12, 15, 14, 18 etc.
5» e.g. 1.155, 157, 140.
6. L»i, 19, 51, also 8 morku to the King only - 1.5»,27.
7. 1.5.
8. 1.19
/|.(a) üBBTlAjXB COURT. IGOS-Œl-.
(5) (poaM')
The accused was fined 8 merks and further had to ask 
the insulted's forgiveness in court and also in bhe 
parish church on Sunday before the minister and whole 
congregation, to the example of others*'
Many defamation cases close with a reference that the 
defamed obtained a guarantee that no one should repeat 
the defamation under a monetary penalty - usually £20
3  £.t
or £40 but £10 is noted. Cases occur of these penalties 
being enforced* The actual substance of the defamation 
is more or less standard - wrongfully accusing the other 
of being a thief or whore »
1* ]%5c simil. 01/2, 86, 115
2. h.51, 75, 111 etc.
5. b.5, 19, 27, 48 etc.
4. L.14, 154 etc,
5. b,25, 121 etc.
1^(1)) OBKFEY &
(1) B1 p od As s au^8 d
The referencesto assaults are infrequent, but it is seen the 
the standard penalty was fining » The amounts are not 
given*
David Sandie was accused of cruelly hurting and wounding 
Nicol Rendal by striking him with a baton on his head* 
lie was found guilty and fined "ane unlaw of bluid’h'
In a bond of caution to appeal', details of a serious 
assault are noted, and the cautionary obligation was 
exceptionally high - 1200 merks:-
Malcolm Oback maliciously and cruelly struck and beat 
Margaret Harwick and kicked her on her womb to the 
hazard of her life*
(2) hbn-Blpjpd._A§8aiilts *
Two cases show that a person could be absolved of blood 
and yet fined for riot*
Henry Alscliunder was accused of hurting and wounding 
Bdward Garsetter on his face with a stick to the effusion
of his blood* The assize absolved him of the blood but 
found that he had struck the other* Alsohunder was
fined £10 as unlaw for the riot, ^
(5) Bloodwyte*
One case refers to a bloodwyte, and again it is seen to be e
separate fine from that of blood:-
A.was fined for wounding B* on the face, but B* was found
in the wyte of the blood* There was a further provision 
that A. was to make amends to B. - by way of assythment,
This was unusual as-assythment was not normally given to
a person who was fined for wyte *
(4) Insulting*
A Court statute stated that the penalty was a fine of 
55/4 payable to the king and a sum at the judge's 
discretion to the pa.rty offended. The offender had also 
to ask forgiveness before the minister and the 
congregation on the following Sunday, but no case is 
noted *
1* M*59/0, also 55, 91/2*
2* M*92
5, M,61/2, also 91/2,
4* M.55»
5, M.22.
III. ASSAULT.
5* COURT. 1547-l?p6,
Early in the record a Court Statute was paased in cm
effort to reduce the number of assaults and disturbance!
and it was stated that "if blood be doawn, double the
former fine is to be imposed, viz;™ f/!-0; if there be
strokes without blood - iO.O: if one injures another
with words, threats or drawing weapons - £10: further,
offenders' bodies are to be punished, held in irons or 
/
stocks"o
In the blood assaults, the charge was that A* violently 
beat, struck and wounded B, to the great effusion of his 
blood and danger of life - or less forcibly - struck and 
blooded - struck and wounded - and variations thereon®
The basic charge in "non-blood" assaults was beating and 
strikingt but such cases were doscribed sometimes as‘-O 9 
s '
9
 t  7
tuilzie, riot and brawl *
The distinction is also seen in the penalties - which are 
found to be standard - £50 for a blood assault and £10 
for a non-blood assault*
(1) Blood Assault,
The entries in the earliest period do not give much
detail® Blood assaults are rare and where they occur
the reporting is brief* The normal entry states that
"ane bluid was dro'/ln be A. on D. and A, was fyled 
8
therefor"*
In the Court Statute quoted above, it is stated that the 
fine //
1. Ha.55/4.
2. lib,10, 55, 64 etc.
5. Ha.28, 51, 46, 51/2 etc. Hb.22, 22/5, 50/1 etc.
4. Kb. 14/5 etc*
5* Ha.50.
6« Hb.l4 ■“ riot also included striking animals He.8/9.
7c Ha.46 ™ also III.)» 14 - denied blood, admitted striking.
8. Ha.28.
1 2 "  ADBAULT ïpontd.)
Il) (^Ebd')
fine for blood was 1/10, but no détails of the fines are 
given in the cases of the period and it cannot be said 
whether the Statute was enforced or not.
In the middle period the position improved slightly but 
the actual facts of each case are not given in detail.
As on example of the blood cases of this period, the 
following may be noted ;
Action by Pro curator I'iccal (and A» for his interest) 
against 13» who violently beat, struck and wounded A* 
upon several parts of his body to the groat effusion 
of his blood and danger to life * "
In this period, the standard penalty was fine of £50#
In one case, the standard penalty of fining was not 
imposed* A minor was sentenced to the jougs for half 
an hour for a blood assault - because of his age*
In the latest period, no mention is made of blood assaults'
a certain number of assaults are noted, but all seem to
fall into the category of non-blood assaults* It is
possible that the court no longer observed any distinction
between the two - evidence of this view could be deduced
from one of the fines imposed £50 was the normal penalty
for a blood assault andafine for this amount was stated
to be the penalty where a person created a disturbance by
striking another's horses and preventing passage#^
But it is more likely that the assaults which are 
mentioned were all non-blood assaults and that the fine 
of £50 for such an assault was exceptional.
1« Hb.lO.
2. Hb.22, 22/5, 50/1, lp7, 205/4, 250,255,274,400,454.
Also hb*64, 109/0 ™ £50 fine and £50 wyte,
5. Hc.8/9#
îlT. ÀG8AU1T (Opntd.)
(g) Hon-Blood Assaultg.
ïn the earliest period, the non-bipod assault references 
are brief»
!
The normal entry in this period is that a brawl was made b] 
A. on Bo with the further note that A, was found guilty 
and fined®. The amounts are not stated although a court 
statute gave £10 for non-blood assaults* The same fine 
could be imposed for threatened assaults. The statute 
also provided for personal punishment in the stocks
Where details of the pohalty are given, it is seen that 
the standard punishment was fining -
Helen Gibson and. William Edgar, procurator fiscal, 
complained that Thomas Mein was wrongfully ploughing a 
field belonging to Helen. Gibson* She tried to stop 
him, but after insulting her ho struck her on the arm 
for which he was fined £5® ^
An early case gives full details,
.Bertill Dorling came to the Superior of the Monaste?y 
and complained of the violence done to him and his 
mother within their house by William Ormestoun - "quba 
cam and brak up thai.r dur is the nycht afore at «... 
houris of the nycht and stroke Be.rtlll with ane grete 
tre and brak the samyn upone the said Bertill and 
strake his mod or and .further drew ane quhyiizer and 
schorit to stryk him" - i.f Bertill did not pay maill 
to him » Ormestoun took an ox belonging to Bertill 
and then took a horse from a neighbour's cart, ouch 
a crude display of powerful might was not right and the 
cou3?t found "that such injuries, violence and displeas- 
;u:ceo were done to the great displeasure of God and 
contempt of the authority of my i.ord (commend at or) the 
convent and thel3? bailie and chamberlain", and the 
accused had to find caution, under penalty of forfeiture, 
of all that he held of the Monastery, that he would not 
trouble anyone again in this way »
In the middle period, the assaults follow a standard
pattern with fines of £10. Few details are given in most
cases .and the standard entry simply states that A. is 
decerned // ' _
1» Gog* Na.46.
2. Ha.55/4.
5. Ha.158, also Ha.148 - £10. Ha. 156, 157.
4* Ho.152/4 - 14 dune, 1557®
Sî- âiSiUi'i; ( m m . )
5- j5(a:A2ss.
(2 ) îm m ifiSSl.i;âS£lÜ i (gîESà»)
(3oco3?ned to pay tho p%"ocu.rato:e fiscal £10 for boating 
and striking D*
Of the cases which give details of the assault, the 
fellowing may ho noted "
A* gave 3. a switch with a cane - fioj"
A, and B* fought and wi'ostlod with each other
one bit the othor'n thiïmb and ho %:mllod the fonrmor'n
hair - £10* ^
av(ttiona aro noted:-
A pornon struck another under cloud and silence of 
night and was fined £25*'^
Only two caaos are noted in tho liitoct porlod, but in- 
both a coi'tain amount of detail is given*
Tho Court Officer wont to Uho ToIirUooth of Melrose 
the late evening to visit the pz'ieosiora and to make 
sure that the doors were locked* Two mon lay in wait 
fo3/ him and whon ho went up tho ataiji's they etz'uck 
hlm» They ondeavourod to release one of the prisoners 
"under cloud of night"# The officer hit them with hio 
ctaff and ordm?od them to keep away* They took his 
cteff and broke it and then pinioning; tho office%' they 
puchod him down from the To3.booth and through the town, 
insulting and abusinpr him. Although tho defendoro gave
a. somewhat different account of the opiaode, they were 
fined £20 and £50 on account of tho aggravations ",
(5)
Again it Is coenthat "wyte" was a separate end distinct 
fine the blood fine, and that it was a fine for
%:ro VO cation*
References to bloodwyte are frequent in tho middle period 
and occur also in the earliest period, although to a 
IcsBor //
1. Hb* 22/5»
2. hb*30/l ^iGO bbolbô
3. ro»59/0, alao Hb*67, 68/9, 72: also 10 merks hb*14 
46 Hb*71,
5* he*5/4 - also Ho*8/9 - £50 fine, £10 damages.
EE" (.GonW.)
5» 12LZ%120G^o
(5) Blppdwyto (Contd.)
1e s B er ext ent «
The difference can be seen most clearly when A. is fined 
for blood and B» is fined for wyte:
William Hei'cer was decerned to iiay the procurator fisca!
£30 GB a fine for blooding Robert lie in, Robert Kein 
was fined £30 for bloodwyte» '
33ut the difference is also seen where the assailant was
fined for blood and was also fined for bloodwyte* There 
was a double liability and tho fines wore separate, in 
theory at least :
Andrew Fisher was found guilty of wounding bi.lliam 
Bell and was fined £'50» Fish or was also found guilty 
of the bloodwyte in .the assault and was fined a further 
£50,^
In those cases where■the same person was found guilty of 
blood and wyto, the court f3:'equently imposed one fine of 
£100» This does not detract in any way from the dual 
nature of the fines® The standard blood fino or unlaw 
was £50 and in this court the usual bloodwyte was £30 
also. Thus where the dual liability was present on one 
person, one fine was imposed for convenience,
A, was decerned to pay to the procurator fiscal flOO
for the blood and bloodwyte committed by him on .,.,
Much cases are more properly a fine of £50 for blood and 
£50 for wyte.
As further evidonce of the distinction, a minor was 
sentenced to bo put in the jougs for half an hour for 
blood and he was absolved of the b],oodwyte in respect of
jT
his minority.
1, Hb,22,
2. Hb. 205/4, also 250
0. Hb,22. ,
4, Hb,G4,
5. HbelO,
Ill 4 A88AULT (Cpntd,)
5. ÎH3GALITY COURT. 154.7-1706&
%
(2)Bloodwyte (CRBtd,)
In one case where A, was decerned to pay £100 to the 
procurator fiscal for striking and blooding B, and 
for the wyte thereof, B. the injured, stated that A. 
was in the bloodwyte of the assault as ,B, had not 
given A, any cause nor provocation,'
This case so clearly underlines the true meaning of
bloodwyte that tlie editor of the published Records says
of this reference in a footnote,
"This seems a now use of the term, implying not the 
penalty itself, but the liability thereto". No fui'ther 
use is made of the observation and the reference is 
dismissed as being exceptional. As has been shown, this 
reference is not exceptional and is in fact perfectly 
consistent with the proper meaning of bloodwyte, which 
occurred frequently throughout the Record *
The bloodwyte was paid to the fiscal along with the main 
fine,
Tri the earliest period, references to wyte are infrequent 
and those which occur are inconclusive.
One blood case is reported as follows -
"Ane bluid allogeit drawin be Hew Hardie in Blainslie 
upone fetor barling, wrycht. Hew Hardie fylit in ano 
biuid and wraug: Peter fylit in one bluid",
It is -possible that "wm?ang" here is bloodwyte and the 
construction of 'the case is that both parties drew blood 
on each other, ai-^id as Hardie was responsible for the
assault in the first place, he was fined for blood and 
wyte d
In some non-blood assaults in this period, there are 
similar entries.
1, Nb.llO, also 64, 511,
2, Na,72,
5» Na,52 - A in wycht of tulzie betwix him and B.
Ha.52 - A in wraiig of tulzie,
Na.74 - A in ane wrang and brail, B in brail.
Ill, A88AIJIÆ (GonW,)
(4) Defamaj^n
il fine of £10 was the usual penalty with either 
imporisoiment until payment, of in the earlier period, 
caution to guarantee payment added. The amounts of
the cautionary obligation are not stated, but 100 merks 
is noted in. one case.
The actual cases could stem from allegations of theft 
or immorality which were not supported, but uncomplicated
L
cases of the parties insulting; each other were frequent®
In an early court statute, the penalty was stated to 
be 48 hours imprisonment and kirk censures, but the 
cases do not show the sentence being enforced,
1. ha.164.
Nb.15, 429.
2. m.i5.
5. NaJ_6, 150/1, 200.
4. .ha. 150/1 - 03? banishment as the penalty Na.200,
5 . ha,164.
Mb,15..429.
6. Na,16, 150/1 , 164, 197, 200.
7. m . 55/4.
ni' AB.GAUI'T (Üpntd.)
6 * BARON * 1 ^2J^ ':1%42.
The assault entries in the Baron Court recoz'ds are given
ill detail and a definite pattern in sent once s can bo 
seeiio The distinction between blood and non-blood assaul 
is clearly defined and can be readily seen in (1) the
phrasing of the charge (2) the reply to the charge and (£) 
the sentence imposed*
1. !l%rusing of the charge : "Wounding to the effusion of
his blood" and "hurting, wounding and blood-drawing" are
/
normal in blood assaults.
z. 3
’'Opj)2?essing, striking, beating", "riot", "battery" etc. 
a r c  t h e  usual charges in non-blood assaults*
It ie true that in some cases the charge is phrased 
"striking and blooding" which might imply that no differ- 
; once was recognised, but a more accurate analysis of 
the position is that, in those cases where the charge 
is phrased "AB for striking and blooding CD" the Court 
had to decide which form of assault had been committed.
2 « Reply to the charge of blood ;
John Jamieson denied the blood, but confessed the 
striking of William Thomson* '
3. Bentonce imposed :
The bailie finds both the blooding and beating proven 
against Alexander Youngson and the beating proven 
against hobe.ri; Gruickshank and therefore fines ^
mlexande;t? Youngs on £50 Scots and Robert Gruick shank £10.
In most entries the fines for blood and fines for striking 
are alternative, i.e. a pe]?son is not usually fined for 
blood and for striking, tho normal rule being that the 
assault //
1. e.g. r.l44/G.
2. Ra.255.
5 . Gome riot actions include blood P.121/4, 0,.48, 192
4. 8.87/8.
5. Ea.275, also Ra.285, $01. 
r.162/165.
6. 1 .155/6 , also '£48/9, 169,
Ra.252,295, 908.
8.224/5.
ÏJI. ASCAULT (Contd*)
6. BARON COURT. 1529-1747.
5» Sentence imposed ; ((^nW. )
assault must fall into one class or the other - either he
shed blood or he didnot, but in a few cases in Stitchill
it is seen that both parties could be fined for Riot and
/
one of tliein also fined for blood shedding. While this is 
further evidence of the distinction between the two forms 
of assault, such a decision is not common and much more 
frequently it is seen that if both forms of assault wore 
libelled and blood was proved, only a fine for blood was
Z.
imposed *
■The distinction between blood and non blood assaults is not 
seen so clearly in the earliest record noted - Oarnwath *
In this record all the assaults nro described as "blood'£
It is not possible to say whether assault actions wore only 
instituted if blood had been spilt - in all the assault 
actions in which details are given, blood has been shed but 
this is inconclusive as very fun cases give- details of the 
facts, and the vast majority of the blood entries give no 
information at all-*
(1) BLOOD A8SAULT8.
In Garnwath the usual introduction to an assault action
is "the Baron foliot AB and CD for fyling his ground with
violent bind" and this cove3?s a wide range of assaults 
in
ext ending/degree from attempted murder to slight blows.
In some cases thero is an admission by one o:c both of the
parties that blood was drawn, and it is advisable to give
a brief note on the significance of this admission as its 
effect //
1» (£51 - this is also seen in Shetland,e.g. L.2. etc.
2. Q.96, 124/5, 178.
S.224/5.
5. 0.155/4, 159, 142, 181 etc.
EQ:' (Conta.)
G. BARON COURT. 1525-:
(1) urOCD ABGAUI.TG (Contd. )
effect changed during the period under review. In the
eej-'ly record this was not an admission of liability on the
part of the person who admitted that blood bad been drawn
(as it is in the later rocords). In tho early period it
amounted to the legal essential of the crime of blood -
that someone ' s blood was shod and this fact \jqb admitted
by the person injured in order to obtain the conviction
of the person who drew the blood. The person admitting
the blood was not necesssrily fined, and in fact may be 
/
acquitted *
Thus in Garnwath, the admission of blood was the starting 
point of the action; it was the task of the inquest to 
proceed from that point and to find out whoso blood was 
drown and who was responsible.
This form of admission of blood, whereby the Court's 
attention was directed to the fact that blood was spilt, 
was not followed in the later records where, if a person 
admitted that blood vjas spilt, he was held responsible as 
the statement amounted to a confession on his part and was 
fined accordingly, but in the Forbes and Gorshill 3?eco:eds 
a special form of jiroof was observed to the same end: as the 
admission of blood in Garnwath « In some blood actions in 
Forbes and ill one case in Corshill the fact that blood was 
spilt and that the action related to blood was proved in 
Court by tho production of a cloth by the prosecutor 
(usually private in Forbes) in which was collected the 
blood //
1. e.g, 0.171, 182, 197»
2. Ra.2G5, 268, 271, 272 etc.
5. 8,224./5#
i'ul (Cqnt(£)
(£ 1525-1747, '
(1) GlCOpAykiUlT: (Coukdo)
blood oplllod during tho assault at issue. Both Corshill
end Forboo Boron Courts hold a %>roll;nlno:cy Invostigutlon
of ' itiiosuon before tlio nuostloii of blood was rol'eiu^ od to
tho inouent - and the wltnessos sriokc to the r-' uddiiig or
non-shedding of tho blood* In this prelj.mlnary iiivcuuig-
:atioD the blood-stained cloth was %;u?oduced an evidonoe of
the injury roeeived by tho pi'oueoutor and oa occcoionn if a
cloth wen %jroduced witnonnon might not bo called * It in
UC031 from the canoe Uhet if the injured person had any
intention of Booking bin 3?ovoxiga in court, I'le col looted all
/
tlxe blood i>osnlblo immodiatoly after tho aasault#
However, no fas? an Gm-nwath wan coiicornod$ it is ooen that 
the nain issue for tho inquest to dctc-rmlne was the dccie- 
lion as to who wan liable for the bloodwyto - or the cause 
of the bloodshedding, for while the fact that blood had boei 
nbod nay bo adïnittod, tho wyvc .aa admittr' seldom, if eyor 
But an bhe fine for blood and the fine for bloodi-jytc wore 
unite distinct, übe conaldoration of bloodwyto is delayed
a-
for bhe p.resent*
The ponoi'ty for blood wac fining, but bhe amounts woro not 
stated in the es,rly record - as cxut.nlen of the blood 
assault3, tho following may be noted:-
i'he Iknron puraued Ja.mos Brown and Rol^ ort Hawilton for 
".i'yllinc his grovmd with violent bird". Robert admittod 
tho blood, but denied the wyto, and alleged that James 
had C050 on. him in hi a (Robert's)hoUBo and at^ Tuck him* 
James also denied tho bloodwyte and stated that liobert 
drew 0. knife on him and would have stabbed him* The 
inquest found Owmes in the blood and bloodwyte, and quit 
Robert of the wyte.^
1. .it).262, ,901, 908 
:lee below p./%to 
5 . 0 .181.
III. ASSAULT (oontd.)
6. BARON COURT,
(1) BLOOD ASSAULTS (Oontd.)
The Baron -v- James Hastie and Robert Baxter. Baxter 
stated that "he had na inynd one nathyng, quhill Hastie 
talk him one the held with ane ax and hert him rycht ill". 
Hastie was fined for blood. '
In the later records, the standard fine for blood was £50.
Procurator Fiscal -v- James Wise. James Ivise, who was one 
of the guards of a market, saw two men in argument and in 
trying to settle the dispute, was assaulted by one of the 
men. To defend himself. Wise struck his assailant twice 
with the butt of his musket,wounding the attacker. From th 
evidence stated,there was no doubt that Wise was attacked 
first and also warned the person to desist before wounding 
him, and while it is not surprising that he was fined £50 
for blood,having regard to the objective standard applied 
in blood cases, it is surprising that assythment of £10 
should have been awarded to the injured person.^
Procurator Fiscal -v- John Smith. John Smith was provokei 
and insulted by four others in the house of Cransacre and 
on leaving to avoid their company, they followed him armed 
with staves and other weapons, and pursued him for his IIP 
He was compelled, to fight in his own defence,and in so 
doing', wounded one of the four. In this case, Smith was 
fined £50 for blood shedding, but he was absolved from any 
liability to assythment, as he acted in his own defence.J
Procurator Fiscal -v- Robert Edward. Robert Edward stated 
that he had been instructed by his master (the Baron) to 
apprehend the persons who were responsible for destroying 
the Baron's corn and grass and when Edward endeavoured, to 
seize the two men responsible, they abused and insulted 
him and to provoke him, admitted that they were responsibli 
and would do so again. They continued to destroy the corn 
and Edward tried to stop them. They attacked him and to
' defend himself, he beat them, causing injury. One of them 
tried to seize Edward's halberd, and in doing so, cut his 
hand. Edward was fined £50 for bloodshedding, but was 
freed from assythment as he,acted in his own defence,and 
the spilling of blood was caused by their own foolish 
conduct. Z' ■ .
Lesser fines are noted on certain occasions -
Thomas Duncan and Alexander Duncan, his son, were convictec 
by the inquest for hurting, wounding and biooddrawing of 
Alexander Graigmyll - Thomas Duncan was fined £40 with £5 
of assythment,.^ £10 was by far the most frequent fine 
after the £50 fines,
1. 0.205/4, also 0 .2 7.
2, P.121/4.
5. P.144/5. 147
4. P.147/8, also £50 P.121/4, 144/6/etc.
Q.29, 50/1, 59 , 48 en;o.
Ra.241, 246/7, 260/1 etc.
8.101/2, 107, 145/4 etc.
5. Rd.225, also Ra.269, 267. And £50 - Ra.255/6, 275»
£24 - Q.22, 24. £20 - Ra.252, 268, 271 etc.
£10 - P.50, 165/4 etc, Q.7,12,10 etc,
Ra.255, 249/0 etc, 8. 86/7 etc..
ÏÎT, A88AULT (OonM")
6# Mi#'. COURT, 15^121%.
(1) BT,pOD_ A.GOAULTG (ContcU)
It is seen from the foregoing cases, representative of all 
the Baron Courts studied, that if A® assaulted B* and the 
force of the assault was such that B» was wounded, A. would 
he fined for blood shedding - "uniawed and amerclat for 
blood"»
However, an.extremely objective standard was imposed and the 
cases show that if blood was shed, the assailant was fined 
for blood oven if the blow was accidental;-
Procurat03? Fiscal -v- Isobel Turnbull for blood committed 
on Bessie Aitchieson, which matter was referred to the 
inquest who found Isobel Turnbull guilty of committing the 
blood accidentally and she was fined £10*'
Liability for blood unlaw arose even if thero was no intent 
to injure and the liability on this basis is entirely 
dependent on the presence of blood, irrespective of whether
it had been shod in anger or not.
The liability was so objective that it was not annulled by a 
plea of self-defence * This is seen in a number of cases, 
but principally in Urie (F.F. -v- James Wise : P,F. -v- John
7
-Smith and FvF. -v- Robert Edward - the details of those 
three cases have already been noted above)» In each of 
these cases, the defender struck and wounded another, but 
had acted in self defence in varying degrees: however, the
plea of self defence was not accepted as a bar to the
imposition of an unlaw for blood spilling* Also if the 
defender had been x?rovoked by the injured person, this 
provocation did not mitigate the assailant's liability*
1 «, o.y. but see in Garnwath - two women were accused of 
blood but they were acquitted as they were playing and 
not in earnest. 0* 108*
2. l\l21/4*
5. P.144*
4 o PDM'7 5 olso in Forbes. Ra *249 »
III. ABSAULT (Contd.)
6. BARON OOUET. 1525-1747,
(1) BLOOD A8UAULT3 (Contd.)
Provocation, however, was dealt with in another way - by 
the imposition of the separate fine of bloodwyte.
Thus if the blood had been shed, no matter what the 
provocation, nor the degree of self defence under which 
the defender had inflicted his blow and indeed even if 
he had struck accidentally, he could expect to be fined 
for blood.
While absence of intent might give rise to liability to 
blood unlaw, such absence of intent would not render the 
person liable to bloodwyte.
(2) NON-BLOOD ABSAULTB.
If the assault simply involved striking which did not 
draw blood, a fine was imposed for "riot and straikes" 
as it was called in Stitchill, or in other records 
"striking and beating" and "battery". Here the fine 
was exacted for the fighting qua disturbance and was in 
most cases for a much lesser amount than the blood unlaw.
So far as terminology of non-blood assaults is concerned,
it is interesting to note that in the Stitchill record,
the term "riot" is strictly used to describe a non-blood 
/
assault. Riot, however, is used much more widely in the 
Hrie nrecord (the two records are of the same period) and 
in Urie, riot describes blood assaults as well as non­
blood assaults and indeed covers all breaches of the 
peace ~ //
1. Although two riot charges included blood - P.121/4.147 
Q.48, 192 etc.
'UBT
G"
(2) E(&TÆ;GSIL,.:i^EÆZU
peace - poachlaag, wrongfully lifting out peats ^ negligently 
bui'uing heaUhez' and nô|:;ligeîitly destroying coin and graua*
The standard penalty w&e fining and amounts of £10 and £5 
\7G%'0 U0U0.1 , As illustrations of non-blood asr\:ulta, tho
following may be noted:-
}\F* -V- John Fez'g^ uson for whi^q^ing James Laurie*
Fcrguüq:n otated that he saw Laurie with his (Fergusozi's) 
whip and presumed that Lauz'ie had stolen it fi/om him, 
Ferguson confessed that he gave Laurie several strokes 
with it, and was fined £10# '
George Anderson gave in a bill against latrick Loith for 
beating and striking George Brebnor, herdsman to 
Anderson. It was alleged that Leith filled Brobner's 
mouth 'v.'ith stmd, hold his hood under watex' and threatened 
to beat and stz'ilio evez'y futu:eo bez'domah whoin Aiidei'son 
may employ and Leith was fined f#**
111 the Oaron Courts passed their own statutes to control 
their subjects, and the records meko frequent rcferonoo to 
these statutes, e#g. -
The Laird and his boilio having rogcrd tu the .ehamoful, 
uncivil and unohrietimi ea]?]?iagu, froyuontly hapx^enlug 
within the Barony and eopocially in and about the Kirktown 
in the late drinking "flyting" (toz'mznrting) abusing, 
cursing, s%vebring, beaming and striicing of each other, to 
the great dishonour of God and shame among Christians, 
statute docornod and ordainod that whoo%'"cr 3i3 found lato 
drinking etc* shall be fined £15 scotg,*
Boi'mally, however, the subeequont oases do not refer to the 
statutes and the^ axb-'eai' to bo dooided on a oommon low usoiG
but in tho Oorshill Court, the statuts quoted above v/ae 
referred to frequently in later caooo and the penalty of £15 
a hoaviei' fine than the- oustoniary non-blood fine (£10) 
exacted. //
1. r.126/7, also 9b, 127.
2. aa.250/1, also £10 - i.55, 126, 156 etc.
Q.26,48,51 etc.
Hu.255, 252, 275 Htc.
6.76/7, 76/9, 79/0, 60 etc. 
£5 " Q.22, 51, 56, 79/0 etc,
i. 0.86.
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exacted. The bulk of the cases under the statute are 
concerned with "insulting and abusing" and not striking, 
but some of the eases include a reference to "beating"s-
The Laird -v- V/illiaiu Walker and John Hendry for 
transgressing the act recently made in respect of 
fighting and striking. Hendry stated that Walker had 
pushed him into a fire and had pulled his hair. As 
the matter could not be proved blood or battery, the 
judge referred it to the inquest, who found that both 
parties had broken tho recent act. Walker was fined 
the statutory penalty of £15 and Hendry £10,'
Reference to the act is omitted in some later non-blood
assault cases which appear to be treated on a common law 
■2.
basis.
Aggravations are noted, e.g. striking one of the parties
3
in the open court or in a public place (on market day) 
and also committing the assault on a Bundayt It is seen 
that the usual fine in such cases was £20.
0ombined Crimess
Assault & Defamation,
Richard Taylor was fined £10 for riot on Thomas Wood 
and Wood vms further fined £3 for defamation, and for 
provoking the riot by unjustly calling Taylor a thief,
The question of threatened violence was dealt with by the
Baron Courts under the heading of non-blood assault.
Threatened violence is close to assault in practice and
while there is a difference in result between an actual anc
threatened assault, threatened assault was treated severely
by the courts and was equated in penalty at least to a
non-blood assault, e.g.
Thomas //
1. b.87/8, also 3.100 (aggravated),
2. 8.116/7, 224/5.
3. Q.135 - £10.
4. 8.239/0 - £20.
5. 8.100, f.117/8 - £20.
6. Q.57.
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Thomas Galbraith was fined £5 for riot in that he 
threatened to kill any who poinded his goods.'
Robert Hogarth was fined £10 for breaking Andrew 
Wilson's door under the cloud and silence of night, 
and assaulting and invading Wilson, threatening to 
kill him in his own house,'®'
Patrick Millar was fined £10 for threatening to fell 
Barbara Wilson and also to break her back. He 
invaded her house, threatening to burn the house 
with Barbara Wilson inside, declaring that she was 
a witch.^
(3) BLOODWYTE.
Reference to bloodwyte has already been made on certain 
occasions and it was stated that bloodwyte was a fine 
imposed for provocation. The Baron Courts show the 
operation of bloodwyte particularly clearly and it is 
appropriate thei'efore to study bloodwyte in some detail 
at this point.
According to many writers and sources, bloodv»/yte is stated
to be a fine imposed for shedding blood, but this explan»»
îâtion is inadequate and gives a false impression. In
each of the records studied, the evidence shows beyond
doubt that the definition and operation of bloodwyte was
not simply a fine for shedding blood. If the word is
reduced to its elements - blood and wyte - the latter
phrase undeniably meaning fine, one can understand why the
traditional definition has found such acceptance, but from
the Court records at least it is seen that the traditional
definition is not complete and to say that bloodwyte is a
fine for shedding blood is a superficial observation.
It // .
1. Q.90, also Q.57 - lO/-, Ra.263.
2. Q.Ill, also Q,187.
3. Q.lll.
4. Garnwath - Intro p. civ, cv.
Stitchill- Glossary 219.
Forbes » Glossary 223.
Intro. 207.
Urie - Intro, vii.
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It has been shown, already that if A. injured B. to such an. 
extent that B’s blood was shed, A. would be fined for blood 
and on the basis of the meanings given in the various 
Glossaries, the previous writers would classify this fine 
as a bloodwyte, But this fine was described in the 
records not as a bloodwyte, but as a blood unlaw, i.e. a 
principal fine, and it will be shown that bloodwyte is a 
secondary fine which is not necessarily present in every 
blood assault, whereas the blood unlaw is the basic penalty 
in a 11 blood cases.
However, it must be shown first that there is a difference 
between the ordinary or principal fine for blood, i.e. a 
blood unlaw, and a bloodwyte.
The distinction between the two fines is not seen so olearl) 
in Garnwath as in the later records, but as Garnwath is the 
earliest record and as it is advisable to study this quest- 
: ion on the lines of development and growth, Garnwath will 
be noted first*
The basic verdict in Garnwath is that "the inquest finds A* 
in the blood and quits B. of any blood" and from this it is 
logical to understand that A. was fined for blood, i.e. by 
blood unlaw, but while that is the basic situation, the 
actual range of decisions is much wider, falling into the 
following groups :-
I* (a) A.B* quit and 0*1). found in blood.
(b) A*B. quit and 0.D. found in blood and bloodwyte.^
(g ) A.B* quit and G.D* found in bloodwyte.'
Id) A.B* and G.D. in blood and bloodwyte*^
(e) A.B* and G * I)* in blood.*'’
II. (a) A.B* granted that there was blood and O.J). found in 
the blood
(b) A.B* 'granted that there was blood and G.D* found in 
the blood and bloodwyte.''
1. 0.22,25, 47, 48 etc. 
; :
g- 8 G 1  %- 
7: 8:24; 171/5, 181.
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1]. (cj A.B. granted that there was blood and O.D. found in 
the wyte.'
111. A.U. granted that there wan blood ond A.B. found in wyt 
JV, (n) Blood woe admitted and O.D. found in blood/
fb) Blood was admitted and G.D. found in wyte.
c) Blood v/ao admitted and C.D. found In blood end wyte
(d) Blood wan admitted and A.B. and Ü.D. found in blood
(g ) Blood was admitted and A.B. and C.D. found in blood
and blüüd'wyte.-?
(f) Blood was admitted and A.B. and C‘,1). found in 
bloodwyte. g
VM'iilo the Garnwath record by itoelf is inconclusive, theoe 
verdicts coiTcspond to later verdicts given in other courts 
where the details show beyond doubt that the blood fine and 
the wyte xioo were separate. The position is complicated 
by the admission of blood on the part of the injured - as 
stated, above this had procedural importance and it should 
not be underotood that tho admission of blood vfas an 
admission of liability, as It was in the later records. 
However,, if 1. (b) and (d), II (b), Hi. and IV. (c) and 
(o) are noted, it is seen that the blood and wyte attach 
to the same person, and if the liability was the same iYi 
both oases y i.e. that there was only one fine for shedding 
blood - a bloodwyte - why lo it necessary for the reporter 
to moke so many refcrenoos to blood unlaw and bloodwyte - 
ospodally in thcoe cosoo where the two attach to the same 
person? If they are the same fines, why are there refer- 
:enoes in some oases to blood, in others to blood and wyto, 
and in yot others to wyte? Nhy was a bloodwyte not 
imposed in overy case of blood - if it is "a fine imposed 
for shedding blood'* and if it is a  fine for shedding blood 
only, then what is a blood unlaw?
j. 0.28, 122.
7. 0.31. oo, 125/6.
8, 0.146.
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Although the Garnwath record does not show the true meaning
of wyte as clearly ao the later courts, nonetheless, elernentt
of the legal meaning of wyte as cause or reason for blame 
/
oan he soenu
The Baron pursued James marshall and the rest of the 
tenants of Easter "(yledstanls" for the breaking of his 
arrestment and the inquest finds the officer (person 
responsible for making the arrestment) in the "wyte" 
because he did not follow the proper procedure. and not 
the men.*' "Wyte" here means being in the position of 
liability - the officer’s actions were the cause of his 
liability*
Also
The Baron pursued William Brown for drawing violent blood 
on Symon Bnaip and also pursued Symon Snaip for the "wyte" 
of the causing of the blood* The inquest however found 
■ Snaip quit of the wyte and Brown in. the blood and wyte
These cases indicate that "wyte" was originally a general 
term denoting liability to pay a fine or other penalty , the 
liability attaching because the person’s actions were the 
cause of the matter at issue, the cause being important if 
it attached to a person other than the principal defender - 
who would be fined or punished in any event because of the 
strict liability which v;as observed for shedding blood, e.g. 
if A* shed B’s blood then no matter what the cause of the 
dispute A* was liable for blood, then it would not bo 
unreasonable that having disposed of the principal fine tho 
inquest would supplement the principal fine and enquire 
further as to the cause of the blood shedding - had A. been 
provoked by B, - had B. by his own actions caused A. to 
strike him? If B, had been the cause then he would be in 
the //
1. In literature of the period "wyte" means to blame - see 
Henry8on's Testament of Gressoici - "0 fais cupide is nanc 
to wyte hot thow" ™ also poem quoted in Pitcairn (D)p.19*
2. 0.48, also similarly 0.102.
3. 0.147, also 0.203/4*
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the "wyte" of the blood. If there was no. pi'ovooation by
B, A. was liable in blood solely. If .A’a actions had 
themselves been the cause of the assault, i.e. if A. had 
provoked and struck 13. to the effusion of his blood, then A 
would be liable to blood and bloodwyte.
However, to sum up the evidence from the Garnwath record -
the oases show repeated references to blood and bloodwyte ii 
such terras that it is plain that two different items are 
being considered, admittedly items which frequently 
coincide. Blood was something one frequently admitted,but 
wyte was admitted seldom, if ever. In the cases where a 
decision of "no blood" is found by the inquest, some of
these cases state that not only is there no blood, there is
also no bloodwyte. It was an enquiry on two levels, the 
liabili ty on each level being separate which could attach 
on the same person or separate persons depending on 
circumstances 6
It is freely admitted that the reporting of the majority of 
cases in Garnwath is brief and too little detail is given, 
but even so, there is no foundation for the view that blood 
and bloodwyte are synonymous terms and may be interchanged 
at will. They are recognised as separate concepts in the 
later records, and the evidence quoted above shows that they 
were also separate concepts in Garnwath, although the vast 
majority of cases are too briefly reported to indicate the 
true operation of bloodwyte, and of those that are reported 
in detail, few show bloodwyte in a satisfactory light.
Of the later records, the Stitchill record shows the operat- 
; ion and content of bloodwyte in its developed form, and 
the follov/ing cases may be noted:-
}?.F. //
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P.P. -V- Andrew Hogarth for 'blood on Alexander Lowry. 
Hogarth was held to have confessed to the blood,
Both parties denied the-bloodwyte, which was referred 
to the inquest. Lowry was found in tho bloodwyte because 
he tried to oust Hogarth from his (Hogartbis)place in a 
queue. ■ Thus A. is fined £50 for the blood unlaw and B, 
who caused the dispute, is fined £25 for wyte/
P.P. --V- Thomas Boyd and Robert Hogg for blood, riot and 
straickes. Both were fined £50 each for blood and as the 
cause of the dispute was that Hogg’s foal ate Boyd’s corn, 
Hogg refusing to make amends, Hogg was guilty of the 
"wyte" - ho was fined £25 in bloodv/yte.'^
It is of further interest that in the Stitchill cases the
fine for blood'wyte is ..exactly half the fine imposed for
?
blood. The blood fine was normally £50 and the wyte £25, bu 
a few instances of £24 - £12 and £20 - £10 are noted.
These cases show bloodwyte in its clearest context, and 
from this evidence, an indication can be made as to a proper 
definition of bloodwyte. The fine for bloodwyte was imposed 
on the person whoso actions caused the blood to flow. While 
the cause of the blood flow might appear straightforv/ard in 
every case - the actual blow - the situation was analysed 
more deeply. The cause of the blood flow could have been 
the injured person’s own actions if he had provoked the 
other by word or deed and the other retaliated. The blow 
undeniably caused the blood but in turn the motivation of the 
blow was the injured person’s conduct. On this basis, while 
the assaulter was liable for blood, the assaultee was liable 
for having provoked the blood and fined for bloodwyte,
1 8 Q 8 2 9 e
2. (2.47/6 - the one person had to pay both fines. Also 3.145/ 
3o Q,29î 30/1Ç 39, 48, 53, 64 etc, (exceptions £50,£50-Q,71),
4. Q,9,22.
5. Q®18 (exceptions £10-£4. Q.12)
In the other records the wyte fine was not a straight ha 1:1 
£50 - £5. Ra.246/7.
£ 5 - £5. Ra.305. 
£50 - £40.5.143/4. 
£10 - £10.3.86/7.
In one non blood assault, wyte v/as imposed £10, £5. 8.78/Ç
irî. (oontd.)
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Prom this It con be seen that the definition of bloodv;yte as 
"a fine imposed for shedding blood” is insufficient. This 
definition only described the principal fine - the blood 
unlaw - which is quite separate and distinct from bloodwyte.
While these cases show the simplest operation of bloodwyte,
where A. is liable in blood and B. liable in bloodwyte,
complications can arise. As "wyte” has been shown to be the
liability for causing the blood, it may well happen that
the liability for "wyte” attaches to the same person who is
already liable for blood, e,g.-
James Campbell confessed that he committed blood on 
Thomas Hogarth and was fined Jù24 for blood and .£12 for 
wyte"o '
It is from oases of this nature, it is submitted, that the 
traditional definition of bloodwyte arises, for unless the 
specific amount of both fines is stated, the report may read 
"A in blood and bloodwyte" or simply "A, in bloodwyte" 
intending to cover both fines and so the true nature of 
bloodwyte is indiscernibleè
It might be thought that every case of assault in which 
blood was shod, must of necessity have a liability for 
bloodwyte attaching to one or other of the parties, as 
someone must have caused the assault and therefore be liable 
in bloodwytei But this is not the case, as there are many 
blood actions which make no reference to bloodwyte. Indeed, 
blood actions which make no reference to bloodwyte are in the 
majority in all the later records, and the absence of 
bloodwyte in such actions is explained on the grounds that 
as "wyte" was provocation of, or responsibility for, the 
blood //
1. Q.22, 'fl, 96.
2. Q.96.
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blood shedding; not every case would have the necessary 
degree of provocation present, for it would appear that wyte 
covered the situation where the assault was unduly or 
flagrantly provoked.
However, to revert to those cases in which the assailant is 
liable for both blood and bloodwyte, this dual liability is 
not•anomalous or incompatible. It is plain from the cases 
noted in the later records that a strict liability for 
blood was observed - if blood was shed, then no matter the 
cause, a blood unlaw was imposed on the assaulter. It could 
easily happen that the assaulter himself provoked the assaul 
and accordingly would also be fined for bloodwyte. While 
two separate fines could be imposed on the same person for 
blood and wyte frequently there was only one cumulative 
fine imposedo
To sum up the foregoing - it is apparent from the cases 
quoted in the Baron Court records that there is a difference 
between the ordinary fine for blood and the fine which has 
been given the name of bloodwyte. It is also apparent 
that the accepted definition of bloodwyte - a fine imposed 
for shedding blood -- is Inadequate and in fact the definitioi 
only describes the ordinary fine inflicted by the Baron on 
the person who had drawn blood - the blood unlaw.
The liability of wyte attaches to the person whose actions
have been the root cause of the matter at issue. It is seen
from Oarnwath that the term of wyte was applied to cases out*
: side assaults although this wide usage is not common in the 
later records/ '
lo But see 8.78/9 and 8,112/3 » non blood assaults which 
have a separate fine for wyte. Also Q.34/57.
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There is a dual liability in assault cases - the principal fine
for the blood spilling and the secondary fine for causing the 
situation to arise. The principal fine could only be imposed 
on the assailant 9 but the secondary fine of bloodwyte was 
imposed on either the assaulted or on the assailant depending 
on whose actions or conduct had been the cause of the assault, 
and had no relation to the direct shedding of blood.
ll/hi le every assault must have had some form of cause the fine 
of bloodwyte was only imposed if there was distinct degree 
of provocation present on the part of one or other of the 
parties.
The traditional definition of bloodwyte could stem from a 
failure to distinguish the dual liability when blood and 
bloodwyte attached to the same person - where bloodwyte 
could appear as the principal fine imposed for shedding 
blood - but this is not an accurate construction - the two 
fines had a separate operation and content.
It is possible that the distinction between blood unlaw and 
bloodwyte did not become apparent until the later half of the 
16th century and that in early law the two fines were not 
distinguished, but it is plain that for the period which 
the records cover, this distinction was recognised and 
the traditional definition must be modified in view of the 
evidence given in the Court records. Further reference
could be made to the definition of "wyte" in Stubbs'
"Select Charters" - where "wita" is stated to be "a mulct, 
payment by way of punishment opposed to "hot" - compensation 
to the injured". As will be seen in Assythment, bloodwyte 
and assythment are complementary concepts postponed to the 
main //
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main blood fine. The Court settled the penalty lor 
blood shedding first by unlaw and then decided the 
degree of provocation imposing a bloodwyte if appropriate 
and then considered the extent to which the injured should 
receivG compensation - assythment. Haturally if the 
provoker was also the injured the awards of assythment 
are rare in that situation, but in analysis, bloodwyte 
and assythmont are on the same level, secondary to the 
main fine.
From the definition in Stubbs (Vpyte -v- hot) it is seen 
that this analysis was old.
It is noted tsat bloodwyte as the principal fine is not 
mentioned in hackenaie’s chapter in the Laws and Customs 
of Scotland on the oriminul jurisdiction of Barons.
So far as assault is mentioned, it is dealt with as 
"blood” and "blood unlaw".
(4) IhcULTlNG.
Insulting, scolding and blasphemy were recognised as 
criminal in all the later records, the.usual fines being 
.CIO and C5.
In the Oorshill rocord, defamation and abusing wereplaced 
on a statutory basis, and if proceed:ings wore based on the
3
statute, a penalty of Cl5 could be exacted, although this 
v/ao not invariable. In two oases a fine of C5Ü wan 
Imposod //
1 = i/i a c ke Î nri e . p, n 17.
2. e.g. Q.104 etc. Ea 284» 309/0 etc.
3. 5.88, 157.
4. 5.188.C5.
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t
imposed in one case lor cursing, swearing and drunkenness, 
and in the other for slander.
In Urie the one case of insulting was punished hy iraposit-
•7
: ion of a period in the stocks.
homages could be enforced as well as the fine - in a Stitch
ill case the accused was fined £10 and £3 had to he paid to 
* •
the insulted.
1. 5.234/5.
2. 5.123/4.
3. 1.51.
4. 0.156/7.
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Assault cases occur very frequently in the Burgh Court records 
and the Aberdeen record 'p3?ovides detailed information on 
assault at an early period (1398-1407).
The entries are brief and while certain references to blood 
are made, the classification of blood and striking is not so 
noticeable as it is in the later records.
In the Aberdeen record, assaults were divided into 
verberacion, percussion and general assaults.
(1) VBRBERACIOh.
It is difficult to give an exact definition of verberacion, 
but is plainly derived from "verberare" - to beat, strike or 
flog. For the purpose of this record, it can be taken to mean 
assaulting or striking and the standard penalty was fining.
The amounts of the fines are not given.
It is difficult to compare verberacion with percussion. Both
included blood shedding, but there must have been a difference
in degree in the assault, It is not possible from the sparse
details given in the record to say which was the more serious.
Christinua de Clunes placed himself in the will of the 
bailies for the verberacion of a certain v/oman, and was 
fined by the court.
Frequently the accused gave caution to satisfy the injured,
i.e. guaranteeing assythment.
1. The record is in Latin.
2, V,24 (very frequently the person struck was a woman) 
Vo49 - in will for verberacion of servant.
V.45, 54, 130, 147 —d 0— of woman,
V.54, 128 -do- of a man and perturbacion
of town.
-do- of woman and fined.
V.57. -do- of woman, caution to
satisfy her.
V,118 0 -do- caution for 12d,and also
bailies' fine.
V.I3O0 In will for vea?beracion of woman, striking her 
husband and disturbing the town, and found caution to 
satisfy the woman for the verberacion and bludivit.
V.49. Fined for verberacion of woman and for being 
rebellious to the town officers.
Vo79, 111o Fined for verberacion of woman and caution 
to satisfy all of the bailies.
V,140, Fined for verberacion of woman, and caution to 
satisfy her.
Ill' (22ZÏM' )
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katthcus iynohoo bec^ime onutlonor lor Chrlstinuo do.
G lune H tiiat he would satisfy (by cuuiy thmont ) hkiriota, v/lfe 
of latrloiuo for the verbex'ocion he gave her and that ho
would not trouble ( perturba bit ) the iovvn again under 
pnin of £10 o'
Vorboraolon included blood aeeaulto ao well an striking.
Gilbcrtus de Kynros, pi'clooutor of Roberkus dan accused 
a certain woman called mariota that she unlawfully beat 
(verbcravit) a certain boy to the effusion of hie blood.
Hor prelocator denied the charge and the action was 
referred to aniicabilGm composioionem; the person in 
fault was to be presented to the bailies for fining, 
caution being found to (1) make the person appear ino
court and (2) satisfy the sontenoo,
(2) l/EhOU5GlGh (striking).
The record gives details of n Court statuto govczviing 
striking, and which gave fines ox h/- and 4/-
If anyone strikes another within the Burgh with a sv/ord,
axe, knife or stick, he will be fined B solidl.'^
If anyone strikes with his fist, he will be fined 4 
DOlidi 0
The cases are frequent, but usually they do not give the
amount of the fine:-
Johannis Mung'wale placed himself in the will of the 
bailies foi' assaulting dillelmus Crusank. V/illolmus 
found caution that ho would not trouble dohanniu other 
than by l*3gal prooess, ^
Hut one case gives dotails of a fine of ë/-^  and it is seen 
that poroussion inoludod blood shedding
Thomas ,','od was fined G/- for striking (porcusoione)
Andrew Gandy - to llie effusion of his blood (usque 
ad sangulnom et bla)
1. V.24.
2. 7.114.
3. Y.216.
4. V.44. Also 7.130/1 pcrcuGsione and 142 percusait iniusto
5. V.2341 and
7.120, 14 2 and 155 - fined - poroussit et vulneravit a 
servant of the Carmelite Friars.
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Certain miscellaneous instances of assault are noted;
Simon Lamb was aoouaod by the bEillios because he had 
unlEuvfully Imprisoned a oertaln woman on his own
authority - the woman ought to have been presented 
before the bailies on. an action of some kind, lie 
confessed and placed himself In the bailies* wi11V
Again threatenod assault vfas treated as an assault and 
ifiez'lted a fine:-
Thomas Blake was fined for thi'eatenin.g to strike
h i lie 1 iuus ij la kburn,
Tho old lav/s provided for assault:-
In the burgh there shall not be heard actions concerning 
bloodwyte nor striking nor marchot or herieth or anything 
like tiiat^ -" but tills statute was not observed in Aberdeen 
whei'o they did hoar bloodwyte pious.*
The diotindtion between blood and non blood assaults was
noted in the old la w o , but it is difi'icult to see any 
practioül appliootion of this in the Aberdeen reoordf
The classifie»,tion into verberacion, percunHon and general 
aasault was not maintained in tho later reoorde, and the 
uoeuulto divide into blood and non-blood.
fining was the normal sentence, although generally the 
amounts are not given until the 17th century.
(1) BLOOh A5oA%31T5.
Jcime koffat W6is finod for blood and t.iuublunco of C.ande 
Duncan. Duncan was fined for troubling AioffaL. Both 
found cautioners for the fines.^
John {citoholl and V/ilAiom Jackson v^ ere oooused of blood
and riot on each othor and both came into the council's 
will. Mitoho11 was fined fl2 for the blood and riot and
Jackson was fined £5 for the riot
1.7.44/5.
2.V.b4^
^.LQB.XYlI' p.10.
4.e.gj,_7.130, also see LQB L%Xxl.1.
5.8G.Vii p.67; also sG.iX. p.bJH 
ù./%10TÏ521; also %.48,""1547.
7.Y. 8.1653, also Y.58 1664, L3, Y.94 1677 - 8 marks,
and Y.127 1689.
TTT. ÿUJjlvLT )
7. BURGil UvüRT.
üKNmAL AG5AU1T (ü g n td . )
(1) 6.LÜÜD A8JAUi,TÜ (üontd. )
While fining vma tho normal BeritcncG, oorno oasos partioulfi3>-
ïly in tho Stirling record in the middle period \ëhow:
pornonnl imniohmont (piAblio forgivonaao and indlgîiity) being 
imposed,
Bolen Thoir was imprisoned at the pr ovoot'a will, for 
blood and troubling and thereafter ordered to pass to the 
place where yhe oommittod the fault and crave fohgivenees 
on her knees. If she offended again she would ho fined 
£10 to the tovm work.'
The indignity could bo added to fining;
Thomas kduoin wao convioted of blood and ti'oublance and 
was fined. Ho h&3d to ask forgivonoos and v^ aw warded 
unti.l he found caution foi' the fine and bloodwite/"
In addition to fining, a further penalty could be added -
John Murray was fined for drawing blood and was ordered
to leave the town or else remain in 'ward for 63 year and 
a day, ab the will of the provost and bzrlllcu.'
(2) hON-BlOOD AG8AULTS.
Again fining woo standard, and the following may^  be noted -
Thom of Baloaske and Wyllem Hulle were fined 20/- and 
10/- respectively for fighting. Doth fjnos were to be 
paid towards the building of the tolbooth, and/both pernoi 
had to find cautioners for their fines and also to find 
caution that they would not trouble or fight again in the 
town, under pain of £10 and 40/-d.^
burgh Acts ponalis.lng striking are frequent -
if any person fights or brawls in the town, he will pay 
10/- an for given to the common work/''
'.'Hioovtr io found in the wyt of fighting and troubling the 
town shall pay 10/- to the oauseway being-made to Ihe Higl 
Kirk and if other par Lice arc found in the v/yt also, they 
will pay 5/"d.- ^
1. 2.55. 1549.
2. 2.78, 1560/1.
3. 2.40. 1545.
4. X.132/3. 1459.
5. 1.127.1458.
6. X,146,1462. Also 2/- to the Town Clock X.147.1462
111. (Contd. )
7' BURGH ÜÜUKT. 1398-1747.
(3) GENERAL ABBAULT (Oontd,)
(^ ) NON-BLOÜL AUBAULT3 (Oontd.)
Any found fighting will he put in the tolbooth until it 
in known who is at fault. The person at fault will 
pay 10/~ to the causeway beyond leebles water, and will 
find caution for his fine. If he cannot pay his fine of 
10/- he will sit 6 days in the stocks and thereafter he 
will be banished from the town for a year and a day.'
It is seen that the average penalty in the early period 
was a fine of 10/-
Many entries did not specify the penalty, but it is 
reasonable to assume that the punishment was finings-
The inquest finds Andrew Stewart in the wrong of 
striking William Louch.*'
As in the blood assaults the Stirling record is exception- 
:al in that while fining was imposed, public apology and 
humiliation was the most frequent sentence in ordinary 
assault,
Katherine Jak wao convicted by assize for assaulting, 
striking and insulting Elspeth Mukkart and was sentenced 
to go to the marks I; cross at 10 a.m. on Saturday 
morning with a white wand in her hand and ask forgive- 
: ness of Elspeth Mukkart,^
In the later records fining was again standard - non- 
blood assaults were described as riot, and such entries 
wore frequent and appeared to include simple assaults 
(i.e. striking and punching, kicking etc.) and general 
breach of the peace - £5 was the normal amount of the 
fine.
William Jackson was fined £‘3 for riot^
1. X.164/5.1470.
2. X.214.1555. also X.217.1555 (striking and finds no
blood), h.233.1556, 233/4. 1556 etc.
3. 40.1545.
4. Y.8.1653, also striking - 20 oierks - Y.25, 1654.
10 merko - Y.ll.l653,Y.76.l6â
5 merks - Y.96,1679,1.112/3
1684 etc.
1 mark - Y.Ill.1603.
£10 - Y.63.1665.
£5 - Y.21.1653.
£4 - Y.68.1665.
£3 - Y.11.1653.
gg^_ml8cellaneou8 fines of 30/-, 24/-, 20/-, 14/- and
?
îil' àâÉàÜ&T (GonW. )
7. BUÜGH COURT. 1398-1747.
(:) GENERAL AU'JAULï (Oontd. )
(2) NON-BLÜÜD Aü8AULTÜ (Oontd,)
While the basic penalty was fining, more could be added •«
imprisonment till payment was frequent -
John Hope came into will for riot on Robert Iwmond and 
was ordered to pay £4 and to remain in ward Lill paid,^
On occasions the iniprisonmnt was not merely until payment 
but could be for a definite period,
marlon Watson came in will for riot and was imprisoned 
for 24 hours and also fined 24/-d, dhe undertook, bj 
caution, not to scold or fly te under pain of 10 merks,'^
Personal punishment was also imposed occasionally.
Andrew Ewmond fired a gun at two people under cloud of 
night to frighten them and was ordered to be imprisoned 
for 24 hours and until he found caution not to use 
firearms again, under pain of £20. He also had to 
stand in the cuckstools for an hour with the gun around 
his neck.^
In a severe case, fining was not imposed. The sentence
was personal punishment and banishiiiont -
hew Black v)as convicted of breaking doors, offering 
violence to various persons, and cursing and swearing.
He was sentenced to the stocks at the cross for an hour 
with a paper on his face written in great letters 
stating his crime, and thereafter be banished under 
pain of deatc if he returnod
(^) ASSAULT ON OFFICIALS.
To assault an official was more serious and indeed the 
sentence was so much more severe than the fines of ordinar, 
assaults that it might bo considered a different crime 
than ordinary assault. The sentences ranged through 
loss of burgess-shii), fining, Imprisonment and banishment 
and various combinations.
1. Y,4.1652, also Ï.58.1664 - £20 and warded till paid, 
Y.115 20/- and warded till paid.
2. Y.14. 1633.
3. Y.160. 1698.
4. Y.63/4. 1663.
Ill' AflüAULI (Oontd. )
7' BURGH ÜÜURT. 1398-1?47.
(3) GENERAI ÂSÜAULT (gSltd.)
(3) A88Aül,T ON OFFICIALS (Oontd.)
'1,1 anyone (a burgess) draws a knife or other weapon againsi 
a bailie or officer, he will forfeit his freedom (i.e. 
as a burgess, not imprisonment)./
A non-burgess was banished;-
Thomas Murdo was accused of riot on John Plenderleith, 
a bailie and others because he abused and insulted them.
He was fined £10 and imprisoned until he found caution 
(1) to pay the fine and (2) to remove from the town under 
pain of banishment.^'
William Hutton struck a town officer ahd was banished 
under pain of scourging and if he returned a second 
time he would be scourged and hanged/
imprisonment could be an additional punishment in itself,
i.e. not merely until payment but an indefinite sentence
during t he ma g i b t ra tes* pleasure;-
Patrick Dicklson threatened Alexander Williamson a former 
provost and was fined 10 nierks and imprisoned during 
Williamson’s pleasure.4
In a severe case a variety of sentences with both definite 
and indefinite periods of imprisonment could be given.
James Oheill assaulted the provost and was fined £30.
He was imprisoned (1) for 8 days (2) until he gave up his
burgess ticket, which was to be torn up by an officer at
the cross and (3) until he paid the fine
( 4-) GRlkbO AGA1R8T fUIlIG ORDER.
(a) IkHTURBAOlON.
Perturbacion is frequently mentioned in the early record and
meant disturbing the town - similar to breach of the peace.
The standard penalty was finihg,
vVillelmus Kykil was fined by the court for pertu.rbacion 
of the town for striking a boy.<
iviauricius Buerdsleper was fined by the court for unlawful!^ ' 
disturbing' (perturbacione iniusta) Walterus Rede, 
seriandus (actually town officer)7
1. 1.260.1560.
2. Y.7/8. 1653.
3. 2.110.1604.
4. Y.5I. 1662.
5. Y.151/2. 1693.
6. V.160, also 7.234 - brandishing knives.
7. V.23, also 7.149j V.160 - tovm watch.
TTl. ASSAULT (Oontd.)
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(4) CElqEB AGAlh/'T .!UdLiq ,üRDEJ[ (Oontd.)
(H) i ERTURBAOlOH (Oontd.)
JilieloiUB do Karr and others were fined for unlawfully 
entering a house by a ladder v^ ithout consent and for
disturbing the (peace of the) town.'
frequently the accusation stated that A. disturbed the 
town with Bo
O.'homas, son of Johonnis, was fined (1) because he
disturbed the town with Robertus do Angus and (2) ^
becauso he was rebellious and dioobodlent to the bailies
Johannie hedole was aocuaed of perturbacion of the town 
with hedryke and it was stated that he was already under 
caution of £100 not to disturb the town. The 
obligation wan enforced when he came in will.?
The person frequently placed himself in the will of the
bailies and again fining woo standard.
V/i lie lams de ï’oty placed himself in the will of the 
bailies because he disturbed (periurbuvit) the bailies
and tiie town watch and was fined,*
In some cases only the reference to will is noted, with
no mention of penalty.
Thomas Smyth placed himooIf in the will of the bailies 
for perturbacion of the town.*''
lilleliiius Blyndoele, benior, and others were accused by 
the bailies that v;heh one of the bailies arrested 
lie nr Ic us btephanus for disturbing the town, they 
assaulted the bailie, in contempt, scandal and outrage 
of :i;li6 King and the low in deliberate intention. They 
assaulted (perturbavcrunt) the bailie, struck henricus 
ftoptienua and tried to cut down lienricus btephanus with 
axes and knives. They denied the charge, but placed ,
themselves in the bailie’s will for disturbing the town.
The accused could be asked to find, caution to keep the
peace.
waurioius ouerdsleper had to find caution that ho v/ould
not trouble the town and the burgesses. However, he did 
cause trouble and his cautioner was fined 5 works and 
further laurioius was ordered to enter prison until 
someone found Curther caution to guarantee the pence of
the town and the burgesses/
1. V.53.
2. 7,48, also V.26,35,53,136,140,148,156 (no rebellion)
3. 7.124.
4. 7.26, also 7c29ÿ35,119,125,155 - also caution not to 
bo rebellious to the baillos.
5. 7.130, also 7.127,128,133 etc.
6. 7.205.
7. 7.22.
Ill' (Conta.)
7. BURG'Ü COURT. 1398-1747.
.
(4) Crime s aga ins t publ ic Order ( Contd..)
(a) Perturbacion (Conta.)
The later records show a similar posit ion.
Dio Tvmo, George Giboon and liât Balye came in will for 
troubling the town, each to find caution.'
Fining was frequent, 'but no amounts are given :-
Jenne Murra and Johen hurra were fined for troubling 
their neighbours under silence of night
Loss of burgess-ship could be threatened
For troubling a bailie, he was fined and if he j 
offended again he would lose his freedom (of the town)*
The sentence for a non-burgros was less easy going.
The inquest finds Makkyn in the wrong in troubling the 
town and bocauso he was a vagabond he was banished.^
While fining was normal, in exceptional cases the punish-
: mont was public indignity,
Laurence Thomson and others were convicted of troubling 
the town by mocking burials of persons who died of the 
plague, Thomson was sentenced to be carried through the 
town on a sled,barefooted and bareheaded,wearing a white 
sai'k,and with a notice on his head stating hia crime. The 
others were to walk barefooted and bareheaded through the 
town and then to stand at the cross during the bailies* 
will.i'
While perturbacion usually applied to the peace of the town, 
it was also extended to cover the peace of a court.
No particular penalty is given, but it is likely that fining 
was imposed;
Willelmus Grab placed himself in will for troubling 
Thomas Spring, but in a later case it was stated that 
they had caused perturbacion of the court.t
The later records show the same position:
The bailies were ordained to punish Robert Murro for 
arrogant speeches and he was ordered to speak only througl 
his preloeutors under pain of being fastened in irons,and 
he had to find caution accordingly, 7
1. X.157.1468, also X.246.1558.
2. Z.18.1523/4, also k.20.1524, Z.21.1525 etc.
3. %.U8. 1598.
4. X.347.1572, also X.348.1572.
5. lib.1607.
■ o. 7,76, 77, also 109 - perturbando curiae,
7 .109, 119, also 129, 139 - fined.
7,78; 79 “ because the preloeutors were unlawful,
7. X.232. 1556, also X.309.1569, X.323/4.1570.
X.399. 1682 “ abuse in courts, imprisoned but no 
details etc.
HI' (Oontd. )
7" BUKüü, COURT. 1398-1747.
(4) Primo 8 aga ilia t lubllo Order (üontd, )
(^) rGi'turbaoion (Gontd. )
Perturbacion could also include the peace of a housei-
Johannis Crab placed himself in will for the perturb- 
îacion of the house of Andrew Petrus
(b) Rebellion.
Certain- caoes occur when the accused is stated to have 
been rebellious and disobedient to the bailies or town 
officers.
In the early record fining was Imposed :
The Court statute pi^ovidod that if anyone defamed or
insulted or disobeyed any town officer in the course 
of his duty, he would be fined 8 solidi without 
remission
The cases do not give the amounts of the fines;
Thomas Johannis, carnifox in throe fines;-
Ï. because ho was rebel to the town officers in the
course of their duties,
2, because he was disobedient to the bailies being 
unwilling to enter prison at thsir order, ^
3. because he loft prison v^ ithout their permission.
yillclmuB Dinouii placed himself in will for being 
reboJ-lioua and disobeying the bailies.*
In the middle period, the penalty for a burgess varied
between loss of froodom and public indignity. Fining
was added on occasions. The penalty for a non-burgeas
w a s b a n i sh m a n t.
Fgrgiyenesa ; - John HpHdoi'son was fined £10 for disobeying 
'"'"%e'~kTr1c^ and magistratos. Also he had to make public
confession of his fault at the market cross. If he 
refused, he -would be banished for 3 years and if he was 
found in the town during teat period he would bo fined 
£10.^
1. V.54, also 53 - fined (no will).
2. V.21Ù.
3. Y.134.
4. V.51, 7.68, 130/1, .dmUedVlig, . fined,748,49,75,107.
5. dee Court statuLe X.328.1571.
6o 2.93/4.1599, also 116/7« 1607 £40 and warded for
Qgoaplng from ward and disobeying bailie.
III. ASSAULT (Oontd.)
7. BURGH OOUET. 1398-1747.
(4) Grimes against Public Order (Oontd.)
(b) Rebellion (Oontd.)
John Bell was found guilty by inquest for disobeying 
the bailie and troubling the town. He had to ask 
forgiveness of the bailie and to find caution to obey 
the officers in the future, under pain of banishment 
and his body to be punished.'
loss of freedom and banishment:-
Richard Mereleis and others disobeyed a town law which
forbade leaving the town at night and they abused the
watch. They lost their freedom of the town and were
banished under pain of death.'*'
Indignity:
Wi.ITiam Johnson and Andrew Ra were put in the links 
because ley passed into the bailies’ will on behalf 
of their wives who troubled the town and disobeyed the 
bailies. They found caution that there v/ould not be 
any more trouble.?
In the later period, some oases give fining (10 raerks) as 
the basic penalty "X-
In one case, there appeared to be a riot (in the modern 
sense).
William Porteous and others were insolent to the council 
and were imprisoned in the tolbooth. A number of people 
released them forcibly, Forsyth came in will and found 
caution under pain of 500 merks to obey the council in 
future. 'The others were fined 40/-, £4, £6, Z8 and wer< 
forbidden to trade until they petitioned the council.^"
But usually the penalty was heavier, and the normal son- 
:tenoe was revocation of freedom as a burgess, even in 
the later periods,
' I
Thomas Mosie refused to accept the Magistrates' author!t, 
and was discharged of his freedom as a burgess,<
With fining and imprisonment % -
James Thrift tore a page out of thb"court book because 
an //
1. X.328.1571, also 15.123/ 169 - forgiveness at the cross
and if second offence banished u...- loss of freedom.
2. g.41. 1545,
3. X.257. 1559.
4. I .57/8,1663 - in will and fined 10 merks for refusing 
to accept the council’s price for meal.
Y .100.1681 - fined 10 merks,
5. Y.103,1682, Y,104.1682, Y. 105, 1682.
6. Y. 2/3. 1652.
Ill' Aüa/iOLT iOontd. )
7' 1398-1747,
(4) Crimes against I'ublio Order (Oontd.)
(U) Rebel lion (Og^d, )
an entry concerning him had been made. Hie burgess ticket
was reduced, he was fined £!50 and imprisoned till he paid, 
and until he found caution for 400 merks to the provost.'
imprisonment could be for a definite period, or during the 
magistrates' pleasure - not merely pending payment of the 
fine.
Andrew Halciino was convicted of disobeying a bailie, 
insulting him and escaping from jnil. ho was sentenced 
to have his burgess tickot destroyod, to be imprisoned 
for 48 hours and to pay a fine of £10/
John bylie, deacon of the weavers, refused to obey the 
council and was warded during the magistrates' pleasui'ef
Escaping from prison was considered an act of rebellion.
Alexander hi11lamson was fined £10 and was imprisoned till 
he paid and longer during the magistrates' pleasm''e. he 
•had escaped from prison, returned and then left again 
because the door had been left open.*
(5) Inaultlng.
The early record describes insulting os malediction, and 
again the sentence fining. The court statutes show
the amount as 2/- ordinarily and ü/- if aggravated.
If anyone insults (maledloit) another within the Burgh 
01' defames (tangondo) his good name, he will be fined 
two solidi.^
Thomas Strang placed himself in the will of the bailies 
bocause he insulted (malodixit) Johannus bony. Lany
VV8.S accused likewise and he also came in to will and was 
fined. ^
The insulting could be aggravated if the incident took 
place in court:-»
1. Y.126.1689.
2. Y .48.1659j simil. Y .137. 1691 - forfeit his burgess-ship * 
his ticket was to be torn up at the cross, to the beat of 
a drum and he was imprisoned during pleasure.
3. Y.46.1659.
4. Y.136/7.1691.
5. V.216.
6. V.24.
III. A8ÜAULT (Oontd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1398T174J7,
(5) (Go^.)
If anyone insults (malediclt) another in the Court of the 
Frepositus or in the Bailies* court, he will be fined 
eight solidi."
Thomas Blalc was fined because he insulted (dispersionavit) 
Robert us Coliiius before the bailies in open court,'*-
The middle records (Peebles & Stirling) show a penalty of 
public indignity. The form of indignity varied - craving 
public forgiveness^usually in Church, was frequent but the 
person could also be exposed to public humiliation, 
Forgiveness
Agnes Henderson insulted Annapill Graheme an.d as a punish- 
sment she had to precede the procession on Sunday wearing 
a 8ark and carrying a wax candle to be offered to the 
Rood light and ask the forgiveness of the woman she 
insulted.^
William Duchok was fined for troubling (insulting)
Marione Aikman and was ordered to crave her pardon on his 
knees in open coui't and drink water for the next 24 hours 
because he had been drunk when he insulted her. If he 
offended again he would spend 48 hours in the basket,
Humiliation:-
Any woman who scolds or Insults shall be taken by the 
sergeants to the four gates of the town and shall carry 
two stones on a chain or halter from her shoulders.*"
Marion Ray was fined for insulting Agnes Henderson and 
further it was ordered that a joist should be extended 
from the top of the tolbooth with a pulley, rope and 
basket and that she should be suspended in the basket 
during the will of the provost and bailies,
In the latest period fining (10 or 5 merks) was the basic
penalty:
The provost of the time and the previous provost were 
fined 5 merks for their miscarriage before the council 
and reflecting upon others/
1. V.2I60
2. 7,48.
3. 40/1.1545, also Z.47/8.1547 " but no Candle, also
cases quoted by Murray 1.347/9.
4.,%.48.1347.
3. X,167.1471 - cuckstools for insulting, X.236,1339
and X.323.1376 ™ 6 hours in the links, also X.237*1359.
G, %.48.1347,
7 . Y.32.1662, Y.99.1680 - 10 merks. Y.110,1683 - 3 merks,
also 114.1684, Y.93« 1678 - 3 merks (Insulting in 
court) Y.91 “• Provost had to prove his allegation that 
he had been insulted.
Ilf, A8GAUIÆ (Oontd.)te7-jnr>.{Wii'jiT»i'jWiq.>yvj-*7>CT '  eiraat:BAi<eÈs*cî**rîi* '
7. BURGH COimi. 1398n.l747.
(5) m milias (cofiM.-)
(a) Officials »
Throughout all periods, cases and statutes are noted concern- 
sing the insulting of officials. The penalties took the same 
form as ordinary Insulting sentences - forgiveness and 
humiliation, hut the main differences are the prohibition of 
future office and loss of burgess status . and the imposit- 
:ion of heavier fines in the later periods.
The early statubs, however, concentrate on forgiveness and 
humiliation.
For givenes s s ™
If anyone insults (dispersonat) the Alderman in open 
Court, he must deny it with his friends orally saying that 
he lied when he spoke insultingly,. He must give caution 
and pass into the Alderman’s will and crave mercy. After- 
:wards he will swear on the Holy Sacrament that he knew 
no evil of him. If he again insults the Alderman he will 
be at his mercy and at the mercy of his neighbours so that 
he will make amends for his insults, ^
Humiliation;-
It is ordained that if anyone insults the Frepositus, 
Bailies or any of them of the King's Officers, for the 
first offence he will have to kiss the cuckstool, for the 
second offence he will be placed on the cuckstool, and shal 
be covered with eggs, dung, mud and such like, and for the 
third offence he will be banished from the town for a year 
and a day,*-
Loss of office and burgess-ships-
An act against Insulting the council stated the penalty 
as loss of freedom and incapacity of holding office in 
the future.^
In the later periods, insulting officials was forbidden
under pain of £40.^
This became imprisonment of their persons, fining and 
loss of freedom in the tcwru
1. L.Q.B. G. p.48/9.
2. V.217.
3. x.314.1363.
4. 2i.119/0.1608, 3.2.133.1613.
Hi' AüUAüLT (Conta, )
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(-5 ) Insulting ( 0ôrrtd « ) —
(a) Officiais (Oontd.)
The cases show fining and forgiveness as the basic 
sentence î-
James Stewart and Thomas Hyslop were fined 5 merks - to 
go to the bridge work for insulting a bailie. Also each 
had to go with a candle in his hand to ask forgiveness 
of the bailie before the parish under penalty of not 
being: admitted freemen, "
James Wallace was fined £5 for the wrong he had committed 
on a bailie and had to make public confession of his 
fault at the cross, ■*-
The fines became heavier in the later periods :-
William .Donaldson insulted a bailie and escaped from 
ward. He disobeyed an order to return to prison and 
threatened the officer with his sword, He was put in 
irons and was to be kept in fast ward on bread and water 
during the provost's and bailies’ will, Further, he 
was fined £40 to the common work and had to find caution 
not to commit the like again under pain of £100 for the 
first offence and banished for the second. He had also 
to ask forgiveness of the bailies at the cross
The later period showed a change to fining and imprison- 
;inent as the main sentence and the imposition of Indignity 
became much loss prominent»
It is seen that the normal fine was £10s but £20 and 20 
merks are noted.
Beatrix Haldane was fined £10 for saying that a bailie 
would not give her justice but would favour his wife’s 
friends. ^
1, X,252/3. 1563s also X.304.1567 - Inquest finds him in 
the wrong: in bailie’s will,
2. Z,94,1599? 2.120.I6O8 - warded till next Thursday and 
then to ask forgiveness at the cross on his knaeo - 
if again, banished. Z.125»1610 - admonished and if 
again, no office to be held in the town. 21.125.1509 - 
forgiveness and caution of £20'not to offend again,
5. Z. 116/701607y also Z, 135.1615 striking and insulting 
provost, fined £40, warded during council’s will to ask 
forgiveness - if again £100 and banished and loss of 
freedom, ,
4. y,162,1699? also abusing bailie - £20, Y.106,1682. 
Insulting provost, 20 merks, Y ,50,1662, 111.1685.
Til. ASSAULT (Oontd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1398-I747.
(5) Insulting (Contd,)
( a ) Of f ic:Lala ( Contd, )
The imprisonment vms basically pending the payment of the fint 
but variations are seem-
Andrew HaIdin came in will for insulting the provost and 
officers - he was fined £10, imprisoned till he paid the 
fine and also during the magistrates’ pleasure and until 
he found lawburrows.
For a definite period ;-
George Thomson was imprisoned for 48 hours for insulting 
a bailiec"*-
For definite and indefinite periods
John. Dickson was accused of insulting a formerTreasurer 
and was fined £20 and was imprisoned until he paid and 
also for three days and nights.^
In addition to fining and imprisonment, a burgess could have 
his freedom revoked :
William Williamson confessed to defaming the provost and
was fined 10 merks? was warded till paid and had his 
freedom as a burgess suspended at the council's pleasure.
(b) Faise^Accusations,
Cases occur of persons being accused unjustly and malicbusly 
and this was held to be similar to insulting. The accusat- 
; ions tended to allege theft or immorality. As in the case 
of ordinary insults, public forgiveness and indignity were 
normal in the middle period:
Janet Blakadir was convicted by the assiae for troubling 
Janet Bell, calling her a thief, dhe had to stand in 
irons at the will of the provost and bailies and pass 
to the place where she said the words and ask forgive- 
:ness on her knees. If she offended again, she would 
be banished,
also Y, IS/û» 16’55 3o7""*and prFson till paid, and
1. Y.75, 1667,/also Y,76.1667 - insulting provost 40 merks 
a 11 d ifflprisoned dur iug his pleasuro , also Y, 60.1664,
2. Y.58.1656.
5. Y.84.1671, also Y.857 1571 - 10 merks - 24 hours and unti] 
he paid, Y.87.1675 - £4 - 48 hours and until he paid.
4. y.60.1664.
5. 2.59. 1544/5.
ïTl. AOSAULT (Contd.)
7' 1398-1747.
-(-5) Insulting (Oontd. ) ___
(b) False Aoousations (Oontd.)
Marion Ray was convicted of various slanders and the 
assize ordered her to ask forgiveness on her knees, ohe 
was warded until an ii'on olaap and oavill was made. She
was locked in this mask for 24 hours,'.
À person was fined for raising an action unjustly to 
recover money he alleged was due/ s
\
Again fining (£10) was basic in the later records;
Thomas Smith wrongly searched John Wallace’s house and 
accused him of theft. lie was fined 20 merks of which 
2 merks were to be paid to Wallace/
John Jonkison was fined £20 (originally £100) for 
accusing three persons of drinking King Jaraes' health. 
He was imprisoned until he paid
Occasional cases in the later period show the old penalty 
of public exposure
Thomas ivlosos was fined £12 for unjustly accusing Robert 
0toill of theft. Moses was also imprisoned until the 
next day when at 11 a.m. he was ordered to stand at the 
meroat cross with a notice on his'head stating his 
crime, for 2 hours. Thereafter ho was to crave the 
pardon of the person he accused and^then be returned to 
the prison until 1}q paid the fine.^ "^
1. %.43, 1546? also Z.43.1546 - only forgiveness.
2. Z.13. 1521/2.
3. Y.86/7.1672; also Y.111.1683 - 10 marks and crave 
pardon.
Y.95.1678 - 5 merks, Y.96,1629 - £10.
4. Y.134. 1690.
5. Y.10/1.1653.
G0N0LU8I0N8.
Ill. A83AULT.
3-0 The most striking feature of assault throughout the whole 
period is the division into those in which blood was shed, 
and those in which only blows were exchanged. The presence 
or absence of blood determined the sphere into which the 
assault fell, The distinction is seen in the earliest 
periods - e.g. in Regiam Majestatem, but it is not seen 
clearly in the Aberdeen court. Occasional mention is made 
of blood in the Aberdeen record, but the entries do not 
make such a definite reference as they do in the other 
courts.
2. The justiciary courts heard only blood assaults, but 
Argyll and all the other courts heard blood and non blood.
3. The standard sentence throughout the whole period was 
fining, with the addition of assythment on many occasions.
4. While a general pattern is seen throughout all the courts 
the basic pattern breaks into (a) justiciary court (b)
Argyll and other courts excepting the burgh courts and (o) 
the burgh courts.
3* Justiciary court: In the earliest period, compounding 
and remission was standard, with fines (£5-) 10 merks) imposât 
if the person was convicted or came into will. In the 
beginning of the middle period (Hary's reign) assythment 
(with no other penalty) was normal in basic assaults and 
this became fining and assythment in the middle periods. The 
amounts are not given. The record gives details of serious 
and aggravated assaults (e.g. assaults in royal palaces) 
which at law carried treason sentences (and they were 
enforced occasionally) but more usually such assaults 
received banishment and assythment. One case shows a fine 
of 1730 merks.
In //
00MGLU8I0N8.
Ill. ASü/iULT (Oontd.)
In the later period the sentence varied between fining, 
fining and assythment and only assythment. The fines were 
£50, 200 merks and 100 merks and the assythment £200 3tg,, 
£100, 400 merks.and 300 merks. While the accused could be 
imprisoned until he paid his fine in the middle and later 
period, it is only in the final period that a definite 
sentence of imprisonment is given. In the case of combined
.crimes, the more serious penalty ruled, e.g. in assault
and theft, he was hanged,
6. Argyll, Sheriff, Orkney and Shetland, Regality and Baron 
Courts :
(a) The basic pattern in the main period was fining - 
£50 for blood and £10 for non-blood.
(b) Argyll: (i) blood - basic £$0.
aggravations £100. 
assythment £50, £10.
(ii) non-blood » basic £50, £20.
assythment 40 merks.
(c) Sheriffs The sentence was fining, but no amounts are
given in the early record.
main period; (i) blood - basic, £50 (some of £10)
aggravations £200, £100. 
a s sythmen t £10,
(ii) non-blood - £10.
(d) Orkney & Shetland: The earlier record shows a rigid
system of fixed penalties -
(i) blood shed "above the end" - 40/-
blood shed "below the end" - 4 merks,
(ii) non-blood ™ 1 merk per blow.
(iii) aggravations (applied to both blood and non-blood)
- 40/- per aggravation.
- 1 merk. for casting to the ground.
This system was not used in the later record and althOLpj
few details of amounts are given in this record it is 
seen that in non-blood assaults at least the court 
conformed to the basic pattern of £10.
(e) //
pqNOLUëiqTfG.
III. A88AUIÆ (Oontdo) 
(e) Rogailty:
(1) blood “ the early period does not give the amounts
of the fines, but; the main period shows fines of £50.
(ii) non-blood - £10. 
aggravated - £25=
(f) Baron :
(i) blood - the early period does not give the amounts o: 
the fines, but the main period shows standard fines 
of ,£50 (with some of £30, £20 and £10), It is noted 
that the Boron courts observed an exD.rernely objectiv; 
liability for the blood .fines - self defence was not 
recognised as a bar to a blood fine,
(ii) non-blood - £10 (with some of £15 and £5)»
7« Burgh Court: The earliest record desc.ribes the assaults
as verberacion, percussion and general assaults, and while it 
is noted that fines were Imposed, the amounts are not given, 
although one case of percussion shows fines of 8/- and 4/-.
It is not possible to say what constituted verberacion or 
percussion as blood shedding is noted in both.
In the other records, the blood/non-blood distinction is 
noted, but the fines are not so clear-cut as they are in say 
the Baron courts.
(i) blood (early record) £12 (but Stirling imposed 
public indignity and not fines)
- middle and later records - no amounts given.
(ii) Bon-blood (early record) 10/- (Stirling again 
i mposed publie i nd i gni ty)
- middle and later records - £20, £5 (with 
occasional instances of public indignity).
(iii) assaults on officials - while such cases were 
legally no more than aggravations, the sentences 
were//
OÜHGLUSIOMS.
III. (CoDtd.)
were considerably heavier ~ loss of burgess freedom, 
banishment and imprisonment.
(iv) two crimes are noted which occur only in the burgh
courts (l) perturbacion - which was a form of breach 
of the peace and was punished in the early records 
by fining (no amounts given) and in the middle and 
later peeords by loss of burgess freedom, banishment, 
and in exceptional cases, indignity and (2) rebellion 
‘ (against the authority of the town council). In the 
. early period, rebellion was punished by fining - the 
cases do not give details, but a statute imposed a 
fine of 8/-.
In the middle and later periods, the normal sentence 
for a burgess was loss of his burgess-ship, with 
indignity added, on occasions. fines of £10 and 
imprisonment could also be given. For a non­
burgess, the sentence was banishment, with indignitia 
added.
8. Threatened, assault was treated as non-blood assault in 
the lower courts and the usual fine was £10.
9. Bloodwyte was a distinct and separate fine imposed for 
provoking the assault and could- attach to either the 
assaulted or the assaulter. Its operation is seen most 
clearly in the Sheriff, Regality and Baron courts, but 
passing reference is made in the justiciary courts. It is 
not mentioned to any extent in the Burgh courts.
The Regality court shows a flat rate of £gO, one Baron court 
shows a bloodwyte of exactly half the blood fine, but in the 
other Baron courts the bloodwyte was £10.
10. Insulting was considered a form of assault - verbal 
iajury, and the basic sentence was some form of public 
indignity //
G0N0LUGI0N8.
III. ASOAUDT (Oontd.)
indignity although fining was frequent also. Insulting cases 
occur with regularity in the lower courts.
(a) Sheriff: (later period) 100 merks: public forgiveness.
(b) Shetland: (early period) 4- marks to king and 4- marks
to insulted.
8 inerks to king and 8 merks to 
insulted, and public forgiveness.
(c) Regality: £10.
(d) Baron; £10, £5 (exceptionally, the stocks).
(e) Burgh:
(i) insulting - in the earliest record fines of 2/-
are noted with 8/« if aggravated.
- middle period - forgiveness and Indignity.
- later period -fining of 10 merks or
9 merks.
(ii) insulting officials -
- middle period - forgiveness and indignity,
also fining (£5 exceptionally £4-0) 
and loss of burgess-freedom.
- later period - fining (£10) imprisonment,
loss of freedom.
(ill) false accusations -
- middle period forgiveness and indignity.
- later period - fining £10 (exooptionally
indignity).
It is noted that public indignity as a regular penalty died 
out after 1660 and was replaced by fining and imprisonment.
1. JUSTICIARY COURT,
1488-16506
The basic form of the crime was assault and the oases show 
the same pattern as the assaults. The cases do not show 
any particular penalty which was given specifically for 
harnesucken.
As in the ordinary assaults of the early period compounding 
and remission were standard with the proviso that if the 
parties came into will or were convicted they were fined.
If they agreed and compounded before appearing in court, no 
fine was imposed,
Patrick Mure was permitted to compound for the oppression 
done to Betoun.McRewin and assaulting Richard Akinhede 
in his chamber. Caution was found to satisfy the 
injured,'
Symori furde and others came into the King’s will for hame' 
ssucken. Caution was found to satisfy the injured.
They were fined 4 merks,^
Outhbert Robisoun was convicted of the oppression of 
Arthur Farnlie at his house? striking him and casting 
his son into a fire. Caution was found for the king 
and party and he was also fined 5 merks.^
In the middle and later periods, no discernible pattern is 
noted - banishment was imposed?but that was standard where 
the accused placed himself in will. However, one case 
shows a capital sentence, but the circumstances verged on 
murder,
BA -V- Thomas Orombie. ■ Crombie had been dismissed from 
the service of the Earl of Traquair for theft and held a 
grudge against the Earl, When the Earl was absent from 
his Castle of Dalkeith, Orombie armed with a sword 
entered the Oastle and sought the Countess. She was in 
the garden with a servant and Orombie attacked her with 
his sword, but the servant intervened and took the blow. 
They struggled and the servant was struck twice, Orombie 
got up and continued his search for the Countess. He met 
another servant who pleaded with him to stop but this 
servant was also attacked and wounded. The charge was foi 
hamesucken //
1. A.91 also A.15, 58, 95.
2. A.15.
5. A.59, also A.172, 204/5 and A.218/9 - warded in 
Edinburgh Oastle.
Tv. HAMESUCKEN (Oontd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
RMBT 1. 1486-1650. (Oontd.)
hamesucken and mutilation (for one of the servants lost 
some fingers). The assize found him guiy^y (fylit 
culpable) and he was sentenced to he taken^to ordinary 
place of execution in Dalkeith and hanged on gallows 
with escheat of moveables.'
Another serious case shows no determination:-
Robert Kent was struck by Marion Semple and later Kent 
and his master, Gabriel Montgomery, returned to her homo 
and struck her very severely. While Kent struck her, 
Montgomery stood over them with a pistol ready to shoot 
her husband if ho appeared. Borne servants raised the 
alarm and the two assailants made off. Hugh Montgomery, 
Marlon Bemple’s husband, followed them to their house 
where they attacked him, severely wounding him, to the 
great effusion of his blood and left him lying for dead. 
The assize acquitted .Robert Kent, but the assize were 
later accused of wilful error. The case was continued 
and no determination is noted.'*'
James Ghene placed himself in will (provided his life 
would be safe) for leading a raid on Gilbert Baird’s 
house and assaulting Ball’d’s wife and damaging his ,
property. He was banished, for this and also for adulter;
Andrew Henderson was convicted of wounding Adam Mont- 
igomerie in his brother’s house and cutting off three of 
his fingers. , The justice referred the case to the King 
who banished.-4
Combined crimes :-
If the other crime was capital, that penalty ruled,
Hamesucken & Murder:-
Patrick Ouningham was convicted of murder and hamesucken 
and beheaded.
Hamesucken & Slaughter
Thomas Bonkle was convicted by an assize of killing Peter 
Herriot with a sword, having attacked him at Harriot’s 
house. The charge was slaughter and Bonkle was sentenced 
to have his head and right arm cut off, and his moveables 
escheat. The aggravation of hamesucken in this case 
appears to have warranted the cutting off of his right 
arm, as the beheading was the normal penalty for 
slaughter,c
1. .E.290,
2. B.61 & 67, also B.25/6, 588.
3. 0.399/400 - the banishment was standard where one placed
on e s e If in v/ill,
4. D.59/0.
5. 0.18.
6. B.158, also B.161.
HAME8U0KEN (Oontd.)
1. JU8TI0IARY COURT.
PART 1488-1650 (Oontd.)
Hamesucken & Theft : e- ---
Thomas Ounningham was - convicted of various thefts and 
for Invading the house of Patrick Gemmill, assaulting 
Gemmill and his wife and taking some of their possessions 
He was sentenced to he hanged and his moveable goods 
escheat./
1. 0. 559/60
Tv. HAME8U0KEN (Oontd.)
JUSTIOIAHY OÜURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747. ___
The cases in this period are infrequent -
The only case which shows a penalty is a combined hame- 
ssuoken and theft for which hanging was imposed - this 
conforms to the pattern seen in the earlier period,
George Clepon and John Dick were accused' by Marion 
Sh.orless and the King’s Advocate for hamesucken and 
theft ™ they were found guilty and Clepon was sentenced 
to be hanged.' The hanging can be attributed to the 
theft.
Acquittals are noted -
McNaught of Strovvan and jh omas Boyd against Gordon 
Gardines for hamesucken - the assize cleansed the 
accused.,'*'
1. P.6; also f,504/5, G.99/104 - guilty but no sentence 
given.
2. P.66/7, 41/5, G.104.
Il» HAMEÜUOKEN (Oontd.)
2. JUSTICIARY COURT (1664-1742).
% A R m T r " ^ ~ ~  — —
In tills record the cases follow the same pattern as 
assaults, with fining as the normal Aontonce. Although 
one case shows the standard blood fine of £50, tho fines 
wero usually heavier:-
Dunoan McGrigo.r was fined £50 for hamesucken and riot 
committed by him against Donald HcKorras."
Ivor Oam%)bell and others v/ero oonvioted by assize of
assaulting .Donald iviollvaine - they came to his house 
armed v^ ith guns, dirks and swords and threatened to kill 
him. .he was wounded mid beaten by them. They were 
fined £10 sterlingj, £20 hoots was to be paid to the 
Injured, and they were imprisoned till payment.
Also:
Archibald Mchlcol and others "being bod in in fear of war 
with swords, pistols and other weapons invasive" came 
to the lodging of Lachlan LoLaohIan and entered his 
chamber. They dragged him off towards Glerishira. i[e 
was rescued by hie friends and taken back to Inveraray «
MoLaohian restricted the assault to a riot and the assize 
convicted Mchicol. He was fined 500 merks.?
1. 1.74/5, also I.75 - 100 merks ? acquitted. 1.128/9-
2. 1.97/8.
5. I.145/5 - in one case he was charged with theft and 
hamesucken - hanged 1.50/1.
IV. HAMESUO™ (Ooïitd.)
5. 8HEEIEE OOURT (1515-1747).
The references are infrequent, hut in the later records 
the only case which shows a sentence refers to a fine of
/
£200 and caution to keep the peace in future and lav/hurrws
This sentence corresponds to an aggravated assault 
penalty.
1. Kh. 215.
CONCTjUÜIONS 6
IV. HAMEJUOKEN
1. Ill the earliest period in the justiciary courts? the 
standard determination of compounding and remission applied, 
although no details are given as to the outcome if he was 
unafole to pay. In the middle and later periods, banish- 
:ment following reference to will is seen, and one serious 
case shows hanging, but this was- exceptional.
Ho real pattern can be seen as cases of pure hamesucken 
are rare - much more frequently the cases show a combination 
with another crime whose penalty,if capital,ruled, and in 
those cases hamesucken was regarded not so much as a separ- 
; ate crime as an aggravation.
As a result, in a case of hamesucken and slaughter, the 
capital aggravation sentence of beheading and mutilation 
applied.
2o Hamesucken is noted only in the justiciary courts and in 
Argyll and Sheriff Courts, and in the latter, the normal 
sentence was fining - in the manner of a serious or 
aggravated assault. In Argyll the fines were 500 merks,
100 merks, £10 Stg. and £50, and in the later,Sheriff Court 
£200 is noted.
5« In the other courts, hamesucken was not treated as a 
separate crime, but as an aggravation to assault, e.g. in 
Shetland to attack someone in his house merited the standard 
aggravation fine of dO/™, and was in exactly the same cate- 
:gory as an assault while at sea, or an assault at night.
V. DEPOROING.
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Oontd.)
The deforcing cases are infrequent.
In the earliest period, imprisonment for a year and a day 
with escheat was standard:-
Alison Outhbert and others were convicted of deforcing 
a Messenger at Arms and assaulting him. They were 
sentenced to be imprisoned for a year and a day and 
their lives to be at the King’s will.  ^ Their moveable 
goods were escheat. '
In the middle and later periods, no final determinations 
are noted.
1. A.71.
Aa.356 in will for person and moveables. 
437/9 - in free ward north of the spey.
V. DEFOROING.
1. JU8TI0IARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747,
 ^clear pattern is seen during this period - the standard 
sentence was escheat of moveables - half going to the king 
and the other half going to the creditor or pursuer on 
whose behalf the messenger was aoting. The accused was 
also imprisoned for a period at the justices’ order.
This was a statutory sentence in terms of 150 Act. 12 Pari. 
Jas. VI.
Persons guilty of deforcement are to be punished in 
their persons and their whole moveable.goods are to be 
escheat - one-half to the Grown and one-half to the 
person at whose instance the original summons was taken,
Alexander Brodie against Harry Gordon for deforcement of 
Brodie’s messenger who was beaten and wounded by Gordon 
and had his wand of peace and his sword broken. Gordon 
was convicted by the assize and was sentenced to have his 
moveable goods escheat, half to the king and half to 
Brodie. He was imprisoned until the further order of the 
justices. '
1. G.75/85, also 199/205, also F.125/5, 225/4, 250, 506/7.
V. DEFOROEMENT (Contd.)
2, ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT (1664-1742).
This record also shows that the statutory penalty of 
Imprisonment and escheat of moveables was enforced.
John Campbell was convicted of doforcement ™ ho and 
0 the %'S had armed themselves and forcibly took away 
poinded goods In the possession of the moosenger-at -ai'mo 
lie was sentonced to pay the principal sum owing and 
expenses in the original decree which tho messenger was 
enforcing and his whole moveable estate was escheat. He 
was Imprisoned during tho justice's pleasure
But in Boino deforcements, the char goo were described as 
"riots" (as in assaults) end woï'o dealt with as assaults 
with a fining penalty, although the fines were heavier 
than in assaults . , .. '
Dunoan Campbell and others wore accused of riot and 
deforcement of Charles .Daniel, dergoant, and five 
Militia soldiers. .Dunoan Campbell was. deficient 
in his customs return and Daniel and another soldier 
were sent to he quartered with Campbell till he paid. 
This luceneed Campbell and his friends and they attacked 
Daniel wounding him with dirks and swords. They were 
acquitted except for two of the Campbells who were both 
fined 100 merks.
In oooasional oaoes the fine was tho same as an assault
fin (3,
Archibald MoVioar was fined £10 and ordered to pay 5 
morks to tho offioors for his seizure of his goats whioh
the officers had poinded.’
1. 1. 126/8.
2. 1.46/8, also 1148/9 - 500 merks, 1,138/9 - 100 merks anc
£50. 
3. 1.105, also J. 1/1710.
I» DEFOROEMBNT (Oontd.)
5. SHERIFF COURT (1515-1747)
Fining was standard in the later records:
A mob attacked the revenue officers who had impounded 
some goods and the ringleaders were fined £5 Stg. and 
imprisoned until they paid.'
No cases are noted in the earlier periods.
4'. SHETLAND COURT (1602-04).
Heferences to deforcing are rare and only one case shows
a penalty - .
The accused confessed before the assize, %fho decerned 
that his goods and lands should be escheat and that 
he should be banished f
r. Kb.89, also Ko.175/8 - £20.
2* L.lll - also L.32, IgO - in will and no penalty,
V. DEFORGHIÆNT (Oontd.)
5. REGALITY COURT (1547^1706).
In the earlier period, fining wan the standard penalty 
and the penalties were relatively light - fines of 20
/ L  3
merles5 £10 and £5 are noted, with on occasions prison
A
until paymenc.
Some of the earlier oases are taken with the assault
charges, but apart from noting that a fine was imposed, 
no details are given.*
In the middle period, however, the penalties were more
6
severe - fines of £100 are noted, but the facts given in
one of those cases show an armed attack on the Court
Officer to recover the animals poinded. Lesser fines
«
could be imposed - e.g. £50, A penalty of 20 merks 
was enforced for breach of a cautionary obligation/
The Act of James VI (Pari. 12, Gap. 150) is mentioned, but
although the act was in force for a considerable part of 
the record, only two oases are noted where the terms are 
enforced
1. Na.l67.
2. Na.159/60.
3. Na.150, 358.
4. Na.159/0.
5« Na.46,62. 72
6. Mb.41/2, 49,
7. Mb.41/2,
8. Mb.116.
9. Kb. 30.
10. Mb. 111/2, 3
V. DEFORCEMENT (Oontd.)
6. ]BARON COURT (1523-1747)
Deforcement entries are noted in all the records and the 
normal penalty was fining.
However, in the earliest record (Carnwath) one case 
showed that those responsible forfeited their tacks and 
steadings and all their moveable goods within the Barony 
and their persons to be in prison for a year at the 
Baron’s will^ 'But- this punishment was not followed
in the other oases, where fines were Imposed.
In Urie only ono case is noted, and a fine of £10 was 
?
exacted, but in Stitchill deforcement is common and a fine
A
of £5 was the normal penalty, with some cases of £10 and 
one of 10/-d,
None of the records refer to the Act of James VI but in 
hoys, however, there is a more serious case which shows a 
fine of £40, stocks for 24 hours and escheat of goods and
i''
gear.
1. 0.138/9 “ a penalty similar to the earliest Justiciary
sentences.
2. 0.186 - £10.
3, P.68.
4. Q.35 etc. the other records were similar.
Ra. 310 - £8.
310/1 - £6.
S.118 - £20.
132 - £10.
5o Rdo 222, also stocks - S.116, 123.
V. DEFOROEivlENT (Oontd.)
7. BURGH OOURT (1396-1714)
In the Aberdeen reoord, deforcement was punished by 
fining, but no amounts are given.
Willelmus do Strode was fined for a deforcement.
Gilbertus de Kynros was accused of a deforcement and 
after enquiry by assize he placed himself in the 
bailies’ will and was fined,
Fining was imposed in Peebles also.
John hyllay was accused by the bailies and the 
community of deforcing the sergeant (who was poinding 
his father’s goods) and also striking the sergeant, 
by11ay came into the bailies’ and the town’s will 
and was fined 20/-d, He found four cautioners for 
the fine. Ho had also to find lawburrows to the 
sergeant, under pain of 40/- again guaranteed by four 
cautioners, ?
1. V. 65, also V.198.
2. V.117, also V*209 - 8/-d. V.198 - such fine as is
proper,
3. X.131/2. 1459.
0ÜNGLU8I0N8..
V. DEFORCING.
1, In the earliest period of the justiciary records the 
standard sentence was imprisonment for a year and a day and 
also escheat of moveables, but references to deforcement are 
rare and none at all are given in the middle period. However, 
in the Intel' period there were a number of cages taken under 
150 A ct. 12 Pari, Jas VI, whose penalties were escheat of 
goods? half to the king and half to the creditor whose decree 
was being enforced, and imprisonment at the order of the 
justices, The cases show that the statutory penalties
were enforced and were the standard sentence,
2, Argyll shows enforcement of the statutory penalties of 
escheat and imprisonment, but also shows fines £10,
300 merks, 100 merks),
3, The lower courts show fining as the principal sentence 
with a few cases of enforcement of the statutory sentence,
(a) Sheriff Court - later period - £3 stg, £20.
(b) Shetland Court - escheat of moveables and banished,
(c) Regality Court - early period - fines of £10, 20
merkso
- middle period - fines of £100, £30 and 
(very rarely) cases enforcing the statutory penalties,
(d) Baron Court - early period - imprisonment for a year and
escheat of moveables (which was very similar to the 
justiciary oases of that period)
- middle period »■ £10, £3 (with one 
exceptional case of £40, stocks and escheat),
(e) Burgh Court - fining (20/-) was standard in the early
period but the cases are rare and no deforcements as 
such are noted in the middle and later periods.
However, it could be that deforcement was treated as 
rebellion and punished with indignities, fining, loss 
of burgess-ship etc.
VI. ADULTERY.
1. jg^TIOIARY OOURT.
PART 1. 1480-1G50.
The oases are infrequent and the eax’liest instances do not 
show a serious penalty.
The standard determination of remission is noted -
James Pilmure produced a remission for adultery and  ^
slaughter. Caution was found to satisfy the parties.
The early adultery cases usually included a reference to
theft ™ the accused used the husband’s goods theftuously
Patrick Urquhart was convicted of adultery with Janet 
Davidson, wife of George Hopper, while Hopper was out of 
Scotland, and theftuously using Hopper's possessions.
He was imprisoned, but no details are given as to period 
or final punishment, if any, ^
However, the most frequent sentence throughout the wrhole
record was banishment vjhich varied between national banish-
;ment and local banishment, A further penalty could be given
in addition to the banishment,
Outhbert Amullekyne confessed to adultery and he consented 
to be banished for all time. The precept came from the 
Secret Council and there was a penalty of 1000 marks not to 
commit this crime again,4
David Gray was convicted of adultery and was banished from 
Edinburgh. He was further fined li/l-O to be applied for the 
use of the Kirk and imprisoned until paid.^^
Elspeth Hislop confessed to adultery and was sentenced to 
be drawn in a cart through the town with her lover? each 
with a notice on their heads stating their crime and 
thereafter to be banished from Edinburgh/
William Lorwall was convicted of theft and adultery and 
having placed himself in will, was banished from Scotland, 
In the following month, he was hanged for fraud
LA -V- William Lauehlan, Lauohlan deserted his lawful 
wife and lived with another woman. He had already been 
convicted by an assise and was in prison. The record does 
not state, but it is apparent that he petitioned the Privy 
Council for they gave a warrant to the Court ordering 
banishment never to return without leave,^
1, A,19, also A,27®
2. A,19, 27, 92o
3, B,11/12, also 13.
4. B.78/0.
3, 0,369 •“ A.92 - banished furth of Wigtownshire. 
Go 0.401,
7® 0.389, also 0.399/0, Dd.428.
8. E.1G4.
VI. ADO DTERY (0 ont d.)
1. JU8TIGIARY OOORT.
DART I. 1488-1650 (Oontd.) -
Adultery was made a capital crime in terms of 0.74. 1563, 
but a capital sentence was rarely imposed for adultery.
John Guthrie was convicted of marrying tv/o wives and 
keeping a third woman as a mistress. The king observed 
that this was a crime, so odious and intolerable among 
Christians that it merited to be most exemplarily 
punished. Guthrie was accordingly hanged and his 
moveables escheat.'
Other cases show a death sentence, but these cases shov; 
adultery combined with other crimes which could be capital 
in any event.
LA -V- George Sinclair. Sinclair confessed to adultery 
incest and forgery - adultery with a woman and incest 
(seduction) of girls in his charge as a teacher. He 
also forged his testimonials - convicted by assize and 
sentenced to be drowned and escheat of moveables.'*' 
(Forgery could be capital).
George Trumbill was convicted of theft and adultery and 
incest with his nephew’s wife. He was hanged and his 
lands and moveable goods forfeited, ’
This case quotes an Act which provides the death penalty 
for notorious and manifest adulterers and incestuous 
persons^ but the Act was seldom endofced. In this case, 
it is probable that the death sentence was imposed on 
account of the theft element.
Xn the same category are the following cases whereadeath 
sentence was imposed, not so much for adultery, but for 
murder•
Andrew Glencorse was convicted of having poisoned his 
wife and also committed adultery with his wife's mother 
Ho was burnt, but the penalty was more applicable to 
the poisoning than the adultery. It is not stated 
whether he was hanged or strangled before his body was 
burnt•^
However, in Incest cases, the guilty person could be burnt 
and there ivere elements of incest in this case.
1, Dd.429.
2, E.93 - also E.212 - Adultery & witchcraft - punished
3, 0,424/3. / as a witch.
4, B.84
VI. ADULTERY (Gontd.)
1. JU8TIGIART COURT.
P**TrfMRaz:t«CaWf!miN i ,#4 < at
PART 1. M 88-1650. (Oontd.)
LA &, Others -v- Andrew Rowan. Rowan was accused of 
adultery with two women, and also of murder under trust, 
having strangled his wife. He was hanged and'forfeited 
and his head and right hand were out off after death 
and exposed on the west gate of Edinburgh,'
LA -V- Patrick Robieson and Marion Kempt. Robieson 
was accused of adultery and Marion Kempt was also 
accused of taking a potion to kill her unborn child.
They confessed and the case was referred to Privy 
Council. Both were hanged and their moveables were 
escheat.*'
After the Reformation, Parliament took steps to males 
fornication a statutory crime with penalties of £40 
(or 8 days imprisonment) and two days in the pillory:for 
the first offence - 100 merks, pilloried and his head 
shaven for the second offence, and £100, ducked in a foul 
pool and banished for the third, Arnot quotes one case 
of the penalties for the first offence being imposed.
1. E.71 - This was a treason sentence and the hanging
and mutilation can be attributed to the murder,
2. E.81.
3. Arnot. 320/1. 1633.
VI. ADULTERY (Contd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747.
The pattern is difficult to establish, but the normal 
sentence was scourging and - banishment.
The narrative of some cases makes reference to a capital
/
sentence for notour adultery, but no capital sentences 
were imposed* Death sentences are noted on occasions,
but in such cases tho adultery was linked to another
crime which in itself was capital*
As examples of the standard sentence, the following may­
be noted -
John Reidpath was accused of adultery with Katherine 
Stevenson. The assize found him guilty following 
his confession. Reference is made to the statute 
ordering death for adultery, but the Lord Advocate 
enquired of the Privy Council if they would mitigate 
the penalty and he was scourged through the High
Street and then banished i.
Variations occur - only banishment:
John Murdoch and Janet Douglas were convicted of 
adultery both being married persons# They came in 
the King’s will and were banished from Scotland for 
life. ’
- only scourging:
Richard Brown and Helen Geddes, prisoners in the 
Tolbooth for adultery, were ordered not to remain 
in each other's company under pain of death, and to 
be whipped within the prison and then released*
If adultery was combined with a capital crime, that 
crime’h penalty ruled
- with murders
Marion Smith, servant to Alex* Swinton, confessed 
adultery with him and the murder of the child# She 
was sentenced to be hanged * '
1. e.g. G#190/3 , 208/11#
2. F.34/3.
3# 5.16.1699, also F.292/3 , 299 
4. F.3.
3. F.123.
(.Qgma.)
AdvocatuB and kin of Margaret Ouningham against John 
Swinton for the murder of his wife, Margaret Ouningham, 
and for adultery with Janet Brown « He was found guilty 
of murder and adultery, hut it was simple adultery and 
not notour adultery - the death penalty could not he 
given for simple adultery. He was 'beheaded, hut 
that was for the murder,'
- with incest and bestiality:
Thomas Weir was convicted of adultery with various 
women, incest with his sister, and bestiality. He 
was sentenced to be talc on to the Gallowlie between 
Leith and Edinburgh and there between 2 and 4 in tho 
afternoon to be strangled at a stake till he was dead 
and his body was to be burnt to ashes, The sentence 
is attributed not so much to the adulteries, but to 
the incest and bestiality and was the standard sentence 
for such, crimes,*'
It is noted from certain cases that during the Commonwealth
fining was imposed for adultery,
John Hutcheson and many others werobound to appear before 
the Court to receive doom and sentence for adulteries. 
They produced details of sentence before the Commission*- 
sers of Justice during the Commonwealth when they were 
fined and the Court accepted that sentence,?
Calum Macfarlane was accused of adultery, but the 
action was deserted because he produced evidence that 
he had been fined £30 Scots by the Ihiglish
Some cases show that remissions could be obtained for 
adultery:-
John Brown was accused of manifest adultery with 
Eupham IlapT^and, but he produced a remission and the 
charge was dropped,
Miscellaneous cases are noted:-
■Robert Brand was accused o.f adultery with his servant 
womanp The action was deserted because the informer 
was not present nor the Advocate ready to insist, It 
is stated that the accused had made public repentonce/
1, P090/3 % also Eq123/8 - wife killing husband.
2, G.10/3.
3, 0,33/4, also G.34/3, 37/8, 39/0, 61,
4, G,74,
3, F,71, G,128, 293.
6, P.34,
1%.
The penalty for adultery varied between scourging and 
fining,
Donald McBridaii was convicted of adultery and was fined 
by the Justice He was warded till the fine was
paid and had to find caution for his good behaviour, '
Fingal FicOannill was accused of adultery and the mitrdor 
of her child 0 She was acquit of the murder, but found 
guilty of adultery. She was sentenced to be taken to 
the Mercat Gross between 2 and 3 in the afternoon and 
from there to be whipped and scourged by the common 
executioner. Thereafter, she was imprisoned until she 
found caution for her good behaviour or until she agreed 
to leave Argyllshire, Her moveables were escheat, *-
In one adultery prosecution, the man was scourged and 
the woman was put in the jougs, with a paper on her 
breast stating her crime, until the man was punished
Banishment could be given - the man was banished from  ^
Great Britain and the woman was transported to Virginia,
1, I, 123.
2, I. 124/3, also 111/2.
3, J. 12/1707, also J, 2/1719 - scourged and jougs
4, J* 8/1733.
VI.. ADULTERY (Gontd # )
3#. (1313^1747),
In the later period, fines of £40, £20 and £10 were 
imposed. - £10 being the most common. A case refers to 
the penalties contained in 38 Act, 1st Pari « Chas, II - 
£100 fine for gontleman and burgess and £10 for the 
rest, the fines being doubled for each subsequent offence 
and were also payable by the woman - but the statutory
f
penalties did not appear to have been enforced «
4. SHETLAND COURT (1602-04)#r,rrT«’W33Wvrw.*«ta»'vw*?,».*i’jeJ#;-3a«'-a’=-.sr^‘w  ^
There are occasional references to adultery, but the
details are sparse. In each case the penalty was fining,
%
The references are simple - A. adulterer with B,
Submission to the judge’s will was the normal practice,
A. having passed his life in fornication vdth B, 
submitted himself to judge's will/
The fines imposed by the judge varied greatly - 10 angels,
j' t. -7 Ï
2 angels, 1 angel, 01, 40/-d.
lo Kbe 10/9 "* some cases show the man being: fined for' 
adultery with his wife "ante nuptially"#
2. L.3, 22o
3. L.20, 21, 132#
4. 1.22, 38# 3. B.22, 38*
6. L#20, 21, 22, 37, 58*
7# I,,22, 38.
8, L.22, 37.
The records are similar in their dealings with adultery.
The council passed various orders against persons held 
to he in adultery - they were to marry or else abstain 
and they had to find caution to obey. '
Indigni ties and banishment are noted %
Thomas Thomson was ordered to remove from Janet Foular 
and to ask forgiveness in the face of the congregation 
for offences ho had inflicted on his wife, Christian 
Wilke son. He was to be carted during market day.®'
Banishment was given for a second offence:
Alexander Stevinsoun confessed to breaking an order 
against his associating with Margaret Donaldson and 
he was banished and lost his freedom. In the previous 
order, they had been carted through the town. ^
1# X*2G8/9. 1380.
%.80. 1362 - undertook not to associate together again.
2. X.269. 1360.
X.273. 1361 - Act ordered couples to separate under pain 
of branding on the cheek and banished (also included 
slanderers;•
X.277» I36I - Act that adulterers, perjurers, pykers, 
slanderers, to be punished.
3. Z.I35® 1822.
00MCI,UÜI0N8.
VI. ADULTJZRY.
1, The basic sentence in the main courts throughout the whole 
period was banishment, but there are variations<=
2. Again in the earliest period, the justiciary courts show 
compounding and remission as the main determination. Ho 
details are given as to what happened if the accused could, 
not pay.
In the middle and later period, banishment (local in the 
beginning, national in the remainder of the period) was 
imposed. At first, no other penalty was added, except 
indignities occasionally, but in the later period, scourging 
was added frequently.
IJliile adultery was In theory a capital crime, only one case 
is noted of a death sentence (hanged) towards the end of the 
middle period. However, frequently adultery was combined 
with, a capital crime (murder,theft, forgery, incest) and in 
those circumstances death could result.
Gome cases give details of Oommonwealth sentences - 
fines of
4. Remissions are noted in the later period.
5» While Argyll shows the basic sentence of banishment (with 
scoui'ging) fining was also frequent - 5140.
6. The Sheriff and Shetland Oourts also imposed fines - 
Sheriff Court «■* £10 (also £40, £20)
Shetland Court- 1 angel.(also 10 angels, £4, £2).
7* The Burgh Courts again imposed indignities -
and /or exposure. Banishment is noted for second offences.
VII.
%%Ü%L:i. &&§§s;:u&50.
Tho cases oliow that iiicGot was punished moix) sevoroly than 
adulter^ '- and casoa of strangling and hm?nlng are noted o
In the middle poi'lod the only caoe %-fhloh gives a final
deternilnatlon shows a aentenco of hurnlng and with the
/
adultery case mentioned above, which had an element of 
Inceat pi^eeont^ it A!;eenm tliat the standard ;eenalty
wee burning* It should bo looted that tlie sent once was not 
burning alive^ but burning the body after either htmglng or 
straagling*
Jamos :Gonor was oonvlotod of incest with his slater and 
was burnt.'"
9JhQ later periods show similar details:-
(Tamos Gtowart was convicted of inceat with his wlfe*s 
sister He was senUonced to bo Ei^ tranglod at the stake 
and Ills body burnt and his moveables os cheat
Beheading was imposod on occasions -
Jeffrey Irving was convicted of inoost with his deceased 
brother's wife - beheaded and moveables escheat*'^
14 .Hohn Weir* Acousod of incest with widow of 
brother of his grandfather they had been excommunicated 
and the woman won doclai'od rebel for non-appearanceo 
Ho placed himself in will and was sentenced to be taken 
to the market cross and his head struck from his body 
and his moveabloo osclxeat;, but the sentence was not 
caiTled out and he was banished instead
Other death sentences are noted, but they included other 
crimes which we]?e capita], in their own right,
George Ginclair was sentonood to bo di'ownod for aduT.tery, 
iiicest and forgeiy,, It is noted that the indictment
of incost was oustained as he was a teacher and had 
seduced girls in his charge*, (
1, Gloncorse; D*,84.
2* Ho22 odultm/y with incest element - B.84. 
Dc248/9G
4. Dd.976, also /irnot ü)OGol6gO, $06/7,1649, 
H.121.
G* B,9$o
VII. (Üpntd.)
1. JUBTIGIARY COURT.
PART 1* 14a8"l650 (Contd.)
George Trumblll was hanged for theft, adultery and 
incest with his nephew's wife, and his lands and
goods were forfeited# "
PART 2. 1661"r74?qa«*i«r*«Ki.-î* fern," n w.'MfaÿkMjArfMi*? te
It is seen that hanging was standard for women accused 
of incest, and as in the previous periods, strangling and 
burning for men.
Jean Weir was accused of incest with her brother 
and also sorceries. 8he confessed and was convicted 
by the assize* She was sentenced to be hanged at the 
Grassmarket in Edinburgh. She was acquit of the 
sorcerios/
Thomas Weir was accused of adultery with various women, 
incest X'/ith his sister, Jean Weir, and bestiality.
He was sentenced to be strangled at a stake till he 
was dead and his body was to be burnt.^
Iv 0.424/$.
2.' G.11/4, also 11*18*1704, Jimot $07/8.170$,
$. G.10/4,
but see 11*18* 1704 - man banished*
INGEST (Conta.)
2c JUSTICIARY COURT (1W^1742).
The record shows an unusual case which was held to 
rank as incest where an uncle and nephew shared the 
same rnistross.
Mary McThomas was accused of Incest with John McKennan, 
and a child had been born. She was no relation of 
his, but it was stated that she had coDiraitted adu].tery 
with him and during the same period she had committed 
adultery with his uncle, John Campbell. This was 
held to be incest and the assize convicted. She 
was sentenced to be hanged on the gallows at Rothesay 
between two and three in the afternoon and her move- 
sables escheat. '
,21
OONCIUBIÜNB.
VII. IN0E8T.
1. No details are given in the early period of the 'Justiciary 
records, but in the middle and later periods incest was 
punished by strangling and burning the body. His moveables 
were escheat.
Occasionally in the middle period beheading was given and in 
one case the accused was banished. In the later period 
a distinction in penalty is seen between male and female 
accused - men were strangled and women were hanged.
2o The charge of incest in the main period covered a wide 
range of relationships •» far beyond one degree relationships. 
It included seduction of girls in his charge by a master, 
the widow of his grandfather's brother, the daughter of his 
first wife's half-brother, a wife who lay with her husband 
knowing that he had made love to her sister, and a girl who 
was the mistress of an uncle and nephew at the same time.
sa*, m m .
The stanclorcl penalty in this period was death by 
hanging*
William Bell was convicted of the rape of Janet 
EalConor he was hanged and his moveable goods
escheat J
John Stoill was hanged for common theft, murder and 
rape @ ^ It is Impossible to say what was the actual 
penalty for rape', as both theft and murder were 
c ap ital oharge s•
1. 0.47$, also G.$G7. 
2o A.126/7#
(ssaM.)
1, jüsæioiAKr èoTOiig».
aBS,..2'« JS6iri2fi2>
It is seen that while a death sentence could, he imposed, it 
was seldom implemented * .Scourging and banishment are 
noted, but the most striking feature is the frequency 
with which the sentence was a payment; of damages to the 
woman, folloifed by a remission in oertain instances *
Only one case shows the capital sentence being carried 
out : ' '
Two soldiers, Patrick Wallace and Robert Perres, were 
convicted of barbarously raping Helen Low - by holding 
her down alternately. Both were sentenced to be hanged, 
but only on© v;as hanged - the other received a remission, 
presumably because he paid damages» *
Scourging and banishment could also be imposed, in one 
case with the addition of public punishment*
Matthew Foul den was convicted of the rape of .Agnes 
Donaldson* He was sentenced to be whipped through 
Jedburgh, where he lived, with a paper on his head 
stating his crime, and thereafter to be banished from 
Jedburgh, not to return under pain of further scourging,
.Banishment by itself is noted s
Thomas Dickson was convicted of the rape of Elisabeth 
Hay and offered to go to the plantations for seven 
years » 'This was' accepted and he was banished,^
While a sentence was certainly imposed in the other cases 
it is noticed that the woman received a payment of money 
which was in the nature of damages or assythment. The 
actual criminal sentence was light in most instances
Captain Chas, Douglas and two others were accused of the 
rape.of.Christina Davidson, The accusation was not 
proven as rape, but Douglas was ordered to pay $00 merks, 
io to the king and the rest to the girl,"^
1, H,98, 1747,
2. H.76/9» 1752. 
$. H,89/l# 1744..
4, H,l$/$, 1697.
VIII. (ContdJ
1, jniîTriciARY œuRT.
1661-17/1:2 (Çpntd.)
Col, Euancia Charteris was convicted of the rape 
of Janet Watson and was sentenced to pay £$00 B%, 
to the vfoman's husband as damages and expenses and
to be Imprisoned till it was paid, '
Nichola Boswell against Michael and Alex. Malcolm 
for her rape,, but they produced a remission and the 
case was dropped,* They had been declared fugitive 
earlier,^
2, ARGYLL JUGTIGIARY COURT,
As in the Justiciary court records of the period, payment 
of compensation seemed to be sufficient in rape,
John Stirling was convicted of rape and was fined £100. 
The record also states that he promised to satisfy the 
girl's father, and it is possible that the matter was 
settled out of court
BURGH GOUE{C., 1$98"1714,
Only one case is noted in the records, and the sentence was 
forgiveness and public indignity,
Robert Bullo^ ' was ordered to appeai- before the congreg- 
: ation and ask Marion Stenson's forgiveness for ravishing 
her. If he refused, he was to stand at the market 
cross for 24 hours with a paper in his hand stating his 
crime
1* H,66/0. 172$,
2, E,$0$, 269.
$, 1,14$, also J,$/1737' 
%.Y,274,.1$61,
G0N0LUGI0N8.
VIII. RAPE.
1, The standard penalty in the middle period was hanging 
and escheat, but the sentence changed considerably in 
the later period*
2o While hanging was imposed in one case in the later 
period, scourging and banishment was more frequent and in 
the final period payments in the nature of assythment 
were ordered (£$00 Stg,, £100 (Argyll), $00 merks) and no 
further sentence was passed.
$. Remissions are noted in the later period.
4. One case is given in the Burgh Court, in the middle 
period, and the sentence was public forgiveness and for 
indignityo
$0 It is plain that the death sentence of the middle period 
was held to be unduly severe in the later period when a 
payment of money to the woman or her husband was more 
acceptable to both sides.
1, JUGTI .
1488-1&50.
The standard sentence was strangling and 'burning and the 
animal was killed and burnt also.
John Jack was convicted of bestiality with a mare and 
he was sentenced to be strangled 6it a stake and his 
body burnt, The mare was also ordered to be burnt,'
PART 2. 1661-1747.
Andrew Love was accused of best!ality with mares and 
cows 0 He confessed and was convicted by assize.
He was sentenced to be strangled and his body burnt 
at the Castlehill, ^
Duncan MeKawis was convicted by assize of bestiality 
and was sentenced to be strangled to death at the 
stake and his body burnt to ashes® The iimire was 
also to be killed and burnt,^
1« C.4 91, also earlier case l/9/l$?0.
2» F,$4, G,10/4,
$'* 1.66/8, also H, 1/1 ?08, 11/17II (both hanged and burnt)
C0NGLU8I0NG.
IX. BEGTIAIITY
lo The standard sentence was strangling and burning, 
although in the final period two cases are noted where 
the accused were hanged and burnt. Q?he animal was also
killed and burnt in the same fire.
1, JU8TI0IART OOlmT.
m % , l $  1488-1650.
Such cases are seen only in the first part of the Justiciary 
recordso Girls (particularly heiresses) were seised 
and abducted and were later forced to marry their captor 
or a person chosen by him*
The only case in which a sentence is given, shows a fining 
penalty,
John Kincaid wasaccused of abducting Isobel Hucheson, 
a widow, against her will and talcing her to his house.
The king was hunting when news of this came to him,, 
and he sent a party to recover her, Kincaid placed 
himself in the king.' s will and he was fined 2$00 merks 
and his brown horse, '
There is some doubt as to the validity of the charge in
this case and the situation could have been contrived by
the king’s party.
William Bannatyne was acquitted by an assize of seizing 
Margaret Hamilton, He had invaded, v;ith a number of 
other persons, the house where she was living and 
severely wounded her guardian. She was ten years of 
age at this tirae,*"
1. 0,$$7/9.
2. B,378/9, also continued B.377/8
OONCLUGIONG.
X. ABDUCTION & RAVISHING.
le This crime is noted only in the middle period of the 
justiciary records, and the only case which gives a sentence 
shows a fine of 2$00 merks*
J#TIGIARY GOUET,
Mm-ziâiq,
Throughout the whole record, theft entries occur very 
froquently, and while in the middle and later periods 
hanging was the standard punishment, a death penalty was 
not normally imposed in the earliest period#
In the earliest period the same process of compounding 
and remission is noted as in the other crimes,
William Gockburn and others were permitted to compound 
for theft'with caution guaranteeing payment ^
The accused could produce a remission in respect of the 
crime and again cautionary guarantees were usual^
The accused could place himself in the king’s will 
and cautioners were found to guarantee the payment to the 
robbed person, , If he did place himself in will he was 
fined, as in theother crimes of the period, although 
in some will cases he could be warded pending final 
determination/ A few isolated eases in the period show a 
straight fine, without any reference to compounding or 
wills
James Hunter and another were convicted of the theft of 
hay. They were fined £$ and had to find caution for 
that amount to the robbed person*''
If the accused was unable to find caution or if the
accused had obtained a remission ond then failed to pay
or to find caution to pay,he could be hanged,
Robert Oliver and others having refused to find caution, 
were ordered to be Imprisoned for 40 days at the end of 
which they we.re to be hanged if there was still no 
caution,^
2, A*18,2$, 29% $2 etc#
3, A,17,18, 19,20, 22 etc,
4, A#l$, 17, 18, 21, 2$,
$. A,l$ " £^ 1-. A.17 - 40/-d.
6. A,218/9#
7# A.2$* A.92 - E o  "" stealing wood (one person remitted 
because he was a pauper),
8. A.3Ü/1, also A,69, 70.
XI. '141ERT. (Contd.)
1* JUSTICIARY COURT,
PART 1. 1488-I6$0 (Gontd.)
VDiile the majority of theft cases in this period show 
compounding and remission,other cases show capital sentences
Hanging ;-
Nicholas Dunweldy was convicted of resetting Adam Oorry 
and hanged o''
Edward Symsoim was convicted of stealing money during; a  ^
festival - when in the disguise of a mummer and was hanged 
It seems that he was not given the chance of compounding 
owing to the dishonourable circumstances.
Gilbert Thomson was convicted of taking goods from shops 
when Dumfries was burning and hanged
Donald Makalister was hanged for stealing oxen and covrnt* 
Beheading ;-
Patrick MoLe11an was convicted of stealing oxen, under 
silence of night and beheaded * ^
Henry Bikkerstoune was convicted of the murder of Robert 
Gym and also of the theft of various goods from him - he 
was beheadedo ^
Adam Gcott was convicted of theftuously taking blackmail 
from various persons and was beheaded.
Banishment is noted, with and without personal punishment ;-
Michael Gcott was convicted of cattle stealing and was 
sentenced to be scourged through Edinburgh, thereafter 
his ears were to be cut off and he was to be banished.^
Robert Lofthouse was convicted of concealing money and 
was sentenced to be banished and to remove himself from 
Scotland in 40 days.f
It is seen tl.iat capital sentences could be imposed, but it
is not possiblo to say whether in such cases the accused
could not find the necessary caution or compensation, or
whether the death sentence was imposed without option*
In //
11» (3 aZ Ù .
2. A.$0/1,also A.$l.
3. A.39.
4. A.$1,also A.$1/2,87,88,126/7,133,142,1$1,1$4,169,176,179 »
$* Ac64®
6 o A a 162 «
7» A.14$o
8. A.l$7? also A * 206 -- stealing wool®
9° A®32, also A.$2/3 - banished from Gheriffdom.
Xlf THEET. (Gontd.)
JUSTICIARY COURT..
PART 1. 1488-1650- (Gontd.)
In certain of the foregoing eases it would seem that no 
option was permitted*
On occasions, theft could be equated with treason*
Simon Armstrong was convicted of cattle stealing in the 
Borders, and giving assistence to the- English. He was 
to be drawn to the gallows and hanged* All his lands 
and goods vmre escheat*'
Acquittals are noted:-
Walter Drummond, was acquitted by assize of concealing 
the Icing's crown and some jewels*^
In the middle and later records, the cases follow a stand-
:ard pattern - the normal punishment was hanging and
escheat of moveables/ The usual form of the crime was
theft of livestock of all kinds, and also money*
It is not possible to say whether first offences were 
punished by hanging or if hanging was only imposed where 
the accused were notour thieves. In some hanging oases 
the thie'VGS were certainly notour but it is likely that 
even first offences could carry the death penalty in the 
Court of Justiciary if they were serious.
The following cases may be noted ;-
Adam .Sinclair and Thomas Ramsay were convicted of 
sacrilege, having stolen from a Church. Adam was 
drowned (through the special grace of the Queen) and 
Thomas hanged * ^
Robert Whlppo was convicted of a number of thefts and 
was hanged* His moveable goods were escheat.^
Occasionally land and moveables were forfeited if the
c
theft was especially serious or had treasonable aspects. 
Combined crimen -
In most cases the theft penalty of hanging ruled.
1* A.172, 173, 173/4 - only moveables.
2* A.133, also .Aa*413/60
3. Aa.358, 384, 400, 411, 413, 4$2, 4$0 etc. 
b B.4 5, 39, 63, 111, 386 etc*
0.83, 346/7, 347, 352/3, 357, 360, 364 etc.
D.II3 , 212, 242, 232, 263, 263/6 etc.
Dd.397, 478/9, 355, 565 etc.
2.268, 287.
4. Aa.393/4 .
3 . C.8I/3.
6. 0.346/7 - stealing title deeds of landed estate, n.on
xi. THEFT (Gontd.)
JUGTIGIARY OOUHT.
PART i. 1488-165Ô (Oontd.)
1 * Murder &'The ft.
Allister McKie and others were convicted of the murder of 
certain servants of the Laird of luss and stealing sheep 
and cattle. They were hanged and their moveable goods 
escheat */
In many combined murder and theft cases, the body was die-
: membered after hanging -- sentenced to be hanged and his 
head cut off after death or his head and right hand to be
3
cut off after death and placed in prominent positions. This
could extend to a full treason quartering :-
Allaster McGregor and others were found guilty of murder 
and theft and were sentenced to be hanged and after death 
their bodies were to be quartered - heads, legs and arms 
to be placed in prominent placesf Their lands and move- 
:ables were escheat owing to the treasonable aspects of 
this case*
In another murder and theft case, the standard penalty of 
hanging was imposed, but with forfeiture of lands and 
moveables ™ he stole cattle from the I'resideTit of the 
College of Justice*^
2. Glaughter & Theft.
In the cases of si aught en? and theft, the normal penalty was
<.
hanging and escheat of moveables* One case showed hanging 
and forfeiture of lands and moveables, but there was no 
particularly treasonable activity - three slaughters and
' ' -7
theft*
In occasional cases, the slaughter penalty of beheading 
was imposed,
John Johnston was convicted of two slaughters and theft 
and was sentenced to be beheaded and his moveable goods 
were escheat * ^
3 o Assault ■ &. Theft *
The assault and theft cases show hanging as the normal 
penalty.
1. 0.413/4, also 0.413, 542.
2. 0.403/4.
3* 0.384/3, 422/3, also B.3/2 - murder assault and theft 
hanged and head and right hand cut off, raov* escheat.
4. 0.432/3»
3. 0.362.
6, e.go 0.363% 444, also 0*418/9, 424 (McGregor),
7* 0.328/9.
8. 0.423/6, also Dd.484/5%: 558
(Oontd.)
JUGTIGIARY COURT,
irART .1, 148ü-l6pO (OonW.)
Thomas Gunningham was convicted of assaulting I'atrlck 
Gemmlll In his house and stealing from him. He ivao ,
sentenoecl to be hanged and his movoabloo wore escheat*
4. Incest and Thoft»
In a case of incest and theft, the accused was hanged and 
had his land and moveables forfeited o"*-
In some instances of theft, the standard penalty was not
obsorvod.
Grisol Matthew and William Oalder were oonvioted of steal-
: ing a coffer containing letters and, titles. Grlael 
Matthew was a servant in the house from which the theft 
took place and she was sentenced to be drowned in the 
North Loch of Edinburgh and. her moveables oschoat»
William Oalder took a lessor part in the theft and ho 
was scourged through Edinburgh and banished from 'Edlnburgî: 
and Abex’cl eon. ^
Banishmont is noted sometimes vfith scourging or branding
added and in. practically every such caso the accused
confessed or placed himself in will*
Achilles Henderson was found guilty by an assise of 
stonling nine lambs* He was sêntenced to banishment 
from the Bhcrlffciom of Minburgh and scourged through the 
town
Certain other oases show banishment, and again there tended 
to be special circumstances *
Andrew Reid was accused of theft from a house but he had 
been tried in .the Sheriff Court of Kincardine and no 
sontonco had been given* However, he was banishod now^
Margaret Heartsydo ivas oonvictod of detaining jewels 
belonging to the Queen. She was banished to Orkney 
and formally declared infamous at the king’s command.
This was repealed later* ^
Lady Hothiemay was accused of theft against the Laird of 
Frendraucht - she had organ!shed a gong of robbers who 
plundered the surrounding land. Owing to political influ- 
;'ence, there were many continuations, but eventually ah© 
was tried and sentenced to remain south of the Forth for 
a period and, under penalty of 2000 works. ^
Acquittals are noted/.
C.339/0, also 391/?!#
2. 0.424/3.
3. 0.95/4 " for drowning see also Aa.395/4.
4o By,also Aa.388, 396, 458 (all confessed) 
Du99,2?0 (will)
Dd.441/2 (confessed)
3. C.4ll/^ _ .
6. Ü.344/331.
7. B.277. B.I3, 31/2 % A.197, 206.
XI. THEFT. (Gontd.)
JHGTIGIARY COURT.
lART 2 - I66I-I747.
The basic penalty was hanging.
Thomas Burntfield was found guilty of stealing furniture 
and clothes from house and was hanged.^
James Provaii and king’s Advocate against Pat. McGrigor, 
for theft and hamesucken. MoGrigor called at Provan's 
house at midnight demanding to be shown the way to an 
alehouse. He refused, but when fjcGrigor threatened to 
burn the house down and kill them, his wife opened the 
door and McGrigor and his accomplices seized them and 
forced Provan to give them money. He was acquit of 
haraesucken, but hanged for the theft.
Katherine Reid was indicted.for nocturnal theft and 
robbery. She and her gang invaded John MeIdrum’s house, 
and after tying him and his family with cords, pricked 
them with daggers to make them reveal their money. She 
was under sentence of banishment at this time and also 
had broken from prison. She was hanged/
Francis Bell and William Earoweod were convicted by 
assize for highway robbery - they stopped persons 
travelling alone and robbed them of their clothes and 
money. Bell was sentenced to be hanged in the Grass- 
:market (on 7th Nov. - this was 27th July), Harewood 
escaped from the Tolbooth of Edinburgh and was declared 
fugitive,
In one case, involving the disturbance of ministers, the 
indignity of hanging in irons was added -
John Smith and others were accused of robbery and 
oppression of various ministers, including wounding 
them and demanding that they should not preach in their 
parishes. They were convicted by assize and were 
sentenced to be hanged at the Gallowlee between Leith 
and Edinburgh between two and four in the afternoon.
The bodies of the two principal accused were to hang 
in chains^till they rotted. Their moveables were 
escheat.'
The later record does not state how the thief was executed <
it is noted only that he was condemned to death, but it
would seem very likely that he was hanged.
John 0aIdwe11 was convicted of robbery in spite of 
pleading madness and was condemned to death.^
1. F.9, 11, 15, 19, 54, 57.
2. F.121/2.
3. F.62/3.
4o G.301/3, F.314 (murder and theft.)
3. G.113/3.
6. H.83.1737% H.88/9 . 1743.
XI. THEFT (Gontd.)
1. JU3TI0IARY COURT.
PART 2. I6GI-I747(Gontd).
Many instances occur in the middle record of actions 
against highlandmen - usually more crimes than theft are 
noted «
Again the basic penalty was hanging -
John Lyon of Muiresk against John Roy for assisting 
thieves and giving them succour - the thieves were 
McGregors and MeIntoshes, but no determination is noted 
against Roy. However, Muiresk caught up with Lauchlan 
McIntosh and he was hanged for many thefts and 
robberies /
Advocatus against Oallura-oig McGregor for sorning, 
oppressing the lieges and poor people in the country by 
taking meat, drink, lodging and money from them without 
payment, invading houses, trafficking with thieves, and 
taking blackmail from the people, and adultery and incest. 
He was hanged/
Indignities and mutilation could be added -
Advocatus against Alaster More McGregor and John McIntosh, 
two companions of Lauchlan McIntosh. They were accused 
of fire-raising, robbery and murder (of John Lyon of 
Muiresk). They were sentenced to be hanged in Edinburgh 
and then their bodies hung in chains between Leith and 
Edinburgh. Before being hanged, their right hands were 
to be out off.^
Gome cases show indirectly the lawlessness of the Highlands
John Lyon took out letters against highlandmen for theft, 
and found caution to have the letters executed, but he 
stated that he could not have them executed - no messenger 
would serve them on the highlandmen in Badenoch and he was 
excused caution. ^
While hanging was the standard penalty for theft throughout 
the period, other sentences are noted 
"* .Banishment -
David Murdoch was accused of stealing 7 cows - he confessed 
but in his sentence it was stated that this was his first 
fault and had been committed out of necessity. He was 
penitent and sentenced to banishment,'’''
1. F.I33, 140, also F.96.
2. P.$13/9 , also F.319/527.
3. F.260 - in chains G.I3/6, 198/0.
4. F.63, also F.9 - refused to go to Oaithness - the
highlandmen never appeared even if they were cited,
P.108, 120, 123, 129, 133% G.26.
3. P.10/1.
ri. THEFT (Oontdô)
là JUÜTIGIARY COURTk
1661-1747 (O o ^ . )
- Branding and Banishment »
John Rao and his son wero aocnsod of stealing four sheep.
They had been taken redhanded. The son was dismissed 
on acconnt of his age - he was 12 - and had acted on 
his father'8 oommand. The father was branded on his 
cheek and banished from the Lothians.'
- dcoxîrging and Banishment -
l/iiio Thomson and two others were convictod of stealing 
three hides, olothes ond money and they wore sentenced 
by order of the llrivy Oounoll to either branding or 
scourging at the justices' discretion and then banish- 
îmonto They xfere sentenced to scourging - to receive 
seven strokes from the hangman and then imprisoned until 
tlirc was an available ship®'*'
There ia a note that the Privy Council's warrant was 
necessary to restrict the punishment - the I’estrictlon 
was justified as the Privy Council thought the thefts 
were "pyking" thefts, l«e. trivial*
- Pining -
Paul Perleir and Wm* Blsset with the King's Advocate,
accused John Watson and others of theft for having come 
to a mill in a group, armed, and having taken away 
sacks of corn belonging to forloir* The crime
stated to be Riot and masterful oppression and to be a 
breach of Icujburrovjs. The assize convicted and the 
accused wero fined 400 merks and 100 merks# Riot was
punished by fining, but the lawburrowo might also have 
had a bearing on the fine.
In come oases, acquittal is given -
King's Advooate and Donald Mclleonnell against George
letrio for stealing two horses - Petrie was held by the 
assize to be clean, innocent and not guilty of the theft
he Droved he bought the horses in a public market
King's Advocate and Hugh. Mimi'o against Earl of Caithness 
and a band of Gj.nclalrs for killing oxon and cattlo, 
robbery, theft, fire-raising and wrongful imprisonment, 
but tho Caithness group ])roduoed romissions and the oase 
foil.'"
1. F.24.
2. F.83, 87/8, F.99 $0 strokes and bonishod
also F. 140/2 -
4. F.37/8% also F.308/12, F.80, G.lgl/B*
3. F.264.
ARGYluL . 1664-174.7*
The theft eases are by far the most frequent, and standard 
penalty was hanging.
])unoan Ban Mcllbreid wae convicted of the theft of two 
horses and some ohoese and was eontenced to bo taken to 
the gallows at three in the afternoon and to be hanged 
to the death and to forefault and tyno (escheat) his 
goods and gear.'
The cases show that for theft of animals - horses, cattle, 
sheeÿ and goats - hanging xvas the usual sentence. Hanging 
was also the sentence if the theft was considerable or if 
the accused had. a previous conviction®
Donald Dow McGowan was convicted of theft of horses 
"he laid aside all fear and reverence of God and regard 
to His Majesty's laws and authority, in open breach of 
human society and did live in a constant trade of theft"« 
He was caught driving a herd of horses over a moor and 
was stated to be a known thief possimae famae. He 
was hanged on the ordinary gibbet between two and three 
in the afternoon and his moveables were escheat
Reference is made to the armed gangs which moved across 
the country plundering as they wont. Needless to say, 
if they were caught, they were hanged*
■Lauchlan Campbell and anothe.r were convicted of theft, 
robbery, stouthreiff oppression and exacting blackmail - 
in company with others they stole animals, killed some 
for food and used and sold othei^ s, plundered houses, 
imposed blackmail and protection money, robbed and 
plundered travellers and. morchonts and generally disturb- 
:ed the public peace. They wore .sentenced to bo hanged 
and their moveables escheat.^
In oases of theft, where the victim was murdered, hanging ■ 
was also automatic
Even i.t tlie theft did not include animals but involved 
serious assaults, or was of especially valuable goods, 
hanging could be imposed *
1. 1.1/3, also 1.5/4, 4/6, 6/8, 8/10, 28/9, 50/1 etc 
J. 6/1710, 10/1712 etc.
2. 1.193/3.
5. I.186/9, also 1.157/8, 161/4, 185/6, 195/5,
1.171/4, plundering xclth drawn sword a and loaded 
firearms.
J. 3/1741, 7/1741.
4. See murder cases.
XI. THEFT (Conta.)
ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1747»
Hugh HoLean was hanged for theft and hamesucken and his 
moveables were escheat - he invaded John FJcNicol's house, 
tied him up and robbed McNicol and his wife of va3?ious 
goods.'
Duncan HcCallum was hanged, and his moveables escheat for 
stealing a great quantity of wool from a mill by night
But for small thefts, some first convictions and in rnitig;ai
:ed cases a wide range of personal punishments could be
imposed ®
Scourging was the most frequent form of personal punishment
but a considerable number of combinations of punishment
could be added to the scourging - mutilation, banishment,
escheat of moveables, caution for future good behaviour,
imprisonment and fining*
Two young boys were scourged publicly at the Hercat 
Gross for stealing and killing three goats. They had to 
find caution for theix’ future good behaviour under penalt 
of 500 merks and. pay for the damage they had caused.'
David MgDavie was convicted of stealing a mare and filly 
and the justice mitigated the sentence to scourging 
through the town by the common executioner.His moveables 
were escheat and he was threatened with death if he was 
convicted again.^
For several pykeries and escaping from xjord, he was 
scourged (39 stripes) and then nailed to the gallows by 
his ear for an hour. He was banished from Inveraray/"
1. 1.30/1.
2. 1.136/7»
3o I.73) also 1.52/3, scourged : death threat.
4. 1.129, also I»77#
3. J » 4/17I8 , also Jo 12/1721 - also the following - 
scourged - 1.12/4.
scourged & death threat - 1.106/7» 
scourged & fined - J.12/1710,
- scourged & caution for good behaviour - J. 3/1730. 
scourged & caution for good behaviour and imprisoned 
till found - fined £20 - I. 88/0. 
scourged -do- (300 merks) -do- escheat I.100, I.30/2 
-do- (100 merks) -do- -do- 1,100*
-do- -do- death threat 1.92/3»
scourged and caution to remove from town - death 
threat - 1.123/6. 
scourged and dismissed the town - J. 6/170?. 
scourged and banished the shire -■ J.l/l734, J. 12.1733» 
scourged and transported to America - J;^ 10/1722.
2^' (Gontd. )
2. ARGYLL JU8TI0IARY COURT. 1664-1742.
Branding was imposed on occasions, again usually combined 
with another penalty.
John Dow McLean was convicted by assize of the theft of 
clothes, money and food and was sentenced to be branded 
on the cheek with the letter This punishment
was inflicted because the goods had been recovered. He 
was hanged later for another theft/
‘Branding and scourging could be combined -
John l'icGonachie McKay was convicted of stealing clothes 
and money and other items. McKay was sentenced to be
burnt on the cheek with hlio letter "T" as the mark of a
thief, and thereafter to be scourged through the town 
about two hours in the afternoon/
He XV Me Inlei oh and another were convicted of the theft of 
tobacco and ribbons and other items. They were scourgec 
through the town and after the scourging they ivere 
brand ed by the common hangman on their palms. They 
were ordered to leave the shire within three days under 
pain of death and any future theft would mean certain 
death.^
Branding could be threatened -
Archibald and Mary MeIndeor wore convicted of the theft 
of two sheep. It was stated that they were known 
thieves and peakers and Mary MeIndeor was scourged 
through the town and if she did not find caution for 
her future good behaviour she was to be branded on her 
shoulder (no penalty is given for Archd. MeIndoor).
The threat in some cases that if the accused was convicted 
again of theft he would receive a death sentence was not a: 
empty boasti
John McLean was convicted of the theft of cloth, 
jewellery and other items and it was stated that he 
had been convicted before of theft and had been 
branded on his cheek as a punishment* On this 
occasion, he was hanged on the ordinary gibbet between 
two and three in the afternoon and his moveables were 
escheat*
Other forms of personal punishment are noted 
Jouggs^
Mutilation. //
1. 1.18/19.
2. 1.12/4 - also J.8/1707.
3. 1.106, also J.12/1710.
4. 1.33/6.
5. I.19, also 1.43/4 “ previously branded.
1.117/9 - previously scourged.
6. J.8/1713 “ jougs and banished, also J.11/1740, 4/1730,
THEFT (Ooiitd.)
ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-174,7.
Mutilation :
For stealing cows, the accused was nailed to the gallows 
by his .right ear for an hour and then banished from Great 
Britain under pain of death.'
Banishment was imposed frequently - usually after some
p e r s Q XI a 1 puni shrn en. t T
A few cases, however, show banishment imposed as the only
penalty/
In some cases fining was the sentence. It; seemed Chat if
the theft was small and the goods were restored, or their
value paid, then the criminal aspect was satisfied by
payment of a fine.
John MoDown11 Mclllehawish was convicted of theft of • 
cattle but was only ordered to return the two beasts 
or else their price of f20 and was fined £10. The
procurator fiscal said that he passed from the criminal 
aspect/
John Mcllchalum and Neill McNeill were convicted by 
assize of receiving a stolen horse and they were fined 
100 merks and £40 respectively. They were warded till 
they paid or found caution to pay and also till they 
found caution for good behaviour.
Donald MeIIvain was acquittod by assize for theft but was 
fined £40 by the justice for his judicial confession - 
but in fact he had confessed to pasturing his beasts 
unlawfully, not to the theft/
lo Jo4/1730 ~ for an hour, also J.4/1718.
2. Scourged and dismissed the town - I.125/6, J.6/1707,
J.8/1707 & branding® 
J.12/1707 -do- 
scourged and plantations - J.10/1722.
, scourged and banished shire - J.10/1729.
J.1/1734, J.12/1753# 
jougs and banished .■ jurisdiction - J.8/1713#
J.11/1740.
banished"Britain.- J.4/1730•
mutilation, and banished Britain - J.4/1730.
& plantations - J.12/1721.
only mutilation - J.4/1718*
3. Banished realm - J.II/1703, 1/1711% 12/1712. 
furth of ocoula’sd - J.9/1706.
Britain - J.4/1729, 12/1731. 
j uri sd i c ti on *» J. 2/1740. 
transported to America J. 12/1718, 3/1726. 
to serve in the Army . - J.4/1706.
4. 1.28, also 1.29/0 -ordered to restore, and fined
100 merks - horse and cov;.
3. Io93/6, also 1.48/9 - 17 merks and restoration,
I«139/0*^“'^ i'e5'y:ing stolen hors os - £200, £100, £30.
6* I.10
r^l38/9 - £100, £50. 1.71/2 - £40, £20. 1.121 - £10.
(Oontd.)
2* JU8TI0IARY COURT. 1664--1747,
In the later period of the Argyll record, it is noted
that the capital sentence following on a theft conviction
could be avoided if the accused agreed to act as the
/
common executioner.
J.12, 1710 - suspended sentence if he acted as 
executioner.
J.I2/17I6 .
J. 3/1739.
XI. THEFT (Gontd.)
3. SHERIFF COURT. 1313-1747. '
In the Fife record, the main theft cases show a standard 
pattern in their punishment - if the accused was found 
guilty, he was hanged.
Ao was indicted and followed by B. for the theftuous 
stealing of ten sheep and was also accused of common 
thefto The assize found him guilty and the judge 
sentenced him to be taken to the gallows and be hanged 
until he was dead,'
But the record also shows acquittals -
A. was "folowit” by B. and accused of the theft of corn, 
a cow and some sheep. The assize considered the 
evidence and found A. quit, clear and innocent of the 
accusation,'*'
However, many cases of spullzie (a form of theftuous use 
of land or moveables) are noted and the standard sentence 
was fining and restox‘ation of the article taken.
fined for wrongfully seizing plough and other 
implements and ordered to restore*^
« wrongfully seizing 4 oxen and 2 horses and land, 
ordered to restore to their rightful ovmer and fined
In view of the frequent references to spullzie, it is 
possible that if the circumstances permitted, the charge 
was drawn as spullzie and not as theft because of the 
difference in penalties. Theft actions could have been 
taken only if the thief was "notour" or also if he had 
insufficient funds or influence to make certain that the 
crime was classified as spullzie.
In the later records, only one reference to death is 
noticed - an indirect reference to a thief being hanged
s'"
at Paisley under an execution ordered by the Sheriff, and 
the normal sentence fot theft was personal punishment ~ 
branding, scourging and indignities, usually with banish- 
: ment and fining added,
1. Ea.l3, also 130, 191, 210/1, 217, 222.
2. Ka.133/6, 191/2.
3« Ka.26, also Ka,111/2.
4. Ka,202/3, 261/2, 267 etc,
3. Kb,246.
XI. THEFT (Oontd.)
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- branded on the face, scouz'ged through the town
(6 strokes at 7 places throughout the town) accompsnied 
by a drummer, and then banished the shire under pain 
of death.''
- placed in the jougs for. an hour, fined £100 and 
imprisoned until paid and 'then banished the shire under 
pain of branding on the cheek.^
- fined 300 merks and placed in the jougs with a paper 
stating his crime attached to his breast, and 
imprisoned until he performed his public punishment.
- fined £180 and sent abroad to serve in the Army 
(which was an alternative to banishment).
1. Kb.186.
2. Kb,203.
3* Kb.193 - simply jougs Kb.201,
4. Ko.98.
XI. THEFT (Oontd.)
«ïT»f.'=r^ ett# ra3»itm,r<T«733CQT» ^
4 (a) 8HET1AND COURT. 1602-04,
It is plain from the penalties and from the frequency of 
the references that theft was the most serious crime in 
this society, but contrary to popular impressions and 
indeed also many statutes, the death penalty was inflicte 
rarely, even in cases of sheep stealing.
In this record, out of the great number of theft refer- 
:ences, there are only two cases in which the death 
penalty was Imposed.
William Johnson was accused of stealing three sheep at 
various times and having confessed, the assize decerned 
that his goods, gear and lands should be escheat and 
that he should be taken to the gallows and hanged by 
the neck until death, to the example of others. '
Such cases were severe, but in each case the list of 
articles stolen was considerable and the accused were 
"notorious pykars". It was certainly not the case that 
every theft of sheep received the death penalty - in fact 
if it was a first offence, some cases show a 2 raerks 
fine.
The penalties show a graded variation in severity - from
nominal fines to death in exceptional cases. But while
death sentences were reserved for certain knovai thieves,
the much more usual penalty for known thieves was escheat
and banishment.
Symon Nicholson was accused of stealing a spade and a 
fleece of ifool, and the assize knowing that he was a 
notorious thief and pykar, decerned that his goods, 
gear and land be escheat and that he should be banished 
from the country within a month, or at the first 
passage and if he was ever apprehended for thb theft 
of even an ure (a nominal sum) in the future, he would 
be hanged, to the example of others.^
1. I.11, 18/9
2. 1.2 etc.
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4(a) SHETLAND OOUET. 1602-04,
<1 i.i.vgTt=i»yifvage,Tm aia»i'tf u  .ftn I'a -wija aa_*
This was the standard penalty for knom thieves and 
although there were variations, it is plain that there 
was a reluctance to impose a death sentence and it was 
much preferred to pass the thief out of the country - 
"country" in this case meaning Shetland.
Normally no place of banishment was specified, but in one
t
case the thief was banished to Noi*way. In another, the 
thief had already been banished from Orkney and in his 
sentence of escheat and banishment, under pain of hanging, 
he was banished, not merely from the "Country of Shetland" 
but also from "the Countries of Orkney and Shetland".
The cases show that normally the banished thief was a 
notorious pykar and sometimes the list of articles taken 
was considerable, including sheep and lambs and other 
livestock.
This penalty applied equally to women, with the one change 
that their death threat was drowning instead of hangingf'
It also applied to children, but no indication oftheir 
age is given*
Banishment was not normally imposed for first offences,
even if it was sheep stealing - there are many instances
which show that first offences, even for stealing sheep,
were fined, but a few instances of banishment for first
c
offences are seen.
In the banishment decree, escheat of goods, gear and lands 
was normal, although in a few cases only moveables were
, G 9
escheat. Solely escheat and solely banishment are noted 
occasionally.
1. Lo30.
2o I,. 147.
3. L.2^,21/2 etc.
4. L.3, 7/8, 12 etc.
3. L.21/2,
66 L67/8, 8.
7. L.10/1, 13 /6 etc.
8. L.7I0
9 . L.66.
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4(a) SHETLAND COUITT. 1602-04.
Personal pmiisliment was imposed, but it was infrequent.
In one case, mutilation is added - over and above escheat
/
and banishment, the thief had a piece of his ear cut off.
Scourging was inflicted on men, women and children^ but
this is not frequent and again it was used for notorious
thieves, although there is one case in which a person was
"beltit about the kirk on a Sabbath" for a first offence 
2
of theft. It is possible that to belt a person, as 
opposed to scourge him, was a milder penalty - in another 
case children were "belt about the kirk" for theft
S ^
Escheat was added to the scourging occasionally.
In all other cases where the sentence is given, and those 
form the vast majority of the references, the penalty was 
fining.
The most frequent amount was 2 marks, with other fines of 
? s 'î
1, 3 and 4 marks. This range of fines indicated first 
offences normally, which could Include sheep stealing,even 
with the aggravation that the theft was committed at night.
A series of cases show a standard fine of 40/- for 
"grlpstair" - theftuous use.
The text shows a definite progression for first offences. 
If a person, vdio had failed previously to clear himself by 
larycht oath, was accused again of theft, he had to clear 
himself by the saxter oath. If he was found guilty this
f(
second time, the standard fine was 6 raerks. Again the 
articles were varied and included sheep and livestock.
1. L.33.
2. L.8,12,14,21 etc.
3. L.112.
4. L « 8 a
P o L a Id .
6. L.3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13 etc
7. L.22.
8. L.67, 68, 72 etc.
9. L.4/3, 7, 8, 9 etc.
10. L.3 etc.
11. L. 8, 12, 16, 20 etc.
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4(a) GHETlA&p COURT. 1602-04 (Gontd.)
If the person was accused at a later date, he was tried by
twoIter oath, and in the event of being found guilty, the
/
standard penalty was 12 raerks. The articles stolen were 
considerable and included sheep. In one case, the Court 
declared that If he aT)poared again charged with theft, he 
would be hanged.
If a person was guilty of another theft, having failed 
previously the twalter oath, he was sentenced to escheat
7
and banishment.
In one case, where a person sheltered a thief who had 
returned from banishment, he was fined £d-0.‘^
Many cases of the ft show that the person passed into the
judge will but no indication is given as to the ultimate
decision. The cases varied in their seriousness from
first offences to a person who had failed previously the 
c
twalter oath.
1. L.9, 66/7, 71, 97 etc
2. L.6G/7.
3. LJ28, 134.
4. L.31/2.
3" L.2, 3, 6, 8, 9 etc, 
6. I..26.
XI. THEFT (OonW.)
4(b) OHICNEY & SHETLAND COURT. 1612-15.
The references to theft are f.uw and only one case is noted 
which gives a determination and that was an acquittal/
Various court statutes gave details of penalties - but no 
cases are noted,
- forbidden to pull wool from the sheep’s back under 
penalty of 6 raerks (and any dog which was with the 
accused to be hanged) for the first fault, 6 angels for 
the second fault and to be punished as a thief the third 
time. Ho would also be punished as a thief if he was  ^
found on another’s holm (small island.) without permission,
If it was discovered that pedlars and chapmen were 
dealing in stolen hides, their packs would be confis- 
îcated.^
No Information is given about the actual punishment of a 
thief. It would seem likely that the statutes meant 
hanging, but it has been seen that this was not necessarily 
imposed, and it might have been public punishment, e.g, 
jougs.
1. M.67/8.
2. H.20/2, also punished as a thief, 11,23
3. M.23.
XI. THEFT (Gontd.)
3. REGALITY OOIBT. 1347-1706
References to theft cases are frequent, but In no case is 
there any reference to a death sentence, even for a 
notour thief.
Caution for good behaviour and fining were the normal 
sentences. The earlier records tend to show caution 
as the penalty, with banishment as the sanction. In 
one case, the accuser asked that the woman who had 
stolen should be fined and punished conform to Acts of 
Parliament and common practice, but she was ordered to 
find caution not to trouble the accuser again under pain 
of banishment.^
Imprisonment is mentioned. For breaking into an orchard 
and stealing fruit, a sentence of imprisonment was 
imposed until the damage was refunded or caution found 
not to commit the like again.
In another case it was stated that Barbara Ker had 
escaped from prison where she had been held for a long 
time and that she was a known thief. The punishment 
which was imposed eventually was banishment, but only 
as a last resort - only after she had been ordered to 
find caution for her good behaviour in future and had 
refused or been unable to do so.
Fines of £10 and £5 were frequent - for a very consider- 
;able list of items stolen ~ lambs, ewes, cows and having 
opened some locked places with a false key and having 
taken jewels, money, writs and mahy other goods, the 
sentence was restoration of the items taken and a fine 
of £10/
1. jm.200.
2. Nb,70/1, also Nb.23.
3. Na.267, Nb.17/8.
4o Nb. 42/5Î also Nb, 521 - restoration was sought Nb.396,
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3. REGALITY COURT. 1347-1706 (Contd.)
\-/here an orchard was robbed, the Court fined the intruder 
£3o
If a person found lost articles, he was supposed to 
proclaim his find at the kirk door and market cross and 
in the event of the finder temporarily overlooking these
z_
formalities, he could be fined £3*
Absolutions in theft actions are frequent.
1. Nbol50 - fining was the normal sotence, da.200,
Nb.396 - no amounts,
2. Nb. 22, 224, 309.
3. Nb. 22, 23/6 , 93, 143, 147/8, 396, 420.
XI. THEFT (QpnW.)
6. BARON COURT. 13@5-1747.
The entries for theft are fairly frequent tha?oughout the 
period covered by the records. In the introduction to th 
Oarnwath record, it is stated that - "in the criminal 
actions coming before the court, the entries are so brief 
that they afford no clue as to the procedure which was 
followed...... The reason was twofold - in the first
place the penalty was death - if the accused was found
guilty he was hanged..... and in the second place the
procedure itself was so summary that.no fuller entry
I
could be given,"
The charge of brevity applies to most of the entries
throughout the whole of the Garnwath record, but there
are a number of theft entries in normal terras. Admittedly
the record contains two indictments, one of which the
a.
wi'iter quotes in his intx'oduction and in which no 
details of procedure are given, but in the other, the 
matter was referred to the inquest and there are many 
other entries which show that for pykerie at least the 
cases were taken by the inquest in the normal way and tha 
is certainly no difference in procedure between theft 
and pykerie in the later records.
There is no direct evidence that the penalty of hanging 
was inflicted - admittedly there is no direct evidence 
that, this penalty was not inflicted, and the writer 
quotes from the Glenorchy Court Book of the same period 
where hanging was inflicted. But in the records of 
all other Courts where sentences of death or personal 
punishment are inflicted, the details are fully stated.
In //
1. 0. Intro ciii.
2. 0.61.
3. 0.37.
4. 0.13, 23, 23, 63, 64 etc.
3» 0. Intro cviiio f.n, 3 and x/vii f.n.
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6 . BARON COmT. 1323-1747.
In Oarnwath record, there is no evidence that the Baron
exacted the death penalty, and in the later records, fifty
and a hundred years later, the death penalty was certainly
not inflicted for theft and then the most serious penalty
/
imposed for theft was banishment from the i3aj?ony.
P.Fo -V- Ninian Gardiner was charged with several 
theftuous actions about which various witnesses were 
examined and he was ordained to find caution for his good 
behaviour till next Viliitsunday when he was ordered to 
remove himself and his family from the Barony.
But such sentences and decrees are rare and in all the 
later records there are many entries, both statutes and 
oases, which show that theft was punished by a fine. The 
amounts vary considerably, but seldom exceed £10.
Noting the statutes first -
All persons found in unlawful possession of goods shall 
be fined £10 and shall be ejected and discharged from 
service by their masters,
All persons found stealing their neighbour's peats shall 
pay 20/- for each horse load and 40/- for each cart load^
Also directed against theft are the numerous statutes
s'"
prohibiting the jumping of dykes and fences and also the 
statutes prohibiting the settlement of unknown persons in 
the Barony.
e.g. Every husbandman who has either a cotter, grassman 
or woman who is thought not to be honest and lacks kail 
and peats, shall evict them within eight days or there- 
; after pay £10 half to the Baron andhalf to the party, 
"skaythit", i.e. the person robbed.^
While the Urie record has numerous statutes concerning
theft, the oases are not numerous and those cases whch do
occur are concerned mainly with the theft of peats.
P.P. -V- John Buchan for stealing peats was fined £20 
and ordered to give satisfaction from theperson from whom 
he stole.'’
Z. ®Si/7, 87.
also P.lis _ ,P.1. Ua/- on/- v inn . m n
4. P.3S/3, Q-139/Ü, s.76
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6. BARON COURT. 1325-]
The other records show that the usual fine in theft was 
£5, with £10 on certain occasions and also, but much less 
frequently, £20. In addition to the fine, restitution 
or damages could be orderedî-
For taking away and using a horse a fine of £5 was 
imposed with the additional liability to pay for the ,
damage sustained to the owner by the loss, of the horse.
Whatever may have been the position regarding the penalty 
for theft in Oarnwath, the later records show thata 
capital punishment was not demanded. In the most serious 
cases, banishment was enforced with the threat of escheat 
but the normal penalty was a fine of £3, with £20 or £10 
on occasions. Prison does not appear to have been used, 
although the Urie record refers to the Stoneheaven 
prison as "the Thief's Hole" in an action of ejection 
in a tenancy dispute, but the thieves could have been sent 
to this prison from the Sheriff Court, and not from a 
Baron Court.
1. q. 106, 180,
Pc 101/2.
Ra.289
XI. THEFT (Gontd.)
7. BURGH GOHRT. 1398-1714.
The theft entries are few in the Aberdeen record and 
details are sparse -
Mariota Fethes was banished from Aberdeen for resetting 
thieves, for two years, under pain of being branded 
with the seal of Aberdeen on her face.^
Uliile the references to theft are rare in the Court 
record, the old laws give more details -
If anyone be taken with a loaf worth a half-penny in 
the Burgh, he ought to be scourged through the to mi; 
and from a half-penny to four pennies he ought to be 
more severely scourged; for a pair of shoes of four 
pennies, he ought to be put on the cuclcstool and 
after that led to the head of the town where he will 
forswear the town; from four pennies to eight pennies 
and a farthing, he shall be put upon the cuckstool 
and after that led to the head of the town and there 
he ought to have one of his ears cut off; from 
eight pennies and a farthing to sixteen pennies and 
a half-penny, he shall be set upon the cuckstool and 
after that led to the head of the town and there 
have his other ear cut off. After that, if he is 
taken with eight pennies and a farthing, he that takes 
him will hang him. For twenty four pennies and a 
half-penny, he that takes a thief can hang him.^
If any thief is taken with the fang, that is, having his 
hand on the article, or any murderer with redhand, and 
this be in the Burgh, they who have rights of a barony 
within the Burgh shall act at the request of the 
accuser and shall immediately do full justice on the 
person of the evil doer by day or night for in this 
case they shall be reputed to be barons
In the Stirling record, some cases show capital sentences 
but it is clear that in such eases the court acted under 
a special grant of justiciary and was not acting as a 
burgh court at all,
Ritschart Broun was convicted and filed for stealing two 
mares and was sentenced to be hanged until he was dead .4-
lo V. 92, V, 197 - convicted of resetting thieves and
pykars. V.17G - note re. pykars, but no details. 
2o F.G. XXXTX. p.180.
3. F.G. LI. p.183, also L.q.B. LXXIV. p.36/7.
For procedural details see L.Q.B. LXXXVII. p.42/3, 
and L.Q.B. XXVI. p. 13/4.
4. 2.22. 1323, also
Z.24. 1323 - stealing various items - assize.
Z.33o 1548 - stealing blackhorse.
2.63/4. 1535 “• stealing brown mare, also Z.71 « 1537°
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7. BUl^ GH COURT. 1398-1714.
In the other cases, personal punishment was normal and the 
form of the punishment varied between mutilation or brand- 
sing or scourging or a combination of any two, or in one 
case, all three. After the personal punishment was 
inflicted, the thief was usually banished from the town.
Some men were convicted of pykerie and each had one ear 
cut off and a woman with them was branded on her cheek. 
They were all banished under pain of hanging. '
William Brouin and James Duncanson were convicted of 
pykerie and were banished from the town after their ears 
were cut off and nailed to the tron.^
Jonet Wright was convicted of pykerie by assize and
was branded on her cheek and banished
James Ramsay was scourged through the tovai, branded on 
his shoulder and banished - for pykerie. lie and his 
family were considered vagabonds.
John Fischair was convicted of theft and was sentenced 
to be nailed by his ear to the tron and then to have his
ear cut off. Also he was to be branded on his cheek
and scourged through the town. Thereafter he was 
banished under pain of death.-*'"
In some cases the full punishment was not imposed but 
further punishment was threatened if the person was
Ù
convicted again.
The earlier Peebles record does not show personal punish- 
:ment as severe as imposed in Stirling, but the threats 
were similar.
Isabel Mare was accused of pyking as she was caught 
taking turf. She found caution that she would not do 
this again under pain of £20 and banishment, with 
branding on the face for the first fault and death on 
the second.’
The inquest made an act calling for strict enforcement 
of the law against pykers. They were to be banished, 
unless they found caution to abstain, under pain of 
scourging and banishment. If they did not find caution 
they would be branded on their cheek with an iron and 
banished,^
1. 2.64.1555.
2. 2.40.1545.
3. 2.48.1547.
4. 2.162/3. 1629.
5. 2.45.1546.
6. 2.42.1546 ■“ drowned if she offended again.
2.80.1563 “ banished under pain of drowning.
XI. THEFT (Gontd.)
7" BURGH G O m T . 1398-1714.
The later period showed a change in punishment.
The most usual penalties were fining and public 
indignity, with the frequent addition of banishment.
(a) Fining. - the amounts varied but did not exceed £5-
Some were convicted of receiving stolen goods and 
were fined 30/- and ordered to restore the goods. *
James Wadie and others were fined for stealing corn,
10 raerks and 40/- and imprisoned for 48 hours - 
caution not to repeat the crime under pain of public 
punishment at the cross with a paper on their fore­
heads,
(b) Public Punishment.
The threat of public punishment was enforced.
James Campbell was ordered to stand at the cross from
11 a.m. to mid-day with a rope attached to him from 
the "stalk of the cross" and with a paper on his head 
for cutting off James Johnstoun’s purse,^
Only one case gives details of scourging and public
punishment.
Gilbert Mitchell was accused of stealing merchandise 
from a packman and was sentenced to stand for an 
hour at the cross with a paper on his head stating 
his crime and thereafter to be scourged from the 
Gross to the Jest Port.
Fining and public punishment could be combined -
William Eumond was fined £18 for stealing a harrow 
and was imprisoned until he paid and also for 48 
hours. Both he and his father were also fined for 
reset and fined 40/- and £12 respectively. Both 
had to sit at the cross during market day, bareheaded 
with the stolen goods about them. The father paid 
£22:16/- and was released from the punishment
(o) With Banishment added,
Alexander Laidlay came in will for stealing sheaves 
of bear. He was imprisoned till the next market day 
when he had to stand for an hour at the Tron with a 
sheaf beside him. He was banished under pain of 
death
1» Y.26. 1655, Y.4 9.1661 - fined 40/- woman stealing cor] 
Y.49/50.1661 - £3 both caution for good behaviour. 
Y.91,1675 - fined 5 merks and caution under pain of 
banishment.
2. Y.57.I663.
3: X.396. 1652.
4. Y.25/6. 1655.
5. Y.88.1675.
6. Y.90.I674. Yo 110.168.3 *“ jougs : otherwise as above
except death.
2^' (Gontd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
Two women were ordered to stand for an hour at the cross 
during market time with a paper on their heads and there™ 
:afbor were banished.^
James Paterson and his family were ordered to remove from 
the town for pykerie, under pain of banishment
The penalty of banishment could be revez'sed on petition to
the council.
George Brown was convicted of taking sheaves of oats for 
his horse and was sentenced to be banishedo He was 
imprisoned until he could be banished by roll of drums 
or until he found caution to remove his wife and family.
He petitioned the council and said that because of the 
condition and multitude of his family, he had nowhere to 
go. It was agreed that he should be imprisoned for 4 
days, find caution for his good behaviour and on the last 
day be put in the cuckstool for 2 hours with a sheaf of 
oats about his nocko"^
Imprisonment could be imposed.
For resetting bear, John Brotherstaines was imprisoned 
during the magistrates * pleasure and also had to find  ^
caution not to commit the like under pain of banishment.
One entry is particularly interesting -
Alexander Stewart and Walter Buchanan appeared before 
the council and produced a pass signed by James Stewart 
of Ardvorlich, one of the commissioners of justiciary 
for securing the peace of the highlands permitting them 
to search throughout Scotland for a stolen horse. They 
had found the horse in. the custody of John Diekison, 
couper in leebles, but he said he bought the horse in the 
public market. The pursuers produced witnesses who 
said the horse was the one they sought and the council 
stated that Unless Dickison could prove he bought the 
horse as he stated, by noon the next day, he would be 
reputed the thief. He was.able to prove by witnesses that 
he bought the horse at the market. The council absolved 
him. However, he was ordered to deliver the horse to 
the pursuers. f''
1. Y.26, 1655' Also 54/5" 1662 » stealing clothes, jougs
for an hour on market day with a paper on his head - 
banished. Y.60/1. 1664 -do- but no paper.
2. Y.83.1671' Also Y.91.1675 - banished under pain of
death for stealing boar. Also X.148.1694 - pain of 
branding,
3. Y.163. 1700.
4. Y.91. 1675°
5" Y.158/0.1697 ■" witnesses produced testimonials signed 
by their minister and elders.
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7. BURGH OOURT. 1398-1714.
It is noteworthy that the defender was held to he guilty 
until proved innocent, and the title of a purchase at a 
public fair was ignored.
Unlawful Detention of Property.
Many cases occur where a person claims that another person 
has detained some article or money which belongs or is 
owing to the claimant and the record clearly shows that 
the following Aberdeen statute was reinforcing a standard 
practice. It is not possible to say the amounts of the 
fines in the actual cases.
If any Burgess of the town wilfully detains anything 
owned or owing to another Burgess and permits the claim- 
: ant to proceed against him before the bailies up to the 
fourth day of the action and then is convicted by the 
Court or confesses the claim, the defender or detainer 
will be fined 8 solid! without remission. '
The cases are frequent -
Thomas Halt was fined for unlawfully detaining 7 solid! 
from Willolmus Strade.^
Thomas Blake was fined for taking bread from the wife of 
V/illelmus Blackburn without paying and without official 
authority. He was also fined for threatening to 
strike V/illelmus. ^
Ion Paw placed himself in will for unjustly taking a 
"cobyll" from. V/illelmus Scot and for unlawfully working 
on it.
Of the later records, only Stirling showed similar eases.
Andro Bore11 was fined for withholding a pair of black 
cloaks which he had borrov/ed and was ordered to restore 
them o
Jonet Clerk admitted that she had received a pair of 
black cloaks and was.ordered to remain in the tolbooth 
(until she returned them).^
1. V.216.
2. V.31,.also V.35, 39, 40, 30 etc.
V.47 " in will and fined,
V.66 ™ ring, ordered to restore or pay its price - fined 
Also 69, 110, 120/1, .141, 147, 199°
Shovel - 124 - fined.
Axe - 1359 140, 164 - fined,
3. V.64.
4. 7.50.
5c Z.11.1521.
6. Z.11.1521.
00N0LU8IÜN8
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lo The basic sentence in the main courts was hanging and 
escheat.
2o In the earliest period in the justiciary courts, 
compounding and remission is noted again. It is seen, 
however, in this case that if the person could not pay he 
was hangedo Some instances in the earliest period show 
hanging or, less frequently, beheading without the option 
of compounding, but it is not possible to say whether the 
accused could not afford to pay or did not have the chance 
to pay - some cases show dishonourable circumstances, e.g. 
stealing while disguised as a mummer and it is likely he 
was not permitted to compound. Isolated instances of 
national and local banishment are noted, usually with 
scourging.
3. In combined crimes in the middle period the hanging 
sentence ruled, but in serious cases (usually murder and 
theft) mutilation was added, the head and/or right hand 
was cut off after death and exposed. In exceptional 
cases this could extend to a full treason sentence. In 
the later period combined theft and murder resulted in 
mutilation only if it stemmed from the clan wars or ravages
4. Banishment, usually with scourging and branding added, 
is noted in the middle period, but such a sentence tended 
to follow a reference to the king's will, or else there 
were exceptional circumstances. But in the later period, 
banishment was imposed frequently, almost always with 
scourging or." branding added.
5. I'/liile Argyll conformed to the main justiciary court 
pattern, the emphasis on personal punishment was stronger 
and hanging was imposed, less frequently. .
Combinations //
OONGLUSION8.
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Combinations of scourging, mutilation (right or left 
hand) escheat, caution for good behaviour, banishment 
(local, national and transportation) fining and imprison- 
Iment are seen.
Go Fining is noted in the main courts, occasionally in 
the -justiciary courts, more frequently in Argyll,
(a) Justiciary courts ~ 400 merks, 100 merks,
(b) Argyll - £200, £100, £30, ^^ kO, £20, £10, 100 merks.
7, The lower courts show a similar pat'ljem to the main 
courts - hanging, personal punishment, banishment and 
fining. Hanging was relatively infrequent and was imposed 
on notour thieves - first offences normally received a fine, 
but if they were serious could receive personal punishment 
and banishment.
(a) Sheriff Court - early period - hanging.
- fining (no amounts)
- later period - hanging (exceptional)
•» branding, scourging and 
local banishment, 
jougs and banishment.
- fining - £180, £100, 300
merks.
(b) Shetland Court - earlier - hanging (exceptional)
- escheat and local banishmen'b
(standard for notour thieve^
- scourging (infrequent) 
fining (normal) 2 merks (also
12 merks, 6 raerks, 4 raerks)
- later - fining •» 6 raerks.
(c) Regality Court - death sentences were not given and the
basic sentence was fining - £10, £3*
Oaubion for good behaviour and banishment are also 
noted.
(d) Baron Courts - dea'bh sentences are not given and even
banishment was rare.
The standard sentence was fining and the amounts 
rarely exceeded £10.
(e) Burgh Courts - early period - the old laws authorised
hanging, but the cases do not show this sentence 
(except in Stirling, but they had special powers). 
Banishment is given in Aberdeen and in the other early 
records mutilation, branding and scourging are added
to //
CONCLUSIONS.
XI. THEFT (Contd.)
to banishment.
The later records show less severe sentences - although 
personal punishment and banishment were still in vogue 
finirjg was frequent (the usual amounts not exceeding 
£5) and imprisonment as a definite punishment is seen.
XII. PIRAOY;
1. JUÜTIOiARY OOURT.
PART 1. 14Gb-1650.eserBicXBiTE'seacre-Rt^
Piracy cases are seen only in the first part of the 
Justiciary records and the standard penalty throughout the 
period was hanging, hut the addition of mutilation or 
further indignities e.g. chains, is noted in certain cases,
Robert Love and others, English pirates, were convicted 
of piracy and sentenced to be hanged within the flood /■ 
mark on the sands of Leith - Their moveables were escheal
John Davidson was convicted by assize of violently board- 
:ing a French ship from Bordeaux. He was hanged in irone 
and his moveables escheat.’®"
John Brown and others were convicted of murdering three 
merchants on their ship and stealing their gear. They 
were hanged in irons and after death their heads were 
cut off. Their moveables were escheat.’
L.V. -V- John IlcRorie McAllister & Others: There was a
long list of crimes -» boarding vessels, killing the 
crew and stealing the cargo, also landing in Ardnaniurchan 
killing men and stealing livestock* They were convicted 
by assize and sentenced to be hanged on the sands of 
Leith within the flood mark, with escheat of moveables
Acquittals could also be given•
Walter Cowsland and others were acquitted of receiving 
goods from a pirate. They were accused of stealing 
from a ship in Bordeaux and later sinking and drowning 
the ship to cover their crimes.-*”
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747.
The case of Thomas Green is noted. He and the others 
in his crew found guilty were sentenced to be hanged 
on the sands of Leith. ^
1. D.lOl, also.D.107, 244.
2. Aa.338, also Aa. 379/0, 381 - hanged and escheat., also A. 13
3. Dd.369/72.
4. E.23.
3° B.27/8 and B.93/4 - court’s jurisdiction challenged 
by Admiralty Court and case continued.
6 . Arnot 248/261 - 1703.
CONCLUSIONS,
XII. lUEACY.
1. The standard sentence v/as hanging and escheat, hut as 
the crime was aggravated theft, the normal aggravation 
sentence could be added - mutilation after death (head 
and/or right hand) or indignities (hanging the body in 
irons).
2o It should be noted that the traditional concej)t of 
hanging pirates in irons was a penalty in no way peculiar 
to piracy hanging the body in irons was a standard 
addition for an aggravated capital crime.
3. One part of the sentence which was peculiar to Scottish 
piracy hangings was the ei’ection of the gallows "on the 
sands of Leith within the floodmark".
XIII. FIRERj'vISING.
1' JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
In the earliest part, the standard determination of remiss- 
:ion appliedo
Gilbert Gchevil produced a remission for burning Minto 
and found a cautioner to guarantee his compensation. /
In some cases, however, the benofit of remission was 
excluded.
Torquil ilacleod was sentenced to foxvfeiture of his life,
lands and goods for burning Badenoch, but this was part
of what amounted to armed rebellion.’*'
The crime was equated with treason, but no case shows a full
treason sentence. In the later periods, a death sentence 
was imposed on occasions, but it was not inevitable. Hanging 
was the most frequent form, but a case of drowning is noted.
Janet Anderson was convicted of burning a barn and the 
cattle therein. She was sentenced to be drowned,’
•Robert Anderson was convicted of fireraising and hanged,*^
John Henry was convicted of setting fire to a coal pit.
The crime was equated with treason but the sentence was no' 
a treason sentence he was hanged, and his head cut off 
and placed ona spikel near the coal pit. His moveables 
were escheat.
Andrew Thomson was convicted of burning another's corn and 
he was burnt, but no details are given.^
Some cases show fireraising combined with another crime
which was capital in its own right.
John MacFarlane was convicted of fireraising and theft and 
hanged
William Donald and another were convicted of burning corn 
treasonably and maliciously, and stealing sheep. They were 
hanged
David Armstrong was convicted of the slaughter of John 
Johnston and- Robert Ourrio and also for burning dovm a 
hostelry. He was hanged and his moveables escheat, f
1. A,19, also 23, 25) 26,,etc.
2. A.45/8 - hanged for fireraising, slaughter and theft 
A.61/2, 173, 175/4.
3. A.162.
4. JÜU375.
5. Dd.361/2.
6. B.70.
7. A.225.
8. B.45.
9® Go44J.o
XIII. FIRERAISING (Gontd.)
1. JU8TIGIARY COURT,
PART 1. 1488-1650. (Gontd.)
Not every case shows a capital sentence:-
Isohel MeFarlane was convicted of tireraising and 
sentenced to be branded on her cheek and thereafter 
banished from the Stewartry of Strathern under pain 
of drowning,'
Some eases do not show any sentence at all:-
Little was accused of treasonably burning the dwelling 
of a minister under silence and cloud of night. The . 
case dragged on because accused would not answer 
questions. The minister petitioned the Privy Council 
to obtain power to collect evidence and also power to 
put one witness to torture as he had given conflicting 
statements. The Privy Oouncil granted the request and 
ordered one witness to remain in ward till he answered 
the questions.'*'
The text makes reference to letters of horning against 
George MeIdrum for burning Frendraucht Castle and also 
Viscount Helgun and others and their belongings, Meldrum 
did not appear and was declared rebel and his cautioner 
fined
1, JUSTICIARY COURT,
PART 2. I66I-I747.
No punishment is given in any of the cases.
L.A, and James Stampfield against Barbara Finnick for 
fireraising, having caused a fire in a room in his 
house. She. confessed and was convicted by assize, but 
no sentence is noted.*'
John Williamson against Bessie Bruce for wilful fire- 
:raising. She was released from prison on the pursuer’1 
app 1 ic ati on that she was furl ous,
1. Aa.346.
2. E.171/6 .
3. E,151/59 175, 176 " Mackenzie states that a John
Meldrum was executed in this case, but no details 
are given (p.75)«
4. G.25, also F.97.
5. F.300.
AlII. FIRERAI8ING (Oontd.)
2. SIIEIÜIP? COURT. 1515-1747.
I’his was not a crime with which the Sheriff Court could
deal competently, hut one caso is notedo
Two women were aconsed of burning etooka of corn. The 
younger woman was to be imprisoned for 12 months and 
every 14th day she was to ho scourged through Paisley 
hotween noon and 3 p»m. After her year’s imprisonment, 
she was to ho branded op her forehead, put in the jougs 
for a period and then banished, under pain of having 
the whole sentence repeated. The old woman was to be 
imprisoned, scourged and banished.
However, the sentenco was so severe that no one would.
carry it out, and in fact, the two women were freed on
/
caution to go into banishment«
3. REGALITY OObllT. 1547«1?06.
Tivo cases are noted, but details as to the punishment are 
unsatisfactory - in one case the accused fled to avoid the 
charge - that he most wickedly set fire to the pursuer’s 
house and for beating and striking the pursuersT
In the second case, it was stated that the defenders 
did most wickedly, under cloud and silence of night,
set the pursuer’s house on fire at four seve,ral parts, 
intending not only to prejudice the pursuer but also 
take his life, but the defenders were absolved as the 
pursuer could not prove his case.^
1. Kb.238.
2. Nb. 40G/7.
3. Mb. 407/8.
GONOLmiONS.
XIII. FIBEIbilSING,
lo Hanging was the basic sentence in the main period, but 
compounding and remission is seen in the earliest period «
2o Although equated with treason, a full treason sentence 
was never imposed, although occasionally mutilation (exposure 
of his head) is noted. In one exceptional case in the 
beginning of the middle period, a man was "burnt" for 
burning corn. Wo details are given as to how he ivas burnt, 
but if he was burnt alive, the sentence followed a pagan 
precedent.
3o In combined crimes, hanging was standard.
4. Occasionally branding and banishment was given,
5= Wo sentences are noted in the later period,
G. References occur in the Sheriff and Regality courts, but 
no full sentences are given although one case in the Sheriff 
court shows branding, scourging, imprisonment and banishment, 
but this was not enforced (because it was too severe).
:av. PORGHRY.
1. JUSTICIARY OOUiyf.
PART Ij. 1488-IG 50.
Throughout the whole period, forgory was consldered a most 
serious crime and was punished severely. A distinction 
was made between cases of counterfeitihg money and other 
cases of forgery - counterfoit cases being punished more
rigorously than the others.
During the early period, they were equated with treason and 
during the main period the punishment of strangling and 
burning (i.e. the same as witchcraft, bestiality and incest 
was Imposed.
Even for ordinary forgery (i.e. a deed etc.) it is the only 
crime during the early period, even including treason 
itself, which does not show remission and compounding.
. As examples from the early period, the following may be 
noted t-
Counterfeit money.
George Caball was convicted of importing forged money 
into Scotland from Flanders and sentenced to be drawn 
to the gallows and hanged. His head was to be out off
and his body quartered. His land and moveables were 
escheat.^
Patrick McKie was convicted of treasonably counterfeiting 
money and was sentenced to forfeiture of life, lands and 
goods. He was hanged.’"
But: in one case which involved using rather than actually 
making false money, the accused was given the mission of 
finding those rosponaible
John Buthorland confessed to treasonably using false
money » he was warded till sentence. The Regent 
banished him during his pleasure, and under penalty _ 
of 1000 merits to go and seek out the actual forgers.
2^nr fq^er^s -
Sir David Andorson and Sir John Crawford were accused of 
forging an instrument. Crawford confessed and was 
hanged. The other was acquitted^
1. A. 137 “• for forging false coins - hanged « Aa.364/5, 365, 
397 - hanged,quartored and forfoited. Aa.440/1 - beheaded
(by special grace) Aa.392/3.
2. B.Ï34;
3 o B o 06 o
4. B.45, also B.85, 87, 385/6.
XIV. FORGERY (Oootdo)
lo JU3TIGIARY OpURT.
PART 1. 1488-1G50 (Oontd.)
Certain cases show a va.rioty of more lenient sentences.
Thomas Barry Unicorn Pursuivant Heraid was convicted of . 
treasoTiably forging the Regent’s nlgnature. île confessed
and was banished, but hie right hand v.nis cut offU'
For using a false deed, Thomas Charteris was imprisoned 
in îiidinburgh Castle during the King’s pleaouz'o and all
his moveables escheat. ■*•
i’atrick, Master of Gray, confessed to various charges 
of meddling in the royal affairs to the prejudice of 
the king’s interests including using tho royal seal 
without authoz'lty. He placed himseif in will, but no
sentence is noted.
Tho mlddlQ period continues the trend of hanging for general 
forgery, but a new trend is disceiniible for counterfeiting 
money tîie forgers were strangled, and their bodies burnt*
jilspeth Gkirling and others were convicted of making and 
passing counterfeit coins* They were oontenoed to bo 
Gtrmigled at the stake and theix' bodies burnt * Thoir 
.moveables were eschéato*'
In such cases, the escheat usually included lands ao well 
as moveableo*
In B few counterfelting oases, hanging vnm imposed with the 
escheat varying between lands and moveables or only moveables*
In the middle period,, the i^attern for general forgery was the
same as before ^ hanging *
?
John Haliday was hanged for giving a forged discharge*
Alexander Oook was convicted of giving a false extract 
from his protocol book «• hanged and escheat*^
Goourglng lA noted OGoaslonally*
William Straohan, Tnessengor, was eonvlotcd of forging a 
false letter of execution* Ho was sentenced to be scourged 
through the town and lost his office*
lo B* 19/20, also Aa * 387 - declared infamous and banished <> 
Aa*375, 394,.402/3, 432.
?.o A*222, also Aa*439/0 - warded -pending decision*
;5e Bo 157/89 also B.64/5, but B«S2 acquitted,
4* C.75/G, 0*79, 100, 356, 5579 366, 585, 405#
5* 0*79, 100, 556, 557, 366, 583,
6* G.404, 418*
7* 0.398/9.
80 0,34, also 0.104/5, 555/5, 556/7,
9* Dd.416/8, also Dd*450/1, but Dd *487 beheaded and niov.esc]
10* 0*455.
XIV. FORGERY (Cqntcl.)
1* JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488»1650 (Oontd.)
In the last period, the trend changed and the death 
sentence was relaxed - to banishment and personal 
pimiahraent.
Richard Home was accused of forging a false passport 
and testimonial. He was scourged through Edinburgh, 
branded on his hand and banished."
William and Thomas lie hie were accused of forging a 
discharge of a bond. /They confessed before an 
assize. This case narrates the statutory penalties 
proscription, banishment, ditàmerabering; of hand or 
tongue and infamy if the crime was perjury* In
this case, the Lords of Council and Session had already 
enquired and found the writ false* The Justice 
warded them till he conferred with the Privy Council
who ordered infamy, loss of office (they were sheriff
clerks) escheat of moveables and ordered 
taken to the Market cross with a placard
of their crime from 11 a.m* until midday
day. They were banished, one for life, 
during king's pleasure, and were returned 
to await a convenient ship*'’"
them to be 
giving details 
the following 
the other 
to prison
Thomas Tulloch and V/m* Forsyth were accused of forging 
a charter. They confessed and one was banished,
never to return, suffering loss of office (being a 
notary), infamy and was ordered to stand at the Gross 
with a placard from 10 
day). He was warded 
ready. The doom of
to ward, ^
a.m till 12*15 Poiûo (same 
until a suitable ship was 
the other was held up - returned
1. E.150,
2. E.259.
3* E.294.
XIV. FORGERY (Oontd .)
1. JÜ8TIGIARY COURT..
PART 2. 1661-1747.
Hanging was the standard penalty -
Alexander Kennedy, sometime porter in the Gastle of 
Mlnburgh, and thereafter prisoner there, was accused 
of forging bonds and contracts* The Advocate was 
ordered to prosecute him and it was also ordered that 
the accused should lose his life and moveables, to the 
terror of others. The assise convicted and he v/as 
sentenced to be hanged. '
Indignities could be added to the death sentence -
Advocatus against Robert Binning for forging a false 
relaxation of a decree and others* The assise by-
plurality of votes (in spite of a threat of wilful
error) convicted him as he had confessed to part of 
the indictment. Ho was sentenced to be hanged at ^
the Merest Gross, with the false letters about his neck.
The death sentence could be mitigated to banishment, but a 
case shows that notwithstanding this penalty, the convicted 
persons returned to Scotland - not surprisingly they were 
hanged.
For counterfeiting coins, Thos. Anderson and John Weir 
were sentenced to be hanged, but the Privy Council 
commuted the sentence to banishment, provided they did 
not return to Scotland, under pain of death. They 
did return, and were now sentenced to be hanged
Also William and John Baillie were accused of being 
Egyptians (which carried a statutory capital sentence) 
and William was also accused of forging a pass for which 
he had been convicted and sentenced to be hanged, but the 
Privy Council commuted this to banishment to America 
under threat of death if he returned. He gave security 
of 'poo merks that he would not return. He had gone into 
banishment but he had now returned, but no further action 
is noted in the' record
Remissions could be granted for forgery -
Richard.Murray was accused of forgery. He had already 
been declared fugitive, but it was stated that Hurray had 
necessarily out of the kingdom and. a remission was 
produced,
1. F.57/9, also H.72/4. 1727, Arnot 282/304, 1726.
2. F.38/41.
3» H.17,1701 - this was more lenient than in the earlier 
periods when counterfeiting money was among the most 
serious crimes in the calendar.
4. H.37/9 . 1715.
5. F.255/6 .
G0N0LU8I0H8.
XIV. FORGERY.
lo This crime vms considered one of the most serious in 
the calendar and is the only crime which does not show 
compounding and remission in the earliest period.
2. A distinction was made "between coxmterfelting money 
and other forgeries.
3. Counterfeiting money early period - full treason senten 
: ces were given*
middle period- strangling and
burning (which was 
a clear indication 
of the seriousness 
with which the 
crime was viewed)
later period
4. Other forgeries ~ early and middle
periods
later period
•no instances are 
given of counter' 
:feiting money*
hanging and escheat 
personal punish™ 
nnent and banish™
;mento
hanging (iofreguent]: 
personal punish- 
:ment and 
banishment *
5* .Remissions are noted in the latest period
XV. FRAUD.
1* JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
"Î
No standard penalty can be seen in this period - the sen™ 
;tence ranged from hanging to fining.
John Mosoi’op was convicted of holding himself out as a 
notary. He was sentenced to be hanged and his moveable 
goods escheat « '
William Abercrombie and John Rankin petitioned from ward 
to the Privy Council who gave a warrant that they should 
be banished for giving false testimonials
William Brownlie was found guilty by assize of giving 
false measures at his mill. The Justice referred 
sentence to the Privy Council who fined 100 marks and 
also ordered caution not to repeat under penalty of 500
LA -V- Nellson & others : It was stated that the accused 
had sold cloth using a false measure and thestatute 
ordered that they were to be punished as if for theft. 
They produced a warrant from the Privy Council proceeding 
on their petition which stated that they used the measure 
they had always used and the process was stopped. ^
1. JUSTICIARY COURT. 
PART 2. 1661-1747.
The cases are infrequent and no pattern can be stated -
Banishment and indignities are noted:
Adam Barras was accused of selling false money and was 
sentenced to be banished from Scotland, never to return, 
under pain of death.''"
Robert Pringle was convicted of the theft and embezzle- 
:ment of money from the Bank of Scotland. He was to be 
set in the pillory with a paper in his breast describing 
hi;-: offence and also imprisoned till he paid back the 
amount he had taken (&425:10/- Stg.)*
Andrew Cochran was accused of having false weights and 
measures, but the court found the verdict unclear and 
assoilized the accused.'?
1. 0.35, 389.
2. E.92.
3. E.123.
4. E.29.
5. F.3.
6. H.19/21, 1705
7. G.57.
XV. FRAUD (Oontd*).
Only one case is noted, and the circumstances of this case
are unique among all the records,
John McAllister Gig was cautioner for John Dow Beg 
McDonall that HeDonall should appear - but he did not, 
and McAllister obtained a substitute to appear, Donald 
McCrackeno Their plan was discovered and McCracken 
was sentenced to bo scourged through the town by the 
hangman and have his tongue pierced by a hot iron at the 
mereat cross at ten hours in the morning, to deter others. 
McAllister was fined 200 morks for the deception and 
also fined the amount of the bond - 300 morks* He was 
to give further security to present John Dow Beg or he 
would remain in prison imtil he did so* Others were 
fined 200 marks and 100 marks each as accessories*
John Dow Beg's moveables were escheat * '
3* SHERIFF COURT. I315-I747.
A case is reported in the record, but in fact, it was a 
decision of the Baron Court of Btewalton and showus a fine 
of £40 for selling goods using false measures,'*'
4. OHETLAUD COURT. 1602-04.
Two cases show reference to will for falsely signing deeds, 
but no further reference is made.
5. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
In the Burgh court records, fraud cases are rare but such 
as there are relate to false weights and measures* The
old laws made detailed provisions concerning this :
All measures and weights will be sealed with the Seal 
of the Burgh and if anyone uses a false measure or 
weight, he will pay a full fine* 4
1. 1.26 »
2. Kb.190.
3o L.I33, 150.
4* L.q.B. XLVIII* p.23, also
F *0. XLVIX. p* 183/4 - Chamberlain will carry weights 
'against which the town weights will be checked.
XV. FRAUD (Conta.)
5' BUimi COURT. 1398-1714 (Contd.)
If anyone knowingly uses false measures or weights and if he 
is convicted, he will pay a fine of eight solid! for his 
default, and also pay damages to the party and he. will be 
punished by the bailies by fining for the first, second 
and third occasions. On the fourth occasion, he will be 
at the king's mercy for life and limb for such fraud 
pertains to the king's crown since the fine of the Burgh 
does not exceed 8/- and in such case the king's fine is 
£10.'
If any man or woman is convicted of using false weights 
and measures by an assize of the bailies, he or she will 
be in the king's will for life and limb and for lands 
and tenements, and their heirs will be altogether 
disinherited if the grace of the king does not intervene7"
The Aberdeen record shows fining as the penalty but no 
amounts s
In will for selling wine without proper measures and 
fined.^
The Stirling record gives banishment,
David. Aikin was convicted of usurping the functions of 
a Notary and was banished, under pain of scourging.
He signed deeds for persons unable to write.^
1. L.Q.B. bXVIII, p.33/4, also
P.O. XL. p. 180/1,
2. F.C. XVIII. p. 184.
3o V.113, and V.41.
4. %.138. 1615.
CONCLUSIONS.
XV. FRAUD.
1. Hanging is noted, but it is relatively rare.
2o Banishment was more frequent, with occasional oases 
in the latest period of public indignity.
3o In Argyll an unusual case was %)unished by scourging, 
mutilation and banishment, for the principal, and fines for 
the others •» 300 raerks, 200 merks and 100 merks.
4. The lower courts show fining (Bheriff - £40, Burgh (early 
8/-) but banishment is seen in the middle Burgh courts.
XVI.. .PERJURY.
!.. JUSTICIARY COURT
PART 1. 1488-1650.
The earlier perjury cases relate to wilful error on the part
of an assize, unlawfully acquitting the accused, and the
penalty was imprisonment and escheat.
Alexander Bertonne and others wore convicted by Great 
Assize of wilfully acquitting accused persons. They were 
sentenced to be imprisoned for a year and a day and 
further at the king’s will and their moveables escheat.
They were declared infamous.''
The later perjury cases refer to false witnesses, and failure
to observe oaths, and the sentences varied between death and
personal punishmentî-
Alexander Chene and others' were convicted of assault and 
bribing two witnesses to give false evidence. Chene was 
sentenced to be beheaded, one of the false witnesses was 
hanged and the other was scourged through the town. The 
second witness had confessed to the plot.'’'
Robert Graham and others were accused of bearing false 
witness in, a slaughter action. He and some others were 
convicted and sentenced to be hanged and their moveables 
escheati Others were scourged, branded on the cheek and 
banished and another was scourged and banished » ^
Banishment was imposed frequently in addition to personal
punishment *
William Galbraith came into will for perjury before the 
Lords of Session and was sentenced to stand for an hour 
at the Market cross with a paper on his head declaring his 
crime and thereafter to be banished from Britain* He was 
also declared infamous*'''
William Barclay came into will for perjury and hearing 
Hass6 He had sworn that he was of the reformed faith, but 
had ijee..i taken at Mass.'He was sentenced to be declared 
infamous in respect of the perjury and to ba banished 
for the Hass *'^'
PART2*'16G1-1747*
Wo. sentences are given*
David Baleanquell against Henry Lauri e and James Skinner 
for giving false witness, but they produced a valid 
defence and were acquitted*
1. A.72/5, also A.205.
2. 0.455/5.
5. D.5589 also Dd.538/9 - hanged and escheat.
Another's tongue was pierced by a hot bodkin and banished.
4. 0.477.
5. 0.548/9.
6. P . 225 - also F.129/151, etc. I58.
XVI. PERJURY. (Oontd.)
2. ARGYLL JUÜTIÜIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
Indignities were imposed in this recordj-
For perjury and defaraation, the accused was fined and 
also had to stand at the rneroat cross with a paper 
attached to him stating his crime.'
5. SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04.
One case is noted which gives a penalty - escheat of land 
and moveables and banishment
4. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
The Peebles record gives the only case of perjury;
Adam Oaitcheon and his spouse were convicted of perjury, 
they gave a wrong return on the excise of malt.
They wore fined io merks and were imprisoned for 48 
hours. They had to stand at the cross with a paper 
on their faces stating their crimes.^
lo J. 6/1710.
2. L. 83.
3. Y. 92/3. 1677
CONCLUSIONS.
XVI. PERJURY.
lo The justiciary courts show a standard penalty in the 
earliest period of imprisonment for a year and a day, 
escheat of moveables and infamy for wilful error, in 
assize acquittals.
2. Tn the middle period hanging was imposed, but this 
was exceptional - usually the sentence was combinations 
of scourging, branding, indignities and banishment.
5o Argyll and the Burgh Courts show public indignity and 
.Shetland gave escheat and banishment.
XVII. \7ITGHRAFT.
JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
Many witchcraft cases are noted throughout the course of the 
record, but their frequency shows a clear cycle. In the 
earliest part during tho reigns of James IV and V, no cases- 
at all are recorded and during the reign of Mary, only one 
is mentionedo In that case, the relatively light sentence
(compared with what was to come) was banishment.
The absence of the cases in the Court of Justiciary can be 
explained on the grounds that they were taken in the Church 
Courts 0
However, the coming of the Reformation in Scotland changed 
the pattern, and during the reign of James VI the cases 
Increased steadily* Witches were denounced by anyone who 
was sufficiently interested, and the zeal with which 
accusations were laid before the authorities showed that 
many persons were interested® The kirk sessions and the 
prosecutors, armed with enthusiastic conviction and certaint 
of their beliefs in the new reformed faithj pursued with 
commendable haste®
The belief in the supernatural powers of witches and sorcer™ 
:era is not in Itself a worthy object of derision - every 
age creates or adapts its own particular fears and menaces 
which the people accept as real and think their security 
threatened* Any one who does not fear as keenly as his 
fellows is regarded as suspect®
In their substance the witchcraft cases fall into two types™ 
either a person consulted a witch for a specific purpose 
(normally a request to cure an illness, or impose an 
illness //
1. Aa.432.
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illness or death on another) or else the witch used her 
power on her ovm initiative for a definite end, e.g. to 
compass the death of the Icing.
So far as the Court whs concerned, a confession from the 
witch herself was necessary as the supernatural powers were 
recognised to he intangible and as the end result was 
achieved by unnatural powers, it had no tangible, and so 
no provable, connection with the witch.
The methods employed to obtain the confession were ageless. 
Compulsion was necessary - even if the witch confessed 
willingly without pressure, this confession was held to be 
false and plainly a cover for more, and even worse, 
practices. Only under pressure could the full truth ever 
be ascertained.
Although many oases make no reference to torture or pressure 
others give full details of the forms of pressure. Physical 
hardship, systematic deprivation of sleep and various 
machines and appliances to crush and distort limbs, were 
standard.
Should the powers of evil have so strengthened the witch’s 
spirit that she withstood the pressures and continued to 
deny the charges, a diligent search about her person could 
not fail to find the devil's mark at some spot on her body, 
and on this being found, the burden of proof was satisfied.
Not many withstood the pressures and after a time they were 
only too willing to confess their crimes, and if necessary, 
implicate others as accomplices and associates. Once 
named //
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named by a convicted witch as a witch or a sorcerer, 
doubtless it would be difficult to convince the author!tie! 
and the neighbours that the allegations were unfounded.
The penalty was standard - the witch was taken to the 
stake, strangled and her body burnt. Only in one case, 
in very special circumstances, was the witch burnt alive. 
Escheat of moveables was normal. Acquittals do occur, 
and it is not possible to say that torture was applied in 
every case.
It is clear from the record that the witches and sorcerers 
genuinely believed in their powers and the authorities 
believed equally in the efficacy of these powers.
It is also the case that if the witch’s religious back- 
:ground was Catholic, her evil was taken for granted?"
The following cases may be noted in this period -
Bessie Dunlop confessed to various charges of witchcraft, 
in particular having had contact with spirits in human 
form and having given special medicines to various 
persons. She became well known as a fortune teller and 
gave answers to all enquiries® She was convicted and 
strangled at the stake and her body burnt.^
Similarly, Alison Peirson was convicted of witchcraft 
and sorcery having had contact with spirits and fairies 
and for giving bewitched cures for sickness. She was 
burnt *
Meg Dow was convicted of witchcraft and child murder and 
was sentenced to be taken to the Gastlehill of Edinburgh 
and there strangled at a stake, thereafter her body was 
to be burnt and her moveable goods escheat*
The case of John Feai/who was convicted of conspiring the 
death of the king by witchcraft and communing vjith the 
devil and spirits and who received the standard penalty,
. gives details of the tortures employed on a serving girl 
who became known for miraculous cures. She suffered the 
pilliwinkes //
1. B.257 ” plotting to kill the king by sorcery
2. B.247.
5. B.49, also B.38, 76, 101.
4c. Be 161*
5. B.186, also B.206, 250, 400.
6. B.209.
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pilliwinkes on her fingers (a form of thvimbscrevj) and the 
binding and v/renohing of her head with a ro.po* She 
refused to confess until the devil's mark was found on 
her, when ahe oonfeaoed that she was a witoh and named 
her associât08g one of whom was John Fean* ■ In his 
turn, he recoived the rope torture and the hoots (o 
machine that crushed his feet and lower legs). Ho 
coïifcîGsedo however, later he retracted his confession 
'before the king and the Secret Council* He was 
returned to the torturers who pulled out his finger 
nails and inserted needles and applied the boots so 
severely that his logs were totally crushed. He 
refused to confess, but the Court saw that his résolut- 
; ion was fortified by the supernntural powei?s end he was 
convicted in any g vont/
The case of Euphemia iicOalznne is noteworthy •-* oho was 
burnt alive® She was convicted of using malicious 
spells against various persons, for conspiring the death 
of the king by witchcraft and for actually killing 
others by sorcery® Her father had been a prominent 
political figure, and she herself was a porcon of 
substance. She was also appa]?Qiitly known to the Earl 
of Both we 11 * She was burnt alive and. all her 
property, heritable and. moveable, was escheat® The 
connection with Bothwe11 and the compassing of the king'; 
death by withcraft were enough tomerit the burning alive 
as a special mark of the gravity of the crime*’"
Acquittals do occur:
An action was raised against Kathleen Ross, Lady Foulis, 
for witchcraft, but it was desorted.^ However, a 
second action was raised and she was accused of plotting 
the death by witiicraft (using pictures and images and 
shooting elf arrows at them) and by poison, of her 
stepson, Robej?t Munro, and Marjory Campbell. She 
formed an association with some known witches, who were 
found guilty and burnt, but in spite of proof of her 
part in tho plot, she was acquitted/ Another stepson, 
Hector Munro, was accused of using witches to cure his 
illness ™ their cure was to demand the death of his 
brother, George* Georg© died and Hector recovered.
He was acquitted o'*
Barbara Napier was accused of seeking the help of witehee 
and necromancers, although she was not charged with 
being a witch. She was convicted on some counts and 
acquitted on others * The king ordered the standard 
penalty, which was given, but tho accused stated she 
vms pregnant and she was set free. For acquitting hor, 
the assise v;ere accused of wilful error and their trial 
vms heal’d before the king who pardonod them as they pled 
ignorance and not wilful error.^
1. B.214.
2. B.247/57.
5. m.l85.
4. B.191.
5. B.201.
6. B.242/4 and B.246/7.
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John Stewart, Master of Orkney, was accused of consulting 
with witches to procure the death of the Earl of Orkney.
It was stated that he had gone to one of the witches, 
Alison Balfour, to plan the Earl’s death by sorcery, and 
had also arranged for Thomas Palpla, his servant, and 
others to kill the Earl by poison or other subtle means. 
John Stewart denied the plot, but the prosecution produced 
a confession by Alison Balfouro ' In the tx’ial, it was 
ascertained that in Kirkwall she had been tortured for 
48 hours in the "easchielaws" a device which encircled 
the person’s leg and varying degrees of heat were applied. 
Her husband, eldest son and daughter were all tortured 
in front of her - her husband was put under heavy weights, 
the son suffered fifty strokes in the boots and her 
daughter, seven years old, experiencocl the pilliwinks 
(thumbscrews). She confessed. She was released, but 
immediately retracted. She continued to protest her 
innocence until she was executed. Thomas Palpla also 
confessed to his part in the plot, after he experienced 
the caschielaws for eleven days, a period in the boots, 
and was so flayed by ropes that he had no skin left. He 
was also executed pretesting his innocence. Tho Court 
of Justiciary .refused to accept the confessions in 
Stewart ’ s trial because of the oppression and he v/as 
acquitted* "
Alison Jollie was acquitted of consulting with a witch 
to devise the murder of a neighbour, who had died of a 
mysterious illness* ^
During the later period of James Vi’s reign, the witchcraft
cases follow the standard penalty, although by this time
they were much less frequent.
As in earlier cases, the aim of the witch was to effect 
miraculous cures - which were usually prefaced by an 
invocation to the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, creating and 
annulling spells and selling charms * Tho same penalty of 
strangulation at the, stake, burning of the body and escheat 
of moveables, was imposed/
In one case, where the witch was pregnant at the time of 
sentence, she was imprisoned and her execution postponed. 
However, after a year she petitioned for her release,which 
was granted and she was banished instead, a
1.
2. B.598/9.
5. 0.25/9, also 0.422, 479, 528, 535/6, 545*
4. 0.52.
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Even in a witchcraft case, however, if the assize had not 
been summoned, the process was dropped.
The labor periods show the same penalty, but by this time 
the cases had become isolated and were now single 
Instances,
Grlzel Gardner was convicted by assize of laying sickness 
on Alex® Newton and diseases on others - she was 
strangled and burnt and her moveables were escheat.*"
In the last period, there were still occasional cases and 
indeed at the beginning of this period (c.1650) the cases 
increased slightly® The substance and penalty were the
3
same as in the previous periods®
1. C.l.
2. D.98, also Dd.508/36, 355/8. 
3® E.96, 130, 143, 169, 21o.
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The standard penalty of strangling and burning was maintair 
:ed during the greater part of the period.
Margaret Brysson, Elspeth Blackle and others were 
accused of witchcraft - entering Into a contract with 
the Devil. They were condemned to bo strangled and 
their bodies burnt. '
The same sentence applied in the latest period.
Ten women were convicted of witchcraft and were 
sentenced to be burnt. The reference is short and 
there is nothing to suggest that they were burnt alive.
It is much more likely that the standard penalty 
of strangling and burning the body was imposed.'*'
One case gives details of a different sentence »■
James Welsh was accused of witchcraft, having previously 
declared his guilt publicly, but he denied the charge 
later and it was found that he could not go to an 
assize as he was too young. Because he had prevaricated 
and defamed lieges, he was sentenced to be whipped throng! 
the High Gtreet of Edinburgh and to be put to the 
Correction House to work there for a year.?
Acquittals are noted -
Agnes Hilliamson was accused of witchcraft - causing the 
death of a horse, removing a house etc. The assize 
cleansed her
ARGYLL JUSTICIARY OOURT. 1 6 6 4 - 1 7 42.
The standard penalty applied.
Janet McNicol was convicted of witchcraft and sentenced 
to bo strangled to death and her body burnt at the 
gallows of Rothesay at two o'clock in the afternoon and 
her goods and gear were escheat h"'
1. F.6 , also F.7/9, 11/3, 13/9, 20/1 ™ Again the form of 
wdtchcraft was imposing sickness and unnaturally 
curing it.
2. H.5, 1678 and Arnot 365/6, 1697=
3* F*34/5.
4. F.24/6, also P2.
5» 1.20/1, but J.10/1728 “ soothsaying - scourged 
and banished the jurisdiction.
XVII. v/ITCHGIblFT (Gontd.)
5. SHERIFF COURT. I513-I747.
No actual cases are noted, but there is an indirect refer-
: once to six persons being strangled and burnt in 1597 in
Paisley, but whether as a result of a Bheriff Court decisioi 
/
cannot be said.
4. SHETIAND COURT. 1502-04. Witch™
-craft is referred to frequently - but the standard penalty
3
is 2 merks, with 6 merks for a second offence (having failec 
the laryoht oath before).
The facts of the cases are interesting and it is possible, 
especially in view of the relatively light penalty, that 
the court treated them more as a source of revenue than as 
serious attempts to upset the natural order of things by 
using the black arts®
- A. was accused of taking the profit from B's milk by
witchcraft, and was fined 2 merks » *
- Ao and B® were accuhed of stealing their neighbour's 
profit from his butter, because they had more butter with 
their two or three cows than their neighbour had with his
seven cows - fined 6 merks 7"
- A. was accused of sending bewitched milk to B. - fined 2 
merks.^
- A* was accused of talcing a hot stone out of a fire by 
wdtchcraf t
5. REGALITY COURT. 1347-1705.
There are indirect references to witchcraft in the record -
"John Grieve being imprisoned in the Tolbooth of Lauder
s
for theft and witchcraft" but it is not possible to state 
the actual sentence, nor how seriously the charge of witch- 
; craft was taken.
1. Kb.31.
2. L.22, 90/1, 97, 143.
5. L.22, 29, 30.
4. L.22, 27.
3. L.22.
6 . L.90/1.
7. L.143.
8 . Nb.23.c
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Again, George Paterson was detained for. witchcraft, but 
he fled before his case was heard and his cautioner 
having underta.ken to produce him, under a penalty of 600 
merks, was liable to meet the bond/
In a debt action, the debtor attempted to state that the 
pursuer was a known witch and therefore her oath was 
worthless® Howevea?, the pursuer replied to the effect 
that supposing she was a witch, which was not admitted, 
she was still entitled to the remedies of law and in fact 
ob tallied decree «^
80 BURGH GOURT. 1598-1714.
Reference to witchcraft occurs, but no details are given.
Gome old women were banished - no one was prepared to 
pursue them and they i^ ere reputed to be v/itches.^
William Mathleson was apprehended by the parson of 
Peebles for witchcraft and Mathieson’s brother became 
cautioner that Mathieson would appear for trial under 
pain of 500 morks.
Marion Watson, accused of witchcraft, was imprisoned in 
the steeple for six months before she found, cautioners 
who undertook that she would appear to underlie the law 
under pain of 5OO merks. *'
1. Nbo56/7.
2. Na.220.
5. 2.80.1362.
4. X.568.1629.
5. X.589/0.1630,
CONCLUSIONS.
Mraonp«a-iîTïs»îiJ!EWTT2^ cs«î«WTn»™ïW5e»:w
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1. The standard sentence in the main courts was strangling 
at a stake and burning the body, her moveables were 
escheat. Burning alive was exceptional, and only one 
case is noted, which had political undertones.
2c The earliest case shows banishment and one later case 
in Argyll gave scourging and banishment,
3c References occur in the lower courts, but while fining 
is noted, no clear patte.ini can be seen =
(a) Shetland - 2 merks (second offence 6 merks).
(b) Regality - imprisonment - but it may have been
temporaryo
(c) Burgh - banished®
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The treason cases are frequent throughout the period, and 
the standard penalty was forfeiture of life, lands and 
goodso The method of forfeiting life varied between 
hanging and beheadiiig, and was usually acoompanied by 
quartering.
In the earliest period, w.hile forfeiture was the usual 
penalty, it was by no means the invariable penalty and 
in common with 'all other crimes at this time, many cases 
of treason were settled by remission granted by the king 
(or queen). If a financial settlement could not be 
paid, or caution for its payment found, the accused 
could be imprisoned for 40 days and if no caution was
"Z_
forthcoming at the end of that period, he would be hanged.
Ralph Anysle produced a remission .for treasonably 
being with the former Duke of Albany. Surety was 
found for satisfaction®?
As an example of an early forfeiture sentence, the
following may be noted:-
John Ross of Mountgrecnan was convicted of treason by 
J a m 0 s IV and wa s s ent one ed to f or f e it his life, 1 and s, 
offices, goods and possessions.^
1. Aa.550/1, 533, 338/9, 3G0/1 etc.
2. A.69/0, 70.
5. A.17, also A.16, 17, 18, 19, 50, 5% etc.
4o Aoil, also A.45/8 - feuds in the Western Isles.
Ao48/0 - killing messenger.
.4.199 - Lord G1 amis, hanged, demeaned
as trait01’ - forfeited.
Aa ,548Border' raids - drawn to the gallows, hanged and 
quartered, forfeited.
.la®480, 481/2 - Rizzio's murder - hanged, drawn and 
quartered, forfeited.
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While forfeiture (hanging with quartering) was the full 
sentence, considerable variations are noted:
f
Hanging & forfeiture - without mutilation»
Hanging & moveables escheat - -do- *-
Hanging - nothing else mentioned » ?
Beheading & forfeiture* a
Beheading - nothing else mentioned.*""
Beheading & quartering* ^
In one exceptional case - the trial of Lady Glarais 
for plotting the death of the king, she was sentenced 
to be burnt alive and her lands and moveables forfeited,
No other treason sentence included burning alive, but
one of the trials following Darnley*s murder included
burning the bodies of the accused after death -
were hanged and after death their heads, arms and legs 
were cut off and their bodies burnt
Banishment was permitted in one early case**
In the middle pe3?iod, the treason entries are common and 
the most frequent form relates to armed risings and 
distiirbances. I’he standard penalties were beheading 
or hanging and forfeiture of lands and moveables* Various 
important cases,appear, however, concerning the political 
events of the period*
(a) Murder of the Regent, the Earl of Morton*
John Seraple was found guilty and had his life, lands 
and gear forfeited and was sentenced to be demeaned 
as a traitor - hanged, drawn and quartered.
1* A* 173/d- - cattle stealing in the Borders.
R. Ao173/d - border feud*
3. A.4-0 - supplying rebels and traitors, also A«’31/2,
GO, Gl/2, 63/4-, etc.
Aa.4-00/1 - dealing with English*
4. A.144/3 and 202/3 “ Lord Glamis* accomplice *
3. A*201/2 - assistance to rebels.
A «344/3 ~~ dealing with English.
G. A.183/5 - Eorbes conspiracy - sentenced to hanging and 
forfeiture but commuted to beheading and quartering. 
Also Aa.466/7»
7. A.187.
8. Aa.491/2.
9* A «203 - an accomplice of Lord Glamis *
10* B.72/3.
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(b) Murder of Henry King of Moots (Dnrniey):
John Binning was convicted end sentenced to be hanged and 
demeaned as a traitor/ as was the Earl of Norton, who 
also had his land and moveables escheat,.but e note states 
that this was mitigated to beheading.^
(c) Gow.rie (Ruthven) conspiracy;
This trial was notorious for the exceptionaj. circumstance 
of a dead man being hanged, quartered and exposed. The 
Earl of Gowrle and Alexander Ruthvcn, the principal parties 
were dead by the time the Court jieurcl the case against 
their accessories and a sentence was passed against their 
corpses - which wore to be hanged, quartered and. drawn, 
the limbs to be exposed in prominent })laces* Total 
fo,7?feitu.ro5 Including name, arms, honours and memory was 
imposedf Of Cowrie's acoomplloeç Robert logan had died 
and the sontonco was passed against his body and his 
hoirs, but .David Hume, Malcolm Uouglas and others were 
still alive and they were sentenced to be ?ianged until 
dead, drawn (.uxl cpii'ter'ed as traitors, and also to have 
their lands and moveables escheat
(d) Earl of Bothwe11 :
The references to the Earl of Bothwell are very frequent 
mtd the inconstancy o.f the king's policy is clearly seen. 
The first decree of forfeiture noted in. the record was 
passed on 23bh July, 1391* Bothwell had escaped from 
Edinburgh Oastle, v;here he had been held accused of treason 
and witchcraft, and the Oourt of Justiciary passed a doom 
of forfeiture of life, lands, goods and honours against 
him in absence.
forfeiture was also passed against the Countess of Bothwell 
in similar terms,.
The decrees were repeated periodically,including an 
exhortation to pursue Bothwoll and his followers with fire, 
.9 wo I'd end all other kinds of Rigour, altornated v/ith 
declarations o.f .friendship/'^
During the second hal.f of James VI *s reign, the some
pattern is seen - hanging and forfeiture of lands and movo-
:ables, with beheading on occasions instead of hanging.
Patrick oleich wan convicted of talcing part in Botluvell 's
raid on Leith and was sentenced to be hanged and forfeited.
William Cunningham was convicted of holding a castle
against; the king's commis si oners and was sentenced to be 
beheaded and his lands and moveablos escheat.?
1. B.93.
2, B.114,.
3. C.139/168 - ooroaes oroducod in oourt,
0.27G/291, 403/7.
4, .B.13G and 139.
3. B.181/2, B.268, .8.274, 273, 287, 293, 297, 366 etc.
6. C.21/2, also 0.148,133, D.89, 224, 283, Dd.3G3.
7 . 'C.366/9, also 0.428, 430, 379/0, D.10,.81/7, 318.
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Occasionally different penalties are given -
John Forbes and others, ministors of, the Scottish Church 
were banished for holding unlawful Assembly*
Bor staying- away from a raid, James Connell and others 
were imprisoned pending the king's will* Their property 
was forfeited.*’
During the last period, the standard penalty of the past
still existed, but it was not imposed in any of the
treason cases*
Lord Ochiltree was accused of treasonable and slanderous 
speeches and letters against Royal counsellors* The 
Cooret Council ordered the prosecution, and book a part 
in the case - ordered continuations, and eventually 
stopped the case* The accused v/as imprisoned by orderpf 
the king, and eventually released by English in 1559
1* 0*502/4.
2, 0*85/8, also 0*93*
3* .11M76 - also E.230 - Lord Balmerino*
XVIII, TREASON (Ooptd*)
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The standard sentence for treason in this period was hanging 
and forfeiture, with mutilation (usually of heads and 
right hands - not full quartering) on occasions *
King's Advocate against Captain Andrew Arnot and others 
for rebellion against the king by taking part in the 
Pentland Rising* The accused confessed and the assize 
found them guilty* They were sentenced to be taken to 
the mercat cross of Edinburgh between 2 and 4- in the 
afternoon and to be hanged until dead. After death, 
their heads and right hands were to be cut off and 
disposed of as the Privy Council thought fit. All their 
lands, heritages, goods and gear were forfeited and 
escheat* It is noted that in this case, they were all 
hanged on a long gallows, and that their arms were 
exposed at Lanark* '
This period shows the change in the law concerning absent 
defenders - normally if a person was absent, he was 
declared outlaw and his moveable goods were escheat. This 
was a lighter sentence than forfeiture, and so if a person 
was guilty of treason, it paid him to be absent
"It is against reason and justice that when any person is 
accused of high treason for rising in arms against His 
Majesty or his authority that if the accused does not 
appear when cited, his non-appearance should actually 
benefit him instead of being, as it should be, an 
aggravation of the crime. Therefore, if, in cases of 
rebellion, the accused does not appear, the Advocate 
may insist and pursue such persons and have the case 
heard and proceed to sentence as if the accused were 
present - II Act, Pari. 2. Ohas II." ?
Advocate against V/m. Maxwell and others for treason, 
being participants in the Pentland rising. The accused 
were absent, but their case was put to the assize who 
tried them in absence and who found them guilty, They 
had already been declared fugitive and now they were 
sentenced to death and to be demeaned as traitors. Their 
lands and moveables were forfeited. .
1. P. 1599 184-, also Fo 185/7, 187/8, 188/9 - drums were
beaten to silence the speeches from the platform. 
Arnot - 73/4- - hanged, head exposed forfeited,
2. o.g, E.135/6, 136/9.
3. P.24-2/3,
4-. P.231/24-0, also F.24-1/2, G.64/6, H.6.1681,
H.6.1685 " Arnot 79/91 - Fraser's case.
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However, it is seen that forfeiture in absence was not
always inflicted, and even after the act was pssed,
absence for treason charges could result in the original
/
sentence of outlawry.
One case is noted where the treason sentence was not 
inflicted.
King's Advocate against James Mitchell for the treason- 
: able attempt on the life of the Archbishop of St* 
Andrews and the Bishop of Orkney. He fired two pistols 
at St. Andrews but the shots missed and wounded Orkney. 
He escaped at that point and travelled to England, 
Ireland and Holland. He returned eventually to 
Scotland and he was arrested."*' The charge also 
maintained he took part in the i'entland Rising. He 
was examined by the Privy Council before being passed 
to the Court of Justiciary. The proceedings in 
the first trial were dropped, but he was imprisoned 
between the first trial in 1674 and the second in 1678. 
In 1676 he was tortured before the Privy Council to 
obtain a confession for his part in the Pentland Rising. 
In the second trial he was convicted of the attempted 
murder and the invasion'of the Archbishop* ' He was 
sentenced to be hanged and his moveables escheat. This 
was a statutory capital crime by 4 Act Pari. 16. Ja. 6 
and by 7 Act Pari. 1 Oar 2* The treason aspect.seems 
to have been dropped as the sentence was the same as 
that for ordinary murd_er. ^
Arnot quotes one case of a fine of &2U0 Stg. on Lord 
Fraser for drinking the health of James VII.^
Acquittals are noted :-
The icing's Advocate and his infoi'incr against Neil 
Macleod of Assynt for treason * : It was stated that in
March, 1649, he treacherously delivered the Marquis of 
Montrose to the rebels, by whom Montrose was killed, 
that he gave aid to the English rebels (Roundheads) 
against, the Earl. of .Seaforth, and the Earl of Middleton, 
that he taxed ships in Loch Invef and Assynt and that he 
committed various assaults, imprisonments and raids 
against the king and his supporters. In February,1671#
■ lie was declared fugitive by the Gornmissioners of Justic- 
liary and aOommission of Fire and Sword was granted to 
the Eorl of Seaforth who raised a force to capture him. 
Macleod in turn enlisted his clan, but his Castle was 
taken and he fled to Caithness and Orkney where he was 
captured. The assise assoilized Macleod on most of the 
points, and no sentence is noted. .
1. H.7/8, 1687»
2. G.255/62.
3. G.307/339.
4. Arnot 73/9.
3., G.224/47*
00N0LUSI0M8.
TREASON.
li, The basic sentence was hanging and forfeiture of lands 
and moveables, with quartering of the body after death and 
exposure of the pieces*
2o But variations are seen -
early, period ~ (!) compounding and remission could be
arranged, with hanging if there was 
a default;
(ii) exceptionally, burning alive or burning 
the body after hanging could be given.
(ill) exceptionally, banishment,
3* In the early and middle periods, beheading could be 
substituted for hanging and escheat for forfeiture.
4, Banishment is seen occasionally in the middle, period,- 
with the express consent of the king.
5» In the later period, hanging and forfeiture was standard 
but quartering was not given - the extent of mutilation 
was exposure of heads and right hands;
6. The later period also shows the statutory imposition of 
forfeiture on absent accused* In theory,, forfeiture could 
only be imposed when the accused was present and if he did 
not appear,the standard non-appearance decree of outlawry wai 
the most which could be given. It was considerod unreason- 
table that a traitor should actually benefit by bis absence 
(receiving,only outlawry and not forfeiture) and the positlo: 
was altered by II Act Pari. 2. Ghas II. However, it is 
seen that even after this Act, some treason cases still 
showed outlawry, .
7« It is seen that the need for personal appearan.de to 
receivb forfeiture (in terms of feudal law) was extended in 
certain cases, particularly in the early part of James Vi's 
reign to justify the production of the traitor's body in 
court //
C0NGLIT8I0N8.
XVIII. TREASON (Contd.)
court if he had died between the crime and the trial* The 
production of the dead body at the bar to receive a treason 
sentence was not,in theory at least, a macabre joke but an 
indication of how strongly the court considered the obligation 
of presence of the traitor before a full treason sentence, 
including forfeiture,could be passed.
XIX. SEDITION.
1. JUÜ'I'IOniRY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
Throughout the record, Instances occur of attacks, spoken 
and written, on the king's personal character. The cases 
are particularly detailed, during the rule of James VI and 
his retaliation was merciless.
The usual sentence was hanging with either forfeiture or 
escheat.
Francis Tennant was convicted of writing scandalous 
allegations about the king and possibly also about 
the queeno Tho king ordered the punishment himself 
which was that the accused should be tortured in the 
boots, then carried to the market cross where his tongue 
was to be cut out and then he was to be hanged » However, 
the king reconsidered this and finally ordered him to 
be hanged and his moveable goods escheat. The torture 
was not implemented. '
Again, for fixing a portrait of the king to a gallows 
while poinded goods were being sold, Archibald Cornwall', 
a town officer, was sentenced to be hanged from the same 
gallows. His body was to hang for 24 hours with a 
paper attached stating the crime. His lands and 
moveable goods were forfeited.
John Fleming was convicted by assize for insulting the 
king - when Fleming was asked by his minister why his 
son had not gone to communion, Fleming took the 
opportunity of expressing his opinion of the king and 
the church. He was hanged and his moveables escheatf
m m i A .  (G%:M,.)
Where an Englishman refused to obey a king's officer 
and called the king a 'bastard, the Englishman was 
hanged.*
Mutilation "before deathwas added in one case -
Thomas Ross was convicted of pu'blishing a pamphlet 
against the Scots in England « He was sentenced to 
have his right hand cut off, bohoaded and his head 
placed on a. pike. His moveables were escheat
Hot every case showed a capital sentence -
Scourging & Banishment 5-
For irreverent speeches, William Tweedie was scourged 
and banished, the judge having consulted the Secret 
Council,^
George Hicoll was accused of producing a false and 
calumnious paper on the collection of revenue by the 
Secret Council. Prosecution was ordered by king's 
lettér but while the accused was in ward, proceedings 
were stopped by warrant which stated that the Privy 
Council tried the case themselves and found him 
guilty. He was 'banished and was ordered to stand 
from 8 till 9'in the morning at the entrance to the 
Tolbooth, bareheaded with a placard on his head, 
stating his crima and then to be taken by the hangman 
at 9 a.m. to the. Cross of Edinburgh and stand there 
for 12 hours and to receive six strokes from the 
hangman.. He was returned to ward after that until 
the next v^..11 able ship,
Finings-
Edward Johnston came in to the king's will for seditious 
speeches and was fined 35GO merks.
PART 2 . 1661-1747.
Ho sentence is given :-
William Dobie was accused of seditious speeches - 
he stated that the king should, be pulled off the throne 
and the whole of the royal party hanged. The 
prosecution asked for a death sentence - to deter 
others, but no sentence at all is noted. The assise 
convicted.*
Advocate against John .Strachan - for raising a mob in 
Edinburgh and for seeking out Sir Walter Seton, then 
farmer of the customs. The case went to an assize, but 
no verdict is noted
1. Bo585®
2. Dd.449/454, 
5. D.221/2.
4. E,218,
5 . c.29/54.
6. P.54/5.
7. P.115/20.
00H01U8I0NS.
XIX. SEDITION.
lo The basic sentence was hanging but various additions 
were usual.
2o Severe personal punishment could be ordered - torture 
and his tongue cut out, but this was not enforced. 
Mutilation o.f his right hand, however, was enforced in 
another case.
5. Escheat or .forfeiture was added.
4-0 In a fev7 cases scourging and banishment was given.
5* Exceptionally a fine (5500 merks) was imposed.
6c The cases are seen only in the middle period and relate 
to direct insults to the king.
2^' 'HEBIGIOHB 0RIHE8.
The early record shows many instances of Jesuit priests 
accused of treasonable activities.
The penalties could on occasions amount to the full 
treason sentence.
A priest was convicted of openly formenting rebellion 
and was sentenced to be hanged and quartered (The 
quartering was not implemented).'
For resetting priests, the same sentence was passed, but 
no t imp lamented.^
The usual sentence was banishment.
.For celebrating mass, the priest placed himself in will 
and was banished, ^
Indignities might be added -
For celebrating mass, William Murdoch was to stand 
chained to the Market Cross for ten hoursand his clerical 
clothes and equipment were to be burnt in front of him.
He was to be banished.'"
Herbert Brown was in ward and brought forth by warrant of 
j?rivy Council on his supplication. He undertook not to 
take mass or have anything to do with Catholic faith 
under penalty of death,^
John McBrek was in ward and petitioned Privy Council for 
release on grounds of healtho He undertook to go to the 
Low Countries and help the Scottish prisoners in Dunkirk 
and would not return without the king's leave,®*
Fining :-
A fine could be imposed for celebrating mass - the priest 
was fined £1000,
Imprisonment s-
In an early case the priest was warded during the 
queen's (Mary) pleasure,^
1. D.550.
2. Dd.575/6,
5. D,254, Dd,578, 541,
4. G.550/1.
5. E.66,
6. E.GG/7,
7# D.257.
8 . Aa.427/8,
(GonW.)
1, JUSTICIARY COURT.
PgE_2, 166Wm%«
One case is noted of heresy 'being punished by capital 
sentence.
For blaspheming and clecryiilg- the divinity of Christ 
and speaking against Christianity, Thomas Aitkan was 
hanged. His body was buried at the foot of the 
gallows and his moveables escheat,^
2.
Only one case is noted -
James Crawford was a covenanter and refused an elder» 
; ship fined 200 merks. '
5, 154%<L^2p6,
During the Ooveuanting period, it is seen that the 
penalties were increased and were enforced stx’ictly - 
for frequenting onventicles, fines of £100 are noted/
/f
with one of £555«
For a wife’s irregularities, i.e. attending conventicles, 
a husband was fined £200^and for a son’s irregularities, 
a father was fined £3.00.*
As a corollary, fines for persons failing to appear in
court in that period were also increased (from £5 and
£10) and £50 became frequent, with some at £20 and a few
at £10,
The record has an unpleasant atmosphere at this stage -
persons already fined by their baron court are fined again
by the Regality Court and persons are sent to prison
s
until they tell what they know.
Prohibitions against receiving rebels also increased as 
some of those who attended conventicles were declared 
rebels /
1. Kb.25. 6, Nc.56.
2. 11,12/5*1696. 7, No.24 etc,
5* No.4/5, 55 etc. 8. No.44.
b  i§:h. 9. NC.50, 52.
læriGIom, CRIMES (Contd.)
4o BURGH COURT,
Some cases show that the Burgh courts enforced the 
church rules,
Uisoheyers and contemptners of the kirk to he 
punished as the bailies order. '
The inquest ordered the bailies to assist the kirk 
against excommunieated persons
Patrick Broth erst aine s was fined £12 for not attend' 
sing church and was imprisoned till paid#*
I*-* w,j#
1, X.551. 1571.
2# X.556. 1G71®
5# X#599/400. 1684,
Also Y.108# 1682.
Also Y,151/2# 1689 - Act against sabbath 
profanation - 5 merks.
Yo 142/4, I695 £10 and personal punishment
CONCLUSIONS.
XX. RELIGIOUS CRIMES.
1. The records show various crimes caused by unacceptable 
religious practices - principally the activities of the 
Jesuits and the Covenanters,
2. The justiciary records show sentences (a) against the 
Jesuits in the early and middle periods and banishment 
(usually with indignities) was normal. Treason sentences 
were passed, but not enforced, (b) in the earliest period 
there are references to heretics (reformers) and they were 
burnt, but it is impossible to say if they were burnt alive 
or strangled first, although some references would indicate 
the latter.
5= A reference in the Sheriff court records is made to the 
justiciary court punishing a Covenanter loader with a full 
treason sentence, but the case is not mentioned in the 
justiciary records noted.
4. Exceptionally a fine might be imposed.
5. An exceptional blasphemy case in the later period was
punished by hanging,
6. The lower courts had a standard sentence of fining for 
Covenanters -
(a) Gheriff Court - 200 marks,
(b) Regality Court- £100 (also, but exceptionally, £555,£200),
7. The Burgh courts could enforce attendance at Church - 
fined £12, £10.
XXI.USURY.
1. JUSTICIARY COURT
PART 2. I66I-I747.
This crime is noted only during this period and the standard 
penalty was escheat of moveables and further punishment before 
the Privy Council, The records do not show what this further 
punishment was.
James Ai then, James .Elder and Thomas Harper were accused of 
usury in terms of 222 Act Pari. 14 Ja. G which stated that 
those who took more interest for a loan than the prescribed 
maximum committed usury and the Act imposed a penalty of 
loss of the principal sum. This was increased by 247 
Act Pari. 15. Ja, 6 to punishment in their persons and 
escheat of moveables, as well as loss of the principal sum. 
James Elder was convicted by the assise and was sentenced 
to escheat of moveables and caution of £1000 to appear 
before the Privy Council for such further punishment as 
they may decide/
The Earl of Glencairn was the Donator of Usury and most of 
the prosecutions were in his namej*" He collected the penalt- 
:ies and estates recovered under the statutes, and it is 
possible that the explanation for theprosecutions during 
this period lies in his activity enforcing his gift.
The Earl of Glencairn and Musket, his factor, against 
William Gommervilie for usury - for lending on the 
security of a bond with interest at an excessive rate.
The assize found him guilty and he was sentenced to have 
his move-ables escheat and had to find caution of 5OOO 
merks^to appear before the Privy Council for such further 
punishment as they thought fit
Acquittals are noted «
The Factors of the Earl of Glencairn against James Wilson 
and others for usury - Wilson lent money to George Home 
and then obtained a second bond which was plainly for the 
excessive interest - but the assize acquitted him< 
(assoilized).
2. AHGYlh JUGTIOIARY COURT. 16G4-1742.
One case of usury in this record, shows fining as the 
sentence .*
1. F.89/0.
2. F. 97/8 etc.
5 . F.215/18, also F.277/84, 290 - caution of £1000,
4. F.25O, also F.265/8, 285/9.
5. J.G/1710.
OONOLUGIONG.
XXI. UGURY.
1. Prosecutions fox* usury are seen only in the later 
period of the justiciary records.
2o The standard sentence was loss of the principal sum, 
excheat of moveaMes and appearance before the Privy 
Council for further punishment (the further punishment 
is never mentioned),
3» The Argyll record gives a sentence of fining.
XXII.. MIGGELLANEOUG..
1. JUSTICIARY COURT..
PART !.. 1488-1650..
1. Wearing Pistols.-
Such cases occur frequently in the later periods, hut the
penalty varieds-
George Shaw obtained a remission on payment of 500 
merks.^
William Hamilton came into will for wearing pistols in 
Edinburgh and was banished.'^
One case showed a heavier penalty - George Trumbill 
was acquit of slaughter but his right hand was cut 
off for carrying and shooting pistols.?
2. Statutes against Gypsies.
Various statutes had been passed ordering all the gypsies 
to remove from Britain unless they found caution. , Many 
did not leave and could not find caution, so they were 
hanged. Their women were sentenced to be drowned, but 
this was muted to banishment.
3® Poaching.
Poaching cases occur infrequently. In the earliest record 
certain instances of fishing out of season are noted and 
the penalty was fining.^ For killing hares, the accused 
came into will.
4. Injury to Animals.
Deliberate injury to animals was considered a serious
crime - even to the extent of hanging.
For killing and maiming sheep, George Scott and others 
wen?e hanged and their moveables escheat.
For hurting another's ox, George .Dempster was sentenced 
to banishment for life.?
1. 0.129, but 0.67 - entitled to wear pistols by king's 
grac e.
2. G.22/3, D.7G/7 - warded.
3. 0.421.
4. D.202, Dd.398/9, 560.
5* Dd.561/2.
6. A.40 - £5.
54 - £3*
7® A.15.
8. Dd.380/8.
9. C.127/8.
XXII. MISCELLANEOUS. (Gontd.)
JUüTIOIARY OOURT.
PART 2, I66I-I747.
lo Insulting.
Donald Campbell was acoUsed of making derogatory 
remarks about The Earl of Athol, the Lord Justice 
General, and was sentenced to stand at the cuckstool of 
Edinburgh between 2 and 4 in the afternoon with a paper 
on his chest, declaring his fault, and to have his 
tongue bored by the hangman. Thereafter he was to be 
imprisoned at the court's pleasure. However, the Earl 
of Athol requested clemency and he was pardoned. The 
original sentence was similar to some imposed for 
insulting the king.'
2. Damaging a Coalmine.
Alexander Uardrop of Carntyne against John and Robert 
Redies, coalheughers in Carntyne for destroying and 
drowning the coal heugh in Carntyne and also for 
striking - The libel stated that the crime was by 
statute equated with treason but in fact the criminal 
aspect was dropped, and the question of civil damages 
was remitted to the Regality Court
2o
G.157/9 “ in another case the Court fefused to hear 
the charges, saying that it should have been raised 
in a lower court. G.152/4.
F.191/5.
XXII. MIGGE3LLA NEüUG - ( Gontd. )
ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1GG4-I742.
Various miscellaneous cases, mainly of an administrative 
nature, occur and fining is the standard penalty.'
Ic Suicide - escheat was standard.
A woman committed suicide and her goods were escheat, 
hut only to the extent of one-third, her husband and 
children keeping the rest.'-
2. Poaching.
Various poaching cases occur and the standard penalties 
were fines of £20 and £10.?
3o Injury to Animals.
A number of cases occur in the later period which show
4
that damage to animals was punished by fining, or 
scourging and banishment
3. CH2RIFP COURT. 1313-1747. .
A jailer permitted an army deserter to escape and was 
ordered to produce him or another person as a substitute.
1. Moorburn - £5* I«22.
Drunkenness - £10: 1.79, 94.
Malicious slander - 100 merks. I.82/3.
2. I.100/1, also J. 4/1730.
3. Killing salmon (black fish) - £10, I,14,13,74,75,183® 
Killing herring (kipperfish) - £20, 1.14,15,16,28,75®
£10. 1.14,18,74,91,95,103 
£5. 1.14.
Killing Black cock - £20, 1.14, 15«
Killing Black cock and roe-deer - £100. 1.14.
Killing roe-deer - £40. I.74.
£10. 1.74.
4. J.6/1710 - fined and jougged for killing horse.
J.2/1714 - lined for killing cattle.
5® J.12/1710 “ killed horse and scourged and banished 
from Britain for life.
6. Kb. 48/0.
xxiï. MI8CELMNE0UG (Contd.)
SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04.
lo Oontempt of Oourt - failing to appear - 4 merks
normally with £10 oocasionally.
Two cases of suicide are noted (one by hanging and one 
by drowning) - the moveable goods of the dead person 
were escheat.
3# Injury to Animals. Fining was normal (160/-, 40/-,
2 merks) but one case of scourging is noted:-
For riding the archdeacon's horse to death the person 
responsible was to be scourged about the kirk.
Dogs worrying sheep - fined 40/- and dog to be killed.
Keeping dog already found guilty of worrying sheep - 
fined £10.
4. Statutes.
As in other lower court records, various court statutes 
are noted, but with the exception of a statute prohibit- 
îing false and groundless actions which contained a 
penalty of loss of the right hand and sword, and for a 
second offence escheat and banishment, the normal 
statutory penalty was 40/- with some of £10. No 
cases are seen of the mutilation being imposed.
3o Miscellaneous.
(a) For failure to perform feudal services - 40/-d,
(b) Not burying dead - 40/-d.
(c) Alleged wrongful possession of land - 40/-d.
(d) Using Church as byre - 40/-d. and ask forgiveness 
in sackcloth.
1. L.68, 73, 76, 83, 86 etc.
2. L.18, 23.
XXII. MISCELLANEOUS (Oontd.)
4(b) OmCNEY & SHETLAND COURT. 1612-13.
lo Injury to animals:
An act against riding other person^ horses imposed 
penalties of 4 merks to the king and 4 merks to the 
owner if the horse was found in the owner's parish - 
8 marks to the king and 8 marks to the owner if it was 
found in the next parish. The fines were doubled 
accordingly if it was found more than two parishes away. 
If the accused was unable to pay he was punished in 
his person
2o Statutes :
In a Court statute the magistrates were called upon to
assist the minister and session to punish vice within
2-
their jurisdiction, but the record does not disclose any 
particular sign of themagistrates' activity in this 
respect.
Act against drunkenness - 40/- if contravention. ^ 
Act against vagabonds and beggars - stocks and jougs.
lo M.23, also pulling wool from sheep's back - 6 
merks M.2Ô/2.
Cutting off horse's tail - M.23«
2. M.iy.
3® M.18.
44 M.19/0.
XXII. , MIÜCELI'ANEOUB (Gontd . )
3. REGALITY COURT. 1347-1706 (Gontd.)
2. Boundary disputes (Gontd.)
In the latest period, however, more severe penalties were 
imposed - £30, hut the penalties for all crimes were 
considerably increased in this period.
3. Gutting Timber and Broom.
Such cases are very frequent as are the statutes directed 
against the offenc es.
A public act (James VI Bari, 6. Gap. 84) gives detailed 
penalties - £10 and payment to compensate loss, for 
the first offence, £20 and. damages for the second, £40 
and damages for third offence. If the offender is 
Imprisoned (presumably for non-payment of the fine) then 
the periods were - 8 days in the stocks or irons on 
b3?eàd and water for the first offence, 15 days for 
the second, 1 month and scourging for the third.■*-
But there are no cases which show that the full rigour
of the penalties was ever imposed. It is noted that
immediately after quoting the terms of the national act,
the Court passed its own act giving a penalty of 40/-
for each fault wi th imprisonment if unable to pay.
The cases show a fairly standard‘penalty of £10, with some 
of £3® In only one case is there a mention of £20.^
4. Statutes.
Statutes were passed frequently by the court concerning a 
large variety of subjects. From the cases following 
enforcement of the statutes, it is seen that £10 was the 
maximum for most contraventions, and the majority of fines 
were under £3«
In one case, however, referring to a national act concerning 
Ifeavers, a fine of £/!-00 and in addition imprisonment for 14 
days is mentioned, but this is exceptional.
1. No. 8/9, 11/2.
2. Nb.261.
3. Nb.2Gl.
■4. Nb.l?l.
3® Nb.l77.
XXII. MISCELLANEOUS (Gontd.)
3. REGALITY GOURT. 134-7-1706,
lo Poaching.
' Bre3iM*.â.'e=»ûjjwssKro«&
A Court statute gave the penalties for receiving 
poachers as 10 merks for the first offence, 20 merks 
for the second, 4-0 merks for the third, and 4-8 hours 
imprisonment in addition for each offence. If 
poachers were caught in the act, the same penalties 
were to apply, with the additional provision that  ^
their dogs were to he hanged and gear confiscated »
The only case following the act shows a very light
penalty - "ordained the accused to desist in time
coming"«
The middle period shows a certain number of cases, but 
it is seen that the normal fine was in the region of 
£10 /
In one case, however, where the accused had laid a 
trail of corn and shot a number of the superior's 
pigeons, he was fined £100 with prison until paid 
or till he found caution.'^
2 « Boundary disput as.
Such cases although not truly criminal were nonetheless 
treated and punished as crimes.
For throwing down fences and using a private yard as 
a passage, a fine of 6/8d. was imposed .s'*
Normally the fine for encroaching on another's ground -
by building a new dyke, or by moving the boundary stones,
Ù
was £10.
For outright annexation the same penalty was imposed, and 
also for interrupting another's possession in the future, 
although the immediate interruption received a fine of 
£20 / '
1. Na.23(
2. Na.34-9.
3. Nb.39,80, 206/7 - 10 merks.
4. Nb. 28/9.
3. Na.233.
6 . Na.7, 231.
Nb. 73, 274-, 409, 414- - prison until paid.
7 . Nb.433/4-.
8. Nb. 411/2.
XXII. MIB0ELIANE0U8 (Contd.)
3. REGALITY GOURT. 1347-1706 (Gontd.)
3. Contempt of Court.
Non-appearance in court normally resulted in a fine of 
£10 but in the Covenanting period, this was increased to 
£20, with a number of £50®
6. MRON COURT. 1323-1747.
1. Poaching.
In the later period of the Urie record, the prosecutions 
for poaching are usually brought under a national Act - 
13 Ja* VI. Co248. The first case reported shows a fine
f
of £10 and confiscation of the weapons, but in the next
case, escheat of moveables is imposed as well as a fine
of 20 merks and confiscation. Thereafter the sentence
is recorded "as prescribed by Acts of Parliament"* In
two instances, however, a lesser penalty is imposed ~
for shooting pigeons (the previous cases were for killing
hares, pigeons, duck and partridges) a fine of 40/- 
?
was given and for killing salmon £10 per salmon, again 
with confiscation.^ In the Forbes record, salmon
poaching received a £3 fine/
Oorshill used a general description of "breaches of 
penal statutes" in proceeding against poaching which 
covered not only poaching, but also steeping lint in 
running waters, killing red fish, cutting green wood, 
burning moss and others/
lo p.98.
2. P.iOO/1.
3. P.109.
4. P.109.
3. Ra.297.
6 . 8098 etc.
XXII. MIÜCELIANEÜÜS (Gontd.)
6. BARON COURT. 1323-1747 (Gontd.)V
1. Poaching (Gontd.)
Most entries of this nature do not give details of the 
fine, hut in two cases fines of £3G are noted, with one 
of £12/
2. Daiaage to Property,
This was punished criminally although apparently the 
damage was caused hy negligence: fines were imposed,
e.S. destroying a drain for surface water £1:10/-/
it
driving a cart through corn and grass .£6, blocking a 
drain for surface water £3 and for carelessly burning
& 7
heather £60, £10.
In 8titchi11 and Forbes, similar cases occur - for
breaking a,locked door and for breaking into a stable
a
both incurred £3 fines.
5* Injury to animals.
For cutting off a horse's tail he was fined £40,
i fcFor killing a dog without cause - £3*
The Gorshill record shows a statute passed by the Court, 
ordaining all whose dogs are suspected of worrying sheep 
to hang such dogs, under a fine of £3 if they refuse.
4* Statutes.
The records show many proseoutions for contraventions 
of court acts, but in content the acts follow a definite 
pattern.
The usual offences are cutting the Baron's timber, 
wrongfully //
1. B-.212, 214/3* ' 10. Ra.274,
o .
3* P
4o P
^^0* 11. 8.91
133k 
.146/7.
5® P. 161'.
6* Ra.248/9.
7 o Ra o 2^1-6 «
8, g.24,89.
XXII.. MIÜOEIIANEOUÜ (Çontd.. )
6. BARON COURT. 1523-174-7 (Contd.)
-^1- » Statutes ( Oontd,s )
wrongfully cutting peats, wrongful grazing, burning 
heather and contravention of the decrees of service, e,g. 
failing to go to the Barony's miller or blacksmith, 
failing to pay duties promptly and foiling to give ser- 
:vice.
All these offences were punished by fines, the usual
amounts varying but seldom acceding £20. Oorshill and
-Forbes, however, show some statutory offences punished by
fines of £50 and In the case of a oontm.vention of
a national statute prohibiting burial in linen, a fine of
/
£200 was imposed, but this is by far and away the most 
severe fine in the Baron Court records, although in a 
case noted in the Urie record for contravention of a 
Weights and Measures Act, the punishment was a fine of 
double the value of the goods concerned and imprisonment 
at the Baron's pleasure.
Corshill passed an Act prohibiting the sale of drink to 
beggars and thieves under a fine of £10 on 8th November, 
16709 and following from this Act there are some prosecut- 
:ions against publicans for selling drink to and harbour- 
:ing beggars and thieves.
1. Q.159/0. 
2o P.105/7.
3. 8.93.
4. 8.94, 99.
XXII. MISCEILANEOUS (Contd.)
G. BARON OOmi. 1523-1747 (Gontd.)
5» Contempt of Court.
In each record there are a few entries showing
disturbances in court. In Garnwath some persons
were found guilty of "tribulans of ray lordis court
in vordis and in unleifful langage” and while no
details of the punishment are given, it is apparent
/
that a fine was imposed.
Absence was also punished by fining.
z.
In Urie for being absent the accused was fined £10 
and in Stitchill fines of £10, £5 Coots and 2/6 Stg. 
were imposed for failing to appear in court and refus- 
sing to give evidence when called.
In Forbes the fine for absence was fixed at 40/-
with one case of 3 raerks, but Corshill had varying
amounts of fines - covering both absence and troubling
y
the Court, but no mean can be stated.
lo 0.12, 13, 105 •“ In Corshill fines of £59 40/- and 20/. 
are noted. Urie - £10.
2. P. 118,167.
3. £10, £5, £4, £2 etc.
XXII. MI80ELLANE0U8 (Oontd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
The Burgh Court records show a very large number of mis- 
;cellaneous offences - contraventions of trading regulat- 
: ions, breaches of administrative rules and threats to the 
communi ty•s s e curi ty «
There are also refernnoes to more general crimes, e.g. 
taking greenwood, permitting beasts to roam untended etc. 
also enforcing Church rules and provisions against drinking: 
and gaming.
In almost every case the penalty was fining.
1. Trading Offences.
Many entries relate to contraventions of the burgh laws
governing trade and the price regulations in the town.
The aidormannus accused Andreas, son of Gilbertus, of 
breach of the statute passed by common consent regarding 
the purchase of wool and Andreas was convicted by an 
inquisition of his vieini (burgesses).'
The number of trading contraventions shows that there were
numerous controls imposed on the traders and merchants
both within and outside the guilds. Those within the guilds
wished to protect their prices and markets and those with-
:out wished to establish their market and earn their profit.
In the earliest record (Aberdeen) the standard penalty
was fining although in many cases the entry states that
the accused placed himself in the will of the bailies -
this resulted in fining also.
1. V.22.
2. V .22, -, wi11 of prepos it US•
In will for -
reducing price of meat - V,36,48,49,76 - fined, 
selling flour - V.lll and fined, 
selling wrong amount of bread - V.137= 
breaking price agreement - V,44,76,79= 
buying salmon outside the town - V.61. 
selling wine too cheaply - V.122,
Fined for -
selling flour to the prejudice of the communitas. V.lll, 
selling meat -do- V.42/3, 76. V.104. 
selling coal to prejudice of the communitas. V.77?IC9 = 
baking cakes and destroying the market. V.93? 142. 
destruit forum. V.939 122.
XXII. MI80ELL:UfEOU8 (Oontd.).
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1. Trading Offences (Oontd.)
Thé old laws make provision for trading regulations also
/
fines of 8/- were standard.
The other records show a similar pattern.
Brewers are not to sell ale under 12d. the gallon 
under pain of 8/- for the first offence, 16/- for 
the second and the breaking of the cauldron and 
the banishment of the offenders for a year for the 
third .■*"
Any brews tea? who breaks the propex’ price will be fined 
a gallon of ale for the first offence, two gallons 
for the second and 8/- for the third
The prices were fixed by the inquest, and they also 
made general regulations.^
A later case shows heavier amounts ™
James Haldine confessed that he contravened the Acts 
of the town by taking "ane heapit capfull" of flour 
and also 2/- for each boll of wheat ground at the 
mill. He if as fined the statutory penalties of £20 
and £10 and he and his servants were sentenced to be 
imprisoned till they paid. He refused to find 
caution and observe the town statutes and was ordered 
to remain in close prison in the steeple of the burgh 
until he did find caution.
lo For,brewing bad ale for sale (suspended from office for a 
year and a day - fined 8/-) - L.Q.B. LXIII, p.30/1. 
General regulations regarding sale of meat and drink and 
for contravention tho fine was 8/-. L.Q.B, LXVII. p.53» 
All country people in the area shall sell their goods at 
the principal town in the sheriffdom, or else lose the 
goods and pay 8/- - F.C. XLVI. p.185 
2c Z.12.1521, also Z. hucksters - 8/~ 33»1329.
Laws regulating meat and butchers - 40/- to the kirk 
work. Z.I5. 1322, also Z.17.1322 - 8/-, 20/-.
3. X.128, 1458.
4. X.166, 1471.
X.215, 1333.
X.523, 1370 etc.
5. Y.1.1632.
Y.3» 1632.
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2» Foris ta11apion.
This is described as the purchase or sale of goods before 
they reach the official market or before the appointed tim< 
for opening the market, and acts against this crime and 
cases of the crime occur throughout all records.
Fining was normal «
The Aberdeen Court makes detailed provisions -
Bakers, Browers and Butchers token selling their goods 
outside (the town) wl11 be fined 12do for the first 
offence, P. solid! for tho second and three solid! for 
the third and will lose their right to trade for a year 
for the fourth offence/
If anyone buys malt or flour in the houses before he 
comes to tho market and the cross of the town he will be 
fined 2 solid!/"
If any percson is convicted of foristallacion, he will 
be fined 5 merks without remission
If any burgess receives or hides a foristallator or 
his goods to the prejudice of the freedom of the burgh 
or the common good, he will be fined 40 solid!.^
The old laws wore similar.
s '
Anyone guilty of foristallacion shall be fined 8/-d.
This was repeated in the later records.
Decreed by the provost, bailies, council and community 
that no one shall buy fish or chickens before noon 
under pain of 8/- to the rood work.?
The cases are frequent %
James V. supported the Burgh of Peebles against fore- 
:8tAllers who were sentenced by royal letter to have 9
their goods escheat - half to the king and half to tie towr
1. V.216. 2. V. 216.
5. V.2I7. 4. V.217.
5. bXXII. p.55. 6. X.150.1464 - 8/-
X.215*1333 fleshers had to
bring their meat to the cross 
undei' pain of 8/«d.
7* Z.3.1320 also Z.4.1520 - 8/-.
2.27*1326 - provisions re. meat 9/-d.
80 V.1Ü2. Foristallacion -» of wood and leather 40/-d.
fined 40d. V.I85. fined 12d. V.IB^ I-. fined 13/4. V.189.
leather and hides 6/8d. V.222, also
V.222 10/- - payable at the feast of the purification of 
the Blessed Mary and caution that he if ill not forestall 
under pain of 3 merks.
9. X. 59/Ü. 1541.
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5. Regratacion.
The purchase of goods for resale at a higher profit than 
was permitted.
The record shows fines of different amounts, some greater 
than the statutory penalty of 8/-.
Anyone guilty of regratacion shall he fined8/- and 
lose the articles purchased.^
All records show similar statutes.
3
The cases show differing amounts.
The Dean of Guild was empowered to seek and escheat 
the goods of unfreemen trading in the town to pursue 
fox^estallers and regraters and to present them before 
the town council.^
In another Act it was stated that, the forstallers and
Ï '
regraters belonged to the Dean of Guild.
1. hXVI. p.52, also
8.G. XXXII. p.78, and
V.258 - escheat and fined 15/4d.
2. X.167* 1471 - 8/-, also X.257. 1339, X.333» 1371
5 . V.222, 224, 225, 226 - fined 10/-
V.222, 225, 224, 225, 226 - fined 40d.
V.222, 225, 225 - 3 merks.
3 merks and 40d. - V.225#
6/8 - V.225.
16/8 - V.224.
40/— — V.224.
4..Y.5. 1632 - Also 13.
3. Y.39. .
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4. Security.
(a) Watoh.
Throughout the records, many acts were passed to protect 
the security of the town. Fines of 8/- were the normal 
penalty, but larger amounts are noted occasionally.
The four gates are to be kept shut during pestilence 
and a man will watch each gate, under pain of 8/- 
p ay able to the bridge'.-'
Two watches to be kept nightly, under pain of 8/-d.
One court act gives details of personal punishment, 
but no cases are noted
Anyone who leaps the wall will be punished by (l) 
warding his body in irons for 24 hours (2) banishment 
and (5) death for the third offence.
(b) Civil Control.
The old laws made provision for the communityhs security-
the penalty tending to be loss of burgess-ship.
If anyone makes any conspiracy against the community 
to divide or scatter it, he shall be sentenced to 
give a cask of wine as forfeit. Ar
If any burgess rebels against the community of the 
burgh or commits any fraud against the burgh, his 
house shall be struck to the ground and he shall be 
evicted from the town.
All burgesses will assist the council to prevent fights 
•and armed forays in the town under pain of losing their 
freedom.^
If anyone carries a sword in the town he will be warded 
until he finds caution, under pain of and loss of 
freedom. 7
1. X.157, 138, 1458.
2. X.218. 1333, X.219. 1333 - four watches 8/-d.
Gen. condts. X.240. 1557 - 8/-,
X.245. 1557 - 8/-,
X.252. 1538 - 8/- etc.
X.507» 1368 - all burgesses to keep watch - 21/-
5. X.547. 1572.
4. 8.G. XXXVI. p.8 0.3. F.O. III. p. 161.
6. X.5I8 . 1370. X.556. 1572 - all to assist under
pain of £10, £20 and —  for the third offence.
7 . X.557. 1605.
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1^- o 3 e curi ty (Contd.)
(b) Civil Control (Contd.)
Acts restricting and oontrolling unfreomen in the 
tovm were frequent.
The Council prohibited any leases of houses to 
vagabonds or incomers and further ordered that 
sturdy beggars and others should not be received 
for longer than one night.'
Prohibition against taking in outlandmen and women 
under pain of £40.^
The older records were similar, although the fine 
was usually 8/-d.^
1. Y. 9, 1635, also Y. 59, 1664 - £20,
Y.150, 1689 - 10 merks, Y.162/5 - £10,
Y.176/7, 1708 - £100.
2. Y.29. 1653, also Y.59 - £20.
Y. 56 - 20/-,
Z.157/8, 1613 - Act against accepting strangers - £5< 
5» X.227* 1555 houses not to be let to suspicious 
persons - 40/- to the common work.
X.254. 1559 •“ 8/- and caution to keep the burgess 
skaithless. ,
X.274. 1561 “ no strangers will be received.
X.242. 1537 - 8/-
X.5II. 1569 ™ 8/" and skaith.
X.56I. 1622 -do- 5 merks.
XXII. MI3ÇE1IANE0U8 (Contd.)
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4. Securi ty (Gontd.)
(c) Disease.
/
Many cases and statu:es relate to lepers and the plagues. 
The penalty was expulsion from the toivn.
The inquest passed decrees expelling persons afflicted 
with leprosy and gave orders that others should be 
investigated in case they were diseased.^
Frequent orders were made against persons suspected of 
having the plague, or being in contact wd.th it ?
James Hall failed to put out clothes and others from 
his house as a woman servant was suspected of having 
the plague and was ordered to be punished in his body, 
and his goods and freedom be escheat in the provost's 
will0 ^
James Finlason agreed to go into banishment and exile 
because of his infirmity and disease. If he 
returned he would be scourged for the first et urn 
and hanged for the second.
3» Burgess Disputes.
Many cases occur of disputes between burgesses and 
unfreemen. The penalty tended to be fining, but could 
be extended to expulsion.
Unfreemen were forbidden to occupy a freeman’s craft 
under pain of escheat for the first offence, punishing 
their bodies at the bailies' will for the second, and 
under pain of being held disobeyers of authority for the 
third.^
1. 2.3. 1320 - persons declared to be lepers.
Z.55o 1328 - put out of the town.
2.54. 1529, 2.57» 1329 etc.
2. 2.57. 1329, 2.59. 1344/5.
5. 2.44. 1546, 2.45. 1546 etc.
4o 2.56. 1349, Zo100.1601 « town closed against plague in
Glasgow.
Z.110.1604 - movement restricted because of the plague. 
Z. 111.1604 - -do*-., under pain of £20,
Z.II5. I6O5 “ strangers barred,
Z.II5.I6O7 *“ roll of persons died of plague.
5. 2.119"1608. Xo373» 1656 •» fined £10 or banishment
for receiving persons during plague.
X.398.1665 - pain of life and goods (U.K. Act.).
6. X.3O6 . 1367.
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5= Burgess Disputes (Contd.)
James V. instructed action to be taken against unfreemen 
trading in Peebles and reducing the profit to which the 
burgesses were entitled. The unfreemen were to have
/
their goods escheat, half to the king and half to the town,
John Hay w^s convicted of usurping the liberty of a 
burgess and was fined 40/-d. He was placed in close ward 
during the magistrates * pleasure and he bound himself not 
to usurp the craft again under pain of £20.^
The position was enforced by statute.
No stranger or incomer shall exercise a freeman's trade.
The old laws gave further details.
If any burgess reveals the secrets of the gild, he will 
be punished at. the will of the Alderman and other 
brothers in the gild. If he offends a second time, he 
will lose his freedom of the Burgh for a year and a day.
j.f he is convicted a third time,, he shall lose the 
freedom of the Burgh for all his life and shall be 
reputed infamous
6. Animals.
All records refer to animals and grazing rules, the breach 
being punished by finings-
The inquest forbade that swine should be allowed to roam 
under pain of escheat of the swine and a fine of 8/-d.*"
1. X.39/60. 1541.
X.I47. 1462 “ fined 6d« to the clock for buying from an 
unfreeman.
2. Y.45. 1657.
Y.92. 1676 - fined £5 -do- 
5. Y.63. 1665, also
Zol89« 1646 " Act against letting to unfreemen - loss 
of freedom.
4. 6.G. XXXIX. p. 81/2.
5. 2.2. 1519/20, also
2.9. 1521.
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60 Animais (Contd.)
In one case the accused was quit by assise for killing 
a swine belonging to someone else, because swine 
were unlawful goods.^
Taking into account the damage done by hens and fowls 
scraping in houses and yards, it was ordered that all 
who have hens and capons shall tie a piece of wood to 
the foot of each bird to prevent it flying, under pain 
of 40/- and the bird being seized by the person whose 
property it damages.'*-
A dog belonging to Thomas Mosie hurt Marion Williamson 
to the effusion of her blood and Mosie was ordered to 
hang his dog and to give satisfaction to the injured.3
7o General Crimes.
Prohibition against leaving or depositing any refuse 
etc. on the common way or in the market place - fine 
of 8/-d.<'
If the Town crier or sergeant of the town acts falsely 
he shall be fined 8/- and lose his office and shall 
be declared infamous.
8. Drinking &. Gambling •
The record contains provisions against drinking and 
gambling.
Any found gambling shall be fined 10 merks and be 
imprisoned until paid. Further he shall be made to 
stand in the jougs from 11a.m. to 1 p.m. during the 
next market day.^
The case shows a different sentence -
William Allan was convicted of gaming and was banished 
from the burgh under pain of branding on his cheek. His 
brother-in-law became cautioner for him and undertook 
that if Allan returned he would agree to be banished 
also. 7
1. Z,21.1524/5, also X.157=1468 - against stray beasts -
4d, Also X.167*1471 against stray swine - 8/- etc. 
X.22Ç.1556- grazing regulations - 8/-
Also X.232.1556 etc., Y.5. 1652 - grazing regulation 
Also Y.34.116.
2. Y.35. 1656, also Y.70/I. 1666 etc.
3. Y.2.1652.
4. 8.G. XIX. p. 72.
5. B.W.B. BXIX. p.34.
6. Y.IO3. 1682 etc.
An earlier Act against dice or hazard gave fines
of 5/-d* X» 159* 1468.
7. Y.103/4 .
GONOBUSIUNS.
XXII. MiaOELhJlNEOUG.
There are a considerable number of miscellaneous or 
relatively rare crimes, some peculiar to particular courts.
lo Wearing pistols - this was heard in the justiciary court 
in the middle period - the sentence was normally banishment 
but one person received mutilation of his right hand.
2. Gypsies ~ by statute in the middle period gypsies who wen 
still in the country after a certain time would be hanged - 
this was enforced although the drov/ning of their women was 
changed to banishment.
5. Insulting the Lord Justice General - the original sentence 
of indignities, mutilation of his tongue and imprisonment
was cancelledo This was similar to the sedition sentences «
4. Poaching occurred in most courts and the sentence was 
fining.
(a) Justiciary court - early - £5, £5 (no references in the
middle and later periods),
(b) Argyll court - later period - £20, £10.
(c) Regality court - later period - £10.
(d) Baron court - middle and later periods - £10, £5=
5o Animals - many cases occur concerning wrongful killing 
or injury to animals and the sentences could be heavy.
(a) Justiciary court - killing sheep - hanged and escheat
- injuring ox ~ banished.
(b) Argyll court - injury to animals - scourged and
banished, fined.
(c) Shetland court - -do- - scourged
(exceptional) 
fined (160/-,
40/-, 2 merks),
(d) Baron court ™ killing dog - fined £5=
cutting off horse's tail - £40.
(e) Burgh court - the records make frequent reference
to grazing regulations and control of beasts - the 
penalties were fines of 8/- and 40/-.
60 //
G0N01U8I0N8.
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60 Suicide - the standard penalty for suicide was escheat 
of the dead person’s moveables.
7= Contempt of court - while failure to appear could result 
in outlawry in tho main courts, the lower courts show fining 
as the standard sentence.
(a).Shetland court - 4 merks.
(b) Regality court - £10 (during the Covenanters’ trouble -
£50, £20).
(c) Baron court - £10, £5®
(d) Burgh court - e a r l y 8/-
- middle and later periods - £10, £5=
Br Boundary disputes, lifting timber, broom etc. and damage 
to property received fines of £10, £5 in the Regality and 
Baron courts.
9o The lower courts passed frequent statutes covering many 
facets of life, but the sanction in each case was fining.
(a) Shetland court - 40/- (exceptionally with indignities).
(b) Regality courts - £10, £5®
(0) Baron courts -- £20, £10.
10. The Burgh courts have a large number of miscellaneous 
crimes, some of which are seen only in the Burgh courts.
(a) Trading regulations - early - fined 8/-
- later - ” £10.
(b) Foristallacion - early - " 8/-
(c) Regratacion - early - ” 8/- (exceptionally
40/-; 10/-)
(d) Town security (i) watch - early - 8/-
(ii) control of inhabitants - loss of 
burgess freedom, banishment, 
fines ~ early 8/-
- later £20, £10.
(ill) disease - expulsion.
(e) burgess disputes - unfreemen, banished, escheat, fined.
(f) general crimes - early - 8/-
PUNI8HMMT.
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
The purpose of punishment was clearly defined in the middle 
and later periods, I.e. from the middle of the 16th centurj 
- the cases expressly state that punishment was imposed to 
deter others.
A detailed reference is talcen from a precept from James VI 
to his justice in an assault case and while this belongs to 
the later period, the same principles applied earlier.
James Gibb was convicted of shooting and wounding James 
Boyd within Holyrood House and offered himself into the 
king's will for his crime. The king replied as 
follows :- "Lest through raisknowledge or doubting of our 
will, justice and execution of our laws be delayed or 
frustrated, we declare that as James Gibb has not 
spared or feared shamefully and cruelly to shoot and 
hurt our loving subject, James Boyd, in the back, to the 
great effusion of his blood, and that within the bounds 
of our Palace, in proud contempt of us and our Acts of 
Parliament, and thereby has offered a perilous préparât- 
:ive and example to the rest of our subjects ...... which
if it be not condignly punished to the example of others 
that may promise to themselves impunity and be encouraged 
to practice the like, none of our best assured subjects 
of whatsoever estate or condition, may think themselves 
sure of their lives, therefore we sentence James Gibb to 
death"X (He was, in fact, banished).
Exj)ress reference to punishment as a discouragement to
others is seen in many cases, usually in similar terms to
the following:- "to the example of others to attempt the
like treasonable conspiracies in time coming".
"to the teri'or of others to commit the like 
crimes in time coming".^
The basic deterrent was a death sentence, but as death 
in itself is simple and as death sentences were frequently 
imposed for a large number of crimes, the system required 
a distinction to be made in the form of the death sentence, 
each form carrying varying degrees of dishonour.
Beheading //
1. B.188.
2. B.75.
3. B.113, Dd. 384, 54-1/2 etc
PUNISHMENT (Contd.)
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PART 1.,1488-1650. (Contd.)
Beheading was the most honourable death sentence « 
strangling and burning the body the most dishonourable.
In addition to the form of death sentence, gradations in the 
honour scale were marked by the imposition of mutilations, 
whether before or after death and indignities. None of 
these additions was honourable, but lin most dishonourable 
were (1) quartering the body and exposing the limbs and
(2) burning the body after death. All were designed to 
have the maximum effect on the public to deter others.
Hanging in irons kept the body in one piece for a longer 
period so that it would be seen by more people.
Hanging on a special gallows erected on the site of the 
crime expressed the state's particulax' displeasure.
Mutilation after death gave a wider audience than a simple 
hanging - the one body broken into its component parts and 
each part suspended over each of the town gates, or sent to 
other towns, reached a wide public.
Mutilation vHiile alive, scourging and branding all left 
permanent visible effects on the criminal and he became % 
walking warning,
Personal indignities, imposed for lesser crimes, Involved 
public exposure in the market place at the busiest times, 
with the same intention.
During the earliest period, from 1488 to the middle of the 
16th century, the deterrent aspect was not so important - 
personal retribution and compensation was the motive power. 
The cases' of that period show a frequent determination of 
compounding //
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compounding and remission between the parties. This
applied even in cases of treason.
If the accused was unable to pay the compensation or find 
security, he could be hanged, bub normally he had the 
chance to pay compensation. In addition to compounding 
and remission the personal retributive aspect is seen in 
sentences which impose mutilation before death - e.g.
cutting off his right hand before hanging - the hanging
satisfied the public deterrence, but the mutilation was, 
in satisfaction of private vengeance.
(Mutilation after death was different - it was entirely 
deterrent).
It would be wrong to over-emphasise the retributive aspect
of punishment at this stage, because while composition was
frequent, the deterrent aspect was growing, but it is
interesting to see from the cases of this period the end-
;ing of a system of personal retribution and compensation
which is seen in a developed and active form in the Norse 
/
sagas, amongst other sources.
In the beginning of the period under study, capital 
sentences were certainly imposed, but they tended to be 
given either in exceptional circumstances or if the 
accused was unable to pay the compensation required of 
him (or find a suitable guarantor).
However, as central government developed and increased 
its control, the disruptive effects of the personal 
pursuit of justice became too important to be left to 
individual //
lo See e.g. The Saga, of Burnt Njal.
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individual people. The state assumed the responsibility 
to deter and to forbid, and gradually reduced the indiv- 
:idual*s responsibility and scope for vengeance.
The concepts of deterrence and vengeance were never 
exclusive to the extent that one completely superceded the 
other, but it is seen that the increasing emphasis on 
deterrence in the court sentences corresponded with the 
increasing power of central government. However, personal 
settlement outwith the normal state processes was never 
completely abolished and remissions, compounding and 
assythraent occur throughout the whole period, but their 
scope was limited compared to the picture in 1488.
PART 2. 1661-1747.
The aims of punishment in this period are the same as in 
the latest period of Part 1 - Deterrence was the standard 
aim. However, in this period, punishment was described as 
either capital (a death sentence) or arbitrary (all non­
capital sentences).
It is seen that the responsibility to carry out the death 
sentences lay on the magistrates of the town where the trial 
took place:
In an appeal against a hanging sentence, the Justiciary 
Court "discharged the magistrates of Edinburgh and all 
other officers of the law to put the sentence of death 
in execution". '
1. H.82. 1733.
PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTIOIARY OOURT. 1664-1742,
The deterrent aspect of punishment was maintained.
"They should be exemplary punished for the crime and have 
incurred the pains and punishment mentioned in the laws 
and Acts of Parliament which should be inflicted on the 
accused with all rigour, in their persons and goods, in 
terror of others to commit the like". '
Punishment had. to have a strong demonstrative effect - the 
aim was deterrent but to achieve the maximum effect,, as 
many people as possible must know about the punishment.
Branding was inflicted so that all might know the person 
as a thief.
Special gallows could be erected on the site of the crimef
The body could be hanged in irons so that the corpse would
<•
stay suspended longer and more people could see it.
Limbs could be cut off and attached to the gallows for more 
effect/
3. SHERIFF COURT,. 1515-1747..
The purpose of punishment in the later Sheriff Courts was,
plainly to deter others ~ it was imposed "to the terror of
others to commit the like"a This phrase appears in nearly 
c
every summons,.
4. BARON COURT. 1523-1747.
In the Baron Courts the aim of punishment was also deterrent* 
"Punishment is inflicted conform to Acts of Parliament and 
daily practice of this kingdom to the terror of others to 
commit the like"
1. Murder. 1.111/2, 132, 134/5 etc.
Theft. 1.26, 70, 71, 86 etc.
2. 1.18,.
3. 1.33/6,.
4. 1.36..
5. e.g. 1.166/8.
6. Kb.25, 36/8 etc.
7» P» 142/3, 96, 127, 157. 8. 234.
I. DEATH. ,
JUSTICIARY COURT.
DART 1. 1488-1650,
Death sentences are very frequent throughout the record and 
vrhile u 'basic pattern is discernible both in the form of 
the death sentence and in the crimes for which a particular 
form of death sentence is given, the variations in the 
pattern are considerable.
The forms of death were ~ hanging, beheading, strangling 
and very rarely ~ burning alive, drowning and breaking on 
the wheel.
O) SâïïéSE*
In the early period, hanging is mentioned infrequently,
compounding being the normal determination. However, if
the accused could not make the necessary payment or find
security, he could be imprisoned for 40 days and if caution
was still not available at the end of this period, he 
/
would be hanged*
Some cases during this period do show hanging as the 
sentence without reference to compounding or remission. In 
such cases the accused either did not have the chance to 
compound or else was unable to compound.
The cases do not give many details about the sentence - the 
usual entry is a simple note that the accused was hanged
lo A.30/1, 69, 70 etc. Aa.363 etc «
2. Murder - A.174, 361, 419/0.
Murder,Theft & Rape - A.126/7»
Murder & Theft - A.173/4, 206, Aa.344.
Slaught er.& Thefli - A. 5I ®
Oppression - Aa.356.
Theft - A.39, 41, 50/I, 51, 51/2, 87, 8 8,
126/7, 133, 142, 151, 154, 169,176,179. 
Aa.358,384,393/4 ,400,411,413,432,450. 
Piracy - A.I3I, Aa.358, 380, 381.
Fireraising - Aa.375»
Fireraising &
Theft - A.225, 61/2, 173, 173/4.
Treason - A.40, 61/2, 63/4, 81, 87, 133®
Forgery - A.137.
A.354/5 , 365, 397, 440/1.
1 " DEATH (Gontd.)
lo HANGING (Contd.)
1. JU8TI0IARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Contd.)
It is not possible to say whether escheat of moveables 
applied in every case - some cases mention escheat ' 
but others make no reference.
Gome treason cases give more details - sentenced to 
be drawn and hanged and to suffer escheat of lands, 
goods and all possessions to the king.^
lo Murder : hanged and escheat. A,174.
Murder &. Theft s -do- A,. 173/4.
2. Treason cases in detail - A.51/2, 60, 1/2/3, 173, 199,
Aa.348, 480, 481/2, 491/2, 
400/1, 400.
Also forgery - forfeiture and quartering - A.I37,
I. DEATH (Oqntd.)
1. HANGING (0ontdo)
1. JU3TIGIÀSY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Contd.)
The middle period shows more detail
Hanging became the standard penalty for almost every crime 
in the middle and later periods. Further penalties could 
be added either before or after death, or in some cases,
3
both, e.g. mutilation and indignities. These tended to b 
aggravations and are noted in detail below.
lo Murder
Murder under trust 
Murdei? & Adultery 
Murder & Theft
Slaughter 
Slaughter & Theft
Assault
Assault & Theft 
Hamesucken & Theft 
Adultery &. Theft. 
Incest & Theft 
Rape 
Theft
Piracy
Firera!sing 
& Slaughter 
& Theft
Forgery
Fraud 
Perj ury
Treason
414, 418, 433
Sedition -
Irreve3?ent Speeches - 
Gypsies 
2o See Mutilation below.
3. See Indignities below.
B.14, 96, 115, 371.
C.364, 402, 404, 414, 415, 438,506 
517, 34-0, 540/1.
D.270.
Dd.270, 430, 482, 565.
E.47, 81.
B.14. D.23O.
E.71/4 , 81/2.
B.86, 372.
G.3G4, 384/5, 4-04,
436/8 . 506, 54-2.
E.268.
G.560.
0.365, 418/9, 424, 438, 44^ |.,528/9
D.95, 233/4 ,_ 251. 251/2 . Dd.568.
(in Royal Palace) - E.293* 
(treasonable) - E.74.
C.359/0, 393.
E.290. 0 .359/0 .
Dd.429, 0.424/5.
0.424/5.
0 .475, 567 .
B.56, 65, 111, 386.
0.85,346/7,347,352/3,357,360,364, 
383,384/5,386,393,404,414,415, 
440,441,542.
D.98,115,212,242,252,265,266,270/: 
Dd.397,479,555,568,569.
D. 101,107,24/1,246/7.
Dd.572.
E.28.
Dd.361/2.
0.439,44-1.
B.45.
B.45,85,87,134,385.
0.34,105,356,356/7,399,404,418.
Dd.418,431,487.
0.35,389.
0 .455.
D.358.
Dd.538/9.
B. 31,45,72/3,115,136,139.
0.21/2,148,155,168,260,407.
D.89,224,283,350.
Dd.365.
0.335,350/1 .
D.359/0.
B.385, D.360.
D.202. Dd.398/9, 560.
I. DEATH (Oohtd.)
1. HANGING (Opntd.)
1. JUST ICI AltY OOHRT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Oontd.)
Normally escheat of moveables was added, but on occasions, 
when the crime was tainted by treason or equated legally 
to treason, forfeiture of lands could also be imposed. In 
such cases, however, the addition of forfeiture was not 
inevitable as there are some cases which contained tnason- 
;able elements and forfeiture of lands did not follow.
The normal terms of the entry were that the accused was to 
be taken to the gibbet at the market cross of Edinburgh 
and thereupon to be hanged until he was dead and his
I
moveable goods were escheat*
The hanging took place either in the Market Place of 
Edinburgh or on the Oastlehill of Edinburgh, but variations 
occur - usually as a mark of special displeasure - A 
person was hanged on the gallows on which he had attached 
a picture of the king,^ and on another occasion a person 
was hanged on the same spot as he had killed his pregnant 
wife.^
In piracy cases, the pirates could be hanged within the 
floodmark of Leith?
In a case of murder and theft, a number of persons were 
sentenced to be drawn backwards on a cart and hanged at the 
market cross. The principal accused were to be hanged on a 
higher gallows than the rest, and their heads and right 
hands after death were to be fixed to the east and west 
ports,
Hanging in irons is noted on occasions, and again special
directions could be given regarding the disposal of the
c
body - e.g. burnt after hanging.
1. Go85 etc.
2. 0.350/1.
3* 0.517.
4. D.101,244. E.28.
5. E.268I
6c Gee under Indignities.
I. DmTH (Gontd.)
1. HANGING (Oontd.) 
1. JUSTICIARY COURT 
PART 2o 1661-1747.
The hanging sentences are frequent throughout the whole 
period, but not many details are given:
For murder, James Shaw was sentenced to be hanged in 
the Grass market
The place of execution varied between the Grass Market,**"
3 4
the Mercat Cross, the Oastlehill and the Gallowlee between
S''
Minburgh and Leith.
It is noted that on occasions the time.of the execution is
stated - the most usual time being between 2 and 4 o'clock
in the afternoon.
For attempted murder, the sentence stated that tho 
accused was to be taken to the Grass Market between 2 
and 4 in the afternoon and there to be hanged on a 
Gibbet till he be dead
1. G.132.
Murder - F.62,71,132,254.
H.64/5.
Child Murder - F.27,64,71,81,123»
H.11,71/2,6 6.
Attempted Murder - G.255/62,307/39.
Murder & Theft - F.198/0, 314, 319, 327.
Slaughter - F.23, 155.
H.ll, 660
ÏÏame suc ken & efb - F.6.
Incest — Go 11/14.
H.18.
Rape - H.98.
Theft - F.6,9,11,13,19,54,57,62/3
Robbery - F.ll,19,57,62/3,122,140.
F.198/0,260,327,314,319 »
G.1 5 /6,1 1 3 /5,198/0,301/3 .
Forgery - F.41, 59,60.
H»17,57,72/4 .
Treason - F.184,187/8, 189.
G.307/339.
Religious Crimes - H.12/3.
G.132, 255/62, 501/3.
IP.41, 59/0, 122, 140 etc.
H.38/41 etc.
F.ll, 19.
G.15/6, 113/5»
G.255/62, 307/39: F.184, 187/8, 189.
I,. DEATH (Oontd.)
1. HANGING (Oontd.)
!.. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747.(Contd.)
However, variations are noted -
Thomas Bnrntfield. and ^ John Dickson, convicted of robbery, 
were sentenced to be hbnged on a forenoon between 10 
and 12 hours at the Oastlehill of Edinburgh/
Mutilation could be Imposed either before or after the
hanging sentence was implemented -
Captain Andrew Arnot and others were sentenced to be 
hanged between 2 and 4 hours in the afternoon at the 
Mercat Cross, and after death their heads and right 
arms were to be cut off« They also suffered 
forfeiture for their treason.^
Indignities could be Inflicted on the body.'
Escheat of moveables was frequently added, but in certain 
cases the records omit the reference to escheatT It is 
not possible to say whether escheat really was omitted from 
the sentence or whether the difference is due to the 
reporter 0
If the hanging was not carried out properly,the person was 
free from all further punishment. In one case of child mur- 
:der,tho woman was hanged but survived, and she passed 
free thereafter.
1. F.ll, also F.19, 57, 62/3
F.122, 140 - Mercat Gross
2. F.184, 187, 188, 189.
3» Gee below - Indignities. 
4o e.g. F.198/0 etc.
G.233/62 etc.
H.ll,1695 etc.
5® e.g. F«314, 319 etc.
G.15/6 etc.
H.66.1722 etc.
6. H.71/2. 1724.
I. DEATH (Oontd.)
1. HANGING (Oontd.)
2. ARGYLL JU8TI0IARY COURT. 1664-1?42.
The hanging sentence was standard throughout the record.
Duncan Ban Mcllhreid was sentenced to he taken to the 
gallows at three o'clock in the afternoon and thereon 
to he hanged to the death and to forefault and tyne 
his goods and gear conform to the Acts of Parliament 
(and appointed the Magistrates of Inveraray to see the 
same put to execution),'
The record gives the times of executions in most cases 
and the normal time was between two and three in the 
afternoon.
It is clearly seen that women were hanged as well as men - 
there was no question of women being drowned instead of 
being hanged.
Usually the condemned was hanged on the ordinary gibbet 
(of Inveraray - but it could be at any of the towns in 
the county which had a gibbet) and the magistrates were 
responsible for seeing that the sentence was carried out.
If the crime was particularly severe, the condemned could 
be hanged at the site of the crime, on a gallows erected 
for the occasion.^
While escheat of moveables was almost invariable,some 
cases make no reference to escheat,but this could possibly 
be an oversight in reporting rather thqn a variation on
j
the sentence.
In addition to hanging, indignities could be made on the 
body ■» hanging in irons and mutilation.'^
1. 1.2/3, also
Murder ~ Ordinary gibbet at Inveraray between 2 and 3p
1.32/6, also 1.132/3, 146/8, 149/0, 160/1 etc.
Between 12 and 2 p.m. - I. 103/4.
3 and 4 p.m. - 1.181, 183.
Incest - Gallows of Rothesay between 2 and 3 p.m. 1.21, 
Theft “ Ordinary gibbet at Inveraray between
2 and 3 p.m. 1.6/8, 19, 28/9 etc.
2. e.g. I.33/6 - murder.
3® e.g. I. 10/1 and 13/4 - both theft.
4o See Indignities.
I. (Gontd.)
I. HANGING (Gozitd.)
SHERIFF COURT. 151^-1747,
Throughout both records, hanging was only imposed in
(
certain theft convictions.
There is no direct reference to hanging in the later 
record but one reference occurs of a thief being hanged 
in Paisley, The sentence was imposed by the Sheriff
■z.
Court,
4(a) SHETIulND COURT, 1602-04,
Occasional instances of hanging are noted in some theft 
cases,
William Johnson was hanged for sheep stealing and his 
goods, gear and lands were escheat,j
The threat of hanging could support a banishment decree?
4(b) SHETLAND COURT, 1612-13,
Gome court statutes provide for the person to be punished
s''
as a thief, but no further details are given - it could 
mean hanging, but it could also mean the jougs.
1. Ka.l5, 130, 191, 210/1, 217, 222,
2. Kb, 246.
3. L,ll, 18/9.
4. L,2 etc.
9. M.20/2, 23.
I.' DEATH (Gontd.)
I. HANGING (Gontd.)
i-tWT9îfrwiat--ffi;n
3» BURGH GÜURT. 1398-1714.
Alone among the Burgh courts noted, the Stirling record 
gives details of death sentences, hut this court was given 
a special grant of justiciary powers and its sentences 
correspond to justiciary court sentencess-
Ritschart Broun was convicted and filed for stealing 
two mares and was sentenced to he hanged until he 
was dead.'
Death could he threatened to support a sentence of 
banishment - i.e. if the accused returned he would be 
hanged/
But no case is noted of the threat ever being enforced.
1. Z.22. 1323, also
Z.24. 1525 - assise conviction. 
Z.53. 1548 -do-
%.63/4. 1333 -do-
Z.7I. 1557 . "do.
2c 2.34. 1328 - no crime.
Zc119«1608 - disease.
Z.162/3.1629 - theft. 
Z.64.1355 - theft.
Zo110.1604 - striking town officer, 
a.41.1345 “ leaving town at night.
a.43. 1346 - theft.
2" 1^-2'r CH,
1. iiripGI.NGc
(-1.) ;iLi,ii;%iiîg w a s  t b o  u l t i m a t e  s e n t e n c e  l ' o r  e v e r y  c ï 'I ïïio v / h i c h  
reaohüu Lue main courts, hanging i.vis net;, of course, Imposed 
o n  e v e r y  o c c t u ' . l o n  -  I n  n o i a o  c o o e a  haup.ing w i i c  excoptional,
:'-i.ci even in crimes like theft; whore hanctiUt'; was tlio basic 
poT.u.1 li, j, frotuzGUbly oi;hoi‘ j.orwio of scut one o ivore used, but it 
in 1,0 '.niy cnt\i uItimutely if any crime wao Rorious
onougii, e.g. ovmi assault, hurg.ug could be Impooed.
(2; Eachoot of moveobleo was a normal addition to hanging,
a 1 Clio Ugh • i,lii,n is omictoo in some can on — it, is not poo aible to 
Rc;,> j.i L.!ie ovj.oRlon a reporter's oversight or whether
escheat was not imposed.
(3) Hanging was the standard sentence for murder, incest (the 
woman's part) rape (in the middle period, but not in the later 
period) theft, piracy, forgery, treason and sedition.
(4) The lower courts (Sheriff, Shetland and the Stirling Burgh 
courts) show hanging only in notour thefts, although the 
threat of hanging supported banishment decrees in these courts- 
but no cases are noted where the sentence was imposed.
1. DEATH (OoDtd.)
2. BEHEADING.
I. JU8TI0IARY COURT. 
PART 1. 1488-1630,
The early entries do not give any details about the 
sentonoe and simply mention the conviction and note that
f
the accused was beheaded.
These cases make no reference to escheat of moveables or 
indeed about any other matter.
for slaughter ^ 
Beheading i-ovs the standard penalty/in this period but
1
beheading operated as a form of mitigation for both murder 
and theft - as hanging was normal in such cases.
Personal punishment and indignities could be added to the 
beheading -
Sentenced to have his head and feet cut off and placed 
in prominent places.^"
More details are given in some treason cases where 
beheading was imposed:-
For which crimes he has forfeited his life, lands,goods, 
moveable and immoveable, which shall be escheated to 
the klng.'^  On occasions the sentence also included 
quartering of the body after death/
Beheading was the most honourable of the death sentences 
and in certain cases pleas are made by the condemned and 
his relations, not for mercy but that he should be behead™ 
:ed in preference to the stated sentence of hanging or 
strangling.
In one forgery case, the accused was beheaded at the
»
special grace of the Queen Dowager.
1. A.27, 62, 63, 6fl^, 81, 81/2 etc.
2. A.13, 27, 62, 63, 81,87 etc 
Aa.330, 363, 566, 368 etc.
3. A.81/2. Aa.335, 474/3 . A.162, 163» Aa.361
4o A.64, 143.
3. A.84.
6. A.143, 202/3, Aa.344/3.
7. A.183/5, Aa.466/7.
8. Aa. 392/3 .
1 - (Oontd.)
2 » BEHEADING (Oontd.)
JUSTICIARY OOURT.
PART 1. I488A1650 (Oontd.)
\ PÎ'
The entries in the middle period show more detail.
The normal entry stated that the accused was taken to the
Gastlehill of Edinburgh and there his head was to be struck 
/
from his body. An alternative place of execution was the 
Market Cross of Edinburgh, Usually his moveable goods were 
escheat to the Grown (or its assignee).
Beheading was the standard punishment for slaughter and while 
it is given in other crimes as w e ll n o mean or pattern can 
be stated except that in some cases it did bear some relation 
to the honour and status of the accused. A noble could be 
beheaded where a commoner would be hanged for the same crime. 
Nobles could certainly be hanged, but in some cases,including 
treason //
1. Bo 8/9 etCe
2. D.38, 222, 237/41 etc.
3o See below - Escheat.
4. Murder - B.89,
0.18, 76, 484, 342.
D.75/6, 124, 264, 268/9.
Dd.472, 482, 484/3, 363- 
- also exceptional cases.
D.74/6, 124 - murder under trust - escheat.
D.136 -do- - forfeiture,
D.264, 268/9 -do- by poison and
witchcraft ~ escheat.
Dd.474 ™ murder under trust - forfeited.
Murder &Tief b-Dd. 4-84/3 «
Slaughter -B.8/9, 10,69,77,93,158,138/9, 388 etc.
0.21,83,124,377,384,394,402 etc.
D.38,222,237/4,249,329,338,360.
Dd.362,413/6,437,441,471/2,484 etc.
E.122.
0.419,426. Dd.338.
Assault &
Perj ury, 0.433.
Inc est Dd.376.
Theft &
Slaughter - B.8/9.
Forgery Dd.487.
Perjury &
Assault - 0.433.
Witchcraft- Murder
Treason - B.II3 -
V' jL i,«J» iAtV*. Vv .f* V  © I •Ç y» O
11 ” sentenced to be hanged,mitigated to 
beheading by king.
B.116/8.
0.369 - holding castle. 0.430 ~ armed band
0.880 - corresponding with pope.
D.lO - feuds.in the Isles.
D.33 - family feud and murder under trust.
D.81,318 “ Earl of Orkney,
Irreverent
Wri t .in gs. - Dd .434.
1. DEATH (OonM.)
2. BEHEADING (Oontd.)
I.JU8TI0IARY COURT.
PART Ic 1488-1630 (Gontd.)
treason cases, the stated sentence of hanging was mitigate 
to beheading and it was genuinely considered a mitigation. 
Beheading can be considered in two ways (1) it was a heavy 
sentence for crimes which did not; normally carry a death 
sentence (e.g. certain assaults) but which were more 
serious than usual and the normal sentence was too light, 
or (2) it was a mitigation from a more dishonourable death 
sentence, e.g. strangling or hanging.
Almost invariably escheat of moveables followed the 
sentence, but in treason cases and in some instances of 
serious crimes equated to treason, escheat of land and
f
moveables was imposed.
In the later periods beheading became infrequent. The 
distinction between slaughter and murder became less 
sharply defined and by the last period slaughter tended 
to be absorbed'in murder, whose penalty of hanging was 
applied in preference to beheading.
In the period 1624-1640 only one case of beheading is 
noted - for incest.
1. 0.484-.
D. 33, 136, 
Dd. 477.
1. DEATH (Oontd.)
2. BEHEADING (Gontd.)
I. JH8TI0IARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661.-1747.
The references to beheading are standards
For the slaughter of his mother, Wm. Sommerville was
beheaded at the Mercat Gross of Edinburgh.^
The places of execution are the same as noted in bhe hang- 
;ing sentences, with the exception that the Gallowlee was 
not mentioned for beheadings.^
The time of execution was the same as for hanging - "betwee 
2 and 4 in the afternoon".
For the slaughter and murder of a seaman, Archibald 
Beith and Donald MoGibbon were sentenced to be taken to 
the Mercat Gross of Edinburgh and between two and four 
hours in the afternoon to have their heads separated 
from their bodies. Their moveables were also escheat.^
It is noticed that in the main period, beheading was 
inflicted -^ only in slaughters and certain exceptional 
murders. The murder cases related to husband and wife
■ V \
killings - one spouse was accused of killing the other, 
and of adultery with someone else.
In the latest period, beheading is noted only in two cases 
of killing by shooting. In both cases, it could be stated 
that the person died not through the actual shooting, but 
through lack of medical attention, and on this basis, the 
sentence is similar to the earlier sentences for slaughter.
Escheat of moveables is not mentioned as regularly as in
&
the previous periods.
1. G.1/7, G.18/23 etc.
2. Grass market - G. 163/8, 253 
Mercat Gross - G.1/7, 98.
H.15, 21/4.
3. G.98.
3(a) P.45, 48, 71/2, 158 etc.
G.1/7, 18/23, 98, 165/8.
4. P.90/3, 125/6.
3. H.13. 1697, 21/4. 1709.
60 Escheat: E.71/2.
11.15, 21/4.
1. DEATH (Oontd.)
BEHEADING (Oontd,.)
2. ARGYLE JUSTICIARY OOURT. 1664-1742.
The record does not malte any reference to 'beheading.
3. SHERIFF COURT. 1513-1747.
Beheading is noted only in certain slaughter convictions, 
in the early record.
The death penalty appeared to have been imposed reluctant-
:ly "
"the assise could not acquit of the crime and found the 
accused guilty". '
4. 8HETIAND COURT. 1602-04.
No actual case of 'beheading is noted, but the threat of 
beheading supported a slaughter banishment.^
3. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
One justiciary case is noted in the Stirling record :
Robert Mentecht was convicted by assise and was 
sentenced to be taken to the Heiddin Hill and there 
his head was to be struck from his body.^ '
1. Ka. 213, 266/7.
2. E.42/3.
3. Zo 24. 1323 (no crime stated - probably slaughter)
00NCEUGI0N8.
1. DEATH (Gontd.)
2. BEHEADING.;
(1) Beheading was the standard sentence for slaughter through- 
: out the whole period, but it.-could operate as a mitigation
of any hanging sentence if the facts or political influence 
justified the modification.
(2) In the later period it is seen that beheading was only 
given in slaughter cases - it was not given as a mitigation
in this period and beheading died out as a sentence after 1/00 
Very few references are given after that date - it was 
supplanted by hanging, the feudal concept of honour had become 
obsolete and was inappropriate to the needs of the machine age,
(5) Again escheat was normal, but some cases omit the 
reference.
(4) The lower courts (Sheriff and Burgh Courts) show beheading
for slaughter in the middle period.
(5) It is noteworthy that the Argyll record does not make
any reference to beheading or slaughter.
I. DEATH (Oontd.)
3. 8TRAWGEING.
1, JUÜTIÜIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1630.
The penalty of strangling was accompanied always with 
the provision that the body should be burnt to ashes 
after death.
It should be noted that a sentence of burning alive was 
passed only twice in the whole record and in each case 
the circumstances showed exceptional crime.
The sentence of strangling and burning was reserved for 
crimes which at the time were considered most evil and 
unnatural - the evil was so strong that it amounted to 
a physical taint like a disease. There was a definite 
element of horror attached to crimes which merited this 
punishment, although later the punishment was extended 
for political reasons to non horrific crimes.
Those entries which give the burning sentences in 
detail show that in every case the person was strangled 
before burning, e.g. sentenced to be taken to the Castle 
shill of Edinburgh and there "wirreit" (strangled) until 
she was dead at a stake and thereafter her body to be 
burnt to ashes. Her moveable goods were declared to be 
escheat. Some of the other burning cases do not give 
details of the sentence and simply state "guilty and 
burnt". It would seem likely that such cases followed 
the basic pattern and that the person was strangled firsi 
and not burnt alive.
The underlying reason for having the body burnt to ashes 
was to prevent the evil contained within the body 
contaminating //
lo See Burning Alive.
2. B.186, 206/ 241, 242.
3. B.38, 38, 70, 84, 163, 213, 400.
I* (Gontd.)
STRANGLING (Gontcl.)
T» JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Oontd.)
contaminating the ground as would happen if the body was 
buried intact, after a hanging, or almost intact after a 
beheading.
The Interests of humanity were satisfied if the person was
/
killed relatively quickly by strangling or hanging rather 
than being burnt alive.
This penalty was the standard punishment for witchcraft,^ 
but while witchcraft was the most frequent crime for which 
burning was imposed, it wasby no means the only crime :
- Hurder by poisoning - for poisoning his wife and 
c'ommittTng""aduIteiy' with his wife’s mother, ho was 
burnt (it is not stated if he was hanged or strangled).
- Incest - for committing incest with his sister, he was 
strangled and burnt. ^
- Bestiality - the standard penalty was strangling and 
burningV"" " The animal was also burnt in the same fire. ^
An oxcoptional case of fireraising is noted -
- for burning corn belonging to another, he was burnt/ 
This was a very old punishment with pre-Ohristian 
undeitones.
In the middle period this penalty was extended to an 
entirely different category of crime - counterfeiting 
money. The grounds for the extension were political, 
but justifiable no doubt on the basis that false money 
could do as much harm to the financial health of the state 
as witchcraft and incest could do to an individual’s state 
of grace.
lo the body could be burnt after hanging - wife murder 
Bo 14, poisoiling Aa.419/0.
2. B.38,49,58,76,101,161,165,186,206,213,241,242,237,400.
0.29,422,479,526,556,544.
D.98.
Dd.356,358»
E-. 120,140,147,1?1,213.
3. B.84.
4. B.22, also R84, D.248/9.
5. 0.491 etc.
6. B.7Ô.
I. DEATH (Gontd.)
3. STRANGLING (Oontd.) .
1. JU8TI0IARY OOURT.
PARTclo 1488-1650 (Gontd.)
Elspeth Skirling and others were convicted of making 
and passing counterfeit coins and were sentenced to 
be strangled and their bodies burnt and their moveables 
were escheat/
In a number of the counterfeit oases, escheat of lands 
was imposed as well as moveables The escheat of lands 
is justifiable owing to the treasonable aspect of the 
cases, and the point of interest is not so much that it 
was imposed in some cases, but that it was omitted in 
others. However, the extension of sts^angling to 
counterfeiting money was not maintained in the later 
periods.
Strangling and burning was not given in the earlier 
records.^
1. 0.76, also 0.79, 100, 357, 566, 383, 403.
2. 0.100, 357, 366, 383.
3= But see passing reference to the burning of 
heretics - A .209/0 - they were strangled
before being burnt - A.213/4.
I. DEATH (Oontd.)
3. OTmilGLING. (Gontd.)
1. JU8TI0IART OOURT, 
TART 2. I66I-I747.
As in the previous records, this sentence vias standard in 
cases which showed a reckless disregard for the laws of 
nature.
Witchc3?aft : Margaret Bryson and others were sentenced to 
he strangled and burnt for sorcery.'
.Incest; For adultery, incest and bestiality, Thos. Weir 
was’^ ssntenced to be taken to the Gallowlee and between 
2 and 4 in the afternoon he was to be strangled at a 
stake until he was dead, and thereafter'his body was to 
be burnt.
Bes^i^^ityi Andrew Love was sentenced to be first
strangled and then burnt at the Gastlehill of Edinburgh 
for bestiality.^
The same places of execution as in other capital sentences 
are noted (with the exception on this occasion of the 
Grass Market) ^
1. F.6, also F.11/3, 19, 21,
H.5. 1678.
2. G.10/3.
3 . F.34, also G.10/5.
4. F .34 - Gastlehill.
G.IÜ/I5 - Gallowlee.
I. DEj'iTH (Conta.)
3. âTRANGLING (Contd.)
ARGYLL JUCTIÜlümY COURT. 1664-1742.
As in the other records, strangling and burning wore 
reserved for crimes of extreme immorality.
V/it chcraf t ; Janet Me Ni col was convicted of witchcraft 
and lias sentenced to be strangled to the death and her 
body burnt at the gallows of Rothesay at tv/o hours in 
the afternoon. Her goods and gear were escheat. '
. -a-
Bestiality: > .
3. SHERIFF COURT. 1515-1747.
There is no direct reference, but the Renfrew record 
notes that six persons were strangled and burnt in 
Paisley in 1697 - but it cannot be said that the
a
execution was ordered by the Gheriff Court.
lo I.20/10
2. 1.67/8, and
J. 1/1708, 11/1711.
3. Kb. 51.
OONOI,USIONS.
I. DEATH (Contd.)
STRANGLING.
(1) The sentence of strangling and burning was standard in 
the middle and later periods for crimes against the law of 
nature - witchcraft, incest, bestiality and murder by poison.
(2) In the middle period it was extended for political reasons 
to counterfeiting’ money, but this did not last.
(3) Reference to this sentence is not seen in the earliest 
period although there is a passing mention to strangling 
and burning heretics (protestant reformers).
(4) Escheat of moveables was usual although in some of the 
counterfeiting cases, forfeiture was imposed.
I. DEATH (Gontd.)
BUmTING ALIVE.
I u 'JU8TICIAEY COURT. 
m k  1. 1488-1650.
Burning alive was rare and. given only in exceptional 
circumstanceso There are elements of personal vengeance 
on the part of the king in this sentence.
Janet Douglas, Lady Glamis, was accused and convicted 
of leading a conspiracy to kill the king and she was 
sentenced to forfeiture of her lands and goods and to 
he taken to the Gastlehill of Edinburgh and there burnt 
in a fire until she was dead. '
Another exceptional case stated that the accused, was to 
be bound to a stake and burnt to ashes, quick (alive) 
to the death. This was a witchcraft case and the witch, 
a person of notable birth and substance, had conspired 
to kill the king by wit cher a.ft. ^
, Ao 191.
' B. 257= The record makes passing reference to the 
burning .of heretics (A«209/0) and while details are 
lacking, one case shows that .heretics were strangled 
before being burnt (A,213/4),
00N0LU3IÜN8..
I.DE&TH (Oontd.)
4. BURNING ALIVE.
(1) This sentence is exceptional and was imposed, in two 
cases only ™ a treason case in the earliest period and 
a case of treasonable witchcraft in, the middle period.
(2) Because of the treasonable aspects, forfeiture was 
imposed in both cases.
I. DEATH (Cqntd.)
5. DROmiNG. '
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
In theory, drowning was the capital punishment for women,
hut it was rarely mentioned in this record, and much more
frequently women were hanged, beheaded or strangled.
However, the following cases may be noted :
In one case of fireraising, a woman was sentenced to 
be drowned «, '
For her part in the theft of title deeds, Grizel 
Matthew was sentenced to be talc en to the north loch 
of Edinburgh and there to be drowned until she was 
dead. Her moveables were escheat.^
Men could be drowned also -
In one case of theft, a youth was drowned
Adam Sinclaii', son of James Sinclair and Henry Elder 
were convicted of stealing chests from a Parish 
Church and other items. Elder was hanged, but  ^
Sinclair was drowned "ex special! gratia Reginae".
Drowning could be threatened if the person did not obey 
a court order.
1. A. 162.
2. C.94.
3. Aa.393/4, also A.52/3 ** in an adultery, forgery and 
incest case, the man was drowned. E«95=
4. Dd. 561/2 ~ gypsy woman to leave the country.
I. DEATH (Oontdo)
5. DHOlMim (Gontd.)
2(a) SHETLAND OOURT. 1602-04.
The threat of drowning was standard support to decrees 
of banishment where the accused was a woman.
2(b) ORKNEY & GHETLAND COURT. 1612-13
Di'ovmlng was imposed on a woman in this record:-
A woman convicted of slaughter was sentenced to be 
taken to the Bulwark and cast into the sea to be 
droimed to death. ^
3. Bumn COURT. 1398-1714.
Drowning was threatened, but no case shows the threat
being carried out.
Marion Lamb confessed to theft and undertook that she 
would not commit theft again under pain of drowning. ^
Again threat of drowning could be used to support 
banishment.
1. L.3, 7/8, 12 etc.
2. H.23/6.
3. 2.42. 1546.
4. Z.162/3. 1629 - theft.
2.80.1563 "■ woman banished under pain of disowning,
C0N0LU8I0N8.
I. DEATH (Contd.)
5. DR O W i m .
(1) While drowning was traditionally the death sentence for 
women, it is seen that this was rarely observed in practice - 
women were hanged, and strangled (although rarely beheaded) 
along with the male defenders, in all periods.
(2) A few isolated references are noted in the early and 
middle periods, in the justiciary courts, however -- for theft 
and for fireraising, where women were drowned, but it is also 
seen that men could be drowned - for adultery and forgery 
and for theft. The references are so few that they may be 
considered exceptional for both sexes.
(3) It is not seen in the later or Argyll justiciaiy 
courts.
(4) However, in the lower courts - particularly Orkney and 
Shetland, and in the Burgh courts, frequent references are 
noted - for slaughter a woman was drowned and banishment 
of women was always supported by a threat of drov/ning. 
However, no cases are noted of this being enforced.
I' DI3ATH (Conta.)
6. BROKEN ON THE WHEEL.
1* JUSTICIARY COURT..
PART 1. 1488-1650.
This penalty was so rare that it can be considered 
exceptional.
For parricide, John Dickson was sentenced to be 
broken upon the wheel at the Market Gross of Edinburgh, 
with escheat of his moveable goods. '
For his part in an especially treacherous murder,
Robert l/eir was sentenced to be broken on a wheel 
until he was dead and his body to remain on the wheel 
for 24 hours.^
Thereafter it was to be exposed prominently.
s= *rovia t» caw,'*!? o=
1. B.241,
2. C.445.
II' PERSONAL PUNISHMENT.
(a) ALIVE.
(1) MUTIMTION.
1. JU8TI0IARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
Mutilation of various parts of the body was imposed
throughout the whole period. In the early periods, ears
were cut off :-
For cattle stealing, the accused was scourged and his 
ears cut off. He was also banished. '
In the middle and later periods, cutting off the accused’s
right hand was the normal mutilation. It was given most
frequently in forgery cases:-
For forging the Regent’s signature, Thomas Barry,
Unicorn Pursuivant, was sentenced to have his right hand 
cut off and to be banished for life or during the king’s 
pleasure
But it was imposed occasionally in other crimes:-
George Trumbill had his right hand cut off for unlawful!;) 
carrying weapons* He had been charged with slaughter 
and various armed assaults and had confessed to the 
slaughter but in spite of this end a threat of wilful 
error from the Advocate, the assise found him guilty 
only of unlawfully carrying firearms* The judge
imposed the severest penalty he could in respect 
of the conviction,^
Mutilation could be added as an aggravation to a death 
sentence, prior to execution, and in this event loss of 
one’s right hand was standard*
In a serious murder, the assassination of the Warden of 
the V/erst Marches, Thomas Armstrong was sentenced to 
have his right hand struck off before hanging *
For killing one of the king’s guards who were arresting 
them, Uinian Elliot and William Elliot had their right 
hands cut off before hanging.^""
Exceptional variations are noted - e.g. cutting out his
tongues- //
1. A. 157, 206.
2. B.19/0, also forgery Aa.387/8, 402/3, 432.
3o 0.419/21 - also assaulting minister - scourged and 
right hand cut off. 0.417.
4. 0.363/4.
5. 0.559/0, also slaughter and theft D.95 - irreverent
writing s. Dd.454.
II. PERGONAL rmiSHMENT (Oontd.)
(a) ALIVE.
(1) MUTITATION,
1. JUSTICIARY W URT.
PART I. 1488-1650 (Oontd.)
tongue : «•
Francio Tonnent vraa convicted of writing scanclalou.9 
allegations about the king and poooibly also about
the queen;™ the king ordered the puni aliment himself -
the aoousod should be tortured in the boots, then
carried to the market cross where his tongue was to be
cut out and then he was to be hanged. However, the 
king reconsidered this and finally ordered him to bo 
hanged and his movoable goods escheat. The torture 
was not implemented.'
I. e.333/5 also for perjury his tongue was pierced
wibh a hot bodkin - Aa.346.
II. PElRGOmi PimiSEMENT (Oontd.)
(a) AEIVÉ.
(1) MUTILATION.
JUSTICIARY COURT. 
lART 2. 1661-1747.
As in the earlier record, mutilation was inflicted as an 
additional penalty to hanging sentences - prior to being 
hanged, their right hands were cut off;-
Patrick RoyMeGregor and Patrick Drummond were convicted 
of many robberies, murders and oppressions and were 
sentenced to be hanged, but before hanging their right 
hands were to be cut off. '
Mille mutilation after death was frequent and was 
justified on deterrent grounds, pre-death mutilation 
was a deliberate increase on the punishment and was 
retributive either on the part of the state for its own 
interest, or on the part of the state acting for the 
persons who had been killed, injured or robbed by the 
accused, rather than deterrent. Mutilation before death 
was only imposed in the most serious cases.
One case shows a sentence of mutilation because the Lord
Justice General was insulted -
Donald Campbell made derogatory remarks about the Lord 
Justice General and was sentenced to stand in a public 
place with a paper on his chest, declaring his fault, 
to have his tongue bored and then to remain in prison 
during the court’s pleasure « However, the sentence 
was not enforced.
This case is similar to the penalties given in Part 1 for 
insulting the king.
1. F.199/0, 260.
2, G.137/9"
II. PERGONAL PUNISHMENT (Contd.)
(a) ALIVE. (Oontd.)
(1) MUTILATION (Oontd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY OOURT. 1664.1742
The first half of the record does not show any sign of 
mutilation inflicted while the convicted was alive, hut the 
second half makes occasional references to being nailed to 
the gallows by one’s ear and to having one’s right hand cut 
off.
For murder, he was scourged and he was nailed to the 
gallows by his right ear. Thereafter he was branded on 
his right hand and banished fx’om Britain, '
Pro-death Mutilation ;
For adultery, murder and poisoning, the woman was hanged, 
but before hanging, her right hand was cut off and fixed 
to the gibbet. After hanging, her left hand was cut off 
and exhibited in the Parish Ohurch.
1. Jo 6/1708, also
J,4, 17I8 - scourged, nailed, banished,
J.4, 1730 - nailed, banished,
2, J.llo 1720 murder 1742 - right hand cut off
hanged.
II. PBRSOmi, rUNISHIŒM' (Gontd.) 
(a) ALIVE (Contd.)
(1) MUTIIATIOH (Gq#d.)
SHETmND OOGRT. 1602-04.
There is only one instance of physical niutilation - in 
a theft case the accused was sentenced to have a piece of 
his ear cut off, as well as having his goods and land 
escheat, and being banished « Such mutilation was
/
extremely rare and this case is unique in this record.
In a court statute prohibiting false actions the penalty
for raising a groundless action was, for the first offence
loss of right hand and sword and for the second, escheat
and banishment, but no instance of the crime or the
2-
penalty is noted.
1. L.33.
2. Lo47/8,
II. PERSONAI, rmiGIIMEm' (Contd. )
(a) ALIVE (Contd.)
(1) MUTILATIOH (Contd.)
BURGH COURT. 1398-17L4.
Mutilation occurs in the earlier records and is limited 
to theft cases:
Ears cut off:-
If a thief steals an article whose value is between 
four pennies and eight pennies and one-farthing, he 
shall be put upon the cuckstool and after that led 
to the head of the town where one of his ears will be 
cut off. If the article is worth between eight pennies 
and one— farthing and sixteen pennies and one half-penny, 
he will be set upon the cuckstool and after that led to 
the head of the town and there have his other ear cut 
off, '
This was enforced :-
John Fischair was convicted of theft and was nailed 
to the Iron by his ear, thereafter his ear was cut ^ 
off, lie was also branded on his cheek and scourged.
1, ir.(3. %::x)ci3[. p . iiCK),
2. 2.40, 154.5.
2.64. 1555.
2,45, 1546,
COMCLUÜIOHS.
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (ALIVE)
1. MUTILATION.
(1) Mutilation of various parts of the body while the accused 
was alive was common in the early and middle periods, but 
such punishments were much less frequent after 1660 although 
occasional instances are noted. Usually some further 
punishment was added - banishment or another form of personal 
punishment.
(2) In the earliest period the standard mutilation was cutting 
off one or both ears or nailing the person by his ear to the
gallows stalk for a period. Gutting off the oar or ears is
seen in thefts in the early justiciary records, in the early 
Sheriff courts, in Shetland and in the old laws. The burgh
courts show nailing to the tron or gallows (again for theft)
as does a later case in Argyll.
(5) In the remainder of the periods, the normal mutilation 
was cutting off his right hand. This could act as a straight 
sentence (or even as a mitigated death sentence) a?id was 
usually combined with scourging or banishment (e.g. in 
forgeries) or it could act as an aggravated sentence before 
death, e.g. in serious murder and/or theft.
(4) Loss of one's right hand, in feudal theory, was more than 
the loss of a useful limb - it meant loss of the ability to 
use a sword, with all that entailed.
(5) In a few cases, reference is made to the accused having 
his tongue bored with a hot iron - this was an exceptional 
sentence and tended to be limited to insulting the king or 
his principal officers, and to perjury.
II. PERSONAL PUI<ri8HMENT (Contd.) 
(a) ALIVE (Contd.)
(2) SCOURGING.
Ic JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-16500
Scourging was imposed frequently - but never as the sole
/o~
penalty. The commonest combination was with banishment 
The setence was given most frequently in theft cases.
- for stealing lambs, the thief was scourged through 
Edinburgh and thereafter banished the town.'
- for Lheft, William Galder was scourged through 
Edinburgh and banished.^
But scourging and banishment was given in other crimes 
?also 0
Further personal punishment could also be added to the 
scourging:-
Mutilation: For cattle stealing Michael Scott was
sentenced to be scourged through .Edinburgh and 
thereafter his ears were to be cut off. He was 
banished.
- for assaulting a minister, the accused was scourged 
and his right hand was cut off.-^ '"
“ Branding was added frequently/
7 H
Additions of public punishment, loss of office and escheat
f
of moveables are noted.
Scourging could also be given before a death sentence - in 
a treason case he was scourged before being beheaded and 
quartered.
1. B.57.
la. One very early exception A.16 - a boy of eight years
was flogged for killing another youth.
2. 0,94, also Aa.458, B.7 (from the pai’ish).
D.99, 270.
Dd. 442.
5. Forgery - E. 164,
Perjury - D.558.
Sedition - D.221/2.
4. A.157, also A.206 - stealing wool from sheep.
5. C.416/7.
60 Theft - Dd.445 - scourged, branded and banished. 
Forgery - E. 15I - -do-
Perjury - D.558 - -do-
7G Sedition - E.218 - scourged and banished.
8. Forgery - 0.455*
9. False 
Evidence - 0.455»
10. Aa.467»
II. FERÜÜN/iTj rUNISHMEMT (Oontd.)
ALIVE (Gontd.)
SCOURGING (Conta . )
JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. I66I-I747.
As iï) the previous periods, scourging was imposed along 
with another penalty, usually banishment.
It is seen that in some of the coses where scourging was
imposed, this sentence was a mitigation as the crime could
have carried a death sentence. The crimes vary -
slaughter, adultery, rape and theft are noted.
Only Sc o ur gi ng : -
James MoNab was convicted of wounding Thomas McCormick 
to the death with his sword and sentenced to be taken 
to Crieff and there scourged on two market days
Scourging & Banishment*-
For murder (manslaughter) Robert Carmichael was scourged 
“ seven stripes in the Lawn Market, six Qt the Gross and 
five at the Fountein-v/ell. He was imprisoned till he 
found caution to leave the kingdom, never to return 
under pain of death
Wm. Thomson and others were convicted on their confess- 
: ion of thef t and sentencod to be scourged - 7 stripes 
from the hangman at the Merc at Gross and to be banished « 
They were to lie in prison "till there be occasion of 
ships"6 ^
•Scourging, Banishment & Indignities
Matthew Foulden was scourged through Jedburgh for a 
rape and banished from the town under pain of further 
•scourging. During the scourging a paper stating his 
crime was fixed to his head.<
Scourging was imposed for adultery fairly frequently. ;
John Reidpeth was sentenced to be scourged through 
the High .Street from the Castlehill to the Hetherbow 
on a forenoon and thereafter to be banished, for double 
adultery. •*''
1. H.56/7, 1714.
2. Ho 16/7» 1699s also II« 19» 1?G5 - poisoning - 
scourged and banished.
Ho55/60 1713 ■" slaughter - scourged and banished.
3. F.83, 87, 99.
4. H.76/9. 1732, also
11.71/2» 1724 - scourging for child murder.
5. F.55, also F.3.
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
(a) ALIVE.(Contd.)
(2) CCOURGING (Contd.)
I« JUGTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747 (Contd.)
Scourging could be imposed by the court where the person 
was acquitted or avoided his proper punishment by a 
legal technicality, and the court was satisfied that 
some sort of punishment should be given.
James Welsh had confessed out of court to witchcraft, 
but because of his youth he could not be put to an 
assize. Because he prevaricated at the enquiry for 
defaming lieges, he was to be whipped through the High 
Htreet and to be put in the Correction house, to work 
there for a year.•
lo F.54/5, also
F.28/9, 49 - acquit of child murder, but whipped 
and banishment.
II' PER80NAI, PUNI.SHHmT (Contd.)
ALIVE. (OonW.)
(2) SCOURGING (Contd.)
2* Al^ GYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
Very few scourging sentences show scourging as the sole 
punishment much more frequently there were a number of 
parts to the sentence, only one part being the scourging.
Gilbert McOnlea was sentenced, for the theft of cattle, 
to be scourged through the town by the hangman between 
nine and ten in the morning/
■z.
Scourging was imposed most frequently in theft cases, and 
it is seen that scourging (or scourging and additional 
personal punishment) could operate as a mitigation of a 
d oath sentenoe.
David MoDavie was convicted of driving away a mare and 
filly, but because various witnesses confirmed that he 
lived honestly and virtuously, he was sentenced to be 
scourged through the town by the hand of the common 
executioner and his moveables were escheat. The 
justice declared that it was a mitigated sentence and 
if any future theft was committed by him he would suffei 
a death sentence.^
For murder, he was scourged, then nailed by his right 
ear to the gallows for two hours, branded on his right 
hand and then banished from Great Britain.4
Frequently the threat of a death sentence if there was a 
future conviction was added.
Janet MeKeliar was convicted of the theft of money and 
jewellery and was ordered to be taken to the cross and 
scourged through the town between 2 and 3 in theafter- 
nioon, under declaration that if she was convicted 
again she would suffer the death sentence.^^
The additions to scourging took various forms
Escheat ;md caution for futui'e good behaviour.
Donald //
1. I. 13/4.
2. Exceptions; Murder - J.6/1708.
Adultery - 1.124/5, J.12/1707»
Fraud “ 1.26.
Conceding 
Pregnancy - J.2/1719»
Killing 
Horse - J.12/1710,
5. 1.129 - also 1.77, 75»
4. J.6/1708 - also theft J.4.1718, J.12.1721.
5. 1.52/5, also 1.106 - scourged.branded,banished:death#r3a
scourged: death threat.
• uLî Gscheat : caution for
k OOCL O e n a i n  nnv.
II' PERSONAL PUl'ÏISHBm T  (Contd.)
(8^) ALIVE (Contd.)
(2) SCOURGING (Contd.)
2» ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT..1664-1742 (Contd.)
Donald McLaertie was convicted of the theft of a cow 
and was sentenced to he scourged through Inveraray.
His goods were escheat, 'but in fact the procurator 
accepted 100 merks in lieu of escheat. He had to find 
caution for his good behaviour in all time coming.^
John Mcileynich was convicted of stealing cattle and 
sheep. He was sentenced to be publicly scourged through 
the town between 12 and 1 in the afternoon. He had to 
find caution for his good behaviour under pain of 500 
merks, over and above payment of damages. He had to 
pay .2/1:0 for the cost of the cow. His goods were 
escheat, and he was imprisoned till he found caution.*"
Branding or the threat of Branding.
Hew Molnleich and Moira Mcllraond were convicted of the 
theft of tobacco and ribbons, money and food and 
were sentenced to be scourged through Inveraray by 
the hangman at 2 p.m. and after the scourging they 
were to be taken to the cross and branded on their 
palms. They had to leave Argyllshire under pain 
of death and also suffered pain of death if convicted 
of theft again.^
John McGonochie McKaig was convicted of stealing a 
coat and some money and was sentenced to be burnt 
on the cheek with the letter "T" as the mark of a 
peakor (small thief) and thereafter he was to be 
scourged from one end of the town to the other at 
about two hours in the afternoon.
Mutilation.
For //
1. I. 102.
Escheat » 1.51/2, 77, 92/5, 100, 124/5 (adultery) 129.
Caution for good behaviour - 1.55/6, 51/2, 75, 77, 
89/0, 92/5, 100, 124/5 - J.5» 1750 - 500 merks
was the usual amount.
2. 1 .51/2 .
1.89/0: scourged, fined £20, caution, warded.
I.100 : caution, escheat, warded.
5= 1.106, J.6/I7O8 , also scourged, branded and banished; 
J. 8/1707, 12/1710, also
1.55/6 : scourged; caution (if no caution, branded). 
4o 1.14, also 1.26: scourged and his tongue bored.
II' NAL rm I 8HMENT (Contd. )
ALIVE (Contd.)
(2) SCOURGING (Contd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1?42 (Contd.)
For several small thefts, he was scourged (39 stripes) 
and nailed to the gallows hy his right ear for one 
hour. Thereafter he was banished from Inveraray.'
Scourged and Jouggs.
For concealing her pregnancy she was scourged and put 
in the jouggs
Banishment.
Fingal McCannill was convicted of adultery and she was 
sentenced to be scourged from the mereat cross of 
Campbeltown between two and three p.m. by the common 
executioner6 Thereafter she was to be imprisoned until 
she found caution for her good behaviour, or bound herself 
to leave Argyllshire. Her moveables were escheat.3
1. J.4. 1718 - also J.12, 1721. Murder J.6. 1708.
2. J.2. 1719 " 12/1707.
3. 1.124/5, also
1.125/6, theft - scourged: caution to remove :death threat 
1.106 “ scourged, branded, banished, death threat, also 
J.8. 1707, 12.1710.
Scourged & dismissed the town (theft) - J.6/170?.
banished (ylrgyll) (theft) - J. 10/1729, 1/1754
12/1755.
banished jurisdiction
(fortune telling) - J.10/1729.
banished Britain (killing
Horse) - J.12/1710.
branded, nailed,banished
Britain (murder) - J.5/].708.
transported America
(theft) - J.10.1722,
 ^ 12/1721.
II' PERGONAL l^UNISHMENT (Contd . )
(a) ALIVE (Contd.)
(2) 3C0URGING (Contd.)
5. GHERIFP COURTt 1515-1747.
The later record shows that scourging was always imposed 
along with another penalty.
Theft; He was branded on the face, scourged through 
the town and banished under pain of death.'
Fireraising: She was sentenced to be imprisoned,
scourged, branded, jougged and banished (but it was 
not enforced).^
The cases give details information on scourging.
- He was to receive six strokes at the Tolbooth and then to 
the accompaniment of a drum beat, ho was taken round 
.Paisley receiving six strokes at the Townhead, the 
same at the West port, Mealmarket, the Cross, Abbeygate, 
and then seven strokes at the Walnook.'
Both men and women were stripped to the waist for the 
scourging.
1. Kb. 186.
2. Kb. 258, also 238 - scourged, imprisoned and banished 
3» Kb.188, also 245 - size of lash specified.
II' FERBpNÀL PUNIGHMEMT (Contd.)
(a) AIjIVE (Gontd. )
(2) 8G0URGING (Gontd.)
4. SHETLAND OOURT. 1602-04.
Scourging was not imposed frequently,but such reforenoes 
as there are relate to thefts,
- The fold (Court 'officer) is ordained to scourge A.
about the parish"Kirk next Sunday as a notorious thief, 
to the example of others. *
This applied hlso to women and children found guilty of 
theft T
V/hile this was more usually the penalty for notour 
thieves, it could be imposed for the first offence - in 
that pa.rticular case, however, the thief was caught in 
possession of the goods. There is only one non-theft 
case which shows a sentence of scourging ~ the Archdeacon’ 
horse was ridden to death and the instigator was scourged 
about the kirk.^
Escheat of goods, gear and lands could be added to 
scourging.^
1. 0 •.Vi fh ^
2o L.8,
3« L.112
4o L.35c
5. L.14.
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (Contd.)
(a) ALIVE (Contd.)
(2) SCOURGING (Contd.) ,1
5. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
No reference is made in the Aberdeen record to scourging 
as a penalty, but the sentence is mentioned in the old 
laws concerning theft.
If a thief steals a loaf or anything worth up to one 
half-penny in the Burgh, he ought to be scourged through 
the town. If the article is worth from one half­
penny to four pennies4 he ought to be more severely 
scourged. '
The other records show that it was imposed occasionally 
in theft cases.
John Pischair was convicted of theft and had his ear 
cut off, was branded on his cheek and scourged through 
the town. Thereafter he was banished.*"
Gilbert Mitchell was convicted of stealing from a 
packman and was sentenced to stand for an hour at 
the cross, during market time, with a paper on his 
head - stating his crime and thereafter was scourged 
from the cross to the West Port, ^
The threat of scourging was used to support a decree of 
banishment.^
1. P.O. XXXIX. p. 180.
2. %.45. 1546.
Z.162/5. 1629,
For theft - scourged and branded on his shoulder and 
banished.
5. Y. 25/6 . 1655.
4. Zoll9o 1608 - plague.
Z.129. 1612 - No crime stated.
Z.138. I6I5 - Fraud.
Gcourged and hanged if returned from banishment,
2.110 - striking town officer.
CÜ17CLU8IÜN8.
II. PEHGUmi PUNISHMENT (ALIVE)
2. SOOm^GING.
(1) Scourging was a frequent sentence in most records. There 
were great variations in its use, but the following patterns 
are seen.
(a) Goourging was a standard sentence for thefts which did not 
merit hang ing.
(b) It could also be given as a mitigated death sentence, agai 
usually in theft.
(c) It was seldom given as the sole penalty - usually banish- 
sraent was added, but some further personal punishment - 
particularly branding and/or indignities ~ could also be 
given.
(d) Apart from thefts, scourging was imposed in the main 
period of the justiciary courts, in adultery and less 
frequently in murder, rape and forgery. The adultery 
sentence tended to be standard, whereas the other crimes 
were mitigated death sentences.
(e) Some cases show an acquittal which the judge was not 
prepared to accept and in those oases, scourging was the 
standard penalty imposed,
(2) Idiile the Argyll record shows the same pattern as has been 
noted, the number of combinations of punishments imposed by 
the court in addition to scourging is noteworthy - mutilation, 
branding, indignities, escheat, caution for good behaviour, 
fining, imprisonment and banishment,
(3) The lower records (Sheriff, Shetland and Burgh courts) 
show scouring imposed only in thefts, but again a variety of 
further punishments were added - usually branding, indignit- 
:ies and banishment. In these courts a scourging sentence
would not be a mitigated sentence, but rather a standard 
sentence.
II' rERGürlAL rUHlSHMEifT (Oontd. )
(a) ALIVE, (O o n W .)
(5)
1" JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 14.æ-1650.
Reforonoes to branding occur ocoasionally. Ao in
scourging, branding was not Imposed i\s the only pimish- 
nnent, and some other form of personal punishment was 
added.
For theft of a purse, John Bro\m wao sentenced to
bo obo’urgeci, burnt on hie cheek and banished."
For forgery - scourged through Edinburgh, branded on 
his Eand'^ lfTth a hot iron and banlshod.
For James Boyle and others wore sentenced
to be'scourged through Edinburgh, branded with a hot 
iron on their cheeks and banished from Scotland
Also David Trumble was takon to the Market Cross of 
Edinburgii and there his tongue was pierced with ei hot
bodkino Ho was also banished.
Convicted of fiver^f^n^;, Isobel McFarlane was branded 
on her cheek ônH^ 'ISanisEedô''''
m R T  2. 1661-1747.
Branding was given infrequently in the period - it was
imposed in thefts.
John Rae, convicted of theft, was adjudged (by advice 
of tho Privy Council) to be burnt on the cheek with 
the Oastlemark of Edinburgh, within the Tolbooth and 
thereafter banished from tho three Lothiana
William Thomson and others were convicted of several 
small thefts ("pyking thefts") and the Privy Council 
rocommondod the justices to have them either marked 
with 3ilinbur|7h ’ s burning iron or scourged, or both if 
the justices wished - and thereafter have them banished. 
They wore scourged and banished."^
1. m.445.
2. B.151»
3» D.358.
4. Dd.536/9.
5. Aa.346.
6. F.24.
7» F.87/6, also F.99»
II' PER8UNAI, PUNI8H#NT (Contd.)
ALIVE (qpntd_. )
(3) BRANDING (Oqntd.)
ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
Branding occurs in theft oases princiually.
Normally branding was only part of the sentence, but one 
case gives branding as the sole sentence.
John Dow McLean was convicted of the theft of clothes 
and, food and was sentenced to be taken to the mereat 
cross of Inveraray and there burnt on the cheek with 
the letter "T" as a mark whereby he may be known 
aftez'wards as a thief. This was inflicted because 
all the stolen goods were recovered.(If they had not 
been recovered, he would have been hanged) '
More usually there was a composite sentence.
Branding and Scourging:-
John McGonachie was convicted of the theft of clothes 
and money and was sentenced to be burnt on the cheok 
with the letter "T" as the mark of a peaker and 
thereafter he was to be scourged through the town/"
For the theft of tobacco, ribbons and money, Hew 
Mclnleich and Moira Mcllmound, his mother, were to 
be scourged through Inveraray at 2 p.m. andimmedlately 
after they were to be brought to tlie cross and to be 
branded by the hangman with the ordinary iron on their 
palms. Thereafter they were banished from Argyllshire 
under pain of death.^
For fraudulently appearing to satisfy a bond of caution, 
Donald McCracken was scourged through the town and his 
tongue was bored by a hot iron at the mereat cross at 
10 a.m.
Mary MoIndoor was convicted of the theft of.two sheep 
and was sentenced to be scourged through the town at 
10 a.m. and if she.did not find caution for her future 
good behaviour, she was to be branded on the shoulder 
with a hot iron.
1 o 1.18, also I.''-1-4„
2. 1.14.
3. 1.1.06, .also
Theft scourged, branded, banished: J.8/170?,J.12/1710 
(both branded with "T" on his palm).
Murder- scourged, nailed, branded (on right hand) 
banished: J.6/1708.
4. 1.26..
3» 1.56.
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
ALWE (Oontd, )
(5) BRANDING (Contd.)
5. SHERIFF OOURT. 1515-1747.
Branding was imposed in addition to other forms of 
punishment -
For theft, he was branded on the face, scourged and 
banished^'undor pain of death. '
For fireraislng, she was sentenced to be imprisoned,
SCOinijfed^ i^nd” branded on her forehead - but the sentence 
was not carried out
Threat of branding could be used to support a banishment. 
For theft, he was banished under threat of branding on 
his clieeko ^
lo Kbol8G.
2. im. 238.
3. Kb. 203, 246.
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (Contd.)
(a) ALIVE (Oontd.)
(3) LANDING (Contd.)
4» BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
In the Aberdeen record, branding v/as not actually inflicte 
but it was threatened to support a decree of banishment 
for thefto
MariOta Fether was banished from Aberdeen for resetting 
thieves, for two years, under pain of being branded 
with the Seal of Aberdeen on her face.'
Elena Scotcok was banished for a hundred years and a 
day and if she returned to the town she would be branded 
on her cheek - this decision was given by the assize» 
Reporturn est et ordinatum per assisam.^
The Stirling record showed instances of branding in theft 
cases,
John Fischair was convicted of theft and had his ear 
cut off, was branded on his cheek and was scourged » 
Thereafter he was banished. ^
Jonet v/rycht was convicted of pykerie and was branded on 
her cheek and banished.
Branding was threatened in other crimes, where the basic
sentence was banishment
In the later records,' no actual instances of branding are 
noted, but it is threatened to enforce a decree of 
banishment.
William Allan was convicted of gaming and was banished 
from the town under pain of branding on the, cheek.^
A Gourt Act against men and women staying in the town
without references provided that if they stayed more than
eight days they would be branded on the cheek, but no
0as es are not ed7
1. V.92.
2. V.142.
3. Z.45. 3.1546.
2e 162/3» 1629 - scourged and branded on his shoulde%' 
for theft - banished.
4. Z.48. 1547, also Z.64. 1555»
5» Z.29« 1612 (Scandalous and offensive person).
6. Y.103/4 . 1682, and 
Y.148. 1694.
Theft -do- Gheek with town's arms.
7. Y. 109.
CONCLUSIONS..
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (ALIVE)
3. BRANDING.
(1) Branding was imposed in very similar circumstances to 
scourging « but it was less frequent and could be described 
as an aggravation to a standard sentence of scourging.
(2) The branding was made on the cheeks or hand of the 
accused, and the brand, was of the town's mark, although
sometimes the brand was a "T" for thief or "P" for pykerie.
(3) It was seldom given as the sole penalty and usually 
followed a scourging, and again the cx’ime of theft figured 
prominently in branding sentences.
(4) Branding is noted throughout the whole period, but in 
the lower courts (Sheriff and Burgh courts) it was given
only in thefts - and there it was used principally to
support a decree of banishment - few cases are seen of its 
enforcement.
II' PERGOmL PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
(a) ALIVE (qpntd.)
(4) INDIGNITIES.
I» JUSTiqiARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
Throughout the whole period penalties designed to humiliât 
the accused are noted. The crimes for which this penalty 
was imposed varied.
The usual form of the penalty was public exposure with 
notice declaring the crime.
- For forgery, William McKie and Thomas MoKie were 
sentenced to be deemed infamous, had their goods escheat 
and were to be carried by the ordinary hangman from
tho tolbooth to the market cross and there to stand for 
an hour with a notice on their heads "I am declared 
infamous for falsett". Both were banished. '
- For writing a paper against the king and the government, 
George Nicoll was sentenced to stand with a paper on his 
head declaring his crime for three hours. Thereafter
he was to receive six lashes from the hangman and be 
banished
- William Mui’doch, a priest, was convicted of unlawfully 
celebrating mass and he was sentenced to stand for 10 
hours chained to the Market Cross, in his priest's 
clothes. Thereafter his clothes and symbols were to 
be burnt, and he was to be banished
“ For carrying out baptisms and celebrating marriages 
after being excommunicated. Sir Thomas Ker and others 
placed themselves in the king’s will and were sentenced 
to stand for two hours at the Market Cross of Edinburgh 
with papers on their heads declaring their crime
One case showed the standard penalty of the burgh court -
Nicholas Rynd was convicted of blood and was to stand 
publicly for an hour and ask forgiveness. He lost his 
freedom of the Burgh and was banished.^"’
1. E.262, also E.297, 0.47?.
2. E.222.
3. G.530/1.
4. B.189/0.
5. Aa.399,
II. PERSONAL PUNIOHmïNT (Ooiitd.) 
(El) ALIVE (GonW. )
(4) mPIGNITIES (Qontd.)
1. JU8TI0IABY COURT.
PART 2. I66I-I747
The same form seen in the earlier period was continued - 
exposure with a ncLice or placard attached to one's person 
stating the crime.
For making derogatory remarks about the Justice General, 
Donald Campbell was sentenced to stand at the cuckstool 
of Minburgh between 2 and 4 in the afternoon with a 
paper on his chest, declaring his fault and have his 
tongue bored by the hangman. Thereafter he was to 
remain in prison during the Court's pleasure»'
The notice could be attached before a scourging
- Matthew Foulden was scourged through Jedburgh with a 
paper tied to his forehead stating that he had been 
convicted for rape and thereafter banished from Jedburgh 
under pain of further scourging.^
The Indignities could take the form of being placed in 
the pillory:
- For embezzling money from the Bank of Scotland, Robert 
Pringle was sentenced to be set in the pillory with a 
notice on his breast describing his offence. He was 
iEiprisoned till he repaid the amount he had taken. 
(£425flO/-d.
- For poisoning his wife, William' Bisset was scourged, 
pilloried and banished to the East or West Indies 
plantations*
2. H.76/9. 1752*
5, H.19/21. 1705.
4. Hul9. 1705, also
H.19/21 - pillory - embezzlement. 
Go 137/9 “• cuckstools - insulting.
II' PERüQHAL PUNIGHMENT (Gontd.)
AI.Iy 2 (üontd o )
(4) INDIGNITIES (Contd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
The form of the indlgriitios varied in this record -
4.9i?fiE§ were frequent, both wi th and without further 
/
punishment.
Puhllc Forgiveness. For a riot against the magistrates,
fined and had to crave pardon on his
knees before the court. He had also to crave pardon 
of the magistrates, bareheaded at the mereat cross, 
and his burgess ticket was destroyed publicly
Public notice. As in the other records, frequently the 
convicted had to carry or wear a notice stating his crime
In this record, it is noted that the position of common 
executioner was offered to various convicted persons 
Instead of punishment. ^
1» Child murder: scourged and jougs: J2/1719»
Adultery : jougs and paper stating crime: J.12/1707-
Theft : jougs, banished: J4/1730, 11/1740.
jougs and rope round his neck; 
banished J.8/1715*
Killing horse: fined, and jougs. J.6/1710.
2. J.2/1710.
Also J.6/1710 crave pardon in court and fined.
5. Adultery : J.12/1707 - jougs and paper,
perjury and defamation: J.6/1710 ™ 
fined and paper.
4. Theft : J.12/1710.
Jo 12/17I6 "■ under pain of death. 
J.5./I759 -do-
II' PERBOHAL PUNISHMENT (qontd.)
(a) ALIVÈ (Oontd.)
(4) INDIGNITIES (Contd.)
3» SHERIFF CCUR'I^ . 1515-1747»
Imposition of indignitios was raado frequently in the later 
recordo Public forgiveness and exposure wi th a notice
stating the crime were usual.
The penalty was imposed in minor thefts and cases of -, 
insulting and defamation.
For falsely accusing persons of witchcraft, some persons 
had to ask forgiveness publicly of the people whom 
they had accused. If they refused to crave forgive- 
mess, they were to be taken to the Cross and there they 
had to confess their faultpublicly saying "by our false 
tongues we lied" and also they were to be exposed at 
the Cross for an hour at midday with a paper on their 
breasts stating their crime. They were also fined 
100 merks.
The jougs were used on occasions.
For stealing corn, he was fined 5C0 merks and placed 
in the jougs with a paper on his breast.*'
1. Kb. 50/6,
Also ICb. 129/0 - crave forgiveness, confess in court
jougs for an hour and paper.
550 fine and £200 damages.
2. Kb. 195, also Kb. 201, 205,aU. theft.
fireraising ; Kb.258.
II* FERnONAL PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
(a) ALIVE (GonW.)
(4) INDIGNITIES (Contd.)
4(ED8HÉTIAHD COURT* 1602^04.
Public forgiveness was the standard form - in some assault 
and insulting cases the accused had to crave forgiveness 
of the injured person before the whole congregation and 
minister on a Sunday»
The assaults related to the Church in any event :
For striking the minister with a spade, A* was 
compelled to ask forgivoness from the minister at 
the next service, under pain of £20,'
But in the insulting cases the accused had to crave 
forgiveness in Church ;-
For insulting, the accused were fined 40/- and had to 
ask forgiveness in Church from the person insulted*'*"
For using the Church as a byre, he was fined 40/- 
and ordered to ask forgiveness in sackcloth from the 
minister and congregation*
L.125, also LJ53 - fighting in Church,
fined 2 angels and 8/- : minister's forgiveness, 
L.113 »« assaulting his father - fined 2 merks and 
forgiveness from his father three times.
L.3 - also L,86 - 8 merks and forgiveness.
L0II3 - 2 merks and forgiveness of the person insulted 
L0II3 - 4 marks and forgiveness in sackcloth.
L.81/2 - insulting Sheriff ™ £40 modified to £5 - 
forgiveness,
Lo 23/4 “ forgiveness on his knees in Church*
3. L.82,
II' PERSO M L  PmiGHMENT (Oontd.)
(^ ) ALIV33 (Oontd.)
(4) INDIGNITIES (Ooirbd. )
4(b) ORKNEY & SHETLAND OOURT. 1612-13.
The referenoes to personal punishment are few - again 
it tended to be imposed in minor thefts and insults.
A court statute contains the only clear references.
An Act against vagabonds and beggars ordered such 
persons to be placed in the stocks and jougs. '
Two statutes make provision for personal punishment, but 
no indication at all is given about the form of tho 
punishment. It would seem likely that it would be 
stocks or jouga. It is noted, however, that personal 
punishment was imposed in these statutes only if he was 
unable to pay a fine.
A court statute against defamation stated that the penalty 
was a fine of 55/4d. payable to the king and a sum at the 
judge's discretion to the party offended. The offender 
had also to ask forgiveness from the person insulted 
before the minister and the congregation on the following
J?
■Gimday, but no case is noted.
1. Ih 19/0.
2. M.18, 25.
5. M.22.
II' PERSONAL PUNimMENT (Contd. )
ALIVE (Contd.)
(4) INDIGNITIES (Ogntd.)
5. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706.
There are occasional references to personal pmiisliment
I
throughout the record, but they are not frequent. In 
this record the personal punishment was a spell in the 
stocks or jougs. It is noted that personal punishment 
was imposed by certain statutes, both national .and court, 
but the full severity of the national statutes was not 
observed in the cases.
A court statute concerning assaults imposed a penalty of
£10 in respect of threatened assaults with the additional
punishment that the bodies of offenders should be "wardit
/
in irnes and stokis to thair achame and disgrace". This 
actual sentence was not imposed for a threatened assault, 
but in one assault case - where a minor was found guilty 0.1 
a blood assault,he was sentenced to remain in the jougs 
for half an hour®
A national statute prohibiting the removal of broom had 
more severe penalties ™ as alternative to fining, the 
Court could imprison the offender in the stocks or irons 
for eight days on bread and water for the first offence, 
fifteen days for the second offence, one month for the
J
third offence and scourged at the end of the month * There 
is no case which shows that these penalties were ever 
enforced, and indeed immediately afterwards, the court 
enacted its own order giving 40/- for each offence, wi th 
imprisonment in the event of failure to pay.
1. Na.33/4.
2. Nb.lO.
3. Nb.261.
II. PERuONAL rmiSlIMENT (Oontd. )
(a) ALIVE (C.ontd. )
(/tO IMDIG.NITIE3 (Oontd. )
5. REGALITY COURT. (Contd. )
Thus, it is seen that in practice, the severe statutory 
penalties were not enforced.
However, the Court did impose a spell in the jougs in 
certain cases. The period was indefinite - during the 
bailie's pleasure - but it is likely khat the period would 
not exceed twelve hours.
A court officer who allowed a murderer to escape 
suffered loss of office and the stocks during the 
bailie's pleasure. '
A court statute relating to the cutting of broom gives 
a penalty of 13/4d. and the stocks during the bailie’s 
pleasure.
1. Nbo$45/6
2. Hb.57.
II. PBR10NAL rmiCHMENT (Ooiitd.)
(Gi) AIIVE. (Oontd.)
(4) IFDIGNITIE8 (Oontd.)
B A R O N  COUItT. 15 2 3 - 1 7 4 7 .
Imposition of the stocks is noted in certain minor crimes. 
The period varied, hut ?A hours is noted -
- In a non-blood assault the sentence was a fine of f5 f 
and a spell in the stocks during the Baron's pleasure.
- kor insulting, the accused was to remain in the stocks
- kor deforcement, a fine of f/W, escheat of moveables 
and stocks for 24- hours
- A theft statute imposed a penalty of 3 fold restitution 
and 24' hours in the stocks.^
- The longest period is 4 days given in Forbes for 
contravention of a court statute concerning service 
to the Baron. ■* "
There are a number of references to personal punishment, 
but no details are given^ but it is likely that this meant 
the stocks. It is noted that normally the stocks were 
combined with a fine and not imposed on its own.
1. Q.22,
2. P.51.
3. Rd.222, Ü.116, 123
4. Q.139/0.
5. Ra.232.
6. Q.24. 48, 50 etc. 
8.234.
II. PERSONAL PUNIEHIiENT (Ooatd.)
ALIVE (Gonbd.)
4» IRDIGRITIEB COontd^)
7" BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
The Aberdeen record does not show any actual instances of 
indignities5 but a court statute imposed a punishment of 
indignity for:hsuiting an official.
It is ordained that if anyone Insults the Propositus, 
Bailies or any of the king's officers, for the first 
offence he will have to kiss the cuckstool, for the 
second offence he will be placed on the cuckstooX, and 
shall be covered with eggs, dung, mud and such like, and 
for the third offence he will be banished from the town 
for a year and a day, '
The old laws also provide for the infliction of 
indignities for small thefts. Where a person steals 
an article whose value is between four pennies and eight 
pennies and one-farthing, he shall be put upon the 
cuckstool and after that led to the head of the town 
and there he ought to have one of his ears cut off.^
In the. middle and later periods, imposition of public 
punishment or indignity became a standard penalty and was 
second only to fining as being the most frequent of all 
punishments. In the Stirling record it was more frequent 
than fining.
The crimes for which this penalty was imposed varied, but 
in the middle records, they were insulting, defaming and 
assault.
In the middle period, the basic form of the indignity was 
to seek forgiveness from the person.
(l) Forgiieiess had to be asked while kneeling, from the 
insulted or injured either (a) at the place where the 
incident took place or (b) in court or (c) at the market
■ 5*
cross. In the insulting cases the guilty person had to say 
"Tongue you ]aed about him "(the person who had been insulted) 
This formula was held, to cancel the insult.
1. V. 217.
2. F.G. p. IfK).
5. Insulting ; Z .43. 1546-.
Also 2.48, 1547. 116/7. 120.1608.
Blood and troublance ; 2.53.1549, also 2.78.1560/1.
11' PERSONAL FUNI8KKMT ((3qntd,)
ALIVE (Contd,)
4. INDIGNITIES (Cqntd,)
7- BURGH COURT. 1398-1714 (Oontd.)
?
(2) In addition to asking forgiveness the accused might 
have a personal punishment added, e.g. an iron collar or 
mask.
For making insulting remarks, Marion Ray had to ask 
-forgiveness on her knees, saying "Toung, you leid on 
thaim". 3he was warded until jan iron clasp and calvill 
was made for her which was to he locked on her for 24 
hours. '
For calling another woman a thief, Jonet Blakadir had to 
stand in irons at the will of the provost and bailies. 
She had to pass to the place where she said the words 
and on her knees, ask forgiveness of the woman she 
insulted saying "Tong, echo leid"
Marion Ray was fined for insulting Agnes Henderson and 
the -Goui't ordered her to be suspended in a basket from 
a joist on the top of the tolbooth, during the will of 
the provost and bailies.
For mocking burials, Laurence Thomson was sentenced to 
be drawn through the tovm on a sled, barefooted, bare- 
:headed, wearing a white sark and with a paper on his 
head, stating his crime. Others were to walk through 
the town barefooted and bareheaded and stand at the 
cross during the bailies* will. 4
(3) Gome cases required a further act of humility:
- \
For assaulting and insulting, Katherine Jak had to go 
to the market cross at 10 a.m. on Saturday with a white 
wand in her hand and ask forgiveness.^
For insulting, Agnos Henderson had to precede the 
procession on Sunday wearing a sark and carrying a wax 
candle to be offered to the Rood Light and ask 
forgiveness of the woman she insulted, ^
1. 3.43. 1546.
2. 2.39. 1344/5.
3 . 2.48. 1547. This was threatened in a troublance action
■. -.48 hours in the basket. 2.48. 1547. Ayr used a
cage also - Murray 1.246 n.
4. 2.116. I6O7 . A Court act punished insulting by expos- 
:ure at each of the four gates of the town, carrying a 
halter which supported two large stones. X.167»1476.
5. 2.40.1545.
6. 2.40/1. 1545', also
2.47/8 . 1547 - except no candle.
Il- PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
ALIVI] (GoirW.)
4» INDIGHITIEG (Gontd.)
7» BURGH COURT. 1398-1714 (Gontd.)
For adultery, Thomas Thomson was ordered to ask forgive- 
;nes3 in face of the congregation and on the next market 
day he was to be carted.'
To insult or disobey a town official could result in %iub-
;lic punishment and again forgiveness could be demanded.
For insulting a bailie, James' Stewart and Thomas Hyslop 
were fined 5 merks and further had to come with a candle 
in hand as a sign of forgiveness before the parish
Towards the end of the middle period, forgiveness over- 
slapped with public exposure and confession which deve].ope 
into the standard mark of indignity punishments in the 
later periods.
•In one case the accused was given a choice of forgiveness 
or public confession.
■Robert Bullo was ordered to appear before the 
congregation and ask Marion .Stenson’s forgiveness 
for .ravishing her* If he refused he was to stand at
the market cross for 24 hours with a paper bound to 
his head stating his crime
Public Confession:-
For disobeying the kirk and magistrates, John Henderson 
was fined £10 and had to confess his fault publicly at 
the market cross. If he refused he would be banishod 
for three years.4
Both .forgiveness and public confession could be imposed.
Thomas Moses was fined. £12 for unjustly accusing Robert 
Steil of theft and was ordered to stand for two hours at 
the mereat cross with a paper on his head stating his 
crime. He had also to crave the pardon of the person he 
accused and be imprisoned till he paid the fine.
1. X.269» 1360,
X.273«1561 - Act ordered couples to separate - branded 
on cheek and banished.
3.153" 1622, Adultery; couple we.re to be carted 
through the town.
2. X.292/3.1363, also being rebellious - forgiveness on
his kneos at the Gross; i.f again, banished and loss 
of freedom. 3.123=1609. Also insulting and striking 
the provost; forgiveness on his knees and if again., 
banished and loss of freedom. 3.133.1613«
3. X.274.1361.
4. 3.93/4. 1399s also for insulting a bailie, fined £3
and public confession at the cross. Z,94.1399=
3. Yo10/11,1633. Graving pardon unjust accusation*
Y.111.1683.
II' PERSONAL PmiSHMENT (Oontd.)
(a) J^ IJVE (G.qntd . )
4» INDIGNITIES (Oontd.)
7» BUl^ GII COURT. 1398-1714 (Oontd.)
In tho later period, public confession gave way to expoonre 
of, the accused, with a notice around his neck or on his head 
This had the same effect as public confession, and was more 
practical - the accused could refuse to S2)eak when exposed, 
whereas he was compelled to accept the notice.
Public notice was imposed frequently in theft cases.
Two women convicted of reset from Gilbert Mitchell were 
also ordered to stand for an hour at the cross during 
market time with,a paper on their heads and thereafter 
were ban!shod from the town.'
Sometimes the person had to stand with the stolen goods 
beside him.
Alexander Laidlay was convicted of theft and had to 
stand for an hour at the tron with the stolen goods 
beside him. Thereafter he was banished o'*"
Public punishment could be avoided if the person paid the
council a further sum.
William Eutaond and his father^ Andrew^ were fined 40/-d. 
and £12 for reset and were to sit at the cross for two 
hours during market day^ bareheaded, with the stolen 
goods around them. The father paid £22ilG/-d* and ■ 
vas released from the public punishment*^
Various further penalties could be added to the public 
punishment.
(a)
Gilbert Mitchell was sentenced to stand an hour at the 
cross at market time, with a paper on his head (stating 
his crime) and thereafter was scourged from the cross to 
the V/eat Port* ^
(b) Stocks *
Hew Black was sentenced to the stocks for an hour for 
insulting, threatening and cursing. He had to have a 
paper on his face written in great letters and thereafter 
was banished under pain of death
1. Y.26.1634, also Y.34/3.1662 - jougs,hour,paper,banished, 
Yo60/1.1664 - jougs and banished. ilo paper. Also 
2.396.1632.
2. Y.90.1674, also Y.110.1683 - jougs.
3. Y.88.1673.
4. Y.23/6.1633»
3. Y.63/4.1663.
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
(a) ALIVE (Oontd.)
4. INDIGNIO?IEa (Oontd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 139G-1714 (Oontd.)
( G ) Banishraent.
(d) Imprisonment.
Adam Caitcheon and .bis wife were fined 10 marks for 
perjury and were imprisoned for 48 hours. They had also 
to stand at the cross with a paper on their faces
The indignity could he detention in -
(a) the stocks.
This applied throughout the whole period.
Eew Black was sentenced to the stocks for an hour for 
insulting, threatening and cursing. He had to have a 
paper on his face written in great letters and thereafter 
was banished under pain of death.4
(b) the cuckstoolso
For discharging a firearm at two people, Ewrnond was 
imprisoned for 24 hours and until he found caution.
Also was to be placed in the cuckstools for an hour 
vdth the gun about his nook9^"
George Brown was ordered to be imprisoned for four days 
for theft of oats and also was to be put in the cuckstool 
for two hours with a sheaf of oats about his neck.^
(c) the jougs*
An Act against gambling gave penalties of 10 merks and 
imprisoned till paid. Further he must stand in the 7 
jougs from 11 a.m. till 1 p.m. during the next market day
1. Y.90. 1674.
Y.110.1683.
2. Y.92/3. 1677.
3. If unable to pay fine then stocks for 8 days and then
banished. X. 164/6. 37478.
Also 2 .30.1327, and for breaking dykes 24 hours in 
stocks and damages, X.168. 1472.
4. Y.63/4. 1663.
3. Y.160.1698, also 
X.236. 1339.
X.323. 1370.
6. Y.163. 1700, also 
Y.lll. 1683.
7» Y.103. 1682.
OONÜLUBIONÜ.
II. PERGONAL Pmi8HMENT (ALIVE)
4. INDIGNITIES.
(1) Various penalties were imposed which were designed to 
humiliate the accused, but a difference in form is noted 
during the period, especially in the lower courts.
(2) In the middle and later periods in the justiciary courts
the usual form was exposure in a public place with a notice 
around one's neck or on one's head declaring the crime - 
and this form was frequently combined with banishment (and 
on occasions scourging also).
(5) It was applied to most crimes, but it was related to the
main penalty (i.e. scourging and banishment) rather than
the orime - i.e. it was an incidentof the personal punishmenti 
rather than a particular crime.
(4) The lower courts show the same form, but they also show 
the development of the sentence,
(a) In the earlier Buregh courts, the accused was made to 
ask forgiveness from the injured or Insulted (for the 
penalty of craving forgiveness was used specifically 
for assaults and defamations) in church or in the 
market place.
(b) At the beginning of the middle period, this became 
confession of the crime (basically any crime, not merely 
assault or defamation - although these were common) in
a public place.
(c) For the remainder of the periods, public confession 
was supplanted by public exposure with a notice declar- 
;ing the crime. This final form was used for all 
crimes, but here theft is noted frequently in the lower 
courts o
(d) Other punishment could be added, especially in the Burgh
courts - scourging, fining, imprisonment, jougs etc.
(3) //
OONOI,USIONS.
lï' UERGONAI. PimiSimmT (AUIVE)
4. INDIGNITIES (Oontd.)
(3) Forgiveness is seen in the other courts on occasions - 
even Argyll - but as in the Burgh courts, it tended to be 
limited to assaults, insults to the magistrates and defam- 
;ation.
(6) Periods in the stocks, jougs, cuckstools and pillories 
are noted, but they were infrequent*
(a) the later justiciary court shows a spell in the pillory 
for embezzlement and also for poisoning (the latter 
being totally exceptional). In both cases further 
punishment was ordered, but no details of the actual 
length of time in the pillory are given.
(b) Jougs, stocks and cuckstools were inflicted in all the 
lower courts, but no particular crime is noted. These 
sentences could be avoided if the accused could afford a 
fine. The lengths of time are not usually given, but 
in the Baron courts it did not exceed 24 hours. Again 
a further sentence could be added - e.g. banishment.
(7) The jougs were frequently imposed on minors convicted 
of crime, even if the crime was normally capital.
(8) It is seen that among the indignities given by the 
courts who had capital powers was the offer of the 
hangman's job to any convicted thief whom the court 
thought suitable.
Il' PERGONAL PUNI8HMBNT (Oontd.)
(b)
1. MUTILATION.
JU8TI0IAHY COURT,
FART_1. 1488-16150.
The cases make frequent reference to mutilation after 
death.
Mutilation was imposed so that the limbs of the accused 
might be shown to the greatest number of people as a 
deterrent. The limbs were exposed in the most prominent 
places e.g. on the gates of the town.
The crimes had to be more than usually serious before 
mutilation was added. It was imposed frequently in 
treason cases, and cases equated with treason, and also 
in aggravated capital crimes.
(i) Quartering.
In treason the accused was sentenced to be hanged 
(exceptionally - beheaded) and demeaned as a traitor.
The demeaning was drawing to the gallows on a hurdle 
and quartering - i.e. head, arms and legs were cut off
■3
and the remains buried in a common grave. The limbs 
were exposed in a public place.
One entry Ih the Stirling Burgh Court is interesting as 
it refers to a justiciary court treason sentence:
James T I . wrote to the magistrates of Stirling and 
enclosed two quarters of the late Earl of Cowrie and 
his brother which were to be exposed in the town - 
on the steeple of the tolbooth.
Contrary to English practice, the quartering took place 
after death - the sentence was hanging until dead and
thereafter demeaned.
1. Aa.467 - scourged, beheaded, quartered, also 0.260.
2. B.72/3, 93/6, 136, 0.260, 407:
3. B.II3 , or burnt - Aa.492, 0.168.
Quartering - A.183, 198, 199.
(Treason) Aa.348, 480, 481/2, 492.
B.72/3, 136, 139.
0.260, 407, 433.
D.33O.
4. Z).96. 1600.
II. PERSONAL PIMIGHMENT (Oontd.)
(b) DEATH (Oontd.)
MUTIMTION (Oontd. )
1. JUSTICIARY GOUI^.
(Oontd.) ■
IVhlle quartering is' eonsldercd an incident of a treason 
sentence,- many treason sentences do not mention quartering 
- the true criterion of a treason sentence was forfeiture 
of lands.
The records do not make any reference to the form of 
treason sentence mentioned in the Judicial Records of 
Renfrewshire and in Prebble's Culleden* In those books, 
the accused were hanged, but cut down while alive and 
then disembowelled, the guts being burned and their bodies 
being quartered, but such a sentence is never mentioned 
in the court records noted where hanging to the death seem- 
:ed the standard penalty.
Quartering could be applied to a pex’son who was dead 
before he was tried for treason* The dead body could 
be dismembered «
Quartering could be applied to cases which were not 
treason but which were equated with treason.
George Cabal1 was convicted by an assize of treasonably 
importing false and forged money into the kingdom from 
Flanders and using them. He was sentenced to be drawn 
to the gallows and hanged .until dead. His head was to 
be placed on an iron pike and fixed on the east gable 
of the Tolbooth of Dundee* . Ills body to be quartered 
and each,quarter was to be suspended by an iron chain 
and affixed to each of the principal ports (gates) in 
the burgh, to remain as a perpetual example to others. 
His lands end moveables were escheat
1. Kb.14 and John Probble: Oulloden - Penguin Books
3. A.137 also forgery - Aa.440/1*
murder & theft G.404, 433, E.268.
Murder under 
trust and
adultery - E.7I.
treasonable
assault. - E.74.
II, PERGONAL PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
«ï en—w  -fe* ',%K n.TT’d^T^vM»** 4
(b) ^ATH (ConW * )
1. MIIDILATION (Oontd.)
I" JUSTIOLiRY OOURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Oontd.)
In one particularly interesting case", John Ogilvy, a 
Jesuit priest, was convicted of treasonable activities 
because in 1613 he advocated the supremacy of the Pope 
and declined the king’s authority ™ he was sentenced to 
be hanged and (gartered (but the quartering was not 
carried out),
(ii) Mutilation ; less than quartering was also imposed 
in other cases if there was a serious aggravation.
Such mutilation was common in murder and theft cases*
For murdering a person in Edinburgh Castle and stealing 
money and then escaping from the Castle, Andrew Adam- 
îson was beheaded and after death his head, hands and 
feet were out off -■ all to be exposed in prominent . 
places. 2-
Head exposed.
For murdering a French soldier and stealing money from 
him, Thomas Littlejohn was hanged and thereafter his 
head was cut off and fixed to the gate of Cupar.^
Head and ri.p;ht hand exposed.
In a murder and theft case, the head and right hand 
were to be cut off after hanging and put upon the west 
port of Edinburgh.^
Also for murder and theft, James Oruikshank was 
sentenced to be hanged and after death his head and 
right hand were to be struck from his body and both 
to be placed in prominent places
In a hamesucken and slaughter case, he was beheaded 
and his right, arm was cut off. ^
1. D.350.
2, A.84.
5o Aa.361 - also murder - A.174.
paux’der &. theft - G,404.
' piracy , - D.246/7. Dd.572.
fireraising - Dd.36l/2.
4. B.372, also E.268, 274.
murder under trus.t and adultery - E.71/4.
5. G.38^ l-/5, also 0.422/3. 
irreverent writings ; Dd.454.
6. D.158.
II. PERSOmi, PUNISHMENT (Oontd.)
(b) UE.dTH (Oontd.)
1" MUTILATION (Oontd.)
1. JUSTK^IARY COURT. 
lART 2. 1661-1747.
Quartering is not given in detail during this period. One 
treason case stated that the accused should be demeaned a:
f
a traitor, but in the other treason cases, the extent of 
the mutilation was removal of their heads and right hands 
after death.
The rebels in the Pentland rising were sentenced to be 
hanged and after death their heads and right arras were 
cut off and exposed, some in Lanark, others in Glasgow, 
Dumfries and Ayr.^
In a case of clan warfare, the heads of the outlaws 
were exposed;-
Sir liâmes MacDonald obtained a commission of fire and 
sword to avenge clan murders. He caught the murderers 
and their associates, cut off their heads and sent 
the heads to the Privy Council to bo set in a public 
place. ^
1. G.64/6.
2. P.184, 187, 188, 188/9<,
3. P.127=
Il» PERSONAL rUNIGEMmT (Gontd.)
(L) ])EATH (Gontd.)
1« MUTII'ATION (Gontd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTIGIMIY COURT. 1664-1742.
The only instances of mutilation after death are in murde 
cases where there is a further severe aggravation -• theft 
or poisoningo The extent of the mutilation was the rig' 
hand or arm.
Neil FicCauish was convicted of the murder of Thomas 
McFarlan whom he shot in the hack and robbed of his 
money0 He was hanged and after death his right 
hand was cut off at the elbow and placed on an iron 
pyke at the gallows. His hand was to remain there 
until it should rot and evanish away. His moveables 
were escheat. '
lo 1*166/8, also
I. 176/8 ™ murder and theft.
I. 178/0 - murder for theft.
J,11/1720 *" murder, adultery, poisoning - left hand 
cut off after hanging and fixed to pole in Parish Church,
00NCLUGI0N8.
II. PERGONAL PUNI8HMENT (DEATH)
1. MUTILATION.
(1) The most severe form of mutilation after death was 
quartering - it was part of the standard treason sentence 
hut while it was given frequently in treason cases, it 
was much less frequent in crimes equated with treason, 
although it certainly occurs in such cases.
(2) The oases show that the body of a traitor already dead 
when the court sentenced could be quartered.
(5) The treason cases in the later period do not show
quartering - only the mutilation which was normal in 
serious and aggravated capital crimes*
(4) The lessor forms of mutilation were exposure of the 
head or right hand and in more serious cases both the 
head and the right hand. Such sentences were given in 
serious murders, thefts, combined murders and thefts, 
fireraising, piracy, clan crimes - capital crimes 
which showed particular aggravations*
(5) Such sentences were only passed by the justiciary 
courts.
IT. I W  (Conta.)
(U) m A m  (Ooi:td.)
'A i L m a m m ë -
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
J/!88xl650«
Come cases show various indignitios inflicted on the body 
aft eu; death t,
(i) Hanging in chains ensured that the body remai%ied longer
in one i^ iece on. tho gallows than if it wan not bound
together and ao would be n^ e^n by more people. Thin was
/
standard in piracy oaeoG - hanged in irons # but .could also 
be given in serious or aggravated murder and theft caae#^
e.g. for the aaoaweination of a Border warden^
(ii) Special gallows could be erected as a mark of 
dishonouro McGregor was hanged on a higher galloi/s than 
the root of his gang^ Eobort Love was hanged for piracy
jr
on gzillows erected below the high water mark,,
(iii) The body could be burnt a.ftor execution, e.g» cio 
noted in strangling and burning, and also in some cases 
after hanging.
For murder under truot, John Ksloo vjao banged and hia 
body burnt. ^
For murder by poisoning, Adam Oolquhoun was hanged
and burnt• /
(iv) After a full bronson sentence the accused suffered 
loss of life, lands, goods, honour, armorials and memory«,
1. JJd,372.
Aa*338 - also Aa.380 "hanged ao pirates", 
C«3G4o 
3* 0,303/4,
Jl, E.208,
5. D.IO, alao B»25/0,
0* Ü.14*
7. Aa.419/0, also D.84.
II' (GonW J
(U) DEATili (Cmtd.)
I'
The indignities took various forms
(i) Hanging in irons was frequently given in multiple 
thefts and robberies #
Fox* numerous thefts, sornings, si aught ore etc, 
William Bruce was hanged till ho was dead and bis 
body was to be hung in chains "till the same rot".
A person convicted with him was hanged, but his 
was expressly permitted to bo burled/
(ii) i'Miibiting evidence of his crime:-
I'or forgery, Robert Binnie was hanged with the 
false letters about his neck,
(iii) Dishonom''able burial;-
For blasphemy and heresy, Thomas Aitkon v/as hanged 
and his body buried at the foot of the gallows*S
1. G,16,also F*198/0 - Macgregor thefts,
F*260 - banged at Edinburgh and the bodies
rohung in chains between Edinburgh 
and Leith.
- for theft 0*113/5.
2. F.38/41, also F*59/0,
5. H,12/3. 16%,
II, PERGONAL PUNIBHIiEHT (Oontd*)
(b) DEATH (Conta.)
(2) INDIGNITIES (Oontd.)
2, ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT,
(i) Special gallovis:-
For a particularly cruel murder, John Mcllmichell 
was hanged on a special gibbet erected on the spot 
of the murderi?* After death his body was to remain 
in iron chains till it was consumed * '
(ii) Dishonourable burial
The body could be burnt after death or buried at 
the foot of the gallowo.?
1. 1.33/6.
2. Bestiality ™ J*1/1708 - hanged and burnt
J.11/1711- -do-
3. Murder & Poisoning - J*11/1720.
GÜi\GLUlSI0N8.
II. PERSONAL PUNISHMENT (DEATH)
2. INDIGNITIES.
(1) Various indignities could be imposed on the body after 
death 0
(a) Hanging in irons was common, again in aggravated 
capital crimes.
(b) Special gallows could be erected on the site of the 
crime or made higher than the rest.
(c) The body could be burnt after death - particularly
in unnatural crimes - after strangling, but it is also 
noted after hanging in treacherous murders.
(d) Dishonourable burial at the foot of the gallows could 
be imposed.
(2) In full treason sentences, the honours, arms and 
memory of the accused weire cancelled.
Ill. TüETURE.
I. JUGTICIARY CgURT.
References to to.rtnre do occur* Torture could be used 
during the preliminary enquiries - before the case was 
heard in court, either to obtain a confession or to find 
more evidence.
Peter Name was thought to have organised a conspiracy 
against" the English and a warerant from the king 
authorised Lord Roxburgh to torture Name to find 
the truth. ^
Again in a forgery case, the accused retracted his 
confession as he stated that he had made it under 
torture *
In on earlier case, Lord Glamis was imprisoned for 
treason and while in prison was shown persons on 
the rack in an attempt to extract a confession from 
him. ^
Torture to obtain a confession also figures prominently 
in the witchcraft caoes^
Hovjover, torture could be used as a punishment in itself, 
but this was rare,
In a case of a seditious libel against the king, the 
king personally ordered the accused to be tortured 
by the boots, not to find the truth, but as a 
punishment, and thereafter his tongue was to be cut 
out and finally he was to be hanged*-^ '
However, the sentence was ultimately commuted to only 
hanging*
1, C.352,
2. 0*76,
3* Aa*327o 
4, B.50, 213/23, 375/G,
5. 0.335.
III. TORTURE.
1. JUÜTICIÀRY COURT,
PART 2* 1661-17
References to torture occur, but not as a punishment *
The records show that torture was used by the Privy 
Council to obtain information about the crime,
James Mitchell was toirtured before Privy Council 
to obtain a confession for his part in the Pentland 
Rising, /
In the case of Patrick I'-cGregor, it is noted that he 
had endured the torture of the boots in the Privy 
Council - it is not possible to say if this was a 
punishment or a method of enquiry,^
1* G.307, 
2. P.200,
Ill* TORTURE.
(1) Torture was used in the middle and later peim.ods,hy1iieB±/ 
Council to obtain Information from the accused in serious 
coses - it was not used as e legal punishment, although 
it was ordered by James VI in a cose of sedition, but 
this was not enforced*
IV* WILL.
1. JUSTICIARY,,GODET.
PART I. 1/488-1650o
In msny cases throughout the record, the person confessed 
to the accusation and placed himself in the king's will - 
accepting the punishment decided by the king. The justice 
referred the case to the king who gave his sentence.
This was not as haphazard or discretionary as it might seem 
at first sight as the penalty imposed throughout the 
record followed definite patterns.
The actual penalty changed in the course of time.
In the earliest period when composition between the parties 
was the standard determination for most cases, the king 
usually demanded that the accused should find caution to 
satisfy and pay the other party the agreed sum. As this 
reference to will amounted to a confession on the part of 
the accused and as the king was accustomed to demand a fine 
in addition to the composition, if guilt was declared in 
court, caution usually covered the king's fine as well *
Symon Ford and others came into the king's will for 
hamesucken and theft. Cautioners were found to satisfy 
king and parties. The accused were fined £4 to the 
king.'
At the end of this period, the person was imprisoned in 
the will entries but the record does not state if this was 
temporary detention pending the king's decision or an 
actual penalty.
Alexander HeOuiloch came into the king's will for 
oppression and wounding and was delivered to be warded 
to the Edinburgh Castle.'*-
The king could order the accused to enter a state of free 
ward «
1. A.15, also A.17, 18 - both 40/- fines 
Assault & Theft - A.21 - 5 merks. 
Assault - A.24.- 178,
A,16 - £3, £2.
2. A.218/9, Aa.357/8.
JUS07IGIARY GODET.
FART 1. 1488-1650 (Gontd.)
John Stî?athaiîchin came into the king's will for his part 
in a treasonable conspiracy and the king sentenced him 
to be warded. But he was permitted to go and remain 
beyond the Water of Dee and the order commanded that he 
should live undisturbed and not to be troubled/
By the time of James VI however, the penalty had become
standard as banishment:
Adam Crichton was accused of slaughter and placing -2.
himself in will, he was sentonced to perpetual banishment
For carrying pistols in Edinburgh, William Hamilton 
placed himself in the king' s will * He was sentenced 
to leave the realm within 40 days and never return 
during his lifetime, under penalty of death.?
This was the normal penalty which the king imposed and it 
was imposed Irrespective of the crime
Until the king's decision was.known, theperson was 
imprisoned/
In one case, where the accused had placed himself in will 
for having led a raid on another person's house and for 
adultery,'he made the proviso that he was only placing' 
himself in will provided his life would be safe.^
While banishment was the standard penalty, some variations 
are noted.
lo Ao200, also A a *354/5 - free ward.
2. B.165 - also B.46, 187/9,
3. G.22/3.
4. Slaughter - 0.410.
Attempted murder - G.40.
Assault - D.39/0.
Hamesucken & Adultery - 0*399/0. 
Adultery - 0.401.
Adultery & Theft -- 0*587/3. 
Perjury - 0.477.
Buying poison - 0.336*
Religious (mass) - 0.348/9,
D.254.
Dd.377/8. 
Hurting another’s Ox - 0.127/8,
5. B.98/9, 159 etc.
6. C.400.
IV. WILL (Gontd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Gontd.)
Personal Punishment :
For baptising and conducting marriages after being 
excommunicated, the accused placed themselves in the 
king's will and they were sentenced to stand for two 
hours with papers on their heads, describing their 
crime /
Fining ;-
In the middle period. Lines were imposed, but the amounts 
varied considerably.
For making seditious speeches, Edviard Johnston placed 
himself in will and was fined 5500 merks
For attempted murder, Matthew Stewart placed himself in 
will and was banished and fined 1000 merks
For absenting himself from a king's raid, George Kennedy 
placed himself in will and was fined £100.
For abducting a widow, John Kincaid placed himself in 
will and was fined 2500 merks and had his brown horse 
escheat.®^
For assaulting another in the vicinity of the king, John 
Dundas came in will and was fined 1750 merks
For adultery, David Gray came in will and was fined £40 
and banished from Edingurgh.’'
Free ward ;-
In a slaughter which stemmed from a feud between the Master 
of Ogilvie and the Lord of Spynie, Ogilvie was confined to 
Haddington and to the East thereof and Spynie was confined 
to Linlithgow and to the best thereof* Both were fined 
5000 merks.
1. B. 189/0.
2. G.29/54. 
5* G.40.
G.155. 
5. 0.559.
6. 0.558/9.
7. 0.569
8. 0.146.
IV. WllJj, (Conta. )
1* JUSTICIAEY ,COURT.
:RART 1.- 1488-1G50 (Gontd.)
It ÎG plain that by placing onealf in the king’s will 
one’s life was safe, as there are few cases of the king
y
insisting on a death penalty. The reference to will is 
not limited to any category of crime - but the cases noted 
tend to be less serions than others, .Slaughter cases occur 
frequently in will entries, and it could be that no one was 
likely to object if the state gave banishment px’Ovidecl that
aosythment had been paid and accepted.
It is possible that in the serious cases, the accused
preferred to talce his chance with the assise, knowing that
for say treason he would be sentenced to death if he 
confessed and placed himself in the king’s will, However, 
the end result of placing oneself in will was banishment, 
fining, or free ward.
Only few cases are noted of the accused coming into the
king’s will, and as in the previous records, a sentence of
banishment was imposed.
For adultery, John Murdoch and Janet Douglas came into 
the king's will and were banished from Scotland for life
lo Close shaves - assault in king's palace - 13.187/9«
incest ™ E,121/2, both death sentences 
by the king, but avoided by 
int er cess ion,
2. H,16. 1699, also
]%o iio'bed.
.a- (fiasÈâ.)
2. sggaiâffijaisæ-
Reference to the judge’s will occurs frequently in all 
crimes, but a flnnl sentence Is seldom given,
However, general details of fines are given in one part 
of the record and it is likely that the judge’s will v/as 
expressed in the fines mentioned in this part - the 
amounts correspond to the nor.v-v.rill sentences.
In one case of accidental killing, the person responsible
passed into the judge’s will and assythr/ient of ilO was
3
agreed.
The full reference bo will v/as - "the accused confessed in 
judgement and submitted himself in my lord’s courtesy and 
reverence therefor to be punished for the same according 
to his lordship's discretion#
Reference to will is frequent, but the normal result was a 
fine - the amount closely corresponding to the actual 
penalties of the non-will cases/
In Carnv/atb, a person could be Imprisoned for a year at 
the baron'a will - this meant imprisonment for a period at 
the }3aron's pleasure, but not exceeding a year.^
1. 1,39» 111» 123 etc.
2# b,91/64.
3, b,.o9» 63.
4. Lql49.
9, 0,22 etc*
. 0*186 1.10 deforcement*
6. 0*138/9 deforcement ^ also brealcing arz'estments*
<iÿ.9jêÂO 
4. ffiiffiH,jcu3i. xm&aaA.
Refex^ence to will is very frocuent in the Aberdeon record - 
the aooused placed himself in the will of the Baillea - 
posuit 80 ill voluntote ballivorumo
Christ inns do Climes placed himself in the i/ill of the 
Bcdlios for aosaulting a woman and was fined*
Fining appeared to bo the standard pimiahment following 
such a submiooion, but many cases do not give any penalty/
Tho old laws made Bimilar pz'ovisions:'-
If any gild brother draws blood violently from another 
with a staff or any iron weapon or any other weapon, 
or makes any mutilation, he will be condODined in tlie 
will of the Alderman#^
If any gild b]?other trospaases against another through 
insulting, he shall pay 40 ponnioa for the first, oocond 
and third offences, and if ho offends for the fourth 
time, he will be condemned at thé will of the Alderman, 
the Doan of Guild and the rest of the gild brothers, 
and further shall moke amends for hia insults,'^
1* V.24.
- V„49,66,79 etc.
V.49 fine - V#49, 94, 97 etc,
(2) (a) Ferturbacion of the town and was fined 
v#26,
No fining - V.43, 91, 12? etc.
V.133» 136, 148 etc.
V.124 already under caution of &3100,
(b) ^ % ^ b g ^ i m ^
V*76, 77, 78 etc. (no fines)*
V.129, 139 " finoG. 
94,
(3) A.aaault*
V,44:'Z^"flno, 44/5, 130/1,
V.120 otabbing with knife - fined,
V.142 - porcuaaion no fine,
3* G.G. IX/ p,G8*
4, 8,0, V & VI, r* 66/7, also 
LX>B. C* n, 48/9.
IV, WILL (Gontd.)
4. 1398-1714 (Contd.)
'.Reference to will in the other crimes was dealt with 
similarly/
The later records contain references to will, but they 
are less frequent, Fining v/as the standard result*
John Hope came into v/ill for riot and was fined g/l 
and ordered to remain in ward until paid*"^
Sometimes no penalty is noted
1= (1) K M lJltipn. V.24 and v/as fined.
(2) V.91,68,130/1 - no fines.
V.48,49,79,107 - fined.
(3) Deforcement « in v/ill and fined - V.117? 209.
(4) Unlavvful/dAienMon. in will and fined. V.47.
in v/ill . V.50#
(9) False Weights &.
Measures. in v/:i.ll and fined for wrong
measure of wine - V.II9 .
2. Y.4. 1692 and
Y.8.1693 - v/ill for riot and fined &9, also
Y.ll. 1693 - in v/ill and fined iS3.
Y.ll. 1693 -do- 10 merks.
Blood :
Y.8.1693. ^12.
3. Y.2.1692 - in will for saying that the provost lied,
Y .49 - in v/ill for wrongfully raising lav/burrov/s
Also
Y.10.1693.
CÜHCLU8I0N8.
lï" WILL.
(1) In all records throughout the whole period cases occur 
of persons placing themselves in the judge's will - i.e, 
placing themselves at the court's mercy, and it is note™
: worthy that in the justiciary courts a particular sentence 
was imposed in such cases - irrespective of the crime,
(2) In the period of compounding and remission in the 
justiciary court, the king exacted a fine (£^1-, £5) and 
ordered payment of assythment<>
(5) For a short time at the beginning of the middle period, 
the person was ordered to enter a, state of free ward,
(4) During the middle and later periods, the sentence 
became standard at national banishment, although for a 
time in the middle period a substantial fine could be 
imposed instead (5960, 2900, 1000 merks).
(9) The crimes varied greatly, but murder, slaughter and 
adultery were frequent - theft, treason and fofgery were 
rare and it is plain that the accused had to decide 
carefully whether he would be better off with an assize 
(in a case where the king had an interest) or take his 
chances with king and banishment »
(6) In the lower courts, reference to the judge's will 
resulted in fining - the amounts corresponding to the 
ordinary fines#
V.
1. JUBTICIARY COURT.
FART 1. 1488-1690.
Banishment was imposed throughout the whole period, but 
there is a change in the form of sentence. In the later 
records the sentence either followed a confession (placing 
himself in the king's will) or else was imposed with the 
consent of the accused, but in the earliest record, there 
is no mention of consent.
An old man was originally sentenced to be hanged for 
theft - this was changed to drowning, and finally he was 
ordered to leave the shire, never to return on pain of 
his life.'
Convicted of theft, he was scourged, had his ears cut 
off and was banished for life, never to return, under 
pain of his life*'’'
Convicted of selling poison, he was banished from all 
parts of Scotland, under pain of death/
These cases show banishment as a punishment inflicted 
without the consent of the party.
It is seen that if the banishment was national, i.e. from 
Scotland, the king either gave the sentence or agreed to 
it.
During Mary's reign, a similar pattern is seen -
Convicted of assault, he was ordered to stand for an hour 
at the market cross bareheaded end barefooted and ask 
forgiveness of God, the queen and the town council; 
he lost his burgh freedom and was banished from the 
burgh, under pain of death. This was a modified 
penalty ordered by the queen.^
Convicted of witchcraft, she was banished - this is all ■ 
that is given, but even so it was a lenient'penalty 
compared to the penalties, to be imposed in the next 
reign.-'"’
Convicted of theft, he was scourged through the town 
and banished from the realm during the queen's will.
He had to leave within 10 days and not return without 
the queen's licence
lo A.52/3, also A.92: adultery/banished shire.
2. A.197.
3o A.203: in only one case did it follow a confession 
theft and banished from ,Scotland, A.32.
4. Aa.399.
5 <* /^a o4p2 0 
Go Aa.458«
V. BANISIÎMBHT (Oontd.)
1* JUSTICIARY COURT.eti«'T«mTis>eNC*em*wiTti=«î$",iK;:w«Mïu:eLVPKKBCi*î\o
PART 1. 1488-1690 (Contd.)
However, other, cases during this period begin to show the•
t
element of consent.
From the start of James Vi’s reign, the standard situation 
of banishment evolves; either following a confession (in 
the king's will) or else having been convicted, the accused 
volunteers or consents to be banishod.
Captain John Pentland came into the regent's will for 
slaughter, he sought mercy and having given surety 
for assythment to the relatives of the slain man, agreed 
to go into banishment from the realm during the regent's 
pleasure* He also gave caution for £1000 that he would 
leave within 18, days and not return.
James Gyb confessed and offered himself into will for 
assault ™ shooting and wounding in a royal palace*
The king ordered death, but the injured person interceded 
and having, given assythment, the accused consented to 
banishment from the realm for the rest of his life.^ .
Confessed to forgery - sentenced to have his right hand 
cut off and banished from the realm during the king's 
pleasure and not to return without the king,' s licence. ^
In one case where the accused confessed to using 
counterfeit money, he consented to banishment fx’o.m. the 
realm during the regent's pleasure and never to return 
without permission, under penalty of 1000 merks. Further, 
he was ordered to seek or trace the actual forger abroad 
and report his findings to the justice.^" '
During this period the decision of banishment was given by
the king or regent personally, but there is one reference •
to the decision being given by the secret.council.
lo Slaughter; banished from Scotland ™ Aa.366.
Aa.396(Consented) 
Theft ; banished for life - Aa.388,395/6,458
(all consented).
Forgery ; banished from Scotland - Aa*375»394,402/3,
(all consonted) .
-do- and right hand cut off,Aa*387/8
2. B.46, also B.I69®
3® B.187/9.
4. B.19/O: will: adultery - banished Scotland G.387/9,399/0
5. B.G6.
V. BMI8HMENT (Gontd.)
1* JUBTIGIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Opntd.)
Convicted of adultery (no confession) he consented to 
the Secret Council's warrant of perpetual banishment 
from the realm and gave an undertaking not to commit 
the like again under a penalty of 1000 merks.'
The middle period (1996-1609) continues the pattern - 
the terms of banishment become wider, instead of "realm" 
"our whole dominions" is stated.
The cases still show that the order of banishment from 
Britain came direct from the king, but in this period 
some of the cases for which national banishment was given 
affected the king either personally or politically. However 
his sentences of banishment are lenient in the oircum- 
: stances as it could have been treason.
William Murdoch, a priest, confessed to celebrating 
mass and the king ordered him to be dressed in his 
full regalia and taken to the market place of Edinburgh 
and in full view to be stripped and his religious 
clothes and objects burnt. He was sentenced to be 
banished for life from the king's dominions under pain 
of death. He was warded until a ship was ready.’*"
Margaret Heartsyde confessed to misappropriating some 
of the queen's jewels and placed' herself in will.
The king ordered the punishment - she was declared 
infamous and was banished to Orkney to be confined 
there for life. She had to leave in 40 days and find 
caution for 10,000 merks that she would leave.^
For unlawfully holding a General Assembly, John Forbes ■ 
and others were banished for life from the king’s 
dominions under pain of death® This was ordered by 
the king personally. They had to leave within a month, 
otherwise they would be convicted of treason.4
It is seen therefore that while the persons did not come 
into will expressly, the king had or took a personal 
interest.He gave a sentence as if the persons had come 
into will.
lo B*78, 80 - In the later periods the Secret Council 
gave the decision.
2o 0*930/1. 
3® 0.955/7®
4. G.902/4.
V. BANT8Iir™T (Oontd.)
1 * JU8TIGIARY. COURT.
FART 1* 1488-1650 (Gpntd.)
It is noted that where persons are banished by the court, 
without reference to the king, the banishment is only from
f
the shire, parish or burgh® It would appear that the court 
had not power to banish abroad unless the king agreed®
William Calder confessed to theft and was sentenced to 
be scourged through Edinburgh. He was banished from 
Edinburgh and Aberdeen.
Confessed to theft and was sentenced to be scourged 
through Edinburgh® He consented to be banished from 
Edinburgh.
Where there was royal banishment, this was from the crown'E 
dominions in the majority of cases, but there are occasion- 
;al cases showing internal banishment*
The Master of Ogilvie was ordered to enter ward in 
Haddington within 6 days, to remain there Or. to the east 
thereof and Lord Spynie was ordered to enter ward in . 
Linlithgow and to remain .there or to the west thereof, 
for feuding between each other.<
The subsequent periods, during the later part of the reign 
of James.'VI and the reign of Charles I show the same 
pattern. Banishment usually followed a confession or a 
placing in will. During the last period the king's will 
was given by the, Secret Council.
Robert Phi11op confessed to celebrating mass and placed 
himself in will# Hewas warded in straight firmance 
until the decision® The Secret Council sentenced him 
to be banished the king's dominions and to leave within 
a month, never to return without the king's licence, 
under pain of death.^
1. e.g. Theft ™ G®94 - parish®
Adultery *- A * §2 ™ G.401 - Dd .428 - burgh,
0.369.
Adultery ™ A.92. )
Theft - A.52/3.) - shire.
Fir eraiarg - Aa # 346 ;
2. G.93/4.
3. B.7.
4® C.145/6 - also G.556 - Orkney®
D.254 - also Dd.377/8, 437/8.
Dd.541, 569.
Dd.541/2.
5.
y. BANimmEMT (Conta.)
1. JUSTICIARY COÎÎRT*
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Oonbd.)
Additional personal punishment could he added to.the 
sentence of banishment.
James Boyle and others confessed to suborning witnesses
and perjury and were sentenced to be scourged through
Edinburgh, burnt with a hot iron on the cheek and 
banished from Scotland and not to return without the 
king's licence under pain of death.'
William HcKie and Thomas HcKie confessed to forging a 
discharge and the Secret Council ordered them to be 
adjudged infamous, their moveable goods to be escheat 
and to stand for an hour at the market cross in 
Edinburgh each with a paper on his head declaring 
M s  crime and thereafter they were Uilliatn
McKie was banished during the king's pleasure and 
Thomas for life® They had to leave In 40 days and to 
remain in prison until their ship was ready/
Cases do occur of the prisoner placing himself in the 
justice's will - not the king's* In such cases, 
banishment followed, but only local banishment*
George Ramsay came into the Justice's will for theft 
and was sentenced to be scourged through Edinburgh 
and thereafter banished from Edinburgh and four miles 
about for life, under pain of hanging/
Having found the accused guilty, the justice could refer 
the punishment to the king's will (as opposed to the 
prisoner placing himself in the king's will voluntarily). 
Hoivever, in such cases, banishment was still imposed.
Andrew Henderson was convicted of dismembering Adam 
Montgomerie by cutting off three fingers in 
Montgomerie's left hand and of hamosucken* The 
justice referred the sentence, to the king's will - 
which was that Henderson should be banished from 
the whole dominions for life and never to return 
under pain of death. He was imprisoned in the 
Tolbooth until a ship was ready.<
1 ® D #358 - also Dd ® 38/9 and forgery ; scourged, branded 
and banished - E.150/1, 163/4.
2. E.259» also 297/8.
3. D.99, also D.270, Dd.540.
4® D.59/60 - also D,221/2- scourged and banished.
i* dAlilGuriLHT (Cpntd.)
I»* JU3TIGIARX.
lA#. l#_148p-1650 (OgiyW.)
Banishment could operate as a mitigation of a puniahment 
already imposed - again it stemmed from the king or the 
Beeret Council «
Alexander Tbomcon and Janet Cuthbort confosoed to 
adultery and bigamy and placed themselves in the 
king’s will. The king's warrant stated that "olthough 
their crime and offence is capital and iimet infer psiin 
of death, yet out of our princely grace and mercy we 
are pleased to mitigate the severity of the law", 
Thomson was banished from "our dominions" and his 
moveables eschoaU* Janet Cuthbert was banished from 
Edinburgh.
In a counterfeiting case, the Justice was ordered to 
laocierate the penalty of the person who had turned king's 
Gvidenco and had confessed the plot. The king s%)Ocif-
îically ordered the accused to be banished from the realm 
and to leave in eight days - he was not to be strangled 
and burnt as the others were, but he was never to return 
ageing
Andi'ew Crichton confesBOd to treason and was aentenced
to be hanged and demeaned as a traitor* However, it 
pleased His Majonty "out of his gracious disposition 
to clOiiiGBcy and morOy to mi titrate the sentence" and 
instead ordered him to be banished from His Majesty's 
whole dominions for life, under penalty of hanging.
He was warded.until there was a ouitablo ship#-'"
Helen Faa and other gypsy women were sentenced to be 
drowned for being thieves and egyptians. However, 
the king was moved to pity them mid ordered instead 
that they were to leave the country within a further 
period, under pain of death if they were still in tho 
countiy at the end.4
From prison, the person could appeal to the Secret Council 
stating that he accepted banishment*
1. Hd#428, also incest E.121/2.
2. 0*99 also thoft 0.412 witchcraft - mitigated because
of pregnancy - 0*52/3.
-do— D.269*
3. D.89<,
4. Dd.561/2.
y® (Conta.)
1. JUflTICIARY COURT#
PART 1. M88-165P (Contd.)
James Middleton in prison under a death sentence for 
slaughter, appealed to the Secret Session and was 
hanishod from Scotland and England and never to return 
without the licence of the Justice Clerk and the heir 
of the person slain. He had agreed assythment with 
the representative of the deceased person./
Banishment is seen to he largely a matter of agreement 
and where it was not expressly agreed, it was given in 
mitigation of a capital sentence, and it cannot he supposée 
that in these circumstances the accused would complain.
lh?ora the foregoing, it is seen that banishment took many 
forms and the following patterns emerge.
1® One could he banished from ™
(a) the town
(b) the parish 7
(c) the shire#
(d) S c o t l a n d * c
(e) Scotland & England,
(f) realm*^ *
(g) whole dominion;
1# Dd.459, allso E.92, 140, 164.
2c Assault ; A.,a. 3991 g
Adultery :C.369, 401, Dd #428.
TheftÎ B#7.
C.93/4
I).99.
3 » Theft % Dd.340.
4e Adultery ; A.92.
Theft : A.52/3.
.Firi?e.rsisin|S: Aa # 346*
Slaughter: Aa.366.
Adultery: G#387/9, 399/0#
Theft : A.32.
Perjury; D#358,
Forgery : Aa#375.
Selling Poison;A#20^0
Priest : Dd * 541.
6c Slaughter; Dd.459,
7» Slaughter ; B.46.
Assault : B. 187/9.
Adulteryi B.78/0.
Theft 1 A.458#
Forgery : B.19/0, 66.
Witchcraft ; C#52/3.
8 o Slaughter : E.140*
Treason : C.502/4, D.89.
Priest ; G#530/1, D.254, M . 577/8, 5'H
y. BANISHMENT (Contd.)
lo JUSTICIARY COURT.
FART 1. 1488-1650 (Contd.)
2. Personal punishment could he added to the banishment -
(a) Mutilation®'
(b; Scourgingé ^
(c) Branding® ^  ■
(d) Indignities/
3= One's departure was compelled by threat of death (or
c
occasionally by caution to leave) and the period of
7
banishment was supported by the threat of death.
4. The penalty for returning within the period was death 
by hanging or drowning and the record shows that the 
threat was enforced.
5o The term of banishment was -
(a) for life.
(b) during the queen's will.
(c) during the king's pleasure.
(d) not to return without the king's leave.
(e) during the regent's pleasure./
(f) during the victim's pleasure.
(g ) during the pleasure of the deceased's 
representatives e,
Ic Theft A . 157 ears cut off.
Forgery Aa,387/8? B.19 /0 - right hand cut off
2o Theft A.157, Aa.488, B.7, 0.93/4, D.99.
Forgery - E.150/1 .
Ferjury D .3 5 8 0
Sedition D.221/2, E.222.
3« Forgery E.150/1 .
Perjury ™ D.358, Dd.538/9.
Fireraising- Aa.346.
4. Assault Aa*399.
Forgery ~ E.259, 297/8 .
Sedition E.222,
Priest - c.530/1 ,
Assault Aa.399 etc.
6. Slaughter - B.46: £1000.
Theft 0.555/7 » 10,000 merks.
7- Theft A.52/3 , 157 etc.
8. D.89.
9. Aa.346 (fi reraising)*
10, This was by ,far the most common : A,157#
Aa.388, 395/6 etc.
11. Aa.432.
12. B.46, 19/0, E.259.
13c Aa.366 , 4.58, B.19/0.
14. B.66.
15. C.40.
16. Dd.459o
Z' BANISHMENT (Contd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
FART lo 1488-1650 (OgnW.,
Few details are given as to the actual place of 'banishment.
Some special cases show banishment to a place in Scotland®
Other cases make reference to the accused being taken to the
wars,
John HcBrek, a priest, petitioned the Secret Council 
from prison. He craved release from ward as he was 
old and in ill health and also poor and unable to enter- 
stain himself in prison# He undertook,if he was released, 
to go to West Flanders and there assist the Scottish 
prisoners in Dunkirk. He was banished to the Low 
Countries never to return without the king's leave, 
under pain of death.'*'
George Wright was convicted of stealing and the Justice 
referred the punishment to the Secret Council, the 
accused being imprisoned meanwhile® He received a general 
pardon provided he went into banishment and went to the 
wars. He agreed, however he missed his ship and was 
returned to prison. He petitioned the Secret Council 
again. He requested a second doom of banishment, to go 
where he pleased. He was banished from the kingdom, 
to leave in forty days.^
William Forsyth, a notary, was convicted of forging a 
charter and was banished. He was imprisoned "till the 
commoditie be had of some capitaine who sail tak him out 
of the cuntrie to the warres".
1. Orkney: 0.555/7*
West of Linlithgow; 0.145/6* 
Last of Haddington; '-do™
North of the Spey : An.459*
2, E, 66/7#
5. E#224/5#
4, E.297*
Z' BANISHMENT (Contd 
1* JUSTICIARY COURT*
FART 2, 1661-1747.
r
As in the previous periods, tho form and content of banish- 
/merit varied ™ it could be imposed as the ordinary sentence 
e.g. for adultery, or it could operate as a mitigation for 
a capital sentence®
The banishment could be local or national but in the later 
period the emphasis changed from a general order to leave 
Scotland or Britain to a specific order to go toa particula 
place, i.e. transportation* It is seen that where 
banishment was local, the sentence of banishment tended to 
be the ordinary sentence, whereas if the banishment was 
from Britain the sentence was a mitigated death sentence. 
There are a number of exceptions to this observation, but 
a general pattern is noted.
Although a few cases refer to banishment as the only 
penalty, this was unusual and much more frequently some 
form of personal punishment was added.
As examples of banishment operating as ordinary punish- 
;ment the following may be noted -
Margaret Ramsay was scourged and banished from Edinburgh 
and forbidden to retphn without licence from the Privy 
Council for child murder. She had been acquitted of 
the charge, but the court thought that some punishment  ^
should be imposed and they gave her an adultery sentence.
For adultery, John Murdoch and Janet Douglas came into 
the king's will and were banished from Scotland for life. 
This case of a confession on the part of the accused 
and throwing themselves on the king's mercy, with the 
resultant sentence of banishment, is the same as in the 
cases in Part 1.*-
lo F.28/9, also 
F,49, F#54, 55.
2. H.16, 1699, also F.292/5, 299,
H.18.1704 - incest.
V, BANIGHT'jENT (Contd.)
1# JUSTICIARY COURT*
PART 2. 1661-1747 (Contd.)
I
The following cases of local banishment show the sentence 
as a normal penalty#
For beating an old man so severely that he died, a woman 
was scourged and banished from the shire® '
Convicted of rape, Matthew Foulden was scourged through 
Jedburgh, and banished from the town under pain of 
further scourging if he returned
David Murdoch confessed to theft and because it was his 
first fault and done for necessity, he was banished*^
John Rae was sentenced for theft to be branded on the 
cheek and banished from the Three Lothians by order of 
the Privy Council
The last two cases might be thought to be mitigated 
sentences rather than ordinary sentences, but the reports 
tend to suggest that tho thefts were small and a death 
sentence was not normally imposed for "pykerie".
As examples of banishment operating as a mitigation, the 
following may be noted# In the record it is stated that 
the justice did not havo power on his own to mitigate a 
statutory sentence, but the Privy Council could mitigate 
if petitioned to do so *
John Reidpeth was sentenced to death for adultery, but 
the Lord Advocate applied to,the Privy Council for 
mitigation, which was granted, and he was sentenced 
to be scourged and banished* k
' l/illi??m.--Thomson and others were convicted of theft on 
their confessions and "their punishment (was) restricted 
to banishment and scourging*" The Privy Oouncil had 
been consulted and because the thefts were small 
(pyking), the Council ordered the justices to give 
sentences of either branding or scourging, or both, 
and banishment.^
1. H.55/6» 1715^
2. H.76/9, 1732#
3# F.lG/l, but P.3 selling false money; banished Scotland
4. F.24*
3. F,34, 33,
6. P.83» 87/8, also F*99#
V. BANIGHMENT (Oontd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT*
PART 2. 1661-1747 (Contd *)
For being an accessory to murder, James Eclmonston was 
banished from the kingdom for life. He was warded  ^
until he found caution of 1000 merks, not to return.
In the latest period, transportation was imposed in 
similar circumstances to banishment*
For throwing a person downstairs and causing his death, 
the accused was transported for life *
For poisoning his wife, William Bisset and Jean Currier 
were banished to the East or West Indies plantations, 
Bisset was also scourged and pilloried# Currier was to ^ 
be kept in the correction house until a ship was available
A case is noted of a banished person returning unlawfully -
Forforging coins, Thomas Anderson and John Weir were 
sentenced to be hanged, but the Privy Council commuted 
this to banishment. They were forbidden to return to 
Scotland under pain of death. They did return and 
the former sentence -was carried out. 4
The placed from which a person was banished varied
considerably ;
Banished from Edinburgh,'
Jedburgh ®‘
Sheriffdoms of Midlothian and Lanark «
Three Lothians Î 
the Shire/
Scotland # 
the Kingdom."
16 ii.lü, IG95» also slaughter H,16/7# 1699
2. H.72, 1724, also H#79/0, 1733,
3# H.19#1705 - also H.85/6.1739.
4. 11*1 7,1701, also
H.57/9#1717 “ no sentence*
11
F.28/9* adultery.
H.76/9: rape.
F.d-9 : adultery.
F.24 : theft 0
H*53/6 : serious assault,
F.292/3» 299 " adultery*
H.16 : -do-
H0I8 : incest.
F. 3 : selling false money
H.17 : forgery.
H.IO, 16/7 : mui*d er *
F.99 : theft.
y. BANISHMENT (Ggntd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747 (Contd.)
In the later period, the person was ordered to go to a 
specific place.
/
to the plantations #
- to the East or West Indies, 
to America.
From the foregoing, it can be seen that a general pattern 
of national banishment applied in mitigated death sentences, 
whereas local banishment was part of an ordinary sentence.
Personal punishment was usually added to banishment -
1® Scourging was the most frequent
I-"
2# Branding is noted *
The Privy Council could leave the choice of scourging 
or branding to the justices and told them they could 
apply both if they wished.^
3. Pillory i,
The period of banishment was for life, but one case gives
S'
details of banishment for seven years #
The decree of banishment was supported by the threat of 
death if he 3?eturned without leave and this was enforced 
if the person came back unlawfully.
One case shows the decree of banishment being supported by 
threat of further scou3?ging, another case showed a 
cautionary obligation not to return.
lo H.7,9/0 murder#
H ® 89/91 r ap e «
2. H.1 9, 85/6 ™ murder.
3® II.57/9 - forgery.
4® H.16/7, 19, 85/6 - murder.
;4 II.55/6 assau 11.
F.28/9, 54/5 - adultery.
11.76/9 rape. 
h. F.24 - theft.
6. F.83» 87/8, 99 - theft,
7o H.19 murder.
8. H.89/91 offered to go*
9. 11.16/17 - 1699 etc.
10. 11.17 - forgery. ,
11 a 11*76/9 " rape.
12. Ho10 - murder - caution of 1000 merks not to return.
V. 3AHIGHHBMT (Contd.)
1# JUGTICIARY COURT.
FAUT 2. I66I-I747 (Contd.)
lending his depari/ure, the person wag detoined In pi'lson 
or in the correction house.
The accused could be ordered to find caution that he would 
actually leave.
1. U.IC - murdei'.
2c Ho.57/9 ™ forgery - 5ÜÜ merks *
Y" BANISHMENT (Gontd.)
2. ARGYLL JUGTIÜIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
Banishment in the first half of the record meant eviction
from Argyllshire.
■For theft, they were scourged, branded and banished from 
Argyll, having to leave within three days under pain of 
death. They were also threatened with death if they 
were convicted of theft again. '
For adultery, Fingal McCannill was scourged and her move* 
sables were escheat. She was imprisoned till she found 
caution for her future good behaviour or else bound 
herself to leave Argyllshire.^
But in the second half of the record, the sphere of banish*
/nient widened and cases of banishment from Britain are
noted. This was extended during the same period to
transportât! on ®
The normal period of banishment was for life and it was
supported by a death threat, but occasionally threats of 
c
transportation or threats of imprisonment (for a year) and
V
scourging, are noted.
One case is noted of voluntary banishment - to serve in the 
army abroad.
1. 1.106, also 1.125/6.
2. 1.124/5.
3* (a) Banished from the town - 
Theft - J.6.1707.
" - 1.8.1707 ™ scourged,branded and dismissed
" - J.4.I7I8 - scourged,nailed -do- / the town.
(b) Banished from the jurisdiction -
Theft - J.12.1710 - scourged,branded and banished*
" - J* 8*1715 - jouggs & banished,also J.11.174C
" *- J. 2.1740.
Fortune telling - J* 10.1729 - scourged and banished.,
(c) Banished from the Shire of Argyll - 
Theft “ <1.10.1729 “ scourged and banished*
" - J*12* 1735.
- J. 1 .1734.
(d) Banished furth of Scotland - 
Theft - J*9* I7O6 *
(e) Banished from this realm - 
Tlioft - J.ll. 1705.
(f) Banished from Breat Britain -
Murder - J.6*1708 - scourged,nailed,branded,banished 
Adultery-J*8.1733.
Theft - J.4.1729, J*12*1731.
<1.4.1730 - nailed and banished.
-do- - jouggs and banished.
Killing a Horse - J.12.1710 - scourged & banished. 
4o Theft - J.12*1718 ™ to the plantations in America*
" - J.12.1721 -do- ; scourged and nailed. :
- J.10.1722
3* 1726 -do- ; scourn’od „
5o e.g. Theft - J.4/1750* 6. Theft - '<). 12/] 735
7 . Theft - J*2/740,11/1740. 8. Theft - J.4)6%^
V. BANIüHHEMT (Gontd.)
2. ARGYLL JU3TIGIARY OOURT* 1664-1742 (Oontd.)
Transportation did not supplant banishment - in one case 
both sentences were imposed#
3. GHERIFF COURT. 1515-1747.
Banishment was imposed frequently but not many details are 
given in the entries -
For theft, he was scourged, branded and banished.
3
Banishment was from the Shire, and the most frequent crime 
for which the sentence was given, was theft#
One case shows the accused agreeing to serve in the array 
abroad #4
The sentence of banishment was supported by tinrent of death
c
or branding and scourging or repeating the whole of the 
original sentence#
lo Adultery - J.18/1755 : woman transported to Virginia®
man banished furth of Britain.
2o Kb.186/8, also 203 ” jouggs and banished, theft*
238 - Tireraising: scourged, branded,
banished *
3* Kb*188, 205, 245#
o Kb098: theft*
5* Kb*186*
6* Kb.203,246.
7. Kb.238.
V. M NISHMENT (Contd.)
4" SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04.
Banishment was given most frequently in theft cases and it 
appeared to operate as an alternative to a death sentence® 
Escheat of goods, gear and lands was standard:-
dymond Nicolaon was found guilty of the theft of a spade 
and a fleece of wool and he was sentenced to escheat of 
goods and land and to be banished from the country within 
one month, or at the first passage, and if he was found 
guilty of theft again, even to the extent of an ure, he 
would be hanged, to the example of others/
•2- .
In one theft case, mutilation was added to banishment®
A few cases showed escheat of goods and gear only, and not 
lands, but escheat of lands was normally included#
Occasionally other crimes had similar penalties, and a
slaughter case gives full details:™
Adam Sinclair was sentenced to banishment for assisting 
persons accused of slaughter to escape. He was banished 
the country and his goods, gear arid lands were escheat.
If he was foimd in tho country after 15 days, ho would 
be beheaded
This decree was enforced by death threat - if he was found
in the area after 15 days ho would be bolieadecf, but the
standard decree did not make this threat. Death was
was
threatened in the standard decree only if tho person/con- 
: vie tod of the same cirime again#
The standard decree does not say what would happen if the 
person did not go into banishment, but it would seem likely 
that death would follow.
1. L.2. also 8, 21/2, 30» 31» 33 etc.
2. L.33.
3. L.3, 10/1, 14, 15/6 etc.
4 o Deforeement: L#111.
Perjury ; L. 83.
5. L.42/3.
6, L.42/3*
7# Hanging: L.2, 8, 21/2, 30 etc.
Drowning :(for women) L.3, 7/8, 12, 21/2 etc
V. BANISHMENT (Ooiitd.)
4" SHETLAND OOURT. 1602-04 (Contd,)
A court statute prohibiting false and groundless actions 
imposed for the first offence - loss of the right hand and 
sword, and for the second offence - banishment and escheat 
of moveables/ but no case is noted*
The banishment was from "the country" but it would seem 
from the entries that the country was Shetland or Orkney 
and Shetland - it did not refer to Scotland as a whole,^
A thief had already been banished from Orkney and had 
arrived in Shetland, He was convicted of theft in 
Shetland and was banished from not only the "Country of 
Shetland" but also from "the Countries of Orkney and 
Shetland".^
4
The place of banishment could be specified - Norway.
Two cases make reference to a banished person returning - 
in one case the sentence of banishment and escheat was
s'"
renewed and in the other no mentio3i is made of a penalty 
on the principal person, but the person who sheltered him 
was fined £40.
The record contains a decree of the Earl of Orkney ordering
"all beggars, sornax’is, vacaboundis, harlot is and their 
bairnis" to remove and transportthemselves out of the 
country and all the bounds of his jurisdiction under all 
such penalties as may be necessary. The beggars and others 
had broken from their companies and clans out of the 
Highlands "and utheris barbarous partis" and had hoped to 
have liberty to live wickedly according to the appetite oi 
their filthy flesh wi khout regard to the law of God the 
common good, of the country and the authority of the 
Church, and the noble and potent Earl was not prepared to 
suffer their abominations in Orkney or Yetland"#’
1. L,47/8,
2. L.2 etc. - L.5, 10: banished the isle
3. L.147,
4. L.30.
3* L.83*
6. L.31/2.
7. L.123/4.
V, BANISIIMENT (Oontd. )
3* REGALITY OÜURT. 1347-1706.
Banishment is infrequent in this record, but it is mention- 
:od as a means of disposing of persistent offenders® The 
banishment was from the regality and theft was the standard 
crime #
In the earliest period, a court statute ordered "all 
women defaraoit or unhonest" to pass out of the town of 
Melrose within 8 days and anyone in the area who 
received them would be fined £3/
In one case, it is seen that banishment could, be revoked*
Barbara fer, a notour thiof, was under order of banish- 
:ment when the court learnt that she wished to return*
The court was prepared to rescind order provided she 
obtained caution to behave in an orderly fashion, but in 
fact she did not appear at the court when her applicatior 
for caution was to bo considered, and the court renewed 
the banishment® The banishment in this case was 
enfbrood by prohibiting anyone to receive her und er 
penalty of 20 merks
In some theft oases, the accused had to find caution to be
J’
of good behaviour in the futu.re under pain of banishment.
BjlROW COURT* 1323-174 7.
Banishment from the Barony is noted in certain theft 
cases o
- ordained to find caution for his good behaviour till 
next Whitsunday when he was ordered to remove himself anc 
his family from the Barony# If he did not leave, his 
moveables would be escheat#^
1. Na*G2.
2. Nb.17/8.
3* Ra.200. i;b.l7/8*
4® ({.191/2 , also P#86/7 remove in 3 days#
3. r.87.
V. BANISmiENT (Oontd.)
7* J3URGH COURT* 1398-1714,
In the Aberdeen record, banishment was imposed in a few 
cases and on each occasion it was banishment from Aberdeen 
only. The length of banishment varied, but it is noted 
that the period was definite in time, unlike the later 
records where the period was indefinite.
MariOta Fether was banished from Aberdeen for resetting 
thieves for two years under pain of being branded with 
the seal of Aberdeen on her face.'
Elena Scotcok was banished for a hundred years and a day 
and if she returned to the town would be branded on her 
cheek® The crime in this case is not known.^
Banishment for -a year and a day was imposed by a burgh 
law on those convicted for the third time of insulting 
the preposltus, bailies or king's officers.^
The latin term used in the first two cases is relegatio
which under Roman law was the mildest form of banishment
and which did not affect the person's civil rights. The
third case refers to exsul - which was a general term of
banishment and which had no legal meaning in Roman law®
*
Although the old laws gave an indefinite period, the other 
early records show a definite period which was standard 
at a year, or a year and a day:-
In an act controlling the price of ale, for the third 
contravention, the offender was expelled from the town 
for a year/''".
No one shall go to Edinburgh, nor shall anyone bring 
goods from Edinburgh, under pain of banishment for a year 
Cthere was an outbreak of plague).*
1. V.92.
2. V.142.
3. V.217.
4. Banishment for thoft was imposed if the article stolen 
had a value of foux' pennies, for example a pair of shoes 
he ought to be put upon the cuckstool and after that led 
to the head of the town where he will foreswear the 
town - F.Go XXXIX. p.lBO.
5. E.12. 1521, but 93/4. 1599 “■ 3 years' banishment was
threatened.
6» X.I580 14S8, also non-payment of fine - stocks for 8 days 
and banished for a year and a day. X.164/3» 1470. 
Bimilarly X.I74. 1473, X.168, 1472.
BAHISHMEi')!]? (0 ontd. )
7° BURGH COURT. 1398-1714 (C^ srH^ d.)
In the later entries, however, the period of banishment 
was for life,
Richart Mereleis and others left the town at night 
contrary to a town law and abused the watch, Their
freedoms were revoked and they were banished under
pain of death, '
Banishment was imposed in many different crimes, but theft
is the most frequent. It is seen that the addition of 
personal punishment was customary in theft cases:-
William Brown and James huncauson were banished for 
pykery, but before they left, their ears were cut off
and nailed to the Tron.^
John kischair was banished under pain of death, but one
of his ears was cut off and he was branded on his cheek 
and scourged before he left,?
The inquest passed an act calling for strict enforcement 
of the law against pykers, They were to give caution 
that they would not steal again under pain of scourging 
and banishment. If they could not give caution they 
were to be branded on their cheek with an iron and then 
banished,4
For reset, two women wore ordered to stand at the market 
cross and thereafter were banished from the town,
The banishment was enforced by (1) threat of death,
Peter bicksouri and Wille Talyour were banished from 
the town, never to return, under pain of hanging without 
doom or law if they returned,4
1. %.41. 1545, also
X.d47. 1572, %,155° 1G22, %,80, 1962.
2. %.40, 1545, also
Z,64, 1555 - under pain of hanging,
9, 21o4'3o 1546, also branded on the cheek and banished 
2.48. 1547, also
2.162/$, 1629 - scourged,branded and banished for 
theft,
4. X.224/5. 1959.
5. Y.26. 1695,
1,94/9, 1662 •“ qougs, paper - banished,theft of clothes 
Also
Y.60/10 1664 - (jougs and banished - no paper,
6 . 2,94, 1928 - no crime, also
- Z.162/5. 1629.
' z. . 1999.
Z. 49. 1946.
%' BANISHMENT (Oontd.)
7» BURGH OOUHT. 1598-1714 (Contd.)
Hew Black was convicted of threatening, cursing and 
insulting and was sentenced to the stocks for an hour, 
with a paper on his head, Thereafter he was to be 
banished under pain of death as an adulterer,'
(2) threat of scourging -
James Finlasoun was banished from the town because he 
had the plague. If he returned, he would he scourged 
for the first offence and hanged for the second.^
(5) threat of h3?andingo
William Allan was convicted of gaming and was banished 
from the town under pain of brandihg on his cheek
In the middle and later periods, banishment was used to 
rid the town of undesirables - frequently banishment was 
imposed on unfreemen who had contravened the town and laws
John Kirkwood was to be put out of the town, under pain 
of banishment and branding on his cheek.4
If an unf re email committed any wrong, or was unable to 
meet a fine, banishment was imposed.
If any freeman disobeyed a bailie or officer, he would 
lose his freodom and if any unfroernan disobeyed he 
would be banished
The inquest found Hakkyn in the wrong in troubling the 
town and because he was a vagabond he was banished/
1. Y.G5/4. 1665.
Thefts exposure and banished the town under threat of 
death,
Y.90« 1674, also Y.110.1685 and banished under 
pain of drowning, %.80. 1565, also Z.162/5.1629,
2. Z.119* 1608, also
banished under pain of scourging - fraud - Z.158.1615° 
striking town officer - banished under pain of 
scourging and hanging - Z.110.1604.
5. Y.105. 1682, also
Y. 148.1694 *'■ banished by beat of drums - branded if 
returned, and X.222.1555 and 
Z.129.1612 - banished under pain of scourging and 
branding on the cheek.
Y.148 “ banished for theft with beat of drums - pain 
of branding.
4. X.552. 1571,
X.59I. 1650 - no plundering under pain of banishment.
5. X.528. 1571.
6. X.547. 1572. :
V. BANISHMENT (Gontd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1598-17]/!- (Oontd.)
James Ramsay was scourged and branded for pykerie and he 
and others were banished under pain of hanging and ^
drowning. He and his family were held to be vagabonds.
George Haig and his family were ordered out of the town 
for not working and. being a burden to the town.^
In some cases the threat of banishment was imposed.
James Henderson was fined ,flO for disobeying the kirk 
and the bailies and had to make public confession of 
his faultc If he refused, he would be banished for three 
years and if he was found in the town during this period, 
he would be fined £10.^
For blood drawing, John Murray had the choice of being 
banished, or remaining in the tolbooth in ward for a year 
and a day.<
James Paterson and his family had to remove from the town 
for pykerie, under pain of banishment, ■s''
The sentence of banishment could be cancelled later by the 
court but a burgh act stated that no banished person would 
be restored without the consent of the council or of the 
kirk session if it pertained to their discipline.*^
1. Z. 162/5. 1629.
2. Y. 109, also Y. 129.
5. Z. 95/4. 1999, also
Z.59. 1545 “ insulting, if again, banished.
Z. 120. 1608 - Insulting bailie, had to ask .forgiveness 
if again, banishment.
Z. 125. I6Ô9 -do- banishment, loss of freedom.
4. Z. 40. 1949, also X. 295/4. 1999.
9. Y. 89. 1671.
6. Z. 119. I6O9.
CONCLUSIONS.
V. BANISHMENT.
Ip Banishment is noted in all courts throughout the whole 
period, but the form changed considerably during that time.
2o (a) 0.'he area of banishment corresponded to the sphere of 
the particular court's jurisdiction - i.e. a baron 
court could banish only from the barony.
(b) The Argyll court shows a development in area - in the 
first half the banishment was only from Argyll, but 
in the second half the banishment was from Scotland 
and even transportation was ordered on occasions.
9. Only the justiciary courts (and privy council) could 
banish from Scotland and later from Britain and such a 
sentence had to have the king's consent. Towards the end 
of the middle period and in the later period, the king's 
consent was given by the privy council.
4. Banishment could operate as a mitigation of a death 
sentence or as a standard or full sentence. As a general 
observation it can be said that if the banishment was from 
Scotland or Britain (i.e. national) it was a mitigation 
and if it was local, i.e. only from some part of Scotland, 
then it was a full sentence - but there are many exceptions 
to this.
5. In the middle and later justiciary records, it is seen 
that there was a considerable element of consent on the 
accused's part to the sentence - he offered or consented 
to national banishment, or he placed himself in the king's 
will, which normally resulted in national banishment.
The earlier period does not show the element of consent - 
it was. a straight sentence.
6. In the final period, transportation supplanted banishment 
and again there was an element of consent in such sentences.
7 . //
GüNCLUBIüNS.
V. BANISHMENT (Oontd.)
7. Bnnishment was given in all crimes, and in almost every 
case some form of personal punishment was also given, usually 
scourging (also branding and indignities). Theft,slaughter, 
adultery and forgery were among the most common crimes.
80 The decree was supported by a death sentence, and while 
the place of banishment was not specified, until the trans- 
: portation sentences were given, sometimes the person was 
ordered or offered to go to the wars - usually this meant 
the Low Countries.
9. The lower courts show that banishment was given only in 
notour theft entries and the records give the impression 
that this sentence was imposed as an alternative to a death 
sentence »* it was easier to banish the thief than to hang him «
10o The early burgh courts show banishment for a definite 
period (a year and a day) - unlike the indefinite period of 
the other records, but tho middle and later records show the 
normal indefinite period <> Theft was the most frequent crime, 
and again personal punishment was normally added.
It is seen that if an unfroernan contravened a particular 
burgh law, lie was banished, where a burgess would have been 
fined or would have lost his burgess freedom.
VI. ESCHEAT.
1,. JUSTICIARY COURT.
IART I. 14^8-1650.
(1) Death s e nt enc e :
Escheat of the accused's moveable goods was given as a
standard addition to death sentences in tho middle and
/
Intel? periods, almost without exception. The terms of 
the decree were "his moveable goods were to be ingathered 
for the king's use". However, during the earliest 
period, most death sentences do not mention: escheat, 
although this could be attributed more to reporting than 
the form of the actual punishment.
In one early theft case, the future standard penalty was 
given:-
z
the accused was hanged and his moveables escheat.
However» escheat is noted in the imprisonment entries of
7
the early period.
(2) Out1awryb
Throughout the records, escheat of moveables was standard 
in declarations of outlawry, i.e. where the accused did 
not a%.)pear in court and was declared rebel and outlaw, 
although again in certain isolated cases of outlawry,escheel 
is not mentioned, but as in the case of the early death 
sentoncGs, this may be due to reporting discrepancies and 
escheat may have followed in fact.
(5) //
1. Hanging: X-'iracy : Aa.998, $80 etc.
Beheading,Slaughter : B. 8/9, 95, 158 etc.
Strangling : Witchcraft : B.186, 206 etc.
Drowning: Theft : 0.94 etc.
Broken on wheel; parricide. B.241 etc.
2. A.179/4 - also murder ; A.174.
9* In deforcement sentences, imprisonment was given as a 
penalty and in such cases,escheat of moveables was 
added -_d'71«
Also 1.79 - perjury.
Ao165,209 “ wilful error of assize «
A.222 - forgery.
4. A a. 945 etc ™ see outlawiry.
5= B.93 ”• slaughter.
YI. EGOHÜ^ LÏ'. (Conta.)
1. JUSTlOI;UtY CO URT o
FART In 1488-16]^ (Çpn#.)
(:>) As a punishment in itself.
Escheat is also noted in certain exceptional instances,
/
e.g. occasionally added to bonlohmento
Also after scourging for pexyjury, the accused 's goods
Z-
were escheat and in an assault case whore the injured lost 
two fingers, his assailants were imprisoned until they 
gave assythment and their moveables oscheat «
lo Theft : 0« 412o
Forgery : Ah.575, 4-02/5<,
Perj ury : o.262.
2. (%455.
5# 0.599 - this case is similar in sentonco to the 
early eases of deforooment and wilful error.
%I. EGÜH&vT. (Ooütd. )
AhU}2.Z«' iGGl-1747.
The records show the same operation of escheat as in the 
previ out; peri od s «
( 1 ) Deat'h s onto no e o
It is noted,however, that in some death sentences» no
escheat is mentionGcl,but it is not possible to say if this
/
was del Iberatp.j or vdiethcr it was an omission in reporting*
The standard seixtence was that "his whole movoublo goods
were to be eschcot to his Majesty's use".
(2) Outlawry.
The same decree passed against a persoîi declared outlaw
%
for non-appearance„
(9) Ae a punishment in itself;
(a) For dofo]?Goment, half the accused's goods went to the 
king and the other half to the creditor,whose decree was 
being enforced when the doforoomont took place.
Imprisonment was usually added, but ao period Is stated*
William Watson was convicted of deforcement and was 
BontenCGc! to escheat of moveables ~ one half to go to th< 
Icing and the other half to tho person who took out the 
letters under which the messenger was acting* lie was 
also ordered to remain in prison till further order*'''
(b) Foi' usury tho whole moveable goods wore escheat to
the Earl of Glenoaim i;ho held the escheat rights in usury
f]?om the king, during this period *
James Elder was found guilty of usury and ho was senten- 
:ced to escheat of moveables* He was also oi'dered to 
find caution of «flOOO to enter before the court or the 
Privy Council whenever required to undergo such .further 
punishment as tliey shall think fit.»''
No dotai Is are given regarding the fiu?tho]? punishment.
(c) Assault*
For striking a minister, William Beaver was sentenced tc^  
bo imprisoned for ton days and his moveables were oscheal
1. Coe Hanging & Beheading ontrios.
2* .F* 71/2 etc* C* 98 etc.
9* iL 54. 1712 - murder, 7/8*1687 - treason etc flee Outlawry
4* F, I25, also F.224. F.907 - 2 days in prison*
G. 75/èÿ, 199/705.
5* F* 89/0, also F, 218 caution of 5ÜOO marks.
F* 290 - " " 1000 "
6. H. 62/9* 1719.
EOCHEAT,. (Oontd.)
2, ARGYLL JUSTICIARY GOGET. 1664-1742.
(1) Death sentence:™
As in tho other records, escheat of moveables was given in 
almost every capital sentence, although in two references 
to a sentence of hanging for theft, escheat is not mention* 
:ed, hut this could he due to reporting and did not 
represent necessarily any change in the actual sentence «
(a) After hanging -
- .and to forefault and tyne his goods and gear conform 
to the Acts of Parliament o "2-
(h) After strangling and burning for witchcraft 
™ and her g
(2) Outlawry.
oods and gear to he escheatf
Escheat was granted after a decree of outlawry,^
(5) ils a punishment0
(a) After scourging;
John Mclveiiich was scourged for theft and his goods 
escheat - with the exception of £/X0 of the goods which 
was to he paid to the person he robbed.*"
(h) With imprisonment:
John Gam%)hell was convicted of deforcement and was 
sentenced to be imprisoned during the justice's pleas- 
:ure : his goods were escheat
(c) Also in a case of suicide - the woman who killed her-
: self had her moveables escheat - but one third was given
to the king and two thirds to the husband and the children.
Gases occur of persons intromitting illegally with
esc Î.1 e a t ed p r op e rty.
Jolin Campbell and John Campbell were fined £100 and g- 
others £50 for taking cattle out of an escheated estate*
1. I.10/1, 19/4.
2o ic 9» 4, 6, 8 etc.
9. 1.20/1.
4. 1.24, 25, 26 etc.
5. 1.51/2. 77, 102, 129 etc.
6. 1.126/8, 154/5.
7. I.100/1, J.4. 1790.
8. 1 .1 9 8 /9, also 71/2 ™ fined £/l-0 and ordered to restore.
VI. E80HEAT (Oontd.)
9* SHERIFF GOGRT. 1515-1747.
In this record escheat of moveables is noted only in 
oases of outlawry for non-appearance.
For robbing an orchard, the accused were declared 
outlaws and had their moveables escheat, because they 
• did not appear*^
It was not given in the death sentenceSj but whether this 
was a reporting omission or whether it was not imposed, 
cannot be said.
1. Kb.41, also 
Kc.151.
g .  EUGHEAi' (Oontd.)
4(a) SHETLANJ) COURT. 1602-04,
(1) Death sentence,
ouch death sentences as were imposed, included escheat
f
of "goods, gear and lands",
(2) Outlawry,
The record shows decrees of outlawry periodically and 
escheat of moveables and land was standard in such decrees,
(3) As punishment,
(a) with banishment -
theft
Many cases, particularly/show a penalty of banishment and
3
escheat of goods, gear and lands.
In one theft case, escheat of goods and gear was in similar 
terms to the banishment entries - if ho committed another 
theft he would be hanged - but no banishment is givent
(b) with scourging,-
(c) while escheat of goods and land was standard, some cases 
show goods and gear only,
•7
(d) duicide was punished, by eacheat of moveables,
(e) A court statute prohibiting false and groundless actions 
imposed a penalty for the first offence,loss of the 
right hand and sword, and for the second offence escheat 
of moveables and banishment^
4(b) ORENEY & 8HETIAND OOUET. 1612-19°
One. 00urt statute prohibited pedlars and chapmen from 
dealing in stolen hides and if they were found guilty their
f
packs would be confiscated,
1. L.ll, 18/9.
, 0 & [ 3, .0,3,
9° L,2, 8, 21/2, 90 etc, also Slaughter ; 1.42/9,
beforeeinont : 1, 111, 
herjury ; L,89=
4. b,15/6o
9. 1,14 - goods, gear and lands,
6. L.10/1, 19/6 etc.
7. L.18, 29°
8. L.47/8,
9. M.29.
in:. lüKlüEAT (Oontd.)
9* REGALITY OÜURT. 194-7-1706.
(1) Outlawry:
Escheat; was imposed in decrees of outlawry where the 
person fled to avoid judgment or where he escaped from 
prison,^
(2)As punishment :
Escheat of moveables is noted as a penalty in deforcement 
actions - where the statutory provisions of Act I90 Pari*12 
James VI were enforced, Half the moveables went to the 
procurator fiscal and half to the officer deforced or the 
porson who held the decree*^
j
6* BARON COURT. 1929-174-7. 
(1) Outlawry:
Escheat of moveables was imposed in a sentence of outlawry.
(2) As punishment:
(a) In a Oarnwath deforcement case, the accused suffered 
escheat of moveables, cancellation of their leases and 
imprisonment for a year at the Baron's will.^
(b) À poaching case brought under a Rational Act shows a
s'
fino of 20 merks and escheat of moveables.
(c) Banishment could be enforced by a threat of escheat
of moveablesJ
1. Murder : Mb. 94-6.
As s au 11 ; Mb. 4-06/7 =
Theft : Mb.4-20, 421/2.
2. Nb. 111/2, 999/0.
9. P.107/8 .
4« Ü.I3G/9 “ also 68/9 etc, - breaking arrestments 
Rd.222 - £40, stocks and escheat of moveables. 
9. P.100/1.
6. P.87.
VI. EBOHmT (Oontd.)
7. BURGH COURT, 1998-1714.
Mo escheat is mentioned in the justiciary death sentences, 
nor is any decree of outlawry given in the Burgh Courts. 
Escheat only occurs in burgh statutes where it relates to 
the offending article and not to the person's whole goods, 
e.g. A burgh act stated that if swine were permitted to 
roam in the town they would be escheat.
However, a few isolated cases (particularly in the later 
3?ecords) show escheat of moveables as a penalty combined 
with some form of personal punishment.
James Hall failed bo put out clothes and other items 
from his house, having a servant woman who was suspected 
of having the plague and the assize ordered that he 
should be punished in his body and his goods and freedom 
be escheat in the provost's will.^
1. Z.2. 1919/20 etc.
2. Z.96.1949, also
Yo9°1652 ™ Dean of guild had power to escheat the 
goods of unfreeman trading in the burgh, 
y.125.1688 - militia deserters banished and escheat
GONGLUüIOMS.
VI. EGCHEÀT.
1. Escheat of moveables was an incident of a death sentence 
(except where it was a treason forfeiture). Some death 
sentences make no reference to escheat, but it is impossible 
to say if the omission was a reporter's oversight «■ escheat 
being assumed, or whether it was not imposed,
2, Escheat of moveables was also an incident of a decree of 
outlawryo
9. Escheat could be given as a punishment in itself -
(a) in some scourging sentences (usually for theft) escheat 
was added.
(b) added to banishment - again in thefts - and some 
imprisonments,
(c) in deforcements following the Act of James VI the accused! 
goods were escheat, half to the king and half to the 
creditor.
(d) in usury the accused suffered escheat,
(e) in cases of suicide the dead person's goods were escheat,
although it is seen that sometimes the goods were
given to the family as an act of grace.
VII.' FORFEITURE...
1* JUSTICIARY COURT..
FART 1* 1486-1650.
In certain cases, not only were the moveables of the 
accused taken, hut also his land, and his life.
As in the case of escheat, of moveables » the decree of 
forfeiture was imposed as an additional penalty to the 
basic punishment.
But forfeiture was given for more serious oases than 
those which had escheat of moveables and was an incident 
of treason, where it was part of the standard penalty. In 
legal theory, it necessarily included death.
The normal sentence stated that the accused had forfeited 
his life, lands, offices, goods, both moveable and . 
immoveable, and all his other possessions, to the kingT
Variations occur-"sentenced to be drawn to the gallows 
and hanged.. His body was to be quartered and his lands 
and possessions forfeited to the queen".*-
Also “• "he should be taken to the market crossof 
Edinburgh and there hanged until he was dead, and then 
quartered, drawn and demeaned as a traitor"/ The 
remains of his body were to be put ultimately in a 
common unmarked grave. All his lands, heritages, 
tacks, steadings and all moveable items, honours, arms 
and memory were to be returned to the king.4
While the sentence was standard for treason, it could 
also be imposed for other crimes, if their ci.rcumstances 
were //
1. B.79, 192 etc.
2* Aa.948, 480, 481/2, 491/2*
9, B.196, 142o 
4. B.79» 132 etc*
G. 167/8 etc.
9. A.11, 48, 5#, 60, 149, 172/9, 179, 190/1 (burnt alive) 
Aa.948, 480, 481/2, 491/2.
B. 9, 79, 96, 119, 116, 128, 192, 156, 142, 182,
274, 297, 907/8, 916.
G. 21/2, 199, 168, 260, 407, 990/1.
D* 10, 40, 81, 224, 289, 918.
Dd. 969.
VII. FORFEITURE (Oontd.)
1* JU8TI0IARY OOURT..
PART 1. 1488-165P (Oontd.)
were particularly severe or atrocious and which were, by
/
their importance, equated with treason.
2.
The form of taking life was usually hanging, but variations 
occuro
The sentence could be made more severe, i.e. by burning 
alive, or mitigated to beheading. Forfeiture after
S ' '
strangling is also noted*
In exceptional cases, a dead person could receive forfeiture
Ù
after death*
On occasions, the forfeiture decree had to be repeated as
-7
the central government could not enforce it*
It is apparent that while certain crimes were legally 
equated with treason in their punishment, a difference was 
recognised, in fact, between true treason and crimes equated 
with treason, and that while a death sentence followed in 
both instances, a true treason conviction carried forfeiture 
almost inevitably but this was not so with an equated treas- 
îon conviction where the chances of escheat of moveables 
might apply equally*
1* Murdex’ : D.19G.
Murder by poison : Aa.419/0.
Murder under trust : Dd*477, E. 71/4, D.290.
Murder and theft : 0. 453, 962.
D. 99, 119, 255/4.
Murder and piracy : D* 246/7«
Treasonable assault : E. 74.
Adultery & Theft : 0* 424/9.
Theft : 0.346/7. D. 98.
Forgery : Aa*440/1, B.134, 0.404,448, 100,
996, 996/7, 966, 989.
Witchcraft ; B. 257 - burnt alive.
Sedition : 0. 990/1.
2c Treason : A. 11, 48, 90. }^ =0/l.
B.116, 196, 142 etc.
Treason & Theft ; A* 91°
Border raids,thefts ; A.60, 172/9, 179.
Forgery , : A.197.
9. A. 190/1 ~ treason.
B.297" - witchcraft*
4* A,145 “ border raid.
B.116, 0.969,407,490,980 - treason.
0.484; Dd.477 - murder.
VII. FORFEITURE (Ooiitd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747.
The decree of forfeiture was Veserved for treason and 
crimes equated with treason, but in this period it is seen 
that only actual treason cases show forfeiture.
For treason, Captain Andrew Arnot and others were ■ 
sentenced to be hanged and all their lands, heritages, 
goods and gear to be forfeited and escheat to his 
Majesty's use.'
Also for treason, Colonel James l/allace and others were 
first declared fugitive and then the prosecution proceeded 
to refer the case to Assize. The accused were convicted 
of treason in absence and were sentenced to be executed 
when caught. They were also sentenced to have their 
lands, heritages, tenements etc. goods and gear to be 
forfeited and escheat, to his Majesty's use.*-
This case was new law - the normal sentence for non-
appearance was outlawry - and this case imposed forfeiture.
The decision was ratified by II Act Pari. 2. Charles II
which stated that the previous situation was unacceptable -
because a traitor who did not appear only suffered moveable
escheat and outlawry - whereas if he did appear he would
have suffered forfeiture of life, lands and. goods, and it
was wrong that a traitor should benefit by his non-
appearance.
1. F. 184, 187, 189.
Go 64/6o
Not noted in treason cases: F. 188, 188/9
2. F.240, 242, also
H.6.1681, H.G. 1685=
G0NGLUBI0N8.
VII. FORFEITURE.
lo Forfeiture of life, goods and lands was an incident of 
a full treason sentence and could be imposed in both treason 
sentences and in sentences for crimes equated with treason, 
although it was much less frequent in the latter*
2. In the later period, forfeiture is seen only in treason 
sentences, and even there some show only escheat of 
moveables «
VIII. DEOUŒATION OF OUTLAWRY.
1* JUSTICIARY OOURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
The standard penalty for non-appearance was declaration 
of outlawry throughout the whole period of the record - 
the accused was declared rebel and his goods escheat*
Tn the later records, it was only moveable escheat, but
in bbe earliest record the text is indefinite -
"the accused was declared rebel, put to the horn and all
t
his goods to be escheated to the king".
The terra "goods" is used to include both moveable and 
immoveable goods, but it is thought that unless land was 
specifically mentioned, only moveables were escheat.
Some cases make definite reference to lands - "goods, 
moveable and immoveable".
Details of outlawry are given in the case of the 
treasonable burning of the Tower of Frendraucht which 
resulted in the death of Viscount Melgun and others* 
George MeIdrum was declared and denounced rebel and put 
to the horn and "all his moveable goods to be escheat 
and in brought to our sovereign's use as a fugitive 
from our laws" and instructions were given to have the 
letters of horning proclaimed at the market cross of 
Edinburgh. The letters were read after three oyez 
being called and after reading, three blows on the horn 
were given.?
The process of horning could be relaxed by giving the 
accused the wand of peace - presumably if a remission was
A
agreed* The declarations were not necessarily final, in 
fact if the accused appeared at a later date he could be 
acquitted or discharged.
The moveable goods of the person concerned were escheat 
to the king (or his feudal superior - provided it was a 
feudal court and that the crime was not one of the four 
pleas //
lo A.20 etc.
2. A.171/2 etc.
9. Eo151/9.
4. A.75.
5« B.9/4, 4 etc.
VIII. DECORATION OF OUTLAmY (Gontd.)
1. JU8TI0IARY COURT.
FART !.. 14-88-1650 (Contd.)
/
pleas of the crown) ari^  his life could he taken by any one 
hi::, heritable estate reverted to his superior until the 
fugitive died, or appeared in judgment* His heir could 
claim the estate if he died without coming to judgment or 
before the outlawry was recalled.
John Mure did not appear to answer charges of murder 
and assault and was denounced a rebel to our sovereign 
lord and put to his Highness' horn* His moveable goods 
were escheat and he was a .fugitive, to his Highness ' 
lav;si ?
This was invariably regardless of the actual crime and 
even if a person did not appear to answer treason charges 
he was declared rebel and his moveable goods escheat.This 
was in fact a lighter sentence than if he had appeared 
and been found guilty, when both his lands and moveables 
would have been escheat and the position was rectified 
by Charles II who confirmed a treason sentence of 
forfeiture in such a situation*
Admittedly to be declared rebel was serious enough as 
an outlaw could be killed by anyone without fear of 
legal process, but his heirs could succeed to his lands, 
which the heir of traitor could not if a decree of 
forfeiture had passed*
1. Balf* II* 551.
2. Balf. II. 550/1.
9, C.97, 42, 72 etc, also
Aa.945, 947 etc.
B.l,. 2, 5 etc.
Co97 etc,
D.257 etc.
Dd.449 etc. 
ho95 etc.
4. B.96/7, 0.64.
VIII. DEOLARATION OF OUTLAWRY (Oontd.)« - II — r-iTtTTnntfiTiiin- - ir.:mr-r i-iiiiri t i -r  i vtii  — -"iTi—f  rrrrTT lauMjunaa ^
1. JU8TI0IARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747.
This remained the standard sentence if the accused did not 
appear to answer the accusations.
To be denounced our Sovereign Lord'a Rebell and ordained 
him to be put to the Horn, and all his moveable goods 
and gear to be escheat and inbrought to His iîajeBtie'a 
use as fugitive free his Kajestie's laws X-
Outlawry was also given if tho person escaped from prison *
. For.escaping from prison, Sinclair of Assairy and others 
were ..declared fugitive and their cautioner’s unlav/ed.^
The decree could be withdrawn for various reasons ™
James Thomson, was declared fugitive for absence but he 
had the. sentence withdrawn when he' produced a y
certificate testifying that he had been unable to travel.
Declarations against Highlandmon were frequent, but in 
such cases, judging by the repeated declarations, there 
was a problem of making thé court's weight felt.
If the/person found caution to appear, the declaration 
was withdrawn.
¥m« Bottle and Alex. Bellie were declared fugitive and 
later obtained suspension and relaxation from the Lords 
of Seësion having obtained caution. They appeared and 
because the pursuer did not appear, the action was 
deserted. *
James and Alexander McIntosh and others had been declar- 
:ed fugitive but they now produced a cautioner to 
appear in' court, and they obtained a Bill of Relaxation. 
They did not appear when they were called next, and they 
wore declared fugitive again. They petitioned and 
again undertook caution to appear.
It could be conditional.
JMward Byllings was absent when his case was continued. 
He was declared fugitive, but there was a provision that; 
if he appeared at the next hearing, the sentence would ■ 
be withdrawn i
1. G.112, 285.
2. F.22, 245/6, G.509.
5. F.9/4, 4/5, but see F.52 - outlawry when abroad and 
not cited.
4. G.18.
5. G.206/7, 269, 264/5, also G.285, 294/5.
6. F.72.
VIII. DEClAmTIOM OF OUTLAWRY (Oontd.)
1. JU8TIÜIÀRY OOURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747 COontd.)
Detention in prison was a valid reason for not ap%)earing -
Robert Ogilviq was one of a number of persons who did not 
appear in a slaughter case, but he was not declared 
fugitive 03 the others were - as he was in prison in the 
Tolbooth of Abordeen.'
The procedure was flexible and the fugitive's goods could
be offered as a bribe if the oirounistances warranted.
Alexander Omith accused Major George Keith for theft and 
robbery (Keith had taken Smith*s goods) but Keith 
proclucocl, a warrant from the Privy Council stopping the 
process - Keith was a sheriff and 3Eiith had,been declared 
fugitive.,for murder. Keith offored/uB *ifi8 fugitive's
nearest friends if thoy. would find caution to produce 
him, They refused and Keith was entitled to take the 
goods for the, king's use
A person could be declared fugitive a number of times.
I
A declaration of outlawry did not prevent the accused from 
appearing later - apparently with impunity,"^
Duncan Gordon waa declared fugitive for' theft and later 
appeared. He offered himself for trial and because no 
one appeared to prosecute him, the charge was deserted
1. F.2G1, also P.94/5.
2. F.156.
9. F.95.
4. F.276, 292/5.
5. P.914.
VIII. DEGLAMTION OF OUTLAWRY (Contd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
The same situation applied in this court as in the main 
justiciary court - the decree was passed if the accused 
failed to appear. It is seen that in some cases of non- 
appearance the accused was fined, and it is difficult to 
draw an exact dividing line between offences for which 
outlawry would be given and those for which fining was the 
appropriate penalty for non-appearance. Certainly crimes 
which carried capital sentences merited outlawry and minor 
offences like poaching, merited fining, but in this court 
it is likely that crimes which merited personal punishment 
would also imply outlawry.
He was declared fugitive and outlaw from His Majesty’s 
laws and put to His Highness’ horn. His whole moveable 
goods and gear were escheat and inbrought to His Majesty’s 
use for his contemption and disobedience, and letters of 
denunciation were ordained to pass./
In some cases, the procedure was given in great detail.
Messengers were instructed to summon various Macleans to 
appear in Inveraray to underlie the law for refusing to 
accept the king’s law and for fortifying the house of 
Duart against a poinding as they had not paid taxes and 
duties.
The accused were to be summoned personally if that was 
possible, but failing personal summons the messengers had 
to give open proclamation at the mercat cross of Inveraray 
being the head burgh, ordering the accused.to appear 
within six days or to give caution. If the accused did 
not appear, the messengers had power to denounce the 
accused rebels and outlaws. If the accused appeared, 
the messengers had to summon 45 persons from which the 
assize would be chosen.
The messengers went off and charged the accused to appear- 
leaving a copy of the summons on the gates of the House 
of Duart, because they could not give it to them person- 
tally, after knocking six times. They also made public 
proclamation at Inveraray after "crying three several 
oyez". They left a copy of the summons at the mercat 
cross.
I, I.99/0, 56/61 etc. - although in some cases of non- 
appearance a fine was imposed and not outlawry.
. 1.24, 25, 26, 26/7 etc.
yill. DEOLAmTIÜN OF OUTIuUVRY (Cqntd.)
2. ;UiGY]%. JUSi'IOmRY COURT (Contd,)
The accused did not appear within the specified time and
the Court declared them outlaws and fugitives from His 
Majesty's laws and to he put to his highness' horn, and 
their whole moveable goods and gear to be escheat and 
inbrought to His Majesty's use for their contemption and 
disobedience and ordained letters of denunciation to pass
The messengers were again instructed to go to the mercat 
cross of Inveraray and. openly denounce the accused rebels 
and outlaws, put them to the horn and. bring in their 
goods, which denunciation they made, after crying the 
three "oyez" and left a copy of the letters of denunciat- 
: ion on the cross* The messengers concluded the process 
by blowing three blasts on a horn,'
While a decree of outlawry was automatic after non-appear- 
: mice, the decree could be recalled if the accused appeared 
later or found caution to appear7"
The certificate (of denunciation) was recalled when the 
accused appeared late and the court freed the cautioner 
of the penalty of 500 marks. 7
1. 1.96/41, 56/69, 152/9.
2. I.91 - The Laird of Appin offered himself as cautioner
for a fugitive and the denunciation was recalled,
9. 1.29.
VIII. DEOMRyVripN OF OUTLAWRY. (Contd.)
9. SHERIFF OOURT. 1515-1747.
As in the justiciary records, declaration of outlawry was 
normal if the accused did not appear within the required 
time. It was granted for non-appearance in serious crimes, 
e.g. slaughter, serious assaults and thefts -- in minor crime 
non-appearance was punished by fining - although again it is 
difficult to draw an exact line between bhe two. In this 
court, filling was by fnr the more common penalty.
The terms of the decree were standard - A. was denounced 
tho king's rebel, put to the horn and declared fugitive.^
If caution ordered by the king was not found within the 
specified time, a similar declaration of rebellion was 
passed - "if they be fugitive or refuse to find the said 
surety then they will bo declared rebels and put to the 
horn and all their moveable goods will be escheat to our 
use"
The form of the decree remained unchanged throughout the 
period.
For failing to appear to answer charges of theft and 
assault, the accused were declared outlaw and had their 
moveables escheat. ?
1. 1(8.179, 215/6, 249/4, 245, 2/4/5 - slaughter. 
244/5 - serious assaults.
2. Ka.274/5, 278/9, 279/0, 281/2.
9. Kb.41. Ko.151°
VIII. DECLARATION OF OUTLAWRY (Gontd.)
4. SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04.
Declarations of outlawry were raade when it was found that 
the accused had fled rather than stand, trial for serious 
crimes »
In a slaughter case, the assize declared the accused 
outlaws and stated that they had taken the guilt on them 
by flight. Their goods and land were escheat to the 
example of others. '
Again fining was the appropriate sentence for non-appearance 
in minor crimes and administrative offences.
I;. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706.
If the accused did not appear to answer his summons, he 
was declared outlaw. It seems that the accused must have 
actually left or fled, the area before this was imposed 
because fining was given in certain cases of non-appearance, 
The seriousness of the crime would also be taken into 
account. When it was found that the accused had fled, the 
court declared him fugitive, with escheat of his moveable 
goods and gear, and prohibited all from receiving him.
Outlawry and escheat were also Imposed where the person 
escaped from prison.
In the later period, outlawry was passed against those who 
attended conventicles ^
The record shows that the escheat only extended to the 
fugitive‘s moveables.
1. L.58, also
L.143 " Royal letters under pain of rebellion and 
escheat of moveables.
2. Nb.346 " murder.
4Ü6/7 - arson.
420 - theft.
5. Fiui’der - Nb. 546.
Theft - Nb. 421/2.
4. No. 50, 5 2.
VIII. DECLARATION OF OUTLAIIRY (Contd. )
6. BARON COURT. 1525-17^17.
In the Baron courts a sentence of outlav/ry could be passed 
if the accused fled before trial5-
ihi'h -V- John Knows - alleged that Knows was a common 
and notour thief and in view of his non-appearance, the 
Court held him guilty of the theft of some sheets and 
yarn, and declared him fugitive and outlaw ordering his 
whole goods and. gear to be escheat, and ordained his 
person to be apprehended if found within the Barony, and 
brought to "condigne punishment" for the crime.'
The normal penalty for non-appearancc5 was fining, and it is 
clear that outlawry would only be given if the crime was 
serious.
1. P.107/8, also 
Rd. 252/5.
G0NCI,U8I0N8., 
7III. OUTLAV/RY.
1. In the main courts a decree of outlawry was passed if 
the accused did not appear « he was declared rebel and 
his goods were escheat.
2. In the lower courts, fining was normal for non- 
appearance, but on occasions they show outlawry and it
is difficult to say when they fined and when they declared 
rebel. The severity of the crime was certainly taken 
into account and also the penalty - it is not true to say 
that outlawry only followed capital crimes ~ because 
outlawry was used much more frequently than their death 
sentences. The decree was linked more closely with 
crimes which would have merited personal punishment. It 
is likely that the court also noted whether or not the 
person had actually fled from the area or whether he was 
still living in the jurisdiction but had not bothered to 
appear.
3. If the person escaped from prison he could be declared 
rebel.
4. It is seen that the decree was very flexible - outlawry 
could be recalled and reimposed at the court's discretion - 
and changes are noted frequently.
IX., OAUTIpN.
1. JUSTICIARY GPU#'.
PART 1. 1/188-16 50.
Caution wan i^ iclely used throughout the whole period - the
prinoipal purppnon being (1) to guni'antee appearanee (2)
to guarantee the sentence (5) to guaranteo that a court
order would be implemented and (4) lawburrowe - a guarantee
/
that A. would not injure B.
(1) Appoaronoe. Coution was taken from the accused to
appear and' naturally the amounts varied widely according to
the standing; of the parties*
In a treason and murder case (the deaCh of King Henry) 
the amounts of surety for appearance ranged between cS C^OO 
and 500 merks - .05OOO, 5000 merks, moOO, .05000, .02000,
£1000, 1000 merks, -7500, 500 merks*
The terms are standard - A* becomes surety for Ü* that B,
3
will underlie the law when the case is heard *
Hmiy cases describe the cautioners as being fined because 
their principals did not appear, but such payments were not 
really //
lo Form of caution - A* 24.
2* B.35/G. 0,5^ 1' - £10,000*
5 o e * . A * 15,
Aa*527, 528*
B*58 etc. - Wio amounts are given sometimes 
Murder - Dd*42B, $000 merks*
Slaughter - A#41 - £100*
,\*2o, 20, 50 - mo*
4*20, .41 - £20*
A *59 - 100 merks*
Dd*456 - 2000 merks*
Rap e i’d « 400 -» 1000 merks *
really true fines, but rather the paynionirs due in terms 
of the actual bonds.
Hurder « 
ToÜCr’merks 
500 merks 
200 merks 
100 merks
E*45/4,126/8, 
D.257.
Dd*488*
Eo56.
At t emp't ed Hurd er * 
""^ OOTmerks"'- JT56 * 
200 merks - 0;56*
100 merks - CJ/56).
olaughter
:£i0cr'----
£ 80 
£ 40
£ 20 
£ 10 
40/-
1000 morks 
200 merks
100 merks
£200
500 merks 
400 merks 
£10,000 
£520 
£160 
£100 
.0 /jO
600 merks
200 merks 
100 merks 
1000 merks 
500 merks 
400 merks 
200 merks
100 merks 
500 merks 
500 morks 
100 merks
Assault o
200 merks 
100 merks
Ilfme siicken.
handeif^
Gentleman 
UnlandIt
Gentleman 
Yeoman 
Also
A.41,85,85,86, 
95/8,156 etc.
- A.62.
- A.20,26,28,41,
55 etc;
- A.15,20,41.
- A."26.
- A.'28J
- A *166.'
- A.'85,84,86.
- AJ68,68/9,69,
85 etcJ
- Aa;570.
- Aa;579
- Aa,:570^
- B.'2C)5.'
" B*5;
- B.27;
- Bo27.
- B.55, 81.;
- B;27.'
B,:400
- B121,69/0;
- 0^112,442,445^
- C.'71,80,5120
- 00442,445;
- 0;42,71,98,112, 
581, 415;
- 0*'80,105,581,587
- D.'122;
- Dd;501,540,554.
- Dd;540,551,5541
5(%" marks — A.60/1
Incest. B.42.
Theft.
£10 - « B.48.
500 merks - 0.521.
Forgery. 
%1UU... il 0 76 0
1000 merks A *76*
Fireraising
200 merks - D.258.
100 merks D.258,
200 merks - E.65.
Wilful Error
EloCxr— - A.148,
500 merks A.148^
500 merks - A.169,
200 merks A.169,
Treason.
£100^ ' B.22,
100 merks -V. B.21.
500 merks 0.64.
£1000 D.257'
General band
1100 merks - 522.
169.
70/1, 97,
- A;57;
- B.72;
- Bd.'491
)
- £100 )
)B:26
- 100 merks)
- £40; )
- 500 m e r k s % q Q
200 merks)
100 merks)
IX. CAUTION (Contd.)
1. JIBTICIARY COURT.
PART la 1/188-1^: (Contd.)
Tbîs form of caution also applied to appearance at
f 2.
continuations and to appearance of members of the assize.
(^ ) 'I'b guarantee sentence. It was used to guarantee payment
of a fine or assythment. This was particularly notiaable 
in the earlier periods when the process of compounding was 
the standard penalty."^
If caution was not found to guarantee the compensation,the
accused could be hanged.
Robert Oliver was ordered to be imprisoned for forty days 
at the end of which he was to be hanged if caution had 
still not been found *
1. Murder - 500 merke. E.54/5, 40,61,64,79,88.
148,505*
Assault "» poo merks. E. 168*
Adultery - 500 merks * E*95*
Theft - 4000 merks * E.281*
5000 merks * E.278*
2000 merks* E.286*
200 merks « E.197.
Pireraising - 2000 merks. )
500 merks.)
100 merks.)
Treason/Wilful
Error. - 1000 merks * E.256.
2* 1000 merks - E.256*
500 merks ■ - E.190.
200 merks -■* E.95, 165 etc.
5* Assythment ■ - - A,175, B.46.
Slaughter
Assythment ' , *■* D.77/8, 80/1,118,120,206 etc.
Murder Assythment- D.79/0 etc.
Oatisfy king ' s W-01- 0.18/20. 
d-. In the earliest period, if the accused placed himself in 
the king's will, or was convicted by the king, he was 
fined in addition to paying compensation to the injured* 
The fine was also guaranteed by caution - 
Murder & Theft - 40/-, A*17 - will*
Assault - £10* A.75 - will *
£5. A.57 con. A.75 will*
£5. A .16 - will, A.57 con,
£2. A.16 - will*
40/- A,56/7 con*
15 merks A.75 - will.
10 merks - 54, 55 con*
6 merks - 54 con*
5 merks - - will, 55, 59 con.
4 marks ™ 54 con.
Rarnesi-icken & Theft*-: fA - A* 15 - will*
Theft - £5 - A . 25 con. £5 92 con*
Accepting Bribe - 5 merks - A*65 " will*
Miscellaneous ~ £5 - A . 4-0, con*59? will,
£5 - 54 con.
40/- 59 - will*
Note: will - having placed himself in will.
con. - convicted by court,
5. A.50/1 ~ also A.69. 70. 70/1.
IX. CAUTION (Contd.)
1' JUOTICInRY COURT.
Ill NT 1. 1488-1650 (Üontd . )
lîi the later uoi'iods, this form of sanction altered. 'I'bo
accused suffered a death penalty for most crimes in any
event and if caution was used the obligation guaranteed
did not usually involve capital issues (except in some
banishment cases, where the person could be hunged if he
did not find caution to leave the country within a specified 
/
period),
(a) To 1mûrement court order.
The court frequently passed orders that tlie accused should 
do or not do something and this was supported by caution,
(a) Caution not to break ward.
3
(b) Caution to return to ward as and when required,
(c) dot to commit the crime again,
(cl) To pursue and defend,
Sometimes when tlio prosecution ivms private, the pursuer 
could bo ordained to find caution to proceed wikh the 
action and the defender might have to find caution that 
the defences he s t a t e d  were of substance and not merely 
dilatory.
In one auch case, the penalty was 580 morks, half payable
to the crown and h&ilf to the defenders.
1. B.66 - banishment, caukiOn £1000. 4-6.
0.555/7 -do- 10,000 merks.
2. Aa.556 - £10,000. 
na.528 - 10,000 merks.
0.155 “ £5900 - to remain in Edinburgh,
b.286/7- 2000 morks.
5. iermittcd home under T e^nalty of 2000 merks - _-La.550'.
— 0.0—  -ul.ki, Owl.' — <la. p i p , p p 8  «
20,000 merks-Aa.555"
4. adultery: banished and caution not to commit the 
crime again - B.78,
5* k.87/8 - the pursuers bad failed twice to follow 
th e ac t i o n.
1^' CAUTION (Contd.)
1# JÜJTIOlAkT COURT.
BART 1. 1488-1650 (Oontd.)
(4) Lawburrowü.
If a person feared bodily harm from another the fearful
could ask the court to restrain the other who would have to
guarantee that he would not harm the injured or his depend-
/
: ont8 under a penalty*
The normal styles of bond were - A* became surety for B* 
that J3, would koop the king's peace, good rule and quietness 
in the country and would not trouble, molest, harm C. or
V-
his dependents under a penalty of 1000 merks*
A* for B. that 0* would be harmless and skaithless in his 
body, lands and goods from B, under penalty of 500 merks/*
(5) fjiscellaneous* OnIreach* If a person was removed from
the jurisdiction of one court to another, the new court
gave caution that justice would be done,
Robert Anderson was accused of slaughter.and procurators 
for the Duke of Lennox requested, that Anderson be trans- 
:forred to the Regality Court of Glasgow. The Justiciary 
court agreed provided oulreaoh was found by the 
procurators for the administration of justice, ^
When the case was dealt with by the other court, notice was
given to the justiciary court, and the,caution of oulreaoh
discharged ;
A thief was repledged to the Duke of Lennox and notice was 
given later that the thief had been convicted and 
sentenced to death, and asked that the cautioner for the 
Duke of Lennox should be discharged *
Caution, was usually taken from the person replodged to 
appear, at the new court
1* 5000, 2000, 1000 merks ™ A, 164* Aa.4-58 -- no amount*
1000 merks ™ B*80* £1000 - C*18/0* 5000 merks - 0*40.
£1000, 500, 500 merks •- D*226/7 ™ slaughter.
.400, 200 merks - Dd.445 ™ slaughter*
500 merks - .Dd*$45, E. 126 - slaughter*
2. .8.40/1 - murder. E, 175 - fireraising*
5* Murder L*504-* Slaughter - E.57/41 - 1000 merks.
4. E.69/0. E.129 - adultery.
L.274/6 murder but no culreach.
5o E.265/4.
6. E.69/0.
CAUTION ( O g ^ . )
T» JUSTICIARY OOURT.
BART 2. 1661-1747.
The Game operation of caution is noted an in the previous 
records *
(1) Appearance*
Robert brie as cautioner for James Wrie undertook under 
pain of £10,000 that his principal would appear when 
called to answer charges of adultery. '
The records show that persons were iTnprisoned without trial
for long periods and that such persons could 'petition the
court for release, which was granted pz'ovided they found
caution to appear when called*
William Wallace was in prison for alleged adultery, and he 
petitioned the Privy Council for a trial otherwise he 
should be released* The court released him having 
found caution of 12,000 morks to appear whenever called.
Assizers and witnesses could also be ordered to find cautior
to appear ;
George Lyon and John lieNab, witnesses, were ordered to 
appear under pain of 800 merks. They did not appear 
and were fined (amerciat) the agreed sum of 800 merks.
Caution could also guarantee appearance for sentence
James Eld er was convicted by an assize of usury, and 
was sentenced to escheat of moveables. In addition, 
ho had to find caution of £1000 to 'appear before the 
court or the Privy Council whenever required for such 
further sentence as they thought fit*4
Gilbert Vanright was convicted of assault and was 
obliged to find caution of £200 to appear on a stated 
date, to bo fined for the assault*
(2) «
The most frequent form was to guarantee a fine*
Alexander Baxter and George Bell were fined 100 merks 
for wounding and blooding* They had to find caution 
for the fine or else go to prison until it was paid. ^
lo P0I52, also G .25 - adultery,
2. F.67/8, also F.2/5 - adultery - $000 merks.
Fo84- - slaughter, 10,000 morks
3* F.22, also G*158 - 200 merks.
4. F.89/0, also F.218, 5OOO merks.
5. Fc5G, also F.106 - assault: 5OÜ merks.
Go59/4, 55 - adultery.
6. F.50/2,
G.505 - slaughter.
OAUTIUN (Gontd. )
jyS'.i^ ICIARY COURT.
PART 2# 1661- 1^747 (Oontd. )
But the obligation was flexible and could cover other
parts of the sentence*
Hugh Crawford, indicted for slaughter, had to find 
caution fo3? assythmont /
(5) To implement court order.
In a decree of banishment from the kingdom for life, for 
being an accessory to raurdor, the accused was warded till 
he found caution of 1000 merks not to retu3?n.^
In one case where a person was found to be insane, he was
to be kept prisoner until someone found caution to look
after him *
Robert Spence was convicted of murder but was found insane 
He was to be kept prisoner by the magistrates of Sdinburgt 
until someone found caution to keep him in sure and safe 
custody for the rest of his life.^
(4) Future good bohavi0U3?«
This obligation was very frequent in the lower courts, but 
is noted occasionally in the justiciary records. The accused 
was ordered to observe good behaviour in time coming under 
pain of deatht
(5) Lawburrows*
Lord George Banff stated that he feared bodily harm and 
oppression from Harry Gordon and craved lav/burrows,which 
was granted /
If a cautionary bond was not met, the record states that 
cautioner was fined,but it seems that the fine was, infact,
the amount of the agreed bond/
In one case, the cautioner stated that his principal could
not appear owing to sickness ™ this was accepted and the 
obiigati on dlsoharged *
Ic p.81.
2. H.10.1695, also
IIo 16/7 = 1699 murder - banished - caution to leave.
H=57/9=1717 - forgery » banishod - caution to leave.
5. II.98/9. 1747.
4. F.55c
5. G.128, also F.5, 25, 45, G.145,162,269 etc.
6. îlon-appearance - G. 8 - 200 rae-rks. Lawburrows - 400 merks,
G.55 -do- 100 merks.
G.60 100 merks. G.157.
7. F.25.
IX. CAUTION (Oontd.)
2. ARGYLL JU8TIC lAR Y COURT * 1G64.-I742.
The purposes of caution in this record were the same as
those noted in the main justiciary court *
(1) Appearance :
Duncan Smith., and another became cautioners for Allan 
MeDougall and two others, undertaking that they would / 
appear on a specified day, under penalty of paying £100*
To guarantoQ sentonce.
In an assault case, the accused were fined £50 and they 
were imprisoned till they paid o.i? found caubion to 
guarantee payment.
(9) To implomont court order.
Neil McRob was scourged for theft and had to find caution
for his departure from the shire, never to return under 
pain of death* He was imprisoned till he found caution/
(4) For go od bohavi our.
Caution for future good behaviour was frequently ordered,
particularly in theft actions whore a capital sentence
was not given.
John McKeynich was scourged for theft and ordered to
find caution for his honest deportment in all time
coiningo If anyone was robbed or damaged by him, his 
cautioner had to pay 5^0 merks over and above the cost 
of the damage. 4
(5) Lawbur^yfs.
Donald MeKerras swore that he feared bodily harm from 
John McAllen who was ordered to find lawburrows to 
McKerras, s'
1 * 1.82 - also 1.85 5ÛÜ merks,
also 1.16, 19/0, 23, 24 etc *
2o I * 64-, also
Theft: 1.71/2, 89/0? 90 etc.
3* I.125/G.
4c 1*51/ 1*75? 100, both 500 merks.
Assault - i,78.
Adultery- 1.124/5, 1.125*
Maliei ou s s1and er - 1.85 *
Theft - 1.55/6, 77, 89/0, 92/5, 124/5. 
J.5. 1750.
5. 1.77, 98, 140/1 etc.
CAUTION (ConW.)
2* AliGYLL JUUTIÜIARY^ G^  1664-1742 (Gontd.)
Tho rocord makes frequent reference to b.roken cautionary 
obligations and tho guarantor having to pay the agreed 
sum,
hatrick Campbell was fined (unlawed and araerciat)
500 merks as cautioner for Archibald McPhaiden who did 
not appear.''
In one case, the bond was called up owing to non-appearance 
of the principal o lie appeared later and the court freed
7-
the cautioner from the penalty of £00 merks.
In each case the terra for payment of the amount of caution 
was "unlawed and araerciat"* This was the same phrasing 
as an actual fine, but an actual fine was not imposed and 
the amount payable was the agreed sum in the bond, not 
an arbitrary figure chosen by the justice*
In a case where a cautioner fraudulently produced a 
substitute for the principal, the substitute was scourged 
trough the town and had his tongue pierced with a hot iron. 
The cautioner was fined TOO morks over and above the 
penalty of 560, merks in the bond, and two accessories 
were fined 100 merks and 200 merks respectively. The 
cautioner was ordered to present the proper person and he 
had to remain in prison till he produced him»^
1 * 1*24, 24/5 - all 500 merks 
1.26 - 500 merks.
1c90 - 100 merks.
2. 1.29.
p * j' 0 *
OuLG.'IUÜ (GoiiW. )
9* SiL'/ilFF COURT. 1515-174?.
Caution was used frequently throughout the whole period.
(1) Appoarance.
A. became surety for B* that B, would appear at the 
justice aire of Fife on a specified day under the 
penalties containod in the king’s letters.
In a letter from tho king, the amounts for surety are
stated - £100 for each landed, gentleman, 100 merks for
f
each unlanded gentleman and ,€40 for each yeoman. It is 
also stated that if the parties do not appear or find the 
necessary amounts a declaration of rebellion would follow/
These amounts are standard in such letters, but on one 
occasion they were reduced because of the poverty of the 
persons.
The accused could also be required to find surety "to 
underlie the law" for the particular crime, i.e. bound to 
appear.
() To guarantee sentence.
A, became surety to the sheriff for herself, her land and 
her goods, for fines of court for the blood.wyte in the . 
action between A. and B. as the law of court or judgment
s '
of arbitration requires.
(5) To implement court order.
Caution to guarantee departure in a decree of banishment 
(
is noted.
7
(4) Caution for future good behaviour, was frequent.'
1. Ka.58, 62, 85, 8p/4, 105? 148, 255 etc.
2. ha.179, 215, 278/9.
5. Ka.245/4, 245*
4. Ka.215.
5o Ka.52, 54, 56.
6. Kb.246 - 5CÜ loerks.
7. Kb.51/4, 140/1, 144, 215, 258.
Kc.180.
IX. CAUTION (Contd.)
5. GHEHIFF COURT. 1515-1747 (Oontd.)
(5) Lawburrows*
A« became sux’ety and lawburrows for B* tîiat C, bis wife 
and children and servants should not be harmed or Injured
by Be under the penalties contained in the bond.^
Z 3
The amounts were not usually stated, but £10, 200 merks,
4
£100 are noted*
These bonds were not usually reciprocal, but there are
y
occasional references to double bonds*
Royal letters could also beproduced ordering lawburrows «-
A* produced our sovereign lord's letters charging the 
sheriff to take surety and lawburrows of persons to be 
specified by A* as he feared bodily harm from them**'
In another letter from the king, the amounts of lawburrows 
were stated at £100 for every landed gentleman, 100 merks
for GVG2?y unlanded gentleman and f/lO for each yeoman /
S’
One could be imnrisoned until caution was found *
1* Ka.58, 67, 76, 85 etc
2* Ka.l04.
5. ka.95.
4* Ka.85, 85/4, 95.
5. Kn.7G, 95.
•1 * Ka.189, 190.
7* Ka*279, also
Kb.218 - 100 morks.
8* Kb.51/4
IX. CAUTION (Conta.)
4(a) GHETIAND COURT. 1602-04.
Caution is reefeiu?od to froquently and the uses of caution 
are similar to these seen in other records.
(1) Appearance.
The entries were in standard form and it is noted that the
f
usual amount was £40. Higher penalties are seou in a i‘e\ 
•a
cases*
The penalties were enforced if the principal person did
3
not appear.
In one exceptional case the cautioner was fined 1000 
merks but it was stated that ho had helped the principal 
(who was accused of theft) to escape* <
(2) To guarantee sentonce.
Bound to ask forgiveness under a penalty of £20*
For troubling A* at Church on Sunday, they were fined 
"twyse 40/-'each and A. was fined 2 angels « All parties 
had to ask forgiveness of the minister and congregation 
at the parish church next Sunday under pain of £40 . ^
(9) To implement court order a
In insulting cases, the parties usually undertook not to 
repeat the slander under a penaltyT
(4) Future good behaviour.
For an assault tlie accused was imprisoned until he found 
caution to keep the law. f
(5) lawburrows.
In certain cases the parties had to find lawburrows.
In one case of lawburrows the person broke the bond
/■o
and was fined f/l-0, the amount of the agreed penalty.
1. 1.15, 47, 92 etc.
2. £200-- 1.74 (theft)
£100 - 1.97 (theft)
£100 -T 1.28, 51 (slaughter). 560 merks 1.119, 142, 
£500 - 1.157. '
5. 1.92, 97.
/|- a . ■
5* 1.125.
6. 1.155.
7. ;-:Xl-0 - 1.5, 19 etc.
£20 - 1.75,111 etc.
£10 - 1.14, 154 etc.
8. 1.14-5, also £40. P.92 (witchcraft).
9 . 1.24, 140.
10.1.87 - £100, 1.120.
CAUTION (OmTW.)
4(a) 8HET14ND OOURT. 1602-04 (Oontd.)
(5) Mi seel1aneous*
Caution was also used in a civil capacity •-
o:cdered to build stockproof dykes under pain of 40 /-
/
V
reGtricting trading compe11tion. 
forbidding ships to take people from Shetland * 
ordering Englishmen to pay fishing tolls.^
1. 1.10.
2.- .S/K) 1.16/7»
£100 - 1.44/5»
5. £100- 1.48.
4. 6 angels - 1.106,
Ih' CAUTION (Conta.)
4(b) 4c SHETIAND COURT* 1612-1^ .
Caution is used frequently in the record, but the uses are 
stnndarcl.
( 1 ) Appeai'ance.
The form was straightforward - A. (or A. and B.) undortakea 
that G. will appear in court on the due date under penalty
t
of a sum of money. Sometimes the particular cause of the
Z-
nction is noted*
J- < s t
The amounts varied - 12Ü0 merks, £100, £56, f240 ai"o noted. 
Future good bohavipur.
7
A* undertook that B. would keep the peace*
The amount in this bond was somewhat less than in the 
und ortaking of lawburrows (which guaranteed that a 
parbicuJ.ar person would not be disturbed) - £56, 0.
(3) lawburrows.
The standard form was - A . (or A* and B, or A.B. and G.) 
became cautioners for U. that £h would not be harmed arid 
damaged in his lands and possessions, nor in his person nor 
dopendonts, under penalty of an agreed sum.
The bond was usually reciprocal ~ lid obtained a similar 
number of cautioners and undertook that he would not harm 
D. The amount varied - the sums of 560 merks, £2üü, 200
merks, £100 (which was by far tho commonest amount) are 
not od.
Normally tho sums were the same on both parties if the 
bond was reciprocal, but in one case, one of the parties 
had a penalty of £100 while the other had a penalty of 200
fO
merks *
1. TI.64, 66, 76 etc.
2. Assault "" M.64,66 etc* Theft - 1126.
3. 1.92.
4. 1.64, 95.
5. i'u 76.
6 o i'i o 65.
7. 1.66, 69, 76 etc.
8. M.61, 66, 69, 76.
9. 1.18/9, 19, 24 etc.
10. 1.78.
14. (Gontd,-)
4 ( b )  ORKNEY m iE T lA ND GGUINT. (2 2 5 ^ 1 " )
Ÿ
A loss frequent form of bond stated that A. as oautloner
for B. undertook that B. would not trouble 0* nor any 
other of His Majesty's lieges, or subjects, in Orkney
f
under a monetary penalty.
(4 ) Mis cellanequs,
Oil occasions the purposes of the bonds could be combined - 
to appear and to keep the peace * In such cases sometimes
3
separate amounts could be stated for each part, but on 
other occasions a cumulo figure could be stated o
In one particular bond A. was bound to remain in 
Kirkwall until his wife left a neighbouring island, 
and also to keep the peace - under a penalty of £100*
Cases alleging breach of the undertakings are noted -
one half of the sum wan claimed by the crown and tho
L
other half by the person injured.
1. M.61.
2. 11.66, 76.
5. 1U66 - Y/kO for each obligation*
4. M//6 - £50.
5. M.67»
6. M.74/5, 75/6, 84/6.
Slight variations in the Uf3o of caution arc notlcaabla 
between the earliest period and tho remaining perican, but 
he aim in all canon in the same - the control of a
/h
pcrnon'e conduct enforced by a iienalty, usually monetary, 
AppoaPancoo
Caution to cnforco appearance in court both for first 
hearings and continuations vfas frequent throughout the 
whole ]]erlod.
 ^ / / a
The amounts variod - 1000 merks, 600 mo.rks, 500 merks,
3 A
£500, £200,
In the religions; troubles of the latest period, caution
s '
was used to ensure appearance in Church,
(2) To p;u grantee seîitenco.
Tho mosb frequent form of this caution was a guaroitee
t
t Î3 a t th e fi ne i ;o u 16 b o p aid ,
(b) To implomont court order - to force tho return of a 
fugitive/
( ') Future r;ood behaviour^
Caution for good behaviour in future was imposed in 
ceirtuln cases ond the penalty in ouch cases %fas not
g
monetary but banishment,
(5) bqwbui'rows,
huch cases arc obligations not to trouble or molest 
another - an undertaking; by the principal parky or outside 
guarantors or guarantor that the principal party "sould 
noclit trubill OJ'h nor na uther persons in Melrose in na
9
tymo heiroftcr" under penalty of vaxying amounts.
This //
1, ihi,21, '
1(a) but soioGtimos banishment - Nn.200 or eschoat, 
1(b) db«36/7 enforood,
2, v^ a.24,
3, Ha.75,
4, Ha.61.
5, Na.54,
6, ha,8/9, 16 etc, Nb,28/9 etc.
7o Nc,7.
8, T' 'heft - Na,200,267, Nb.l7/8,25o
9. Na.py.
IX. CAUTION (Çontd#)
5. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706 (Contd.)
This obligation could be given either by one of the principal
/
parties (or his guarantors) to the other principal or 
alternatively it could be a bilateral obligation by both 
pa.rtiea (or their guarantors) to each other.
The amounts vary and no mean can be drawn betwmn cases, nor 
between single or bilateral obligations, although it is 
noticeable that the amounts stated in bilateral obligations 
are heavier/
In assault cases there could be a variation on the basic 
obligation not to trouble another - the injured person could 
claim that he feared bodily harm from another. The fearful 
could have his fears transmuted into cash and this sum was 
imposed on the menacer as caution. The amounts were fairly
4  X" C
constant - £100 with one of £40 and one of £20.
In an early case the penalty was escheat of moveables - the 
assailant was required to find surety and lawburrows that 
the assaulted and others would not be troubled or injured in 
their bodies and goods by the accused in all time coming 
unde]? penalty of annulment of everything he held from the
7
convent,
1. Na.5.
2o Na.5o 
5« Na.5«
4. Na.l81o 
5» Na.l59.
6. Na.49.
7. No.153»
IX. CAUTION (Oontd.)
6. BARON COURT. 1525-174?.
Caution is used frequently in all the records, and the 
purposes are the same as those already noted:-
(1) Appearance.
"the which day Arthui* Fisher horcht to enter Bessie 
Fisher, his aieter, to the next Court".'
This form is also phrased - "John Thomson held up his
hand to enter and to bring his brother with him to the
next Court".*'
(2) To guarantee sentence.
Caution was found to guarantee fines.
(5) To implement court order.
- that he would leave the barony within the time limit.
-- that the Baron's timber will not be taken.^
(4) Future good behaviour «
The accused could be ordered to find caution for his future 
good behaviour.
(5) Lawburrows.
This use of caution usually required the principal parties
to the assault to find a. guarantor and the bond took the
following form :
John Graham found lawburrows for William Graham, his 
brother, that John Watson should not be harmed by 
William Graham, under a penalty of £10. Also William 
Graham found security for John Graham and each of the 
brothers found security for their children and servants 
and that John Watson would not be harmed.'
1. 0.93, 24, 49 etc,
2. 0.18.
3. P.86/7,
4. P.18/9.
5. Q, 191/2.
6. 0.41/2.
IX. ÇAUnpN (Ggntd.)
6. BARON COURT. 1523-1747 (Gontd.)
Caution to enter appearance at the next coun?t and caution 
not to harm the other party to the action could he combined 
in the one undertaking.
The forms of the bonds are very similar in all records - 
the principal parties, i.e. both parties to the action, 
undertake not to hurt or assault each other and the 
obligation includes their dependents - both their family 
and servants. The variations follow a set pattern - in 
the fullest form theprincipal parties each find a separate 
guarantor but in thelesser forms either the principal
3
parties act without guarantors or alternatively only one 
of the principal parties undertakes the bond, either with 
or without a guarantor.^
1. 0. 190, 190/1.
2. Q.49.
8.78/9, 133/4.
4. q.3l, 175.
]ü(, (IMLTION (Oontd.)
Y. BURGH COURT. 1598-1714.
The old laws give details, of cautionary rights to which 
burgesses were entitled «
If any burgess is seized for any reason by the king’s 
bailies, he shall not be taken out of the freedom of the 
burgh to any castle or prison unless he is unable to 
give caution.'
If any burgess is accused of any crime and he is held by 
his accusers within the burgh and he says that he has the 
ability to give caution, he shall be led by his accusers 
through the burgh to the house in which his caution is, 
if he is accused during the day. If he is taken at 
night time with hue and cry, he shall be kept by his 
accusers and by the keepers of the town until morning so 
that his neighbours may know why he is taken, so that he 
may have caution if he needs it. If he does not have any 
caution, he shall be taken to the sergeant’s house where 
■ he shall be kept by the accusers if the burgh does not 
have a prison.
If a burgess was unable to find caution his life was 
violently disrupted;-
Burgesses of the town will keep him in ward in his own 
house and in chains for 15 days. If, after that period, 
he has still not found caution, his neighbours shall 
lead him to the king’s bailie who will receive him from 
them and he shall be taken to the house of theking’s 
sergeant if the burgesses do not have any prison, and 
there he will be guarded by his accusers. The sergeant 
will also find good and secure chains6^
The records do not show any cases of the statutes being 
enforced literally.
Tho records show the samo forms of caution as have been 
seen in the other courts.
(1) Appearanceo
The most frequent form of caution was to guarantee appear- 
lance at the court and this occurs unchanged throughout the 
whole period.
David de Scroggis became cautioner for David b’alkar that 
he would appear at the next court. 4
1. L.n.B, CXVII. p.57.
2. L.Q.B. LXXIV. p.36/7.
5. L.Q.B. LVII. p.27, also
L.q.B. XXVI. p. 13/4.
4. V.29, also
V.45,47, 116, 127 etc.
]0L. (LUJTION (Coned.)
7. BURGH COURT. ,1398-1714 (Contd.)
Simon Lamb became cautioner for IlichaeXis de Camera that 
he would appear before the Justiciar at his next circuit/
If the principal or the cautioner did not appear, the 
c au t i Q n er v/a s fi n e d :
Johannls Fychet was fined because he did not come to 
fulfil his caution to prodi.ice Wi 11 el mus Boyle.
While no amounts of fines are given, the reference to 
fining can be taken to mean the amount of the cautionary 
obligation - the cautioner v/as not fined in the ordinary 
sense and was not also forced to pay the amount of his 
guarantee over and above a fine*
The other records ahow the same position, but details are 
given regarding the amounts.
James Mathieson undertook that his brother William, 
accused of witchcraft, would appear to underlie the law 
under pain of 5^0 merks.^
Sometimes caution could be found to appear for sentence 
before the bailies.
In an action between Johannls Spront and Laurencins 
Grannoch the latter was found to be at fault by the 
decision of an informal composition and caution was 
found that he would appear before the bailies for 
sentence.
(2) To guarantee sentence.
Having been sentenced, the person might find caution that 
the punishment would be implemented.
If the person could not pay the fine he could find 
caution that he would do common work (work for the good 
of the community) to the value of the fine - in this 
case eight solid!.
1. V.47.
See L.Q.B. VI. 5/6, V .78, 111 - caution to appear 
before the propositus.
2. V.23, also V.24, 35, 36, 39, 40 etc.
3. Xc368, 1629, also X.389. 1650, 2.32. 1528 and
Y.102. 1681 - £50.
4. V.22, Vo 114 and also to satisfy the seiitence.
5. V.219.
IX. CLiUTIÜN (Oontd.)
7. BURGH OüURT. 1390-1714 (Gontd.)
Robertus v/an was fined for tbe verberacion of a certain 
woman and Gilbox'tus de Kynrog became cautioner that 
vlan would satisfy the will of the bailies/
William Allan was baniohod for gaming and his 
banishment was guaranteed by his brothor-in-law who
consented to be banished also if Allan returned
The most frequent form of caution for sentence was 
guaranteeing the fine:-
Henri Bochan was in an unlaw to the bailies and found 
himself caution for the fine.^
John Lyllay was fined 20/- for deforcing and striking 
the sergeant. He had to find four cautioners for the 
fine.
Thomas Murdo was fined £10 for a riot and was 
imprisoned until he found caution (1) to pay the fine 
and (2) to remove from the town.^
Christinus de Clunes was fined for the verberacion of 
Mariota, wife of Patricius and had to find caution to 
satisfy her (by assythment) and also to guarantee that 
he would not trouble (perturbahit) the town again under 
pain of £10 o*
1. V.79.
2. Y.103/4. 1682.
3. X.127. 1458, also
V.lll « satisfy fine, also V.114, 118, 143.
V 0I3O ” satisfy bludwit.
4. X.131/2. 1459. X.132/3. 1439 - fighting, also
z.10.1321,
2.78. 1560/1 -- caution for bloodwite and fine.
3. T.7/8 . 1633? 5l80
1.128. 1689, imprisoned till he found caution for 
400 merks.
6. 7.24.
V.’37 “ in will for verberacion of woman and caution 
to satisfy.
Vo 130 - in will and caution to satisfy for verberacion 
-and bludwit.
Vo 79 - fined for verberacion of woman, and caution to 
satisfy bailies' will.
V.lll -do- caution to satisfy will and fine.
V,118 -do- caution to satisfy (12d) and fine.
V. 140 -d o- c aut i on  t o s ati s fy.
1%^ GAUTIOM (Oontd.)
7. BURGH OOURT,. 1598-1714 (Contd.J
(5) I’o implement court order.
This form of caution is common throughout all periods,
Simon de Benyn and Johannis Scherer became cautioners 
for Matthew Hulk that he would not forestall the town 
nor break the town laws under pain of £20, '
Willie Hidlar was fined for troubling Sir James Orag, a 
chaplain, and was ordered not to commit the like again, 
under pain of 40/- payable to the rood work.
For insulting and being rebellious, he was imprisoned 
and had to find caution that he would not commit the 
like under pain of £100 for the first offence, and 
banished for' the second.*
In a riot action, Marion Watson undertook by caution 
not to scold or flyte again under pain of 10 merks.<
John Hay undertook not to usurp the liberty of a 
burgess again under pain of £20.
The obligation to find caution could be enforced by 
imprisonment - ■ '
For discharging a firearm, Ewmond was imprisoned for 24 
hours and until he found caution not to use a firearm 
again under pain of £20.^
The miller'was ordered to find caution that he would 
observe the town laws, under pain of removal from the 
mill. He refused and %vas ordered to remain in prison 
until he did obey.
1. V.29.
V .44 -caution that he would not break regulations. 
Xo269o 15G0 - caution not to commit adultery again.
X,528. 1571 - caution not to disobey bailie again 
under pain of banishment and bodily punishment.
XI$574 1605 - caution not to carry a sword under pain 
of iXi-0 and loss of freedom.
2. Z.21. 1525, also
2.55» 1949 - blood and troubling - caution not to
commit the like, under pain of £10 to the town work.
5. 2.116/7. 1607, also
2.125. 1609 ■=• caution of £20 to the common work, 
insulting bailie.
2.153. I6I5 - forgiveness and warded - if again £100, 
banished and loss of freedom.
Y.49/50/ 1661 - fined for theft and caution for future 
good behaviour.
Also Y.165. 1700.
4. Y.14.1653» Y.19/20o1653 ™ insulting official'- caut-
sion not to commit the like under pain of £10.
5. Ÿ.45.1657, also Y.104. 1682 - not to disobey the Gounci
under pain of 5OO merks and 
Y. 150/1.1689 “ to keep the law.
6. Y.160/1.1698.
7. Y.2/5. 1652.
IX.. CAUTION (Oontd.)
7.. BURGH COURT. 1598-1714 (Contd.)
The penalty need not be money., or it could be money 
combined with another form of punishment.
For stealing corn, the accused were fined and imprisoned 
and had to find caution not to commit the like under 
pain of public punishment at the cross with a paper on 
their heads.
Andrew Haldine bound himself not to insult the Council 
under pain of loss of freedom as a burgess and £20,^
Caution not to commit theft again under pain of £20 
and banishment with branding on the face for the first 
fault find death for the second.^
(4) To keep the peace.
Thomas Spryng and Johannis Scherar became cautioners 
for Mauricius Suerdsleper under pain of five merks that 
he would not trouble or disturb '(i)orturbabit) the town 
officers or cause injury to the burgesses, other than 
by due legal process.*
Thomas, son of Johannis, found two persons as cautioners 
that he would not insult or be rebellious to the town 
officers, under pain of paying two pounds to the Glory 
of St. Nicholas and two pounds to the glory of the 
Ble B s ed Mary.
After being,fined for fighting, the two accused had to 
find caution that they would not trouble the town again 
under pain of £10 and 40/- respectively.^
In one case, the person accused of perturbacion of the town
was already under caution of £100 and the penalty was 
/
enforced;
This sum is by far the largest mentioned in the Aberdeen 
record and represented a vast amount in the values of the 
day.' ,
Donaldus Ka became cautioner for Joheta Bonde that the ■ 
burgesses.and also the town would not be injured by her
(the peace of the town would not be broken). ^
Johannis Scherar was fined 5 merks because of his caution 
on behalf of Mauricius Buerdslepér guaranteeing the town 
and the burgesses
1. Y.!^\1665.
2. Y.81.1669, also Y.91*1675 - theft,fined and caution of
banishment. Y, 1215.1688 - deserted from militia - 
return otherwise banished and escheat.
5. X.222.1555) also 222 and caution under pain of fastening 
in .irons. .X.232.1556«
V.22/5.
5. V.68, also V.I55.
6. X,152/5.1459.
7. V.124.
also V.22.
IX. OAUTIONÇOontd.)
7« BURGH COURT. 1398-1714 (Contd.)
lawbuDri'ows.
V/illelraus Ücherol became cautioner for l/illelmus de 
Strade tliat hhe latter would not injure (damage) Thomas 
Halt other than by due legal process (aliter quam nor 
vlarn juris).'
Johannuo l/ormot craved the bailies that be would be safe 
from Duneanus Mernys who had idireatened him with fire and 
murder « Caution was duly given.^
Double bonds were frequent»
rat.riciuo Club became cautioner for Johannis .Ruthirford 
that the latter would not trouble Thomas Spryng, neither 
on his own part nor at his instigation, neither by word 
nor deed, other th^m by due legal process. Thomas, 
son of V/illelmus,found caution for Thomas Hpryng that he 
would not trouble Johannis Rutherford in the same toyms
In addition, one case (A« guaranteeing that B. would not 
hurt G.) stated the cautionary penalty as being under 
pain of life and limb and. 4 0 / to the use of the 
COrporation, without rem is si on « ^
John Lyllay was fined for deforcing and striking the 
sergeant and he had also to find lawburrpws guaranteed 
by four cautioners under pain of 40/-d»^"
Duncan dmart and Johen àllon were cautioners that Jame 
Moffat would be hannless and skaithloss of Thomas Allan/
William Wilson swore that he dreaded bodily harm from 
Moses Walker and desired lawburrows. 7
1. V.22, also
V.44, 48, 66, 118, 134, 136, 236.
2. V.118.
3. V.29, also
V.30, 33, 60, 73 etc.
4. V.3Ü,
X.129. 1438 - Thom Doby had to find lawburrows to koop 
Thom Robyson skaithloss »
X. 163*1470 " swore he was in fear a,nd required lawburrows 
(detailed)»
3. X.131/2. 1439.
6. Z.11.1321, also
81.1363 “ £3 -- to the poor hospital.
7. Y.I.I632, also Y.128, Y.73. 1667.
IX. CAUTION (Ooatd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1598-1714 (Contd.)
Thomas Govan placed himself in will for wrongfully 
raising lawburrows against the town council and 
inhabitants, but no sentence is noted/
The Laird of Blackbarony raised lawburrows against the 
burgh of Peebles - that no person•in the town would 
damage Blackbarony and his tenants. The Town Council 
stated that if any person did transgress, that was his 
own liability and that no liability would fall on the 
town.*'
(6) Ml seel1a no ous «
Matheus Balram and .Simon Lamb became cautioners for 
Johannis Swetsoun and his servants that the towm would 
not be injured (suffer damage) on account of the 
English who are in his custody and that they will not 
be permitted to go into such houses as they may see the 
secrets of the town nor see the state of, nor have 
conversation with, the people/
No one living in the Burgh may shelter a stranger in his 
house longer than a night except if he finds cautioîi 
for him/
Ohri.stinus do Cluues had to find caution that he would 
not leave prison while the Aidermamius and others 
investigated his deforcement of their servants.''
MauriGlus Guerdsleper was ordered to enter prison until 
ho .found caution to indemnify the town and the people.<
James Chisholm refused to go to the Army and was 
imprisoned until he found caution of £40 that he would 
go, or else that his cautioner would go/
John Lauder and James Johnston bound themselves to be 
good neighbours under pain of £10.^
1. Y.45c 1638.
2. Y.57* 1636. simil. Y.36.
3. V.212.
4. L.q.B. LXXXV. p.41.
3. V.22.
6. V.22.
7. X.577.1644.
. X.585.1640 - persons nominated to enlist obtained 
substitutes vdio deserted - the originals have 
now to serve.
8. Y.02.1670. .
G0NCLU3I0N3
IX. CAUTION
lo One of the most striking features throughout the whole 
period is the high frequency of cautionary obligations which 
were used to guarantee all forms of court orders.
Po The basic forms of caution were - to guarantee appearance 
(at all stages of the process), to guarantee the sentence 
(particularly fines),to guarantee that a court order would be 
implemented (e.g. to go into banishment),to guarantee that 
the accused would observe good behaviour in the future, and 
to guarantee an undertaking of lawburrows. These forms are 
seen in all courts.
3o Caution to appear provided a simple bail system and this 
use is seen in a developed form even in the earliest period. 
Its effectiveness depended naturally on the financial stand- 
:ing of the cautioner, and many cases do show non-appearance 
of the principal and the cautioner being sued for payment of 
the obligation. But in such cases a decree of outlawry 
followed automatically (in the main courts at least) against 
the principal, and in addition he was presumed guilty.
4o The amount of the cautionary obligations varied greatly 
among the various courts -
(a) Appeax*ance;
(i) Justiciary courts - early - £200, £100, 3OO merks,
200 merks (exceptional £1000)
middle - £1000, £300, £100, 140
(exceptional £10,000, £3000, 
£4000)
1000 merits, 30O merks, 200 
merks (exceptional 12,000 
merks, 10,000 merks).
£100, 300 merks..
early - £100 for landed gentlemen,
100 merks for unlanded 
gentlemen, £40 for yeoman.
(ii) Argyll court - 
(ill) Sheriff Courts -
(iv) Shetland Courts
(v) /y
earlier- £40 (exceptional £300, 1000 
merks).
later £50, £40 (exceptional 
period - 1200 merks).
GüNOIUSIüNG.
IX. CAUTION (Gontd.)
(v) Regality court - £500, £200, 300 merks (exceptional
1000 merks).
(vi) Burgh courts - middle - 300 merks»
- later - £50.
(b) To guarantee sentence: Where the sentence was a fine
,or assythment and the accused could not pay immediately, 
caution to guarantee payment was standard. The earliest 
period of the justiciary records shows that caution was an 
integral part of compounding and remission vjhich was the 
standard sentence for almost every crime - the amount of 
the composition was guaranteed by caution. If he did not
pay or find caution within forty days of the decree, he
could be hanged.
Villi le caution to guarantee the fine or assythment was the 
most frequent form of guaranteed sentence.- caution could 
also be found to guarantee that the accused would go into 
banishment - the cautionary obligations were high in this 
case - £1000, 10,000 marks*
In Argyll the obligation could be enforced under pain of 
death, but in the Sheriff court of the later period an 
obligation to go into banishment of 300 merks is seen.
(c) To implement court order;
(i) Justiciary courts - early - the amounts varied
considerably depending on 
the ord er.
Caution which affected thé 
accused's liberty not to 
break ward etc. was highly 
priced - amounts of 
£10,000, £300, 20,000 
merks, 10,000 merks are 
noted ®
(ii) Shetland - early - bound to ask forgiveness-
£20*
- later - £100.
(ill) Burgh courts - early - £20 (exceptional £100).
-middle £40, £20, £10.
™ later - £20.
(a)  / /
ÜONOLTJ8IO.N8 *
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(d) Lawburrows:
(i) Justiciary courts ear
(ii) Sheriff courts
'ly - 2000 merks, 1000 merks
(exceptional 5000 merks)
middle- £1000.
1000 .merks, $00 merks, 
300 merks.
later -= 400 merks, 200 merks,
100 merks,
early - £100, £10, 200 merks.
also £100 for landed 
gentlemen, 100 merks for 
unlanded gentleman, £40 
for yeoman.
(ii i) Shetland court
(iv) Regality court
(v) Baron courts
(vi) Burgh courts
early
later
£40 (exceptional £100)
£100 (exceptional 500 merks
- £100.
— £10 6 
early - 40/-
(e) For good behaviour in future :
(i) Justiciary courts - later
period - under pain of death,
(ii) Argyll
(iii) Shetland
500 merks 
£40.
5« Exceptionally the penalty of the caution was not pecuniary 
but instead was guaranteed by some other form of sentence - 
e.g. death, banishment or public punishment..
6. It would not be an exaggeration to say that throughout 
the whole period the system was based on caution. A person's 
ability to find caution ensured that he could conduct his 
life normally while awaiting summons or sentence, for the 
whole range of crimes. It is equally true to say that if a 
person was unable to find caution, his life was violently 
disrupted » The system was based on not merely personal 
standing but financial standing.
%. REMICJIOiM AND GOMTOUNDING*
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
In the earliest period, a frequent method of determination 
was a payment by the accused to the injured or his 
representatives as compensation. This applied no matter 
ivhat the crime, and no penalty was impoBod apart from a
fine in certain circumstances.
The accused was permitted to compound with the injured for 
the crime and having agreed the actual sum, the accused
f
either found caution for payment or paid the sura outright.
Once the payment was secure, the injured gave a remission
to the accused and in any subsequent proceedings the
■2.
remission was produced.
Romissiono were eithor granted by the court or by the 
representatives of the dead person. The remission was grant
;ed by the court when the accused had agreed in court with 
the representatives of the person who had been killed, 
injured or wronged, the amount of the compensation to be 
paid and sufficient caution or security had been found to 
guarantee the payment.
lo Slaugliter - A.21, 22 etc.
Assault - 4.24/5). 32/3 etc.
Harnesucken & Theft- A. 15.
Theft - A.18% 23"etc.
Firoralsing - A.34i  ^ ^
Treason ~ il.i/', 17, 18/^ 9, 23 etc.
2. A.82/3 - general style of remission
Slaughter - A.15%2^ r,26\3;^ ,33".
Slaughter &. Theft - A. 18,19%31", 31/2*
Adultery - A. 19%27«
The f t - A. 20% 22% 2 3% 2 5% 2?% 27/8,2(f.
Fireraising - A.19%23^ 25%35%
Treason - A.16,17%28%29/0.
Treason & Theft - A. 18% 19% 31''.
N o t e ; k - c a u t i o n .
1. JUBTIOIARY GOÙRT.
/ART,1. 1488-1680 (Oontd,)
e th e r  coses show the  .ocgugocI producing a rem ission  in  
co u rt - in  ouch casco the rem ission  had a lre a d y  'been 
grootod by the in ju re d  or the re p re s e n ta tiv e s  « The co u rt  
accepted thin,, pz'ovided suitable caution was found for 
any da.sythment which wan otill outotandiTig.
If the acGuoed denied the charge and who convicted, he
could otill agree compensation nftei^  hie conviction, hut
in such a oaoo the court imposed a fine payable to the
/
king, in addition to the compensation. Thiu fine was also
%
imposed if the accused placed himself in the king's will,
The reporting of the canes vai'ied between those which 
stated that a remission was granted and those which stated 
that the accused was i^crmitked to compound with the
in ju re d  ( in  o rd er that the remission might be o b ta in ed )»
0 Milt ion was usually found to guarantee the payments, in  
both remissions and in permission to  compound»
If compensation was not paid or caution found to pay at a 
later d a te , the remission could be withheld and a death  
p e n a lty  imposed &
During the  reign of lîa ry , remissions a)?e s t i l l  no ted ,even
j?
in treason cases* In one case, where the persoh was accus- 
:od of a list of slaughters, thefts and firei.'aisings, not 
surprisingly he had difficulty finding sureties to guar^ "
; antoo the considerable assythment required & He waa _warden 
for forty days and if there were still no securities, he * 
would be h an ged /
In  the l a t e r  periods remissions were g:eani;oci but as they
were dopeudeut on payment o f assythment i t  is  more conven­
a ien t to  co n s id er thorn under the heading of assythment »
lo A.57 - assault £5-, £3*
A.25 Theft. ,C5) soo also fining.
0^ treason, 386 - slaughter. 394/5 murdoi
51 c/539y&%84/6, 306/11, 239/0.
X. REMISSION AND COMPOUNDING (Contd.)
1. JU8TI0IA.RY COURT.
FART 2.
The operation of remissions is the same as in the earlier 
records. Remissions could be granted, for niost crimes, if 
the injured person or his representatives agreed to accept 
a payment in compensation for the hurt or damage or loss » 
Murder:
Hugh McNeil was accused of murder, but produced a 
remission which was upheld by the court - provided he 
paid assythment fixed by the barons of Exchequer*'
Slaughter:
Walter Drummond who was imprisoned in the Tolbooth of 
Idthgovj for the slaughter of David Crawford, petitioned 
for his release because he had assythed the parties and
purchased a remission/
Hugh Crawford produced a remission for the slaughter of 
George Wylie « Wylie had been killed in an alehouse 
bi'awl and because he had provoked Crawford, Crawford was
ordered to find caution to assyth the kin of the slain
For the slaughter of a seaman, a minister obtained a 
remission (having been condemned to be beheaded) because 
he was a clergyman and the church thought it unseemly 
that he should be beheaded/
John Brown and Euphairi lîappyland were accused of adultery, 
but they produced a remission and the prosecution was 
,deserted /
1 ^ 0  :
Nicliolî'Xs) Boswell against Michael Malcolm and others for
rape - but the defenders produced .remission and the 
action was dropped
1. H.59/0, 1717*
2. F.109* also F.84, 305, 223, G.1/7, 189
3. F.70/1, also F.81*
4. G.98.
5. F.71.
G*58, 59) 75) 127/8, 295*
G. F.303) also H.90.1747.
X. REMI5SI0NAND GOMPOUNDING (Contd*)
1. JU8TI0IARY OOUHT.
PART 2* 1661-17476 (Contd.)
Thefts & Robberyo
Earl of Caithness and others accused of theft, robbery, 
convocation, depredation, fireraising, wrongful imprison- 
îraent of the lieges etc. produced a remission and the 
action was dropped/
Forgeryi
Richard Murray was accused of forgery «- but his agent 
produced a remission under the Groat Seal and the action 
was deserted. He was of an old and honest family and 
had served the king faithfully end had shown much zeol 
in his service.’^
The system had its abuses -
In an assault case, the assaulter threatened his victim 
saying he would kill him and he could get a remission for 
80 pieces for the slaughter
Mention is made of the political effect on remissions.
In a slaughter case, where 81r James Home was killed by 
V/ifliara Douglas, the accused Douglas could not obtain 
a remission because the Earl of Lauderdale, the king's 
secretary, supported the Homes.
1. F.264, also E.295.
2. F.255/6.
3. F.93/4.
4. F.200/14.
C0N0LU5I0NÜ.
X. REMISSION & OOflROUNDING.
1 » In the earliest period of the justiciary records, compound- 
;ing was a frequent determination and it was applied to 
almost every crime * The only crimes which do not appear 
in the remission lists at this time were forgery and unnatural 
crimes - witchcraft, incest etc. If the accused confessed 
in court or was convicted, he was fined in addition to the 
composition payment.
2. If the person was unable to pay composition, he did not 
receive the remission and could be hanged instead.
3. Remissions continued to be granted in the middle and 
later periods, but they became limited to slaughter, 
assault and adultery as a general rule. Exceptionally 
remissions are noted in other crimes (thefts and fireraislng) 
but this was very rare.
4o Remissions are seen only in the justiciary courts and 
not in the lower courts*
N 0 ü
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650,
In the earliest periods, assythment was awarded frequently. 
The process of compounding and remission, as has been noted, 
operated in most crimes, and assythment is simply the 
process applied to personal injuries - from murdea? to 
assaults.
The details of the amounts are not given, but the following 
cases show the operation of assythment in the early period.
A case which detailed a long list of slaughters, thefts 
and fireraisings, stated that unless the accused found 
assythment, he would be hanged,'
For cutting off a person's forefinger, the assailant was 
ordered to find caution for assythment*^
In a slaughter case, a remission was produced but the 
accused had to find caution for assythment/
While compounding and remission became unsuited to the
needs of the later periods, so far as the other crimes were
concerned, assythment was maintained in personal assaults
as the principle of compensation was plainly acceptable to
the injured.
In the later periods, the following cases may be noted -
Captain John Rentland was banished for slaughter, after 
he had confirmed that he had given surety for assythment 
to the relatives of the murdered man/
In a slaughter case, where there was a dispute regarding 
a king's remission, the matter was settled when the 
accused agreed to find caution for assythment
'iffiahn Duncan was convicted of mutilating Robert Davidson 
by cutting off two fingers of his left hand and was 
sentenced to be imprisoned until he found caution for 
assythment and obtained letters of slains. His moveables 
were also escheat/
1. Aa.362/3*
2 o ii.a « 364, al s 0 Aa. 4/5 •
3. Aa.433#
4» B*46 - also 187/9, assault
5. C,97, also C.105, G.18/20.
6. Ü.539.
ASSYTHMENT (GonW.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PAia» 1. 1488-1650 CCoiitd*)
The remissions or respites were granted by the king and in 
every case the person prosecuting for the slaughter was 
supported by the Lord Advocate who maintained that such 
respites were null unless assythment had been paid (or
/
guaranteed by caution) to the slain man's representatives.
The remission could not be granted without the consent of 
the injured or his reprosentatives but once the remission 
or the letters of slains were obtained, judicial process
•3
was stopped *
Walter Jamieson was accused of slaughter, but he produced 
letters of slains signed by the deceased’s kin and 
friends acknowledging that he had paid assythment, a 
remission by James VI discharging the crime, and a 
statement from his minister stating that he had made 
public repentance of the crime* In the face of this 
formidable force of evidence, the justice absolved the 
accused
Lawrence Bruce petitioned the Secret Council from exile 
and stated that he had been banished for slaughter* The 
king had agreed to grant a remission on pa;>nnent of 
assythment, but the heirs of the slain man refused to 
accept any offers of composition* He therefore desired 
that the court note his efforts and order the heirs to 
accept the assythment. The court ordered the case to be 
continued, so that both sides could be represented/''
In an assault case, the matter was .referred to arbitration 
to agree the amount of assythment^
The records rarely give details of the actual amounts «
In an assault case, where the injured suffered a broken 
leg, the assailant x^ as ordered to pay assythment of 250 
merks and 50 merks for the doctor's fee and had to find 
caution for payment!
1. Respite produced and ordered to find caution for 
assythment 0
Slaughter: D.77/8, 80/1, 118, 120, 206, 256/7* Dd.556.
Hurd er : D.79/0 *
2. D.81, 120, 254/5.
5* D.116, 205/6 but it did not stop a further court 
order. D.254/5- 
4. E.84/6.
5« Eo259/0, also 313*459 but Dd*441 - in one case the 
accused offered to assyth, but the court would not 
accept his offer and he was beheaded *
6. E.45.
7. E.168.
XÎ.AKSYTHMEW5 (CoiîM.)
The same operation of assythment is maintainod as in the 
previous records it was generated 'by personal crimes* 
Amounts are given in this period, but it is difficult to 
find a pattern in the awards* It is noted, however, that 
the osraythraont wan greater than the fine, on sovae occasions 
more than double«
(a) i^niJ£aJ
Alexander Gordon was accused of invudi.ng Goorge Gcott 
and of hameoucken end beating and wounding him 4 Coz'd on 
was cleansed of the homesuckon, but ordered to pay £20 
fine to the sheriff and £30 assythment*'
013:' Alexander Forbes wae aoouoed o:(r the blooding and 
wounding of William Imies. The magistrates refused to 
decern for aesythment and Imies 3?equeGted the court's 
decision* The court 03?dered assythment of 400 merks, 
with the provision that if I'orbos paid half immediately, 
the balance would be x/aived
AdVOcatus and John Ross against Robert Forbes for the 
cruel wounding of Boss to the g^ reat Gffu?;ion of his blood 
and fo3? cutting off fingers on his right' hand (mutilation 
Forbes was acquit of the mutilation, but guilty of the
wounding. He was sontencod to pay assythment or to
go to prison. Ho paid instantly, ^
Cb) ïigiZÉS;:
Hugh McNoil was accused of murder but producod a remiss- 
;ion which was upheld by the cou3?t - p3.'ovided he paid 
tissythment f:lxed by the Barons of Fxchoquer*'^
(«) SiaMfefeSE'
Hugh Crawford was indicted for the slaughter of George 
Wyllle but produced a romiooion from thé king under the 
Gi'oat Seal, The case was dropped, but Crawford was
ordered to find caution for assythment,'"
1, F/U/4 5,
Fo93/4,
3, F*218/21, also P,G4-/G - wounding - fine 2C0 moi'ks - 
assythment 300 merks <.
G4177/8 - wounding - fine £50 - assythment £100,
H,91/5.1745 " " Nil " £200 Gtg,
4 o II«59/0, also IU99 - fined 300 me:i?ks assythment, 10 
merks to sick,
3. F.81 " also 71/2 , 109
A8ÜYTIIMENT (CgnW.)
1, JUSTICIARY OOURT.^
16G1;^24Z. (GonWo)
(Cpntd. )
William Mason pleaded self defence to a slaughter charge, 
which was accepted, but the Privy Oouncil ordered him to 
pay £24/ to the widow of the person he killed, He had to 
pay £47 from prison before he would be released and 
thereafter the balance by three instalments at the next 
three terms
(d) Rape ;
Captain Douglas had to pay 300 merks, 10 to the king and 
the rest to the girl/
Normally a capital sentence was not imposed if assythment
was paid because a remission would be demanded in exchange
for the assythment but one case of slaughter sho’ws that the
accused bad to pay assythment before he was beheaded®
Iq G,305.
2» H,13/3. 1697, also
H466/0, 1723 - £300 8tg. to the husband
3. F*71/2c
XI. AGSYTmiENT (Çqntd*)
2, AEŒpLIg.JIÎ8T COURT. 1664-1742.
Payments for assythment were imposed in this record only on 
assaults» The assythment covered not merely compensation 
for injury, but also loss of earnings and reimbursement for 
doctors’ expenses*
The awards in this record were less than the fines®
Angus McMillan and others were convicted of wounding 
Gilbert McLendreist to the effusion of his blood and 
hazard of his life. They were fined £50 for the riot 
and were imprisoned till they paid or gave security 
therefor. Two of the accused had also to pay £30 and £10 
respectively as assythment to the injured for his present 
cure J
Also Ivar Charles Campbell and others th3?eatened and 
wounded Donald Mcllvain* They were fined £10 Sterling, 
of which £20 Scots was to be paid to the inju3?ed. They 
were imprisoned pending payment of the fine/
Assythment could also be imposed in non-blood assaults.
Duncan Fisher was fined £50 for striking Margaret 
MeDougall with a stick® He had to pay 20 merks assyth­
ment and find lawburroxvs to the injured andher husband. 
He xvas imprisoned till he satisfied the sentence
1. I.
I*69 - fined £50 - £4- assythment.
48A- loss of wages 
40A- loss of blood
2. 1*97/8.
3. 1.98, also
1.113 £50 - 40 merks assythment®
1.149 - £50 - £12 for cure.
Assythment was given frequently for assault in the latoi? 
record, hut is not noted in the early court*
It was usually loss than the fijio,/
It is noted that the claim for assythment was made by 
the pursue]? in his summons and could be accoptod or 
rejected by tho sheriff<7"
1# 0.00 tmd £10 assytho l(b*4C, Kc.81/2, 
£50 " £10 " KG,81*
£10 " £20 " IO)*ld4*
£10 " £10 " 1(1).140/1.
£10 " £ 5 " Kc,86.
2# £50 assyth. rojcctod - Kb*36/8.
ASSYTHMENT (Gqntd.)
4(a) SHE^TIjAND 16p2-CXU
>
Assythment Is noted in the record, hut it was given 
infrequently» It is seen that assythment or compensation 
was given in a much wider sphere than simply assaults •- 
it was given also in defamation and theft.
In a serious assault, where A® blinded B® in his right 
eye and wounded him in his hand, the assize declared 
that Ac must pay B® £20 for the damage. There is a 
further reference to this case in the extracts of the 
fines paid and it is noted that the composition paid 
amounted to £13:13: 4d, ^
In a non-blood assault -■ when the assaulted was "so 
heavily hurt that he was not able to work for a 
period" the assailant had to pay 5 gulyeons as 
recompense
(b) Slaughter:
In one case of accidental killing, theperson responsible 
passed into the judge’s will and assythment of £10 was 
agreed
(c) Defamation ;
A form of recompense was frequently awarded in defamation 
cases- two fines were imposed - one payable to the king 
and the other to the person defamed® In such cases the 
two fines were for the same amount «
(d) Theft :
In a theft ease, the accused offered composition of 10 
dollars ®
Tho record gives a list of fines and in addition to the 
amounts of the fines the list gives an amount for compos- 
:itlon in a number of cases® It seems very likely that the 
composition figure included compensation to the person 
injured or whose property was damaged, as in some cases 
the composition figure is higher than the basic fine®
1. L,35) 39, 63,
2. I,*86/7 - in a bloodwyte case B. had been Injured but had 
provoked the assault and he could not get assythment»bdll
3. 1*35, 63.
4® 4 merks - L®5? 20, 27etc,
8 merks »• L®3, 19,31 etc.
3. L.47.
6. L.31/64*
ASSYTHMENT (Opiitd. )
4(b) OEENEY & SHETLAND OOHllT. 1612-13.
No instances of assythment for personal crimes are noted, 
but payments of compensation are given in some instances •
(a) Defamation:
For insulting, a court statute imposed a fine of 53/4d. 
to the king and a furthei* fine at the discretion of the 
judge payable to the offended party. '
(b) Miscellaiiequs :
For riding another’s horse without permission •- 4 merks 
to the king and 4 merks to owner, with provision for 
increased fines depending on the distance involved/
1. M*22*
2. M.23o
ASüYTmENT ( Contd. )
3, BARON COURT. 1325-1747®
In the Carm/ath record, no express mention is made of
assythment, hut in one hlood assault, it is stated that the
Baron assessed the damage on "ilk ane of thaim v ky ane
codo" i«e« there was a liability to the extentof five cows 
/
and one heifer. While this may be a form of assythment 
it could also be a penalty exacted instead of the normal 
fine - the phrase "ilk ane" infers a joint liability and 
whereas if it was an assythment the liability should be 
Imposed on one of the parties only * In this case the 
inquest found one of the parties quit of blood and found 
the other in blood and in the lord's will, but the report 
is inconclusive and the lord's assessment could be either 
an assythment or the penalty itself®
In the later records, however,the operation of assythment 
is clearly seen.
Assythment was not limited to blood assaults and is seen 
in non-blood assaults, defamations and also in theft 
cases, but the liability to make reparation for injury or 
damage caused is found most frequently in blood assaults* 
Assythment was always less than the main fine*
The operation of assythment is illustratedby the following 
cases -
PoFo -V- James Wise for hurting and the blooddrawing 
of George Caddell which charge was proven and Wise was 
fined £530 to. be paid to thé Fiscal of the Court and 
was decerned further to pay to Caddell the sum of £10 
as assythment for curing his wound *
The entries are similar in the case of a non-blood
assault - //
1 * 0 * 22*
2* P*121/4
ASSYTHMENT (Cpntd. )
3. (contdj
assault -
George Gairdner -v- Thomas Strachan for striking,wounding 
and bruising (the wounding in this case was not proven 
and the charge was limited to striking) Alexander 
Straohaui a brother of the defender was found to have beei 
the person responsible for the assault and he was fined 
£8 and was ordered to pay to the complainer the sum of 
40/- as an assythment® '
In Forbes, whex'e assythment was awarded frequently, the
actual amount of assythment appeared to bear some relation
to the principal fine; in the case of blood assaults., the
average amount was £5 and in non-blood assaults, the suras
&
of 40/- and 20/- were usual*
j
In the Urie record, assythment in a blood assault was £10 
and in a non-blood assault 40/-dli
In Corshill, assythment was not assessed as a definite 
fine, but rather as an indefinite sum related to the actual 
loss suffered by the injured*
The Laird -v- Thomas Miller and Hugh Dyat for blood - 
Dyat was fined SIC for blood and bloodwyte and was 
further ofdained to cure the wound and assyth the party 
(injured) for his inability to work during the time his 
injuries were healing/
For defamation, the accused was fined £10 and £3 to be paid 
6
to the insulted,
Theft cases which show a liability similar to assythment 
are noted -
John Mill -V- George Walker for theft, which theft was 
proven and the accused was fined £20, to be paid to the 
Baron and a firlot of meal to be given to the complainer 
for the damage sustained/
1* Ra.316/26.
2* Ra.260/1 - £30 - 20 merks »
269 - £^(-0 - £3.
267 - £^ I0 -
255/6 - £30 - £5.
268. - £20 - £3.
271 - £20 - £2.
249/0 - £10 - £5.
3® P.121/4®
4. P®95c
5= S«8ô/7î also 8.134 pay doctors' bill® 
but 8.225 £45 to Injured and £3 to n.f.
6. Q.156/7.
7® .Ra®289, also 0.106.180. P.im/o
AGGTTHMJSNT (Contd. )
3" BARON COURT. 1523-1747 (Oontd.)
The cases give a certain amount of detail on the question of 
self-defence - A. strikes B» but B. provoked and threatened
A., and A® retaliates, injuring B. - could B» claim assyth- 
:raent in these circumstances? The answer depended on the 
degree of self defence present®
In two cases in the Urie record, a claim for assythment was 
dismissed because the injured person’s own actions caused 
the other person to use force.
PoFo -V- Robert Edward for hurting, wounding and blood
drawing of David Smith and -- - Hampton, who craved
assythments from Robert Edward. It was found on enquiry 
that Edward, while defending his master’s ground, struck 
the intruders, one of whom cut his hand while trying to 
seize the halberd held by the accused, the decision was 
given as follows - "the baillie having considered the 
above confession, finds that the fact that accused 
endeavoured to apprehend the intruders sufficient to 
liberate and free him from all assythment especially 
since what he did was in his own defence and that the 
wounds the intruder received were occasioned by his own^ 
foolish and wilful trying to take the halberd from him".
A similar case is P.F® -v- John Smith for hurting,wound- 
sing and blood drawing of John and James Davidson, 
Alexander Davidson and William Henderson® Assythment 
was craved by the procurator fiscal in favour of 
Alexander Davidson or any other persons wounded. It was 
found that Smith had been insulted and provoked by the 
others and endeavoured to leave their company® They 
followed him and pursued him for his life. He was 
obliged to beat them in his own defence® Smith was 
fined for blood £50 but no assythment was due to anyone 
as Smith acted in his own defence
As was mentioned above, a strick liability was observed for
blood unlaws and self defence was not relevant to reduce
the blood fine as the foregoing cases show® The degree of
self defence necessary to absolve from assythment was also
high and the following oases show where assythment was due
notv/ithstanding an element of self defence on the part of .
the person who struck the blow.
1. P.147/8,
2. R.144/G,
do See P®
XI. ASSYTHMENT (Gontcl.)
5. BARON COURT. 1523-174? (Gontd.)
Patrick Leitii, In name of James Wglker -v- George 
Anderson for violently and cruelly beating, blooding 
and marking Walker. The inquest found Anderson in 
the blood but requested the bailie to consider the 
provocation on the part of Walker and stated that 
Anderson acted in self-defence. The bailie fined 
Andenon £10 and ordered payment of £5 to the party 
wounded. (Walker) / In this case the elements of 
provocation and self-defence were not enough to annul 
the assythment, although they may have been taken into 
account in deciding the amount of the principal fine 
which is low for a blood unlaw.
Assythment in the Baron Courts was on the same level as 
bloodwyte, i.e. a lesser penalty than the main fine for 
the assault. The main fine was imposed in the public 
interest if blood was shed. Assythment and bloodwyte 
v/ere subordinate fines but in essence diaBietrically 
opposed - bloodwyte was inflicted on the person whose 
actions caused the assault and who may or may not be the 
assaulter, inflicted because his conduct provoked the 
fight and was a penalty payable to the Baron. Assythment, 
being a reparation for injury caused and payable to the 
injured, was imposed only on the assaulter and was 
imposed only if the assaulter was more to blame than 
the as s auIted.
Assythment was quite distinct from the main fine, which 
was payable to the Laird and which was imposed because an 
assault had occurred and in the case of blood actions, by 
virtue of the mere fact that blood had been shed by the 
assaulter. Having discovered that there had been assault 
or that blood had been shed,the bailie, after disposing of 
the main fine, then considered whether or not the 
circumstances warranted the payment of a reparation to 
the injured, his decision in this respect being governed b] 
the degree of blameworthiness present or absent in the 
injured person's actions and how far Injury was the result 
of his own actions.
1. Ra.249/0^ also P. 121/4.
XI. A88YTHMBNT (Oontd.)
G. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
References to assythment in the Aberdeen record occur 
throughout the range of the assault oases®
Christinns do Olunes placed himself in the will of 
the bailies for assaulting (verberadon) of a certain 
woman, and was fined by the court® Matheus lynches 
became cautioner for Christinus de Olunes that he 
would satisfy (by assythment) Mariota, wife of I'atricius 
for the verberacion he gave her and that he would not 
trouble (perturbabit) the town agaih under pain of £10/
The assythment was frequently guaranteed by caution^
Provision for assythment is also made in the old laws.
If any gild brother strikes another with his fist, he 
will be fined half a merk and. he will make assythment 
to the Injured according to the will of the Alderman 
and the Dean and the other gild brothers ® If any gild 
brother draws the blood o.f another, he wi 11 be fined 20 
solid! and shall pay assythment according to the v/ill of 
the Alderman and the Dean and the other gild brothers® 
None of their fines shall be modified or remitted by 
prayer or in any other manner of way® ^
Reference to assythment is rare in the latere records®
Following an assault by a dog which hurt and blooded 
Marion Williamson, the owner of the dog had to have the 
dog destroyed (by hanging) and give satisfaction to 
the injured®'^
In a fine for riot, the accused had to pay 40/- whereof 
30/“ had to be paid to the injured, for damage to his 
coat®*'
1. V.24.
2. V.57 ■=■ in will for verberacion and caution to satisfy. 
V.I30 -do- and caution to satisfy for verberacion
and bludwit.
V.79 - fined for verberacion of woman, and caution to 
satisfy bailies' will.
V.lll - caution to satisfy will and fine®
V.118 - caution to satisfy (12d ®) and fine®
Vo 140 - caution to satisfy®
3® 8.G. VII. u. 67.
4. Y.2. 1652.
5® Y.bBo
CONCLUSIONS.
XI. A88Y2HMENT.
1. As has been noted, the process of compounding was common 
for most crimes in the earliest period and while in the 
middle and later periods compounding fell away for other 
crimes, it remained frequent in personal crimes -» partie-
:nlarly in slaughter and assault.
2. The amounts varied -
(a) Justiciary courts - early - no amounts given.
middle- 25O merks (assault)
later - $00 merks (murder)
- 247 merks (slaughter)
- £100, £80, £40, 4-00 merks
(assault)
- £500 Stgo 300 merks (rape)
(b) Argyll court - £$0, £20, £10 (assault)
(c) Sheriff court - later - £20, £10, £$ (assault)
(d) Shetland courts - middle- £10 (slaughter)
- £20 (assault)
- 8 merks, 4 merks (defamation)
(0) Baron courts - - £10, £$ (blood assault)
- £2, £1 (non-blood assault)
- £10, £$ (defamation)
3o In many cases fining was also imposed and the relationship 
of the fine to the amount of assythraent varied.
In the Justiciary courts, assythment tended to be more than 
the fine, but in the Argyll, Sheriff and Baron courts,
assythment was less than the fine.
4, The Baron courts show a detailed operation of assythment 
and it is seen that assythment was due even if'there was an 
element of self-defence in the assault* It is also seen that 
the Baron courts viewed the assault fines from three points
(1) the main fine or unlaw (due from the attacker), (2) 
bloodwyte (due from the person who provoked the assault) and 
(3) assythment.(due from the attacker). The three forms of 
liability were quite separate.
5. / /
CONCLUSIONS.
XI. A88YTUMMT (Contd.)
5* V/liile assythment was very frequent in the Burgh courts 
in the early period, references are rare in the middle and 
later periods* It is difficult to say why this change 
should have occurred - the burgh courts frequently had 
different rules from the other courts, but assythraent was 
a standard and useful principle and one might have expected 
references to its use in the burgh courts.
LINING.
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650.
The record shows that fining was imposed in a nnmher of 
crimes during the period of compounding and remission.
Where the accused had not reached agreement with the injured 
person regarding composition and had either been convicted 
by the court, or had placed himself in the king's will, the 
king imposed a fine payable to the Grown in addition to the 
compensation which had to be paid to the injured.
/
The amounts varied considerably,but the average fine was £$.
Apart from the fine imposed by the king* if a person did 
not appear, his cautioners lost the amount of their bond; 
this loss is noted in the record as a fine, but while the 
end result is the same, the legal justification is different-
cautioners making a payment under a bond of caution were
implementing a contractual obligation, i.e..based on agree- 
;ment and consent, whereas the amount of the fine was 
decided by the justice and not in any way based on consent. 
The amounts again varied greatly.
The fining of cautioners is noted throughout the record,
but while the entries do not give the actual terms of the
bonds, it seems likely that the fine was the actual amount 
of the agreed caution.
1. Murder & Theft 
Assault
Hamesucken & Theft
Accepting Bribe 
Miscellaneous
40/- A.17 - will.
£10 A.75 - will.
&5 57 - conv. 73 wi 110
£3 16 in will. 57 conv.
£2 will.
40/- 56/7 - conv.
153 mo5?ks 73 wi 11.
10 merks 54, 55- conv.
6 merks 54 conv.
5 merks 24 - will, 55*59 conv
4 merks 54 conv.
£^1- - 15 will.
£5 25 conv.
£$ - 92 conv.
5 merks - 63 'will.
£5 40 conv. 59 will.
£3 54 conv.
40/- 59 will.
?. See Caution entries.
Note: will-placed himself in the kine'q win
XII. jrumm (Oonbd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
JWLRT 1. 1488-1650 (Contd.)
In the later records, actual fines were infrequent.
(1) There are occasional instances where fining was a 
penalty for a substantive crime - usually assault.
Lor hurting and wounding A. on his head, cutting off 
his ear and wounding him on his erra, B. was fined, 
hut the amount is not stated.
During the middle period of James VI rule, fines were 
imposed by the king, if the person placed himself in will. 
The types of crime varied considerably and plainly were 
related to the wealth of the person and the state of the 
king's purse at the time.
(2) More frequently fines were imposed for administrative 
breaches.
If a member of an assi%e did not appear, he could be
fl nod
Also if a person failed to produce letters duly endorsed
1. B.7/8, also Bell.
2. Attempted murder - 1000 merks. C.40.
Slaughter - £5000. G.146.
Assault - 1750 merks. 0.358/9=
Abduction - 23OO merks and brown horse. 0.339'
Carrying Pistols ™ 500 merks. 0.129.
Absence from raid- £100. 0.134/5*
Treason - 3300 merks. 0.34.
3. B.7 , 11 - £40.
0.63* 393 - 100 merks.
4. B.30, 37 - £100.
B.30, 33, 37 - 100 meidcs.
B.37, 38, 41 - £40.
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT,
FART 2. 1661-174/
Fining is noted throughout the whole period and was imposed 
more frequently than in Part 1, hut the fines divide into 
those imposed as sentences in suhstantivo crimes and those 
imposed for contravening administrative rules of procedure,
(1) Fines imposed for substantive crimes,
(a) Assuult was the most frequent, but the amounts varied 
considerably,
Alexander Baxter and George Bell were convicted of blood- 
;ing and wounding and were sentenced to be amerciat in 
100 merks, two-thirds payable by Baxter and one-third 
payable by Bell* They were ordered to find caution for 
the fine, or els© be imprisoned till they paid it.'
For striking and wounding John Anderson, a bailie of 
Inverurie, William Ferguson and others were fined £50 to 
the king and £100 to Anderson, and to remain in prison 
until paid
For assaulting a person so that he died, Archibald Burnet 
was fined £100 Stg, and James Loudon £50 Stg. and were 
imprisoned till paid,2>
(b) Adultery.
Calum Macfarlane was fined £50 by the English judges 
during the Commonwealth for adultery,'^
A number of persons were accused of adultery, but produc- 
:ed details of conviction during the Commonwealth when 
they had been fined. It is noted that this sentence was 
lighter than that prescribed by Scots law,®'^
(c) Tqyo cases (one of murder and one of rape) show a nornina
fine to the king and a much heavier payment to the 
 ^c
assaulted,
(d) / /
lo F,52, also F*64-/6 - 200 merks fine -- 500 merks aasythmvt 
F,56, F. 140/2 - mb.
2. G,177/0, also G.52/3 - £50,
5. 11,55/4, 1711.
4. G,74, also G.55/4,
5. G.55/4.
6. II«15/5 - poo merks to the girl ,10 merks to the king.
Ho99 “ 300 merks to representatives,10 merks to sick.
XII. LINING (gqntd.)
CÜUÜT.
PART qh I66I-I747 (Gontd*)
(d) Theft,
Lor theft and I'iot, John V/atson and John Auld were fined 
400 merks and 100 merks, There was a reference to lav;- 
;hnrrowG in this case,'
(P) The administrative fines covered a number of situations,
( a) Lai ling to. rep ort criminal letters *
Mungo Murray was amerciat for not reporting (criminal) 
letters,^
In one case, the fine for not reporting letters was
cancelled because the person was prevented from doing 00 
3
by a storm. In another, the pursuer could not serve hia
summons because he could not got a messenger who was
£■>
prepared to go to the highlandrnen in Badenoch,
(b) Absoirb vatnesses were fined,
The absent witnesses wore uniawed - 100 merks,
(c ) Ab a on t _ as si zors were 41 jpo fined - 200 merks,
An early entry states that John Ouningham, U.S. produced 
a commission from the king creating him receiver of all 
escheats, fines, unlav/e, without prejudice to the rights 
of the justice clerk and his deputes,f
1, G,137.
2. L,22, 46, 50* 55 etc.
F0II2 - £1000 per baron,
100 merks per yeoman, 
F,145 - 57OÜ merks,
5o L,84.
4. L,G5/4, also G,9.
5. L.28, 95 etc. G,61, 99 etc
6. F.120 etc,
7. L.187.
8. F.2.
XII. FINING (üpntd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTIOIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
Ac in other records * assizers and wi tnesses who did not
appear when required wore fined. The amounts varied f
In isolated cases, fining was imposed where the accused 
did not appear"- the crimes in such cases would he minor 
as the standard penalty for non-appearance was outlawry 
in serious crimes.
rt from the administrativo fines on absent witnesses and
assizers, fines were frequently imposed as a punishment in
su b s ta n tiv e  Grimes «
(a) Assault *“ Blood®
Duncan MacKenzie was fined £100 for striking Donald 
KcVicar to the effusion of his blood, he was imprisoned 
till ho paid
Non-Blood.
Duncan Fisher was fined £50 for striking Margaret 
McDougall and had to pay 20 merks assythment.^
The fines varied according to circumstances, but the usual 
fine was £-56 in both blood and non«^blood assaults, with a 
possible amount of 560 merks and also £6 for a broach of 
the poace.
Two cases occur of aggravated assaults - both relating to 
assaults in church.
Duncan Ijcllvernoclc v/as convicted of a riot in church 
and striking the minister, on a Bunday. The accused
was fined £100 and imprisoned till paid
1. Absent assizers; 100 merks, 1.20, 52.
£10. 1.74.
Absent witnesses; £40. 1,52, 151, 136.
£10. I.107/8.
2. Absent principals: £10. 1.107.
£20. 1.72.
100 merks. 1.155.
3. 1.140.
500 merks : 1.143/5.
100 merks : 1.27/8.
£50 : 1.63/4, 68/9, 139.
£12 : 1.140/1.
4. 1.98.
£50
£50
£20
40 m e rk s a s s ;y t hm e nt. 1.113 
£12 a.8sythment. 1.149« 
1.79. £6. 140/1.
5. 1.65/6 - also £40 1.78.
XII. FINING (Gontd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COUR'T (Gpntd.)
(b) Hamesucken;
The justice fined Duncan MeGrigor £50 for hamesucken and 
riot/
Ivar Campbell and others were fined for a serious 
hamesuckeno They came to the defender's house and 
attacked him leaving him sorely wounded. The principals 
were fined £10 Stg. (the only fine in sterling in the  ^
record) of which £20 Scots was to be paid to the injured.
(c) Deforcement;
Dune an McOauish and another were fined 500 merks for 
obstructing officers who wished to apprehend John McNeill. 
They also had to pay the pursuer's expenses and damages 
of 100 merks/
(d) Adultery :
Donald McBriden was fined £40 for adultery seven years 
previously. He was imprisoned till he paid or found 
caution.'^
(e) ggES!
Robert Duneanson was fined 100 merks for ravishing and 
striking*^
(f) The ft : .
Many theft cases show fining as the penalty, but the 
criterion here appears to be restoration of the stolen 
items or payment of their value.
John McDowell■Mclllehawish was fined £10 for stealing a 
cow and astirk. He was ordered to return the beasts 
or else pay £20. It is stated that the procurator fiscal 
passed from the criminal aspect of the libel.^
Angus McMillan was fined £10 for a small theft ten years 
before. He took some articles which he later restored £
1. 1.74/5, also 100 merks 1.75»
2. 1.97/8.
3o Io148/9, also 1.46/8 - 100 merks.
1.105 - £10 and 5 merks expenses..
4. 1.125.
5. 1.145.
Go 1.28, also 1.29/0 - 100 merks and restore.
Io48/9 - 17 merks and value.
1.89/0 - £20; scourged; caution for good behaviour,
7o 1.121.
XII.. LINING (Conta.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742 (Contd.)
(f) Theft (Contdo)
Colin Campbell and another were fined £100 and others 
were fined £5C for taking cattle and horses from an 
escheated estate, the beasts being in the possession 
of John Campbell who did nothing to stop them, to the 
prejudice of the crown's interest./
Accessories to a theft were fined;
John McOlchalnm was fined 100 merks and Neil McNeill 
was fined £/-l-0 for receiving a stolen horse, and were 
imprisoned till they paid.^
John McArthur was fined £200 and others £100 and £50 for 
ferrying stolen horses over the Clyde between Dunoon 
and Gourock.^
(g) Many miscellaneous crimes were penalised by fining/
then a bond of caution was called up, the guarantor was 
"uniawed and amerciat" the amount of his bond. This 
wording is the same as that of an ordinary fine, but the
S''
amount was fixed in the bond.
1. 1.138/9, also 1.71/2 - £40 and restore.
2. 1.97/8.
3. 1.139/0.
4. Poaching; £100 - 1.14.
£ 40 - 1 .74.
£ 20 - 1.14, 15, 16 GtCo
£ 10 - 1.14, 15, 74, 75 etc.
£ 5 - 1.15.
Moorburn : £ 5 - 1.22.
Drunkenness: £10. 1.79»
Malicious Slander; 100 merks. 1.82/3=
5 . 1.26 - 300 merks.
1.24, 25, 29 - 500 merks.
1.90 - 100 merits.
for producing substitute for principal, the 
accessories were fined 200 merks and 100 merks. 1.26,
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
3. SHERIFF OOUHT. 1515-1747
Filling; was the standard penalty in most assault cases, but 
no details of the amounts are given in the early records, 
nor is any information given regarding the amounts of the 
fines for wyte nor toir relation to the blood fines*
However, in the later records, the amounts are stated and 
a pattern can be seen.
(a) Assaults ; Fines of £200 and £100 were imposed in the
/ 2. 
most serious cases, but the standard fine was £50.
3
Occasionally £10 was imposed.
The fines in the other crimes fell within the same range -
(b) Fais0 accusation: 100 merles and public punishment^
£50 fine and public punishment.^
£200 fine/
£100 fine*^
£5 Btg. for attacking the revenue 
officers/ ^
£20 for mobbing customs officer.'
A case shows fines of £40, £20 and 
£10 with £10 as the most common 
amount.
Fined 50O merks and public 
punishment.
Fined £100 and -do- ,3
Fined £180 and to serve in the army. 
Theft fines are noted in the 
early record, but no amounts are 
given.
/4
False measures - £40.
For refusing to accept an eldership 
because he was a Covenanter - 
fined 200 merks*''*"
(c) Hamesucken 
(d ) Deforcing :
(e) Adultery:
(f) Theft :
(g) Fraud :
(h) Miscellaneous
(i) Administrative: For absence - £10,
lo Kb.31/4 , 36/8, 46
2* Kb.35/6, 38, 82.
3. Kb. 82, 140/1, 14Z(.
4* Kb. 50/6 .
5» Kb.129.
6 0 Kb.215.
7o Kb.221.
8* Kb.89.
9 = Kc.175.
10 * Kb.78/9=
lie Kb.193.
12. Kb.203.
1 3. Kc.98.
14. Kb.190.
Ec. 81, 178.
Ec. 81, 84, 112, 
Kc, 86.
1 5. Kb.2 5.
16. Kb.95.
Ko.104, 179.
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
4(a) SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04.
Filling was the most frequent sentence in the record, and 
was imposed in most crimes.
(1) Assault.
The standard penalty was fining, but the different cate- 
tgories of assaults show that a definite system v;as 
observed in calculating and imposing the fines.
(i) B1o od Ass auIts:
(a) For "bleeding above the end" the basic penalty 
excluding aggravations and specialties was 40/-d«^
(b) For "bleeding below the end" there was a similar fixed 
rate. The standard penalty was a fine of 4 merks/
(G) Dounraxtering:
This resulted in an additional fine of 1 merk.
It was found that A had dounraxtorit B and had bled 
him above the end - decerned to pay 40/- (for the 
blood) and 1 merk (for the dounraxter)
In one case a fine of 5 merks was imposed for bleeding in
the arm and dounraxtering, but this could be 4 merks for
bleeding and 1 merk for dounraxtering, and on both counts
can be held to be a standard fine/
Aggravations - blood :
The aggravations are frequent and varied, but they follow
a definite pattern and the invariable amount was 40/-d.
per aggravation.
(1) Aggravations of place:
(a) Assaulting another at home.
For bleeding B. beneath the end within her own hamefrie, 
A. is decerned to pay 4 merks for the blood and 40/- 
for bleeding within the hamefrie.'*''
1.L.5, 16, 17 etc.
2. L.2, 16, 29, 30 etc.
3. L.32.
4. L.18, also
It. 131, 135 ” two dounraxters - 2 merks 
5* L.2, also L.5, 7, 21, 28 etc.
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
(4a) GILCTLAND COURT. 1602-04 (OonW.)
(1) Aggravations of place (Oontd.)
(b) Assaulting another between the sea and the banks.
Ac bled Bo between the sea and the banks - fined "twyso 
40/-".
(c) In frie coupsta (in an open market place).
Ac bled B. above the end within a "frie coupsta" fined
"twyoe 40/-".
(d) On the sea.
A. for bleeding B* upon the sea is .fined "twyse 40/-".
(e) on k in g 's  highw ay.
A. confessed to have bled B. on. the head, with a stavo 
on the king's highway - finod "twyse 40/-".
These cases shov; the basic blood fine of 40/- or 4 merks
with a further fine of 40/- for each aggravation.
(2) Aggravations of time:
(a) Under silence of night.
At, bled .Bo above the  end in a frie coups ta  under s ile n c e
of n ig h t -  f in e d  " th ry s e  40/-". (i.e. 40/- f o r  b lood ,
40/- for frie go ups ta  and 40/"- for n ig h t ) .
(b) On ounclay.
A. for bleeding B. on the .head with a baton on a Sunday 
fined "twyse 40/-".
(^ ) Af^ gravations of manner:
If a weapon or stone was used this constituted an 
aggravation.
Bled him by casting a stone - twice 40/- 
(^ ') General aggravations;
Pulled from his horse and bled. - 80/- 
Second //
1. L„130, also L.22 etc*
2. Lc 13* also Iio89o
3. L.130, also L.Î32.
4. L.122, also I,.33.
5. b.89.
6. B.135, also 1.140.
7. L.115.
8. b.lll.
XII. FINING (Ggntd.)
4(a) 8HETMND COURT. 1602-04 (Contd.)
(4) General aggravations (Oontd.)
/
Second conviction for bleeding above the end.
Court officer fined 80/- for bleeding above the end - 
fined 40/- extra because of his position.'^
Two or more aggravations occurred in the one case, and the
aggravations were added on;-
e.g. bleeding B. in his home on a Sunday - fined thryse 
40/-d/ The cases which show a fine of "thryse 40/-" 
are clearly defined as 40/- for bleeding above the end, 
and 40/- for each of the aggravations*
The cases show very clearly that there was a recognised 
system of aggravations and that there was a definite fine 
of 40/- for each aggravation.
It is noticed that the vast majority of blood assaults are 
bleeding above the end - carrying as it happened a 40/- 
fine, but cases of bleeding below the end, with its 4 merk 
fine are referred to occasionally - in such cases the 
aggravation fine is constant at 40/-d.
(ii) Non-blood assaults.
Fining was the standard penalty for non-blood assaults and 
again there is a consistent pattern in the basic assaults.
Where A. gave B. one blow, A. was fined 1 merk, for two 
blows 2 merks/ for three blows, 3 merks% for four blows 
4 merks/ and for five blows, 5 merks/
But in a few cases, the pattern is broken and fines of 40A
are noted.
1. L.87.
2. L.35.
3. L.3G0 the combined aggravations are numerous -
bleeding, casting stone, between sea and banks "thryse 
40/-", L.22.
bleeding, betnveen sea and banks in frie coupsta "thryse 
40/-". 1.120.
bleeding, in frie coupsta at night "thryse 40/-. 1.89= 
Also 1.22, 89, 140.
4o 1.130 - 4 merks and 40/-.
5. 1.1, 5, 16, 23 etc.
6. 1.16, 30, 129 etc.
7. b.3.
8. 1.8.
9. 1.30.
XII. LIMING (Conta.)
4(a) 8HETIAMD COURT. 1602-04 (Contd.)
(11) Non-bloodassaults (Contd.)
/
For striking B. with a cudgel, A. was fined 40/-d.
For the other forme of non-blood assaults, the fines 
appear fairly uniform, but no exact mean can be stated.
(a) troubling: A. and B. if they fail to clear themselves- 
are honied 2 merks for troubling.**
(b) dounraxtering: As in the case of blood assaults, this 
resulted"*in à separate fine of 1 merk in addition
to the basis penalty.
A. is found to have troubled and dounraxtered B - fined 
40/- (for troubling) and 1 merk (for dounraxter)
On occasions it could form the sole charge.
A. was found to have dounraxtered B. - fined 1 merk.^
and Ao was fined 2 merks for do unraxt ez'i ng his father 
twice and troubling him against all equity.-*^
(c) cuffing: The fines for cuffing v;ere heavier than the
normal striking fines, but again each cuff was worth a
definite value - 5 merks.
For giving B« one cuff with his open hand A. was fined 
5 merks,
For giving B. two cuffs on the face with her open hand, 
A. was fined 10 merks.
Thr e a t en ed a s s au 11.
The penalty for drawing a sword or pistol in a public 
place was standard - 1 merk* ^
Aggravat ions;
The typesof aggravations are similar to those noted in the 
blood assaults, but the pattern of fining is not so clear,
(1) Aggravations of place : //
1. b.115, also 120.
2. 1.28, also 86 - 40/-.
30 - 4 merks.
3. 1.86, also 66.
4. L.86, 90, 116»
3. 1^ .113) also 22, 29, 34 etc.
6. Il «66, 151 =
7. I,.87o
8. L,33= sword «
L.131, 135 o both di rks.
but 1.88. 2 merks ~ dirJc
XII. FINING (Contd.)
4(a) GHETIAND COURT. 1602-04 (Contd.)
(1) Agg3?aval;ipn3 of place;
(a) troubling at home.
/
A. for troubling B. at home was fined 4- merks.
In these cases it seems plain that the striking fine and 
the aggravation are taken together, but it is not possible 
to say what is the basic fine and what the aggravation.
But some cases do show two fines -
For throwing a stone at B. within his house, A. was 
fined 40/- and 1 merk. ^
In these cases it would appear that 40/- is the aggravation
and 1 merk is the blow, as in the case where A. and B.
dounraxtered others r fined 1 merk and for troubling (at
home) fined 40/-d.^ ‘
(b) between sea and banks.
Ao troubled B. between sea and banks and gave him a blow ^  
with a stick - fined 40/- for aggravation, 1 merk for blov
(c) in frie coupsta,
A. gave a cuff to B. in frie coupsta - fined 5 merks for 
cuff and 40/- for aggravation.®"
(d) on king’s highway/
(e) in church,
A.Bo and G. troubled D, in Church on Sunday - each fined 
"twyso 40/-" and B. further fined 2 angels, all to ask 
the minister's forgiveness.?
(2) Aggravations of time :
(a) Silence of night.
There are two cases showing this aggravation, but in both 
cases there is more than the one aggravation and they are 
noted below.^
1. 1.17, also fines of 80/-, 40/- and 2 merks,
2. h.23, also 86/7.
3. L,116e
4. L.5, 85, also 80/-, 85.
5» B.I5I3 also I,, 133 "twyse 40/-",
6. B .33 - 40/-d.
7. B.I35.
8. B.87. 140.
XII. FINING (Contd.)
4(a) SHETLAND OOmi. 1602-04 (Contd.)
(2) Aggravations of time; (Contd,)
(b) On Sunday,
Ao gave two strokes to B. on Sunday - fined 40/- (for 
aggravation) and 2 merks (for striking),'
As in the blood assaults, the aggravations could be
combined,
Ao troubled B. at home on a Sunday and gave him a blow, 
fined twyse 40/- and 1 merk for the blow.«-
Ao troubled B, at home on Sunday, under silence of night, 
in a frie coupsta (B's home must have been built on or 
adjacent to a market place). A. was perhaps a little 
.reckless in choosing his time and place, but this case 
illustrates the cumulative effect of aggravations - A. 
was fined four times 40/-, being 40/- for troubling and 
41)/“ each for the three aggravations
From the foregoing cases it is seen that the fine for 
aggravation was generally 40/-d.
There are a few oases which show a different penalty - e.g. 
in a number of cases the accused passes into the will of 
the judge, but the record does not give any details of 
the eventual outcome.
In some cases, "troubling" itself could be treated as a 
basic charge and wmrthy of a fine of 40/- with the aggrev- 
;ation in addition. In others, troubling was not made the 
subject of a separate fine and simply one fine of 40/- 
covered troubling and the.aggravation, ' Such cases were 
less frequent, however, and more usually two fines were . 
imposed, the aggravation fine being censtant at 40/“d,
(2) Bloodwyte.
Bloodwyte was a separate concept from the actual blood fine 
and represented the element of provocation - the person 
responsible //
1, be 129, also 2, 56
2, L,35.
3, L.B?, also L.54
XII. FINING (Contd..)
4(a) GI-IETLAND COURT. 1602-04 (Contd.)
(2) Bloodwyte (Contd.)
responsible for provocation had to pay half the blood fine - 
20/-d.
Insulting.
4 merks to the king and 4 marks to the insulted was standard 
with a few instances of 8 merks. The fines payable to the 
insulted applied to each of the insulted individually.
(4) Adultery.
/
The record gives details of the adultery fines.
(5) Theft.
2 merks was standard, with some of 1, 5 and 4 merks. 40/- 
for gripstair.
(6) Witchcraft.
2 merks was standard, with some of 6 merks for second 
offences.
(7) Administrative.
For failing to appear when the case called, the standard 
penalty was a fine of 4 merksT
On certain occasions the fine was £ 1 0 but no details are 
given as to why the he a vie]? fine was imposed.
For failing to produce a person accused of theft - the except-
îional sum of 1000 merks was imposed, but in this case it was 
stated that the person fined helped the thief to escape from 
the Court's jurisdiction.
(8) Miscellaneous.
(a) for failure to perform feudal services - 40/-d.
1. 1 0  a n g e l s  -  L . 2 2 ,  5 8 »  2. L . 6 8 ,  75, 76 etc,
2 angels - L.22, 58. 3. 1.27, 136.
1 angel - 1.20,21,22,57,58. 4. L.25 - £10. L.17'
m  - L.22, 58.
40/- - L.22, 57=
XII. FINING (Contd.)
4(a) SHETLAND COURT. 1602-04 (Contd.)
(8) Miscellaneous (Contd.)
/
(b) not burying dead - 40/-d.
(c) alleged wrongful possession of land - 40/-d.
(d) using church as byre - 40/- and ask forgiveness in 
sackcloth^
(e) Animal cases;-
c
Injuries to animals - 2 merks, 40/-, 160/- 
Dogs worrying sheep - 40/- and dog to be killed.
Keeping dog already found guilty of worrying sheep - £10.
(f) Statutes; As in other court records, various statutes 
are noted, but with the exception of the statute 
prohibiting false and groundless actions, which contained
a penalty of loss of the right hand and sword, and for 
a second offence, escheat and banishment, the normal
/= t,
statutory penalty was 40/- with some of £10.
1. L.73.
2. 1.3, 26.
3= L.82.
4. L.20, 24, 33 etc
3. b.25, 26, 32 etc
6. £.34.
7. 1.79.
8. 1.31/2 «
9. 1.47/8.
10. 1.73, 117 etc.
11. 1.30, 122.
XII. FINING. (Contd.)
4(b) ORKNEY & ÜHET1AND COURT. 1612-13»
(1) Assault.
The standard penalty for assault was fining, but no informât- 
lion is available as to the amounts, except in one case of 
riot “ £10, nor is any sum mentioned in respect of the 
blood wyte.
(2) Insulting.
A court statute imposed a fine of 53/4d. payable to the Icing 
and a further fine at the judge's discretion to the party 
offended T
(3) Theft.
A court statute gave details of fines for pulling wool from 
the backs of sheep.
5 marks for the first offence, 6 angels for the second 
and to be punished as a thief for the third.
(4) Miscellaneous.
An act prohibited riding other people's horses and imposed a 
fine of 4 merks to the king and 4 merks to the owmer. If the 
horse was found within the parish adjoining the owner's 
parish, the fines wore increased to 8 merks, and trebled if 
more than two parishes away etc. If the accused was unable 
to pay, he would be punished in his person.
1* M.61/2.
2. M.22.
3. M.20/2.
4. M.23.
XII. FINING (Gontd.)
5. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706.
The text does not give much information regarding the 
amounts of fines in early periods, but throughout the middle 
and later periods, it is seen that the fines were standard 
and the exceptions were few.
(1) Assault.
/
In the early period, fining was the normal punishment, but 
the entries do not give the amounts imposed.
A court statute passed on 17th June, 1607, gives full 
details I-
In the first, gif the blude be drawin to incure the 
doubill payment useit heirtofoir, to wit fourtie. pundis 
money: secundlie, gif thair be strakis without blude,
ten pundis; gif thai injure ane ane other in v/ordis, 
in Gontinanee or drawing of wapponis, ten pundis money; 
and thair bodies to be punische wardit according to the 
fact in irnes and stokis to thair scharae and disgrace.^ 
Fux’ther provisions state that such criminals are to be 
avoided by honest men.
The assault cases are few and no details are given so it is
not possible to say whether the statutory fines were
observed or not, but towards the end of the early period,
more information is available and at least fornoii-blood
assaults, the fine varied between £10 and £5.^
The only assault which may have been a blood assault in 
this period was absolved.'^
The assault fines in the middle period show a clear pattern* 
For a blood assault the guilty person could expect to be 
fined £50.
The exceptions are few:
Margaret //
1. Na.31, 46, 61/2, 52, 69.
2. Na.33/4.
3. Na.l48, 158, £5. 156, 157, ^10.
4o Na.148.
5o Nb.22, 22/3, 30/1, 137, 203/4, 230, 233, 2?4/5, 400,434 -
some cases show a fine of £100 for blood and bloodwyte 
but this is really £50 for blood and £50 for wyte - 
Mb. 64, 109/0, 311 and Nb.22, 203, 230.
XII. FINING (Contd.)
5. REGALITY COURT. 1547-1706 (Contd.)
(1) Assault (Contd.)
Margaret Mertoun was fined £10 for striking and wounding 
Robert Pringle with stones and staffes - it seems likely 
that the sex of the defender was a consideration in this 
penalty.'
John Bald was found guilty of blood but because he was a 
minor,he was put in the jougs for half an hour and not 
fined.^
In the cases of non-blood assault, the penalty was also 
constant - a fine of £10.^
Aggravations could increase the basic fine - where a person 
struck another under night (more fully "under cloud and 
silence of night") the fine was £25=
Also in a serious case where the court officer was struck 
when going his rounds in the prison, the two persons 
involved received fines of £.30 and £20 respectively.
The aggravations in this case were considerable - apart 
from striking the court officer and breaking his staff, 
the assault was committed under "cloud of night" in 
prison with the alleged purpose of liberating one of the 
prisoners.®''
In a dispute concerning land boundaries, one of the 
disputants struck and beat the horses of the other who 
was ploughing. The aggressor was fined £50 for the riot 
with £10 to the other* In comparison with the fines 
imposed for striking humans, this .fine seems heavy, but 
it may have been that there was then a greater sympathy 
for animals struck by humans.^
Threatened assault was punished as a non-blood assault,with
a fine of £10.^
(2) Defamation.
A fine of £10 was the normal sentence.^
(5) Deforcement.
Fines of £10, £5 and 20 merks are noted in the earliest 
period, but the amounts were increased g^reatly in the 
middle and later periods - £100 and £50.
(4) Adultery. //
1. Nb.400.
2. Nb.lO.
3. Nb.15,22/3, 50/1,35/4,55 etc. but see Nb.l4 ~ 10 merks.
Nb.251- £5.
4. Nb.71.
5. Na.5/4.
60 No.8/9.
7. Na.33/4, also Na.l81 - caution not to molest.
9I Nall67l 1%%; 558.
10. Nb.41/2, 49, 55, 116,
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
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(4) Adultery,
f
A possible fine of £10,
(5) Theft.
i.
Fines of £10 and £5 are noted.
(6) Religious,
The Covenanting measures were enforced severely and by far 
the heaviest fines in the record were imposed in this 
sphere - £555) £200 and £100 are notedf
(7) Miscellaneous.
(a) Poaching. The statutory penalties were 10 merks, 20 
merks, 4^ merks and Imprisonment, but the cases show fines 
of £10 and 10 merks. One case, however, gives a fine of £10i
(b) Boundary disput es. £10 for moving boundary stones was 
normal, but £20 is noted in one case. In the latest period 
fines of £50 were given, but all fines were increased at 
that time.
(c) Cutting timber and broom. The statutory penalties 
were £10, £20 and £40, but oases show £10 and £5» One 
case gives £20.
(d.) Administrative, £10 and £5* It is noted that during 
the Covenanting period the fines for non-appearance were 
increased from £10 to £50, with some of £20.
1* Mb.12.
2. Nb.42/5, 150, 321,
5. ÎSC.V5, 5, 13, 35,
4. Hb.59, SO, 205/7
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
6. mRONGOURT. 1523-1747.
The standard punishment in the Baron courts for all orlme^, 
almost without exception, was the imposition of a fine*
(1) Assault*
The amounts of the fines are not stated in the Garnwath 
record and no indication can he given as to the amount of 
either the principal fine or the fine for hloodwyte, but 
in the later records it is interesting to note that the 
amounts of the principal fines followed a. definite 
pattern*
In the blood assaults, the usual fine was £50 Scots.^
In the case of non-blood assaults, the usual fines were 
£10 and £5^
Before a fine of &5G was Imposed, there would have to be a 
considerable amount of blood shed and some cases, in which 
£50 was mentioned, show assaults amounting to attempted 
murder, mth a corresponding diminution in both the 
severity of the assault and the amount of blood spilt in 
the cases where fines of I7K), £50 and £20 were imposed*
One case in the Forbes record is exceptional in that 
although the facts showed a serious assault, the assaulter 
was provoked and struck in his own defence* He had spilt 
blood and so could not be absolved, but his fine was only
£10 f
lo Pc .121/4, 144/6, 147 etc.
Q. 29, 30/1, 39 etc.
Ra. 241, 246/7, 260/1 etc*
8. 101/2, 107 etc.
- fines of £40, £30, £24, £20, £10, £5 and 50/- are 
noted in a few cases*
2. P.53, 95, 118 etc.
Q. 22, 28, 31 etc.
Ha. 235, 250/1 etc.
8. 76/7, 78/9 etc.
3 . Ha.249/0.
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There are exceptional oaces among non-blood assaults where
(
the fine is over £10 but these cases are not frequent - but 
leaving these exceptions aside,the majority of the cases 
conformto the pattern of £50 - £10 for blood, and £10 and 
under for non-blood *
In the Stitchlll record, fines for blood were divided into 
two categories - those whoro the fine was at "the Lord's
s-
mercy" i.e. where the accused placed himself in will, but 
little difference is seen in the sentences.
Bloodwyte fines in 8titchi11 are notable in that with one 
exception the fine for wyte is exactly half the fine for 
bloodi In the exceptional case the parties are female, but i' 
cannot be positively stated that this factor is of import- 
iiinoe as in many other cases no special significance is 
attached to females as parties to assault actions
Age, however, was of importance and there is one case where 
two minors are found to have committed blood and their age 
is taken into account - "because of their present minority, 
pupillarity and loss age" they are sentenced "to what 
amerciament or personal punishment the Lord pleases for
JS"
the said blood".
1. P. 112 - £50..
Q. 186 - £50.
8. 112 - £50.
8.102 - mo.
P. 118 - £20.
Rn.293 " £20.
289 - £20.
8.239/0- £20.
8. 87/8- £15=
2. Q. 12, 24 etc.
3= Q. 29 - £50 - £25, also 30/1, 48, 63, 64, 71=
Q. 9 - £24 - £12, also 22.
q. 18 - £20 - £10.
The other records do not show such a clear oattern.
Ra.246/7 - £50 - £5=
305 - £ 5 - £5o
8.143/4 - £50 - £40.
4. Q .12 - £10 -
5= qo48.
XII. FINING (OonW.)
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In some non-blood assaults a further penalty in addition
to a fine was imposed, e.g. the infliction of the stocks
/
during the lord's pleasure or a time limit to pay a fine
£.
under threat of corporal punishment.
ravations were noted in connection m.th the substance of 
the offence, It is difficult to say how far they increased 
the penalty. If it is accepted that the normal non-blood 
fine was £10, some, but not all, of the aggravated cases 
show fines of £20
A statute passed by the Urie court, dealing with non-blood
assaults is noted in full -
"In consideration of the manifold troubles and molestat- 
: ions which occur among neighbours and tenants in the 
Barony, the one oppressing the other with violence, the 
Laird being hindered through their daily complaints, 
thought it advisable to ratify and approve an act of cour' 
concerning peace and quietness within his barony dated at 
the Mill of Cowie on the 16th day of October, 1592, which 
act and ordinance of the court contains provisions to the 
effect that whatever tenant in the Barony invades his 
neighbour or any other person in the Barony, putting 
hands on him in violence shall incur a penalty, namely 
£10, to be paid to the Laird and also to satisfy the wron 
done to the injured person by the offence"<
but this act appears to have been directed against what is
called in the Stitchill record "Riot and Straikes" and did
not appear to affect the more serious penalties competent
in a case of bloodshedding*
(2) Defamation; The usual fines were £10 or £5» but in 'the 
Gorshill record, although some of the fines fall within the 
£10 and £5 range, heavier fines are noted - £50, £20 and 
£15= The Gorshill record contained a statute which imposed 
a £15 fine on "flyting, scolding and scandal" and this was 
enforced «
1.Q.22.
2.0.111/2.
3. P.117/8 - £20,
8.100. 239/0 - £20,^ V  ^ . V/ ^
but q.135 - £10.
4. P. 7/8.
XII. FINING (Çontd.)
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In one case the insulted obtained coLapensabion - the Insulte:
/
was fined £10 with £3 payable to the insulted «
(3) Deforcement.
The normal penalty was a fine, the amounts varying between 
£10 and
It is noted that one of the few entries in Carnwath which 
shown an amount is a deforcement fine of £10.
Oorshill again shows a heavier fine than normal - one of 
iS20^ - and in the Leys record a composite sentence of 
escheat of moveables, a fine of £40 and stocks for 24 
hours is noted
(4) Theft.
Ij'ining was the normal penalty for the vast majority of 
thefts «
The usual fine varied between amounts of £10 and £3? but 
some of £20 are noted.
Each record shews court statutes passed against particular 
forms of theft - taking peats, crops etc. and the normal 
amounts in such cases were 40/-d. ^
Restitution or payment of damages in lieu occurs «- for 
taking corn, the accused had to repay 3 fold and lie in 
the stocks for 24 hours
(5) Miscel1aneous.
(a) Contempt of Court. Non-aopearance was punished by
fines of £10 or £3<
(b) //
1. q.l5G/7.
2. 0.186.
3. 8.118.
■‘’•I- 0 Rd o 222 o
5o but see P. 101/2 ™ £20,
6. 0.“ 139/0,
also P. 101/2 "* £20 and satisfaction. 
q.l03 “ £5 and damages.
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(5) Miscellaneous (Contd.)
(b) Damage to property. The fines varied greatly - again 
£5 was frequent for breaking doors, killing a dog without 
cause and for dogs worrying sheep. But £'40 was imposed 
for cutting off a horse's tail and £60 for burning heather 
carelessly.
(c) Poaching. A case brought under a national act (15 Jas 
¥I. 0.248) imposed £10 and confiscation of weapons and in 
other cases £10 and £8 are noted.
(d) Statutory offences. Breaches of the court statutes 
are noted frequently and the usual fine was £10, but £20 
and £5 were imposed on occasions. It is seen that where 
reference is made to national acts, the fines are much 
heavier - £200 -- in a sumptuary case.^
1. Q. 159/0,
XII. FINING (Contd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714.
Fining is by far the most frequent form of sentence 
throughout all records. In the earliest period the most 
usual amount of the fine was 8 solid!.
It must be known that the Burgess’ fine is 8/- if he is 
convicted in an action.'
But this is by no means the maximum fine - in many cases
larger amounts are stated and it can be said that 8/- was
the fine for administrative contraventions and breach of
trading regulations.
It is a feature of the early records (although it is not 
stated in Aberdeen) that the fines were applied to 
particular purposes in the to mi.
To be used to purchase wax to be burnt before St. Hobart 
in honour of God and the holy Kirk.*"
Whoever is fined this year shall have his fine given to 
the bridge.'
In the later records, it is interesting to see that over 
a period the town councils gradually took over the fines 
for themselves.
In terras of an act, the council of Peebles decided that the 
magistrates should take a quarter of the fines for riot and 
blood and the treasurer should not be accountable for this 
part, but only for the other three quarters which are due 
to the town.^
1. L.q.B. XXXIX. n. 19.
2. Z.28/9. 1326, also
Blood - fines to go to the bell.
2. 48. 1547.
Insulting and rebellious - £40 to the common work of the 
toim. 2. 116/7. 1607.
Blood and troubling - caution of £10 to the common 
work. 53.1349.
Lawburrows - caution of £5 to the poor hospital.
Z. 81. 1565.
Also to the rood work ; Z.9. 1521, Z. 1'5. 1522.
5. X. 137. 1468, also
X.5260 1571 various fines to go to the bridge.
Xo550o 1572 - to the outwatch.
4. Y.46. 1658.
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
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By then, Stirling was already taking half :-
All fines for blood or xhot were to be divided half to the 
treasurer for the town’s account and the other half to 
the provost and bailies.''
In 1662 the Peebles magistrates’ share was increased to 
one-half also, and by an act of 1681 they took the whole 
fine.
In one case the magistrates of Peebles declared their aim of 
punishment
The Magistrates and Council have no delight in oppressing 
people by fines, yet they are still content and will make 
it their business to have all persons reduced to 
regularity and will oblige them to continue in good 
neighbourhood with all persons
If the person convicted of the fine was unable to pay, he 
could be made to work for the towns
Garcifer Thome de Moravia found Thomas caution that Thome 
de Moravia would carry out common work to the value of  ^
eight solid! •» which he had been fined for his brigacion?
Fines could be re?3iitted on application to the Council<T
If a fine could not be met, a personal punishment was 
imposedÎ
In two exceptional cases noted in the Statute Gilde, the 
penalty is stated to be a cask of wine.
No Burgess shall ask any person to represent him in 
Court who dwells outside the court’s jurisdiction to plead 
for him against any of the other Burgesses under forfeit 
of a cask of wine.?
Also //
1. X.368. 1627.
2. Y.54, also T.88.1673 and Y.lOl.
3. Y.130/1. 1689.
4. V.219.
5o Y.137o 1691 - Ex-Provost prayed to be relieved of fines 
for riot.
6. Y.144. 1693.
7. 8.G. XXXV. p. 80.
XII. FINim (Contd.)
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Also, if anyone makes, any conspiracy against the community 
to divide or scatter it, he shall he sentenced to give a 
cask of wine as forfeit y
Sometimes an additional punishment was imposed, but this 
will be noted undex' the heading of the particular crime 
where it occurs. However, frequently imprisonment was 
added ~ the person was imprisoned till he paid his fine - 
in this case, imprisonment was given not having regard to 
the crime but rather having regard to the person’s credit 
rating.
(1) Assault.
l/liile fining was the standard penalty, the amounts are 
rarely stated.
(a) Verberacion.
Christinus de Clunes placed himself in the will of the 
bailies for the verberacion of a certain woman and was 
fined by the Court (he had to find caution also to 
guarantee (1) that he would satisfy her and (2) that he 
would not trouble the town again under pain of £.10).'*-
(b) Percussion.
A court statute gave 8/- for armed assault and 4/- for 
striking.
If anyone strikes another within the burgh with a sword, 
axe, knife or stick, he will be fined 8 solid!y
If anyone strikes with his fist, he will be fined 4
solid!.6
The cases do not usually give the amount of the fine.
1. C.G. XXXVI. p. 80.
2. Vo 24, also V. 49 - 140 - no will, fined.
V. 49, 66, 118, 79, 111 " will and fined.
3. V. 216.
4. V. 216.
5» Stabbing with knife - will and fined - V. 120.
Percussione and vulueravit - fined - V, 153#
■Perçussione usque ad sanguinem et bla - fined 8/- - V.234 
Fined for threatening to strike another - V.64.
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(I) Assault (Contd.)
(b) Percussi on (Gontd.)
The old lav/s make provision for assaults within the guilds.
If any gild brother strikes another with his fist, he 
will be fined half a merk and he will make aasythment to 
the injured according to the will of the Alderman and 
the Dean of the other gild brothers. If any gild brother 
draws the blood of another, he will be fined 20 solid! 
and shall pay assythment according to the will of the 
Alderman and the Dean and the other gild brothers . None 
of their fines shall be modified or remitted by prayer or 
in any other manner of way.'
(c) Blood.
While fining was the basic penalty, the amount was seldom 
stated.
In one case the woman was threatened with a fine of £10 
if she offended again but this would be a higher fine than 
' for the first offence.^
John Mitchell was fined £12 for blood and riot,*
(d) Non-Blood.
Fining was the standard penalty for assault and the usual 
fine in the early Peebles record was 10/-d*
Thom of Balcaske and Wyllem Bullem were fined 20/-d. 
and 10/“d. respectively, the fibres going to the building 
of the tolbooth, for fighting.'"
An Act provided that if anyone brawled in the town he 
would be fined 10/- to the common work.6
In Stirling, fining was certainly imposed in some non-blood 
cases, but it was by no means inevitable and sometimes 
personal punishment was imposed instead of or in addition 
to a fine,
lo, 8.G. VII, 67o 6, X. 127" 1458, also whoever is
2, Z.IO, 1521, found in the wyt of fighting
Zo40o 1545# and troubling the town shall
Z,48, 1547# pay 10/- to the causeway being
Z,78, 1560/1, made to the High Kirk, and if
3o Z.55# 15490 other parties are found in the
5/"d.
Y.58, 1664 - ^ 3 . X. 146. 1462,
I'94. 1677 - 8 merkso also 2/- to the Town Clerk,
5, X.132/3. 1459. X.I4 7. 1462.
X. 164/5. 1470.
fine of 10/- for fighting.
FINING (Oontd..)
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(1) Assault (Contd.)
(d) Non!Blood (Contd.)
Again the amounts of tho fines are not usually given. 
but ™ for troubling a bailie the accused was fined £5#
The same amounts were given in the Peebles record.
William Jackson was fined £5 for riot
Payment of the fine could be enforced by imprisonment.
John Hope came in to will for riot and was fined £4
and ordered to remain in ward until paid y
Other considerations could be added to the fine and 
imprisonment.
Thomas fiurdo was fined £10 for a riot on, among others, 
a bailie, and imprisoned until he found caution (1) 
to pay the fine and (2) to remove from the town under 
pain of banishment.
Patrick Dickieon was fined 10 merks for threatening a 
former provost and was imprisoned during the provost’s 
pleasure
The imprisonment could be for a minimum definite period
and thereafter indefinite -
James Oheill was fined £30 for assaulting the. provost 
and imprisoned for eight days and also until he paid 
the fine and until he gave up his burgess ticket.'’
(e) lialedic'bion.
T'he court statute states -
If anyone insults (maledixit) another within the burgh or 
defames (tangendo) his good name,he will be fined two 
solidi.^
1. Z.18. 1323/4 . Z.20. 1324. Z.21. 1325 etc.
2. 2.88. 1398#
3. Y.8.1633, also 21.
4e y.4o 1632. Y.38.1664 ™ £20 and warded till paid 
Y.II3# 20/- ' -do-
3. Y.7/8. 1632.
6. Y .31 1662.
7. Yo131/2. 1695, also definite period.
Y.14o1653 - warded for 24 hours and fined 24/-d.
8. V.2I6/7.
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(l) Assault (Contd.)
(e) Malediction (Contd.)
But again no .details are given of the araounts imposed in 
the cases.
Johannus Lany was fined for insulting Thomas Strang.
He placed himself in will and Strang was also fined.^
The old laws provide -
If any gild brother trespassed against another through 
insulting, he shall pay 40 pence for the first, second 
and third offences, and if he offends for the fourth 
time he will be condemned at the will of the Alderman, 
the Dean of Guild and the rest of the gild brothers and 
further shall make amends for his damage,^
(f) Insulting^
Again the Stirling record shows personal punishment, with
Î
some cases of fining in addition, hut no amounts are given.
The later Peebles record gives details of the amounts,
which varied'between 3 end 10 merks ^
The provost of the time and the previous provost v/ere 
fined 5 merks for their raiscax’riage before the council 
and reflecting on others.
Aggravations are noted -
Insulting in court before the Bailies - an Aberdeen 
statute gives details %
If anyone insults (maledicit) another in the court of 
the PrepOSitus or in the Bailies' Court, he will be 
fined 8 solid! (the basic fine for Insulting was 2 
solid!) o
But the cases do not give any details.^
1. V.24.
2. S.G.- V & VI. p. 66/7.
3. %.48. 1347.
4. T.32. 1662.
Y.9 5. 1678 - 3 merks in court.
T.99. 1680 - 10 merks.
Y.).IP. 1683 “ 3 merks, also 114. 1684.
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(1) Assault (Contd.)
(g) Insulting Official.
Uhile,strictly speaking,this was only an aggravation of the 
basic crime, the penalty in the later records was much more 
severe than merely an aggravation. However, in the early 
recoc-ds, the penalty was a heavier fine.
James Stewart and Thomas Hislop were fined 5 merks - to 
the bridge w'crk, for insulting a Bailie. They had also tc 
undergo public punishment.'
Again the Stirling record shows personal punishment, with 
some cases of fining. More details are given.
James Wallace was fined £5 and. had to make public 
confession. *■
Two more serious cases - one of Insulting and striking 
the provost and another of escaping from prison and refus -
J»
: ing to obey a bailie - had fines of £40 and imprisonment.
In the later records, fines were imposed, but usually a 
further punishment was added. The normal fine was £20, 
but £10, 20 merits and 10 merks are noted.
John Edgear was fined 20 merks for defaming a former 
Provost •
Imprisonment.
And3?ew Haldin was fined £10 for insulting the Provost 
and town officers. He was Imprisoned till he paid and 
also during the magistrates' pleasure. Also he had to 
find lawburrows.
John Dickson was fined £20 for insulting a former 
treasurer and was imprisoned until he paid and also 
for three days and nights.^
Loss of freedom.
William Williamson was fined 10 merks and warded till 
paid for insulting the provost and also had his freedom 
as a burgess suspended. ?
7
1. X.292/3. 1563,
2. Z.94. 1599.
3. Z.133=1613, Z.116/7.1607.
4. Y.50.1662, also Y.111.1683 - 20 merks.
Y.106.1682 - fined £20 for abusing bailie.
Y.162. 1699 - fined £10 -do-
Y.19/20.1653# Margaret Greg was fined 30/- for insulting 
a bailie and imprisoned till paid.
5. Y.73#1667. Y.76.1667 - fined 40 merks - imprisoned dur-
îing provost's pleasure for insulting him 
6o Y. 84.16,71, ajjso Y.8,5 - J.CL merles and 24 hours or till he 
Y %0^)664 hours or tillpai
XII. FINING (Gontd.)
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(1) Assault (Contd.)
(h) False Accusations.
In Stirling, the usual sentence was personal punishment hut 
one case shows fining as the sentence - no amount is givenf
Fining (£10, 20 merks, 10 merks, 5 merks) was standard in 
the Peebles record -
Thomas Bmyth wrongly accused John Wallace of theft and 
was fined 20 merks of which 2 merks were to be paid to 
Wallace ^
Personal punishment could be added :
Thomas Moses was fined £12 for wrongfully accusing 
another of theft. He had also to stand at the mercat 
cross with a paper on his head stating his crime and 
was imprisoned till he paid the fine.^
(2) Crimes against Public Order.
(a) Pert urbane i on.
The early records show that fining was standard, but no 
amounts are given.
Mauricius Suerdsleper was fined for unlawfully assaulting 
Walt or us Rede, a town officer.
Willelmus de Foty placed himself in will for perturbacion 
of the bailies and the town watch and was fined.*" '
Fined for perturbacion of the town with a /
Fines of 8/- are noted for perturbacion of court and were 
given in the old laws.
1. Z.13. 1521/2.
2. T.86/7.1672, also Y.95.1678 - 5 merks.
Y.96. 1679 - £10.
Y.lll. 1683 ■" 10 merks and pardon.
Ye 134 “■ £20 wrongly accused of drinking King James* 
health.
3. Y.10/11.1653.
4. V.23, also 26, 48, 149, 160, 234.
5 . V.26, also 29, 4 5.
V.2ë, 2^, 35, 35.
V.48 53,,.35.
V.119, 125, 136.
T.140j 148!
V.ljf 156.
(W. after placing himself in will).
XII. FINING (Contdo)
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(2) Grimes against Public Order (Contd.)
(a) Perturbacion (Contd.)
It is ordained that in the courts no one shall dare to 
spealc concerning an action except only the pursuer and 
the defender and their advocates and except also the 
Bailies who hold the court and that such people will only 
speak in connection vjith the action. The pursuer as well 
as the defender may call on anyone he likes to give 
counsel. If anyone contravenes this law, he will be 
fined 8 solid!.'
but “
If anyone speaks out of turn in the court of the Propositus
or in the Courts of the Bailies and so disturbs the Courts,
and unless he speaks with permission sought and obtained, 
he will be fined 12 pennies ^
For perturbacion of. a house, the accused was fined but no 
amounts are given.J
(b) Disobeying, town officers.
In terms of the court statute, the fine was 8/-
If anyone defames or insults or disobeys any town officer
in the court of his duty, he will be fined 8 solid! without
remission# 4
But again the record does not give details of the amounts -
Thomas Johannis carnifex in three fines -
1. because he was rebel to the town officers in the course 
of their duties.
2# because he was’disobedient'to the bailies, being unwilling 
to enter prison at their order.
s''
3* because he left prison,without their permission.
Thomas, son of Johannis, was fined (1) because he disturbed 
the town with Hobertus de Angus and (2) because he was 
rebellious and disobedient to the bailies.&
(c) Being Rebellious.
Again in Stirling, fining was conUned with another penalty or 
penalties.
1 e S, Gr 9 XX. p o 73 #
2. V.216.
3. V.53.
4. V.216.
5. V.134.
6. V.48, also V.49, 75, 107
XII. FINING (Contd.)
7. BUllGH COURUT. 1398-1714 (Contd.)
(2) Crimes against Public Order (Contd.)
(c) Being Rebellious (Contd.)
Fined £3.0 for disobeying the kirk and magistrates and 
public confession or banishment.'
Peebles shows fining (£10, 10 merks) and in certain cases 
a further penalty also.
In will for refusing to accept Council's price for meal 
and fined 10 merks.^
In a tumult action, tiie persons were .fined 40/-, £4, £6, 
£8 for disobeying the council. They were also forbidden 
to trade until they petitioned the council /
Andrew Haldine was fined £10 for disobeying a bailie and 
for leaving prison. He was also imprisoned for 48 
hours and had his freedom as a burgess revoked.
Exceptionally, the fine could be £50 -
James Thrift was fined £50 for tearing a page out of the 
court book and w;as, .Imprisoned till he paid and found 
caution of 400 merks. His burgess ticket was reduced.
(d ) l)e.for Çement ......
Fining wap ataiidard.
Willelmus de Strode was fined for a defrcement/
In one case after reference to will the fine was stated 
to be 8/-d.
John Lyllay was. fined 20/- for deforcing the sergeant 
and striking him. He also had to find lawburrows
(3) Theft. ^ ' *»*f¥wn^HSi¥VNR.T=a
In the later records, fining was imposed for small thefts, 
sometimes with a further penalty added. The amounts varied - 
£18, £12, £3î 40/-, 10 merks,. 5 merks,
1.z.93/3. 1599.
Zo116/7# 1607# £40 and imprisoned for escaping from ward 
and disobeying bailie.
2. T.57/8. 1663., 180.1681 - fined 10 merks.
3. Y.105,
Y. 136/7 fined £10 and imprisoned till paid and during 
magistrates * pleasure «
4. Y.48. 1659.
5. Y.128.
6. V.65, V.117, 198.
7. V.209,also V.117 - will and fined,
8. X.131/2. 1459,
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(3) Theft (Contd.)
Various persons were convicted of reset and were fined 30/' 
and ordered to restore the articles.'
With Imprisonment added -
James Wadie and others were fined 10 merks and 40/- for 
stealing corn and were imprisoned for 48 hours. They 
had to find oantio)i not to commit the like under pain 
of public punishment.^
William Euinond was fined £18 and imprisoned till he paid 
and for 48 hours for stealing a harrow
With public punishment added -
Willieon Eumond and his father, Andrew, were fined 40/- 
and £12 respectively for reset# They were also to sit 
at the cross during the market day for two hours, bare- 
:headed with the stolen goods around thera.^
(4) Unlawful Detention.'  * i?aaE^ Men>.«a-cnt>u.]»..wnw<—<■* «> i *  j ..
In the early period, uniawful detention was punished by 
fining.
In the terras of the court statute -
If any Burgess of the town wilfully detains anything 
owned by or owing to another Burgess and permits the 
claimant to proceed against him before the Bailies up 
to the fourth day of the action and then is convicted 
by the Court or confesses the claim, the defender or 
detainer will be fined 8 solid! without remission#
The amount of the fine is not given in the cases -
Thomas Halt was fined for unlawfully detaining 7/- from 
Willelmus 8trade.^
Thomas Blake was fined for detaining a ring and was 
ordered to restore it or its value.
1. Y# 26. 1655.
Y.49/50.1661 - fined £3 and 40/-, women stealing corn, 
caution for good behaviour,
Y.9I. Fined 5 merks - caution not to commit the like 
under pain of banishment.
2. Y. 57. 1663.
3. Y. 88.
4. Y. 88. 1673. William was also fined £18: for stealing
a harrow.
5. V. 216#
6. V.3I, also V.35, 39, 40 etc#
Also V.64 - fined for taking bread.
7# V.66, also V.69, 110, 120/1 etc.
Shovel. V. 124.
Axe. V. 135-
V. 140, 164.
Z. 11. 1521 - fined but no details - withholding two 
cloaks•
a -  i m i m  )
7. BÜRglLCGURT# (&%#.*)
Pimlng was also the standard penalty in the early records 
for fraud through using false weights and measures.
Each Burgeaa shall have in his house a measure to woig^ i 
his corn eto« All measuroa and weights will be sealed 
with the Seal of the Bm?gh and if anyone uses a falae 
meaeure or weight, he will pay a full fine,'
If anyone knowingly uaea false meaeuroe or weights and 
if he is cozivicted, he will pay a fine of eight solid!. 
for hia default, and also pay damages to tlie party and he 
will bo punished by the Bailiee by fining for the first, 
eecond and third oooaaione* On the fourth occaoion, he 
will be at the King * e mercy for life and limb for ouch 
fraud perM.ne to the King's Growi elnce the fine of the 
Burgh does not exceed 8/- and in such cane the King’s 
fine ie £10
The oasoB do not give details of the amounts#
(6) iasocq.tenaQMa. ■
There az'o a large number of miscellaneous offences - 
administrative5 trading, security, farming provisions, all 
of which wore punished by fining.
Towards the ond of tho Aberdeen rooord, details ore given 
of a burgh statute which laid down penaltlos for various 
crimes:- . .
On 16th October5 1405, with the consent and assent of the 
greater pa??t of the community gathered there, it was 
ordained for the common benefit of the town;- 
When summoned personally to the courts or to the tribunals 
of tho prepoaitus and not appearing before the final 
hearing, the person will be fined 4d, without; rémission 
unless he has a lawful re^soh#
The same fine- will be imposed on %:)arsons absent before the 
court of the Bailies,^
1. L.Q.B, XLVIII, p,23.
2# L.q.B. IXVIII, I). 33/4, also 
P,G, X]L, p, 180/1,
3, V, 115 in I'/ill for selling wine without proper measures
and fined,
V, 41 - fined for selling flow? without using official 
measures,
V, 115 also wine similarly - in will and. fined,
4, V, 215/6,
XII. PINING (Contd.)
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(6) Miscellaneous (Contd.) ^
(a) For absence (Contd.)
But the standard .tine according to the .record for non- 
appearance at the hearing was 8 solid!, (The fine in the
statute of 4d. appears to relate to absence at the first,
second and third days of the action but appearing on the 
fourth day).
Thomas Halt did not appear to answer the summons of 
Willelmus de Strade - and was fined 8 solid! and ordered 
to find caution for his appearance at the next court.'
Reference to the fine of 4d. is given in the old laws:-
Burgesses must attend the .three principal Courts in the 
year. If he does not attend for any good reason, he 
shall be fined 4d. if he lives in the Burgh. If the 
Burgess lives in the country, he will be fined 8/-d. *-
The later records show that fining for absence was standard- 
there is no mention of outlawry in the Burgh court records/
(b) Trading offences, . . .
In the early and middle periods many cases occur of fining 
because the accused sold goods below the fixed price. The
amounts of the fines are not given, but the statutory 
penalty for such practices in the court acts and in the
old laws was a fine of 8/-. The later records do not 
show cases of this crime.
Instances of foristallacion and regratacion occur very 
frequently ..in the early period the standard statutory 
penalty was 8/- but the actual fines varied - 40/-, 16/8, 
13/4, 10/-, 5 merks are noted in addition to fines less 
than 8/-.
1. V.23, also
V.23,26,27,29,34, 39,42,43,45/6,30,31,52 etc. 
Caution and fining. V. 146,1%, 153, 137, 161/2.
2. L.Q.B. XL. p.19,
3. X.111.1436 etc.
Y.21.1653 - absent councillors were fined 6/8d. 
Y.46,1638 - 2/-d.
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(6) Miscellaneous (Contd.)
(c) ââsisiSZ'
The frequent statutes and cases in the early and middle 
periods relating to watches on the towngates show fines of 
8/-, as do the statutes prohibiting leases to strangers, 
but in the later periods, the fines for taking in strangers, 
vagabonds and beggars increased considerably and £20 and £10 
fines are noted, with one of £100.
(d) Burgessdisputes,
Fining was not the normal penalty in such cases, but 
occasional fines are noted ™* £3, 40/-, in the later period.
For taking excessive dues at the mill, the miller was fined
£20 and £10.
(e) Farming and grazing provisions•
In the early and middle periods the fines were 8/-, but 
this was increased to £5, 40/™ and 30/-.
Taking greenwood - 40/-, peats 30/-
(f) Generkl.
In the latest period, attendance at church was compelled 
under fines of £12, £10, 3 merks.
Gambling was forbidden, under fines of 10 merks.
cqncLUOiorTs.
XII FINING. .
lo Fining was tho moot fréquent determi%iation in the lo%for 
courts and it waa fréquent in the main courts in certain 
Crimea - particularly assault.
2. In the earliest noriod of the justiciary records when 
compounding and remission was standard, fines (£10, £3,
10 merks) were imposed in such cases if the accused confessed 
or vnis convictedo Fines were not imposod if the accused 
had agreed composition before he cam© to court.
3. Ill tho middle period tho king imposed fines (£5600, 5560 
merks, 25P0 merks) in some cases where the accused came into 
his will, but this woo not maintained.
4. Fining became more frequent in the later period -
assault - £100, £50 (exceptional £100 Stg.) 
adultery- £50.
theft ■" 400 merks, 100 merks.
5= The references In the other courts are frequent •-
(a) Argyll - assault ™ blood -r £100, £50»
non blood - £50» 
aggravated - £100.
. Îiîiriiesucken - £50#
deforcement - 500 merks, 100 merks,
adultery - £40.
rape - 100 merks.
theft - £200, £100, £50,
£40, £20, £10.
miscellaneous - £10, £5.
(b) Bheriff court ™ middle - assault ™ £50 (exceptional
£200, £100)
- the fines for the other 
crimes were similar, In the 
range of £100, £50, £50,£10,
(c) dlietlnnd court - assaults - blood - 40/-, 4 merks,
aggravations 40/.
- non blood - 1 merks, 2 merks. 
5 merks,
aggravations 40/.
- adultery - £4-.
- theft - 2 merks.
- witchcraft-2 merks.
- miscellaneous - 40/-
(d) / /
00NCLU8IÜM8.
XII. FINING (Gontd.)
(d) Regality courts - assaults - blood -
early - no amounts, 
middle and Hater- £56»
- non blood -
early - £10. 
middle and later - £10.
aggravated - £50, £25, £20.
- defamation - £10.
deforcement™
early - £10, £5# 
middle - £100, £50#
™ adultery - £10.
- theft ™ £10, £5#
- religious - £200, £100.
- raisce]lsaneous™£56, £20, £10,
(e) Baron courts - assault - blood - £56, £40, £30, £20.
™ non blood - £10, £5»
- aggravated » £20.
- defamation - £10, £5#
- deforcement - £10, £5*
- theft - £10, £5.
- miscellaneous - £10, £5®
(f) Burgh courts - assault - early » 8/-, 4/-
- middle - blood - £12, £3#
- early - non blood ~ 10/-
- middle- £10, £5 (exceptional
£50)
™ insulting - early 2/-
- middle - 10 merks, 5 merks.
- insulting 
officials ~ early 8/-.
“ middle and later - £40, £20,
■perturbacion ™ early 8/-
rebellion - early 8/-
-'raiddie £10 (excptional £50)
deforcement - early 8/-
theft ™ middle and later £18, £12,
£5, 10 merks.
miscellaneous - early 8/-
- middle and later £10, £5*
6. //
OONGLUüIONS.
XII. FINING (Oontd.)
60 In the earlier and middle burgh courts, it is seen that 
the fines were applied to particular purposes in the town - 
e.go buildings, roads and bridges, but in the later period 
they were token by the magistrates.
7® From the foregoing, it is seen that apart from' the 
heavy will fines in the middle justiciary courts, the fines 
fall generally into the following groups in the middle and 
later periods.
Justiciary courts and Argyll - £200, £100, £36#
Lower courts - £100, £36. 
with the usual fine around £10.
XIII. LOSS OF BURGH FREEDOM.
1. BURGH OpURT# 1398-1714 (Contd.)
The hurgb court records show a penalty which was peculiar 
to the burghs ™ for crimes against the burgh or its 
officials, the accused, if he wasa burgess, could have his 
burge8B-freedom annulled•
An act prohibited a burgess or inhabitant from raising 
an action before any judge other than the magistrates, 
under pain of 5 merks and loss of freedom within the 
burgh./
(1) Assaulting the officials.
If anyone draws a knife or weapon against a bailie or 
officer he will forfeit his freedom.
James Shell1 was fined £50 for assaulting the provost 
and imprisoned until he paid and also until he gave up 
his'burgess ticket which was to be torn up by the town 
officer at the cross.^
(2) Being rebellious.
Richart ilereleis and others were 'discharged of their 
freedom for leaving the town at night and abusing the 
watch. They were banished under pain of death
If anyone insults the council he will lose his freedom 
and be prohibited from seeking office in the future.
Thomas Oaitcheon was sentenced, for disobeying a bailie 
and for striking him, to have his burgess ticket torn 
up by the town officer at the cross,to the beat of a 
drum and to be imprisoned during the magistrates * 
pleasure
James Thrift tore a page out of the court book and had 
his burgess ticket reduced for all time. He was.also 
fined £50 .^
(5) Miscellaneous.
The town clerk was suspended from office and was 
discharged of his freedom of the burgh for wrongfully 
giving sasine of burgh property to Lord Yester,^
:i*53St?.'S«Mr,¥T.aTW«nyw
1, Y.174.
2. X.260.1560.
5. Y.151/2.1693, also Y.155,1695®
4. Z.41. 1545.
5. X.514/5,1569, also if a freeman disobeys a town officer
he will lose his freedom - X.528,1571.
6. Y.156/7. 1691, also Y,2/5,1652.
7. Y.128.1689.
8. Y.2. 1652.
Y.79. 1669 “ Notary’s freedom revoked for acting 
against the town.
XIII. L088 OF BURGH FREEDOM (Gontd.)
1. BURGH GOURT. 1598-1714 (Gontd.)
(5) Miscellaneous (Gontd.)
The burgesses were ordered to inspect certain fields 
under pain of losing their freedom.'
If anyone pursues another burgess before another judge, 
he will lose his freedom^
Alexander Stevinsoun was banished for associating with 
Margaret Donaldson against a court order and he also 
lost his freedom»’
The revocation could be temporary*
William Williamson was fined 10 merks and warded till 
paid for defaming the provost * Also his freedom as a 
burgess was suspended during the council's pleasure.
In a tumult action the council ordered those concerned 
to .hand in their burgess tickets pending investigation* 
Some were fined and forbidden to trade in the burgh 
until they supplicated the council/"
Or could be restored in time -
Andrew Haldine was fined £10 for disobeying a bailie 
and for leaving prison* He was also imprisoned for 48 
hours and had his burgess ticket destroyed 
Three years lator he successfully petitioned the council 
for restoration of his freedom and liberty as a burgess 7
William Henderson broke ward and was sentenced to lose 
his freedom, but the council accepted his petition that^ 
he was truly penitent and he was restored to his liberty,
Removal of freedom could be threatened.
Troubling a bailie -» fined £5 aud if he offended again 
he would lose his freedom*
1* X*215.153#
Enforcing court statute*
X*215/6* 155'
Abolishing outland burgesses.
X*222.1555'
2* X.297' 1564*
Also assist council under pain of loss of freedom,
X.518.1570.
5* Z.155'1622.
2.17* 1522.
■If an act was contravened the penalty was loss of fheedorj 
Also 2*55. 1548. . . .
2.189* 1646 “■ accepting unfreemen as tenants.
4 , Y.G0.1664.
5. Y.104.1682. Y. 105*1682*
YI55I le^^I
8. 2.208.1655.
9. 2.88*3.598. Disobeying bailie - forgiveness and if agair.banishment and loss of freedom.
2.125.1609. £100 caution dnd banishment and loss of 
freedom,
Z.I55.I6I5.
CONGLUGIONG.
XIII. Lonn OP BUROH PHüSEDÜM.
1, This penalty was given frequently in the burgh courts 
althou{^ it in noted once in the middle period juobloia]?y 
records and twice in Argyll.
2. It wee given for breach of burgh rules or dinobedience 
to burgh officialso
5. Q?he cotmequenceG of the decree could be unpleasant as
burgesses could expect to be treated more leniently in the 
burgli courts than non-burgossos. A burgess could rooeivo 
a sentence of free weird where a non-burgess might be 
sentenced to close vmrd, and again the burgess might be fined, 
when a non-burgess was baniâhod. The loss of burgesa-ship 
wae also Hkelv ko affect his professional capacities.
XIV. IMPRIGONimfT.
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
FART 1. 1488-1650*
It is noted that in the earliest record, imi)risonment was 
used both as a punishment for a definite period and also as 
a place of detention for an indefinite period pending a 
further ju,d-;icial act. Prison was not imposed as a punish- 
:ment in Itself in the middle and later periods when it was 
purely custodial and the early use of prison as a definite 
punishment is noteworthy*
In the earliest period the time of a year and a day was 
standard, but it is clear that the king could order more, 
or less, at will.
For deforcing, Alison Guthbert and others iiere sentenced 
to be put in sure prisons for the space of a year and a 
-clay, and their lives to be at the king’s will. Their 
moveables wore also escheat.'
As example8 of temporary detention, the following may bo 
noted -
James Riddell was warded until ho found caution to appear' 
before the Justiciar.^
In certain cases, where the accused was imable to agree the
compensation to be paid to the injured or to find security
to guarantee the payment, he was sentenced to be warded for
forty clays and if Bocurlty was still unavailable, he was to 
1
be hanged.
j\ petition to the Lords of .Privy Council shows that if one 
had sufficient moans and influence, prison was nothing moro 
than an inconvenience, and that the living conditions were 
no worse than outside. The petitioner complained that the 
Captain //
1. A.71, also A .72/5 - wilful error.
aleo A. 165,205
also A.222 - during king's pleasure.
A.427/8 queen's pleasure.
A.158/9 - no period.
2. A.181/2 - also A.60.
A.218/9 - in will and warded pending decision 
A. 16 5 — '«do™
9. A.69, 70, 70/1 etc.
XIV. ' II-HPRIBONMENT ( Oontd. )
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1* JUSTIGIARY COURT.■
PART 1.'1488-1650 (Oontd.)
Captain of the Castle had forbidden the petitioner's servants 
to attend him and in these circumstances how could he have 
meat and drink and other necessities.
During Mary's reign and also occasionally in the later 
periods, a state of free ward is noticed - i.e. the accused 
could be released from prison, but he was still restricted 
in his movements - the sanction being cautionf
Lord Clamis undertook not to escape from Edinburgh and 
two miles about the town, under pain of 10,000 raerks/
For deforcing and assault, various persons were ordered to 
enter ward on the north side of the Spey and to remain 
during queen's will. They were bound not to return within 
a year and a day.^
A person in ward was permitted to go home provided he 
returned to ward when required - caution of 2000 merks.
From Mary's reign onwards, prison as a punishment in itself 
was not used - it was a place of Interim detention^ 
e.g. warded pending sureties for assythment, 
warded pending punishmentf
Although imprisonment was not imposed as a punishment, the 
attitude was "out of sight, out of mind", and prison served 
as a place of detention ™ the person was detained liteiœlly 
at the king's pleasure.
If imprisonment was imposed before a trial, it was competent 
to the prisoner to petition the king and the Secret Council 
and //
1. A.225.
2. A a. 419 released from close ward into free ward.
5. Aa.528 ™ also seen in later cases. 0.145/6. E.281.
j^- 0 A a o 4- 3 9 »
5. Aa.550 - also Aa.555 - 20,000 merks. E.277 - 2000 merks.
6. A.557/8.
7. Aa.562/5 - slaughter.
Aa.401/2, 402 — assault.
8. Aa.459/0 ™ forgery.
XIV. IMPRIGONMENT (Gontd.)
1' JU8TIGIARY OOURT.
PART 1. 1488-1650 (Gontd.)
and request a trial and from the terms of the warrants added 
to the petitions by the Secret Council it appears that 
usually the requests were considered favourably/
There are a number of references to imprisonment prior to
trial, but this was to ensure the accused's appearance at 
z
the trial and he could also be imprisoned during a contin- 
: nation.^
Some cases refer to imprisonment, but they do not give 
details - it is impossible to say whether prison was given 
as a penalty or was purely custodial.
Imprisonment was imposed on a youth, instead of hanging, 
but no information is available as to the length of the 
captivity and it is not known if this was an actual 
sentence or a temporary measure.
A person convicted of assault was imprisoned after the 
decision, but he had placed himself in the king's will 
and it is likely that the detention was temporary - until 
the king gave his decision
In the later periods of James Vi's reign, it is seen that 
prison was entirely custodial*
Persons were imprisoned for an indefinite period until they 
did something or until someone gave a decision.
It was not a punishment in itself, at least in theory.
The reasons for detention were many:-
(a) //
1.Bo87/85 165, slaughter.
2.B.86,'99/0, 165, 50? etc.
5# B.190/1 etco
4. B.86, murder & theft, also B.186 simil.
5. B.99, also 159, 189, also
Bo 11/2, although see B.I3 which was temporary.
XIV. IMPRISONMENT (Contd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488»1650 (Contd.)
(a) pending trial.
(b) pending the Icing’s decision where the accused had
z-
placed himself in will.
(c) pending sentenced
(d) until a fine was paid.
(e) until assythment paid and letters of slains obtained.
(f) until caution was found.
(g) during a continuation7
(h) until the judge discussed the case with the king or
until the Privy Council were consulted.
(i) until the accused agreed to answer questions.
In one case, a pregnant woman who was convicted of witch- 
Îcraft had her death sentence postponed and was warded 
until her child was born. The death sentence was in 
fact commuted to banishment after the birth."
Occasionally free ward was still maintained although less
frequently than in the earlier periods - the accused being 
to remain
of noble birth was/on the south side of Forth but not 
imprisoned, during a continuation.
There are references to private prisons - Campbell of Glen- 
îlyon kept a McNeill of Barra in prison (Glenlyon*s) and 
later had him killed/^
On one occasion the accused even offered to remain in ward
until an assise was summoned, so sure was he of his
innocence. But no decision is given.^
lo C.16, 161 etc, but see G.456 - Blackness Castle,
2. 0.59 Edinburgh Gas tie.
0.74, 410 - Tolbooth etc.
5. E.65s 77 etc.
4. G.569, D.77 etc.
:: 8:^?'
7. G.55.
8. 0.57?.
9. E.81.
10. E.175.
11. 0.52/5.
12. E.281, also E.286/7.
15. E.148, also E.49I.
14. E.55.
IMPRISONMmT (Contd.)
1. JUSTICIARY dpURT.
1. (C<]ntd.)
Ho indication can be given as to the period of custody, but 
it is seen that imprisonment could be imposed for a long 
time before the hearing - "James Crawford, being brought 
forth from ward where he has been detained this long time 
byegone". It is also seen that the prisoner could petitioi 
the Privy Council for release or review.
The prisoner was expected to pay the expenses of his 
confinement. An order for banishment provided for the 
gaoler and keeper to be paid all expenses to them prior to 
the accused's d e p art u x’ e.
The accused was ordered to remain in sure firmance and 
captivity in ward within the Tolbooth, upon his own 
expenses until the next hearing.^
The last period contains many petitions for release from 
prison - it is seen that once the accused was lodged in 
prison there could be a considerable delay before the 
accuser's case was prepared and on occasions the case was 
never completed, with the result that the accused was left 
in prison.
In a fireraising case, the two accused were imprisoned 
for a long period before the case was heard and they 
petitioned the Privy Council for release. This was agreed, 
but the petition was dated 28th February, 1652, and they 
were committed after 28th July, 1651.*
Prison was used to keep those under sentence of banishment
until a ship was available, and also for keeping army
conscripts until their ship could take them7
1. E.140.
2. also 33.3L25, 4f35,
also no money to buy food E.225, 66/7. 
imprisoned at his own expense. D«77«
5. JB.:50(3, aJLso IS.?»!, ;?21, 2EW3, 2<)5
4. IG.175Î/6, filso 1G.6<5, (5fl/7, "92, 164 -- "the ]PriLv;y (Zowicil
banished or relsased on conditions.
E. 222, 224 etc.
6. E.74.
XIV. IMPRISONMENT (Contd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 1. 1488»1650 (Contd.)
'I
In one case, a thief was supposed to be banished, but the 
officer went without him. He petitioned the Privy 
Gounoil for release, claiming that he had been in prison 
all the time and he was now confined for an indefinite 
period. He was released.'
Political prisoners could be confined for an indefinite 
period, at the order of the king^ In this case, imprison- 
:ment operated as a punishment in fact, if not at law.
n.VWsrsiiHSVXrtî»
1. Ec224.
2. E.197, 251 
Dd.457.
XIV. IMl%I80mENT (Oontd.
1' JHSTIOIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747
The most striking feature of this period is the very great 
nuraberof cases which show persons kept in prison without 
trial. They were imprisoned at the instance of the 
prosecution, who appeared to forget about them thereafter:
William Wallace, in prison in the Tolbooth of Edinburgh 
for adultery, petitioned the Advocate and the Privy 
Council for a trial. The Court stated that the Advocate 
should insist instantly otherwise he would be released 
under caution of 12,000 merks to appear whenever called. 
He was released under caution/
Pati'ick Wilson and another were imprisoned in the 
Tolbooth of Glasgow for slaughter and as no one had 
pursued them, petitioned for release, on caution to 
appear if necessary. The Justices ordered the next of 
kin of the dead man to pursue and as they did not do so, 
the accused were freed and the diet deserted
John Couper, a poor workman, was imprisoned by the 
magistrates of Edinburgh for allegedly robbing the 
Earl of Tweeddale's coach-house. He petitioned the 
court stating his innocence and poverty and that he had 
lain five weeks in prison with no one pursuing. He 
was released upon caution to appear if called
Andrew Findlay and his wife petitioned the Justices for 
release from the Tolbooth of Aberdeen where they were 
imprisoned by order of one of the magistrates having 
been accused of thoft. They had been in prison for six 
months and the magistrates had not taken caution for 
the!]? pursuit. They requested that as they were willing 
to undergo trial the pursuers should find caution to 
pursue, otherwise they should be freed. The Justices 
agreed.-^
Torqui1 McNeil was imprisoned and petitioned release. He 
stated that he had taken lodgings with persons who 
transpired to be thieves. They had left and he had 
been apprehended. He was in the Tolbooth in Edinburgh 
and was in a miserable and starving condition. No one 
had pursued and so he craved release. The Justices 
ordered pursuit within five weeks, falling which he 
would be released..^ "'
1. F.67/83 also F,52 -- released and to live peaceably.
Fo99 released - no conditions. Also 197»
F. 109,225 "* released on remission and 
asaythment.
2. G.29, also F.5, 99.
5. G.224, also G.268/9, also E.2/5 ™ caution of 9000 merks
4. G.l6, also G.I27.
5. G.25/4 , also G.2 9.
XIV. IMPRISONMENT (Oontd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PA R T2. I661-r747 (Contd.)
A similar situation could arise after the trial was heard - 
if for some reason the person was returned to prison -
The Justices grant a warrant for the liberation of Janet 
Clark, prisoner in the Tolbooth of Edinburgh, for witch- 
:craft - for which she has been long detained after she 
was cleansed by the verdict of assise. She undertook 
to abstain from the crimes in (all)time coming.'
Grant of Kirdellg petitioned the Justices to be released 
from prison - Tolbooth of Elgin - where he was imprisoned. 
He had been imprisoned pending his case being heard and- 
the case had been deserted and he was still in prison.
The Justices gave warrant for his release.''
The Authorities were aware of the problem and the Lords 
Commissioners of Justiciary set up a committee to enquire 
into the position of prisoners in the Tolbooth. There were 
many prisoners against whom there was no proof produced and 
against whom no pursuers had taken action. The prisoners 
were starving and the magistrates were ordered not to 
receive any prisoner unless the persons who brought in 
the prisoners gave caution to pursue and to maintain the 
prisoner until the hearing.
One case does show that the order was enforced t
Wm. Lauriston was Imprisoned for rape and theft, but his 
accuser had to find caution that he would pursue and 
would also aliment the prisoner until the trial.*
It is seen that, in theory at least, if the accuser caused 
the defender to be imprisoned, the accuser was bound to pay 
the accused's expenses in prisonî
.James Garmure became Judicially enacted to pay 40d. each 
day for the entertainment,of Margaret Pace during her 
abode in prison, and that the sum should be paid each 
.Saturday to hefself or the clerk of the Tolbooth.^'
1. F«2, also Folio
2. G.7.
5. G.51/2.
4. G.255.
5. F.50.
XIV. IMPRISONMENT (Contd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747 (Contd.)
Even in a treason trial, the Earl of Seaforth. had to 
aliment Neil Maoleod of Aasynt at the rate of 6d. per 
day while he was imprisonedo"
Matthew Mill petitioned the court from prison and stated 
that he was unable to en Certain himself in prison. The 
Justices appointed 2nd July for his trial and the pursue] 
to pay one groat per day and to be ready to pursue on 
the appointed day. If the case did not proceed, that 
day, the accused was to be set at liberty.’*'
Apart from the forgotten prisoners, it is seen that prison 
was still used basically as a place to keep the accused 
until something happened.
(1) Between hearings?
(2) Pending advice from Privy Council.
(3) fending sentence.
•Elizabeth Mure was convicted of adultery and she was 
imprisoned until the sentence was pronounced.®"
Also pending the sentence being implemented -■«
For embezzlement, Robert Pringle was imprisoned till he 
paid back the money he had taken (£4-25nlO/~d.'Stg. ).
He was also pilloried with a notice on his breast 
describing his offence.^
Pending scourging, the convicted was kept in the Tolbooth 
of Jedbufgh.’^
(4) Until a fine was paid.
Archibald Birnet and James Loudon were fined for assault- 
:lng a man so severely that he died, and were imprisoned, 
till they paid their fine.^
(5) Until he, found caution*
In decree of banishment for being accessory to murder, 
the accused was warded till he found caution for 1000 
merks not to return.*
(6) Pending banis hraent.
1. G.229, also G.296/7 ” prisoner had to pay 2 merks each
night for his own guard.
2. F.61.
5. F.IO. G.265, 287/94 etc.
4. G.287/294.
5» F.295, also P.150, G.25, 79, 505.
6 o H.19/21.1705.
7. H.79c 1752.
8. H.55/4 , 66/0 , 59/0. G.177/0 . F. 140/2.
9c H.IO, 16/7, 57/8. G.56.
10. Ii.19.
gv. IMPRISONMENT (Contd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. 1661-1747 (Contd.)
How eve]?, it is seen that prison was beginning to be used as 
a pimishffiont in itself during the first half of this period 
In the beginning the sentence was for an indefinite period, 
and definite periods were not given with any regularity 
until the end of the later periodo
(1) Indefinite.
(a) During the Court's pleasureî-
Donald Campbell made derogatory remarks about the Justioe 
General and was^  sentenced to stand- for two hours with a 
placard on his bhest declaring his fault, his tongue was 
to be bored by the hangman and thereafter he was to 
remain ih prison during the court’s pleasure.'
For deforcement, Francis Duguid suffered'(-scheat of ^ 
moveables and was imprisoned during the court’s pleasure.
Robert Forbes was convicted of blooding and wounding and 
was sentenced to be imprisoned during the Justices' 
further pleasure. '
(b) Until further order î ~>
William Watson was found guilty of deforcing end was 
sentenced to escheat of moveables and to remain in 
prison till further order. **
For poinding an ox during labouring time, Janies Todrig 
and others were fined and commanded to prison till 
further order. ■*"
Imprisoninent for a definite period was a late development
although there is one early case which, for its time, was
exceptional.
James Welsh was accused of witchcraft but because of his 
youth he was not put to a trial. He was found to have 
defamed various lieges and to have prevaricated during 
the enquiry and was sentenced to be whipped and put in  ^
the correction house to be kept at work there for a year.
(2) . H o f //
1. G.137/9c
2 . G.199/205, also G.75/85.
3. F.I50.
4 . F.I25, 224, 307, G.75/85. 
5= F.142.
6. F.34/5.
XIV. IMPEIBONMEMT (Oontd.)
1. JUSTICIARY COURT.
PART 2. I66I-I747 (Contd.)
(2) Definite period o
As an example of the later cases showing a definite period,
the following may he noted;-
William Beaver was convicted of striking a minister and 
was sentenced to be imprisoned in the Tolbooth of 
Edinburgh for ten days. His moveables were escheat/
In two cases where the person was found to be insane, 
imprisonment was given in the nature of a sentence, but
in both cases, the insane person was to be released when
something happened -iithe one case when someone found 
caution to keep him, and in the other, when he was found 
to be cured.
Robert Spence was convicted of murder, but was proved 
to be insane. He was sentenced to imprisonment for 
life. The magistrates had to keep him prisoner till 
someone found caution to keep him in sure and safe 
custody for the rest of his life.*
James Bomex’ville was convicted of murder, but was proved 
insane, and was confined to the correction house until 
two physicians and the magistrates certified him to be 
cured, and provided he paid a fine/
Escapes from prison are noted.
The Master of Bui'leigh was imprisoned for murder. He 
was sentenced to be beheaded on 29th November, 1/09, and 
the sentence was to be executed on 6th January, I7IO, 
but he escaped dressed in his sister's c l o t h e s . ^
Ih one case, where the accused was being held pending
trial, he escaped, but when he was recaptured he was
sentenced to a further period of definite imprisonment;-
Alexander McGregor escaped from the Tolbooth of 
Edinburgh where he was being held, but was recaptured 
and was sentenced to a further period of 37 days 
imprisonment. s"'
If a person escaped from prison, he was declared fugitive.
1. H.62/3.
2. H.98/9. 1747.
3. H.99. 1704.
4. H.24.
5 . H.63/4. 1720.
6. F.245/6.
XIV, IMPRISONMENT (Oontd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. 1664-1742.
Imprisonment was used principally as a detention pending 
something else happening and not as a punishment in itself, 
although a few cases read as if imprisonment was imposed as 
part of the actual sentence - in such cases the punishment 
could be definite or indefinite.
(l) As part of the punishment.
(a) Indefinite (during court's pleasure)
Persons convicted of deforcement had their moveables
escheat and were imprisoned at the Justices’ pleasure.
This was the standard punishment for deforcement at this
time and the same sentence appears in other records. In
this case it seems that imprisonment was part of the 
/
sentence.
(b) Definite period.
In a blood assault, the accused was fined £50 with £4
assythment and 48/» for lost wages caused to the injured 
and further was ordered to remain in ward for 24 hours. '•
(2) Custodial.
Much more usually, however, imprisonment was a temporary 
and indefinite state until the accused did something, or 
something happened to him.
(a) Pending trial.
Ewan Cameron and another were caught with the fang (red 
handed) stealing cattle and were sent by the Laird of 
Glenorchy under guard to Inveraray, where they were 
imprisoned pending tx*ial.*^
(b) Pending sentence.
Convicted of theft, he was imprisoned until sentence 
was pronounced against him. He was convicted on 28th 
September, 1669, and sentenced on 22nd October, 1675#*
1. lo 127/8, also 154/5 - stemmed from national Act.
2. 1.68/9.
5. I.10/1.
4. 1.8, also 1.17, 21/2 etc.
XIV. IMPRIBONMENT,(Contd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTICIARY COURT. ,1664-1742. (Contd.)
(2) Custodial (Oontd.)
(c) Pending caution;
(i) To appear.'
(ii) For good behaviour/ 
(ill) To pay a fineî
(iv) To find lawburrowsf
(d) Pending payment of a fine;
Fined for causing a riot in a church and an assault, 
he was fined £100 and was ordered to remain in ward 
until paid.®'
(e) Pending ban ishment;
For theft he was scourged and imprisonod until he found 
caution to leave tho shire, never to return under pain 
of death/
(f) Pending execution;
Sentenced to be hanged, and until the execution he was to 
be taken to the Garrick where he was to remain a close 
prisoner.
In two late cases, the threat of imprisonment and scourging 
supported banishment.
The prisoner had to pay for his upkeep in prison, e.g. 
released when he paid the gaoler's expenses and duesJ
1. 1.26.
2. Theft: 1.51/2, 89/0, 92/5, 95/6 etc
Adultery 
5. Assault 
The ft 
4. Assault
1.124/5 eto 
1.64 etc.
1.71/2 etc.
1.98. .
5. 1.66, also 1.78, 79, 89/0 etc.
6. 1.125/6, also 1.124/5.
7. 1.14, also 1.158, 148,.152.
8. Theft: J2.1740.
Jo 11.1740 - imprisoned for a year,
9. 1.151.
xrv. imntlBOmENT (Contd.)
2. ARGYLL JUSTIOIARY COmT. 1664-1742 (Gontd.)ïîÆiVft*r+-!ïà>
References do occur to persons escaping from prison - 
sent to prison at Dunstaffnage where he broke ward, but 
was later apprehended/
In such cases, the court assumed the person was guilty; 
he ran away and took the blame on him/ The cases do 
not make any reference to oublawry in such situations, 
as in the other records.
3
The prisons were the Tolbooth of Inveraray and the
Kf ^ C
Castles of Inveraray, Dunstaffnage and Dumbarton.
1. Io2, 7, 20, 30 etc.
2. 1.94 “ fined £20 for his contempt in escaping,
3. 1.7, 10, 3Ü, 67, 109 etc.
4. 1.182, 183, 186 etc.
5. 1.2.
6. 1.42/3.
XIV. IMPRIGÜNMmT (Gontd.)
3. SHERIFF COURT. 1515.T1747
It is clearly seen that the purpose of imprisonment 
was custodial rather than punitive - for an indefinite 
period pending a further part of the penalty being 
implemented.
(1) Pending payment of fine was the most frequent form?
(2) Pending caution for future good behaviour.
(3) Pending public punishment.
Only one ease in the later periods shows a definite 
period and the sentence was not enforced - for fireraising 
the woman was imprisoned, for a year and had to suffer 
personal punishment?
1. ICb. 31/4, 46 etc
2.0 Kb. 31/4 etc.
3. Kb. 193.
4. Kb. 238.
XIV.' IMPRISONMENT (Oontd.)
4. SHETLAND 00DRT. 1602-04.
As in previous records, imprisonment had a custodial 
aim and was not used as a sentence in itself, or for a 
definite period.
In this record, imprisonment or warding was used as an
alternative penalty, if something else was not done -
if Ao did not complete his contract of service with H.
as he had agreed, A'g person would he warded in the Castle 
/
of Scalloway.
Also
(1) pending trial. A, was in ward in the Castle of
Scalloway and desired now to be put to the trial of an 
•*-assize.
(2) pending caution, "incarserat ay and quhill he fand 
cautioun" to imderly the law for his offence (striking)?
lo L.6, 79.
2. L.21, 36, 42, 105/6,
3« L,145.
XIV. IMPRISONMENT (Contd.)
5. RECA^TY COURT. 154?-17p6.
References to imprisonment are frequent throughout the 
record,. Prison as the sole punishment was very rare, 
and normally it was imjjosed until something was done - 
usually until a fine was paid.
Instances are noted of prison sentences for definite 
periods in certain statutes, hut they were not enforced.
Normally prison was not the principal penalty - it was a 
subsidiary consideration unrelated to the offence and 
related only to the principal penalty. The period of 
imprisonment in such cases was indefinite* However, if 
the person was unable to meet the fine even after a 
period of imprisonment, presumably he would be released
/
if the baillie thought that a sufficient period had passed*
(a) Indefinite period. ,
(1) Pending payment of a fine/
(2) Pending caution?
(3) Pending obedience to a court order,
V/liile this purpose was common in other records, the court 
orders in this 3?ecord were extended to rather more sinistei 
uses; Imprisonment was inflicted on two persons until 
they agreed to conform to the established church, and a 
person was sent to prison until he told what he knew about 
the Covenanters?
(b) Definite period, //
1. Nb.261.
2. Nb.l3, 28/9, 274/5 etc.
3. Nb, 17/8, 28/9 eto.
4. Nb.7 0 / 1 until refund of damage was made
5. No.36.
6 o No «44.
nWRiaONMENT (Oontd.)
5». REGALITY OOUET. .(^ SEk^ l" )
(b) Definite period (Oontd.)
There are occasional references which imply a different 
principle -imprisonment for a definite period as a 
punishment in itself.
This definite period of imprisonment is given in the 
statutory penalties, but it is doubtful if these penalties 
were ever enforced as the cases show much lighter 
sentences.
A public statute concerning weavers gives penalties of a 
fine of £400 and 14 days in prison; in this case, 
prison is in addition to and not conditional on payment 
of the fine. „ No case is quoted in the record.'
In a court statute iiassed on 17th June, 1607, relating 
principally to assaults and injuries, the penalty for 
defamation is stated to be 48 hours imprisonment and 
Kirk censures7" No case is mentioned in the record 
which shows this penalty and the.penalties imposed for 
defamation show a fine of £10'or else an order to find 
caution.4
A court statute against poaching shows 10 merks for the 
fi.i?st offence, 20 merks for the second, 40 merks for the 
third, wi th 48 hours imprisonment for each offence in 
additionV and another court statute against receiving 
a thief - cS^ O and imprisonment for eight daysf but the 
cases do not show these sentences.
From a study of the statutory provisions concerning 
Imprisonment, it is seen that iraprisonaîent was not imposed 
conditionally, but as a penalty per se either alone or in 
addition to a fine, that the length of the periods of 
imprisonment under statute was defined and the periods 
were quite short - 48 hours, 8 days, 14 days, 15 days, 1 
month. The periods wereprogressive for the most part, 
depending, on the number of previous offences.
1. Nb". 177.
2. Na.34'.
3. Na.164 etc. 
4 a Na 016.
5. Na.236/7.
6. Na.267,
2^ 22' IMPRISONMENT (Oontd. )
5= R]!;GALITY OOmT. 1547-1706 (Oontd. ) .
The actual prison sentences shown in the cases were 
indefinite and depended on the prisoner doing something.
The.re are a number 'of cases which give information regard- 
sing prison itself.
Barbara Ker, in the words of the record,was a "propliaine 
scandalous woman" who had been imprisoned for theft and 
had been in prison "for a long.tyme bygone" until she 
escaped/ It had transpired that Barbara Ker sought to 
retu.rn or had returned to Melrose and the fiscal sought 
the renewal of a banishment order ■» if she was found she 
was to be put in prison until caution for her good 
behaviour was arranged. She failed to appear at the next 
hearing and so the order of banisliment was made. It is 
plain that prison in this case was used as a threat rathei 
than a proper penalty and prison was the last alternative, 
all else having failed.
One case gives a surprising picture of the conditions under 
which a particular prisoner served his sentence.
John Hal11we11 who was in prison for murder, escaped and 
the gaoler was accused of negligence in permitting the 
escape. The court found that the officer committed a 
manifest breach of trust for permitting John Halliwell 
to go up and down the streets and to change houses 
where he pleased and for employing the delinquent in 
his own service....." and did entrust him with bringing 
his (the officer’s) ale, also with tho key of the prison 
door, and to fork Mark Blaikie’s corn". The officer also 
permitted the stabling of a saddled horse at his house ai; 
night, on which the delinquent escaped. The officer was 
stated to be remiss and negligent in his duty. He was 
relieved of his office and to be pirb in the stocks during 
the Bailie's pleasure.'"
Other escapes are noted -
The prisoner, having admitted acme charges of theft, 
escaped from prison - the Thieves Hole of Melrose
The actual prison was in the Tolbooth? but whether this was
the Thieves Hole*or whether there were two, it is not
possible to say. From a case in the latest pex’iod, it is
seen that the officer locked the doors at eleven o'clock
at night?
1. Na.267, Nb.17/8 ,
2. Nb.345/6.
3. Nb.421/2.
4. Nc.3/4.
5. Nb.421/2.
6. Nc.3/4.
XIV. II'IPRISONMENT (Oontd.)
6. BARON COURT. I523-.I747.
The370 are occasional reforences to imprisonment = the perioc 
was usually indefinite pending satisfaction of another part 
of the sentence, but in the earliest period, a definite 
sentence of a year and a day is noted - which is similar 
to the Justicia^ry sentences of the period.
(1) Pending caution; In Oarnwath, where the person found 
in blood refused to find caution and to undertake not to 
commit a similar offence, the texts read - "and for that 
caus he (the Baron) wald put hym in fyrmans quhill he (the
f
person in default) gat (law)borowis" and also "quhilk he 
refusit and wald fend nane (lawburrows) thairfor my Lord 
gart breng him hame and hald him quhill he fand borrowis".
These texts show that some form of restriction■of liberty 
could be imposed although in these cases it may have been 
that the defaulting party on "being led home" or "put in 
fyrmans" was put to work in the Baron's service. .
(2) Pending payment of fine. Three assault cases in Ui'ie
state in the same terms that the Cou3?t imposed a penalty of(
£x as a fine and "ordains the accused to go to prison until
the same shall be paid". From the third assault case, it
is stated that prison is "the ordinary prison of the 
3
Barony".
Occasional cases show imprisonment as a penalty in itself 
and in such cases the sentence was indefinite (during the 
court's pleasure) in the later periods, or definite in the 
earliest period.
1. 0. 185, 200.
2. 0.205.
5. P.156, 153, 161/2, 165/4, also 8.112/5, 255*
à S L  IMPRIHONMENT (gontd. )
6. BARON COURT. 1525-1747 (üontd.)
(a) Penciling the Baron's pleasure. In the case whore there 
was a breach of a weights and measures statute, the 
penalty inflicted was a fine of double the value of the 
quantity in dispute and also "incarceration of their 
persons at the Baron's pleasure".^
Stitchill made no use of imprisonment as a punishment for 
assault cases and there is only one reference to this 
penalty in a court statute enforcing the terms of a 
national statute forbidding ".fanatical disorders" and 
which stated that if the tenants did not accept new 
clauses in their leases forbidding disorders they could 
be evicted,and in the event of their not removing, they 
may be committed to prison/
(b) .Definite.
In the earliest record, imprisonment could be given for
a definite period.
If an arrestment was broken, the standard penalty was 
that the offender "forfeited and lost to the Lord the 
tack and steading he held of the Lord, and also all 
his moveable goods and debts within tho Jurisdiction 
by reason of eschoat and his person to be in prison, 
at the Lord's will for a year".
1. P. 105/7.
2, Q. 101/2, repeated in Corshill.
5. 0.68/9, 86/8, 102/5, 150/1 etc.
defo rcerne nt 0.158/9.
XIV. IMPRISONMENT (Oontd.)
7. BmOH OOURT. 1398-1714.
References to prison occur in the Aberdeen record, but 
the references show a certain amount of co-operation on 
the part of the prisoner - he went to prison voluntarily7 
This was called, freeward - but only applied to freemen 
who know that they would lose their burgh freedom if they 
refused.
Ade, son of Thomas, and also Thomas Scherar were ordered 
not to leave prison until they implemented the bailies’ 
will/
liauricius Buerdsleper was ordered to go to prison 
(ordinatus est et suimiionitus intrare prisonam) until 
he found caution to satisfy (do indempnitate) the town 
and the towns people (vicini)/
In one case the prisoner refused to leave the prison and
go to court;
Thomas, son of Willelmus, was in prison and would not 
obey the bailies' summons to be present at the court - 
he refused a further order from the court officers sent 
by the bailies4
In another case, a difficult person was fined because he
refused to go to prison and then having gone, he left
prematurely*
Thomas Johann is, a butcher in th.ree .fines -
1* because he was rebel to the town officers in the 
course of thei.x* duties*
2* because he disobeyed the order of the bailies to 
enter prison*
3« because he left prison without their permission.^
Robertus became caution for Christinns do Glunes that 
he would not leave the prison of the Tolbooth (pretorii) 
until the Alderman, Bailies and Town council (Gonsules) 
had completed their investigations regarding his deforce- 
; ment *6
o CXXXlXolo Int.ro
2o V.26.
3» V.22.
4. V.51.
.5» V . 1 3 4
6. V.22.
Ù V . 1 3 1
of the King'a prison against the orders of the bailies,
XIV. IMPRISONMENT (Contd.)
7. BURGH COURT. 1398-1714 (Oontd.)
The middle records show the difference between free and 
close (or fast) ward more clearly.
\The conditions of imprisonment varied according to the 
status of person imprisoned. If he was a freeman, the eas- 
;1er rules applied, whereby his attendance in prison was 
almost voluntary, i.e. free ward. If he was an unfreeman 
or vagabond, he was held in close or fast ward. This 
distinction was of importance in the earlier records, but 
it became less noticeable in the 17th century.
In some cases, the freemen and the unfreemen occupied 
different prisons or different parts of the prison?
Free ward was a privilege which a burgess could claim. It 
implied trust on the pa3?t of the prisoner that he would not 
leave prison until the cause of his imprisonment was 
satisfied. If he did leave before his time, or refused to 
enter, then he was rebellious to the author!iiy of the town 
and could suffer loss of his burgess freedom. If that 
happened, he could be reduced to an unfreeman and could be 
confined in close ward.
However, by the beginning of the 17th century, trust had 
become expendable and tigliter rules were required:-»
An act stated that the old custom of having freemen and 
others in free ward in the tolbooth with the doors open 
was abolished. Henceforth all are to be kept in sure 
ward, with the doors locked and closed and they will be 
detained until the decrees are obeyed/
This was reflected in an earlier case.
William Donaldson was fined £40 for insulting a bailie 
and being rebellious - escaping from ward. He was returned 
to ward and put in irons, to be kept in fast ward on 
bread and watez' during the provost's and bailies' will?
1. Murray I. 151/2 and Notes. II. 133/9•
2. Z.I5I. 1618.
3. 116/7. I6O7 .
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The temporary period could ‘be long enough -
I1a.rlon Chisholm was imprisoned until she found cautioners 
who undertook that she would appear to underlie the law, 
under pain of 5C0 merks. This took 6 months/
The references to prison in the old laws wore less easy
going -
If any Burgess be challenged or accused of any crime and 
he is unable to find caution, the Burgesses of the town 
will keep him in ward in his own house and in chains for 
15 days. If, after that period, he has not found caution, 
his neighbours shall lead him to the King’s Bailie who 
will receive him from them and he shall be talc en to the 
house of the King’s Sergeant if the Burgesses do not have 
any prison, and there he will be guarded, by his accusers. 
The Sergeant will also find good and secure chains/
If any Burgess be accused of any crime, he shall be held 
by his accusers wthin the Burgh. If he says that he can 
find caution he will be led by his accusers through the 
Burgh to the house where he says his caution can be found, 
if he is talc en during the If he is taken at night
time, with hue and cry, he shall be kept by his accusers, 
and by the town watch, until the morning so that his 
neighbours may know why he is taken, and that if he can 
find caution he will have an opportunity of producing it. 
If he cannot find caution, then he sha.].l be led to the 
Sergeant's house and he shall be kept there by his accus- 
: era if the Burgh does not have a prison, until sentenced^
But ouch provisions are not seen in the cases.
The early records show prison as a place of tempo:ea3?y deten-
ition, not as a punishment in itself - the person was
imprisoned pending something else happening.
Anyone found fighting will be put in the tolbooth, until 
it is known who is at fault. The guilty person will be 
released when he pays 10/- or else sits in the stocks for 
8 days.®'"
1. X.389. 1650 (witohordft).
X.399. 1682 - abuse in court,imprisoned but no details.
2. L.Q.B. LVII. p. 27.
3. L.Q.B. LXXIV. p. 36/7.
4o h.Q.B. LXXIV. p. 36/7, also
h.q.B. LXXXVI.'p. 41/2.
During the peace of the Fair, no man shall be arrested
within that Fair except if he breaks the peace of the
Fair or except if he is a king's traitor, or if he Is 
such an evil doer that the saixbuary of the Church ought 
not to save him, and if any such evil doer is found or 11 
any person breaks the peace, he shall be seized and kept 
securely until the courts of that Fair are heard,and ther 
he will be summoned forthwith to accept the sentence and 
law of the court.
5. %. 164/5. 1470.
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But iu the middle and later records iinuriaonment was 
imposed frequently and there were many variations in the 
forms.
The most usual form was custodial (i.e. pending satis- 
:faction of the principal part of the sentence) and as 
such,was for an indéfinito period.
1. Pending payment of fine. This was the most common
reason throughout the whole period.
Thomas Mue in was imprisoned until he found caution for 
f1ne and hioodwite.'
John Hope was fined £4 for riot and was ordered to remain 
in ward until he paid
James Thrift was fined £50 for tearing a page out of the 
Court book and was imprisoned till he paid and till ho 
found caution of 400 merks to the Provost/
The miller and his servants were imprisoned till they 
paid fines of £20 and £10 for unlawful exactions from 
persons coming to the mill/ He also refused to find 
caution to keep the town laws and was ordered to remain 
in close prison in the steeple of the burgh until he 
did find caution*
20 Pending further punishment «
Marion Ray was warded until an iron clasp was made for 
her into which she was to be locked for 24 hours.*
Imprisoned pending public punishment and banishment/
Thomas Murdo was fined £10 for riot and imprisoned until 
he found caution (1) to pay the fine and (2) to remove 
from the town under pain of banishment/
Thomas Mosgs was fined £12 foa? wrongfully accusing 
another of theft and was imprisoned in the steeple of 
Peebles until paid. He was also imprisoned until he 
stood for two hours at the cross with a paper on his 
head stating his crime.f
1.%.78. 1560/1 (blood)
2.Y.4. 1652, Y.58. 1664 » £20. Y. 115* 1684 - 20/-d. 
Y.19/0, 1653 - 30/»d. Y. 60. 1664.
Y.108. 1682 - £12, not going to church.
3. T*128.16895 also Y.103•1682 - Act against gaming stated
that the penalty would be 10 merks and imprisoned till
paid,
4. Y.1.1652.
5. Y.3.1652.
6. 2.43.1546 *" for insulting®
7o Yo90.1674 » for theft, also
Y.llO thieves hole. Y. 163.1700, banishment tM eves hoi
9» Y •*lfo/.'^lPi^53also Y. 134,1690 *» £20 and imnrisonec 
till paid or caution.
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3. Pending obedience to court order
David Greichtoun was to remain in ward in the tolbooth 
until ho delivered scrolls to the clerk.'
If any person carries a sword in the burgh he will be 
warded until he finds caution under pain of £4-0 and 
loss of freedom/
James Chisholm was warded for refusing to go to the army 
until he found caution of £40 ■» or his cautioners went 
instead /
Jonet Clerk admitted that she had borrowed two cloaks 
and had not returned them. She was ordered to remain in 
the tolbooth till she returned them.'^
While the majority of prison sentences were custodial, some 
cases show imprisonment given as a punishment in itself anc 
in such cases the period could be indefinite, definite, or 
even a mixture of both.
1. Indefinite (during magistrates' pleasure)
Helen I'hoir was imprisoned for blood and troubla nee 
during the provost’s will and she had to ask forgiveness 
on her knees.
For insulting and striking the provost, Adam Donaldson 
was fined £40 and warded during the council's will. He 
had to ask forgiveness.^
John Wylie, deacon of the weavers, refused to accept the 
council'8 order and was warded during the magistrates* 
pleasure.
1. X. 319. 1570.
2. A.357» 16059 also provisions re. watch and gates -
offenders imprisoned till they obeyed.
X. 375/4. 1637.
3. X.577. 1644, also X.377/8. 1644.
4. 2.11. 1521.
5. Z.55. 1549, also
2.160. 1625 - warded until he satisfied provost for 
insulting him.
6. 2.135. 1615, also 2. 116/7. I6O7, 2.117. 1607, and
Y.5I. 1652 ~ fined 10 merks and imprisoned during 
' 'pleasure for striking former provost.
. Y .156/7» 1691 ™ for disobeying a bailie, loss of 
burgess-ship and imprisoned during magistrates' 
pleasure.
Y.75. 1667 - insulting provost - fined 40 merks and 
imprisoned during his pleasure.
Y.60. 1664 ™ warded during council's pleasure for 
insulting them.
7. Y. 48. 1659, also
X.118 •“ fishing offence -- fined and imprisoned during 
pleasure.
Y.43. 1657 ” imprisoned during pleasure for usurping 
freemen's craft.
IMiRIJONIlMT (Contd.)
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1. Indefinite (during magistrates' pleasure) Contd.
It is seen that in certain cases the purpose of iraprisonraen*
could include two separate concepts - it was both custodial
and also punitive - i.e. pending payment of a fine and also
during the magistrates' pleasure.
Alexander Williamson broke the lock of the prison and 
left without permission. He returned and stayed until 
night time and when finding the door was still open, he 
left again. He was fined £10 and imprisoned until paid 
or longer at the magistrates* pleasure.'
Andrew Haldin was fined £10 for riot and imprisoned till 
he paid and also during the magistrates' pleasure (he had 
insulted the provost and town officers)/
2. Definite.
Sentences of definite periods were much less frequent and 
it is noted that they occur in tho earliest period and the 
later period. In the earlier cases the period was a year 
and a day «
John Murray was fined for drawing blood and was ordered 
to leave the town or remain in ward in the tolbooth for a 
year and a day, at 'the will of pro vos b and bailies/
The middle period shows statutory sentences of short
periods of 24 hours and 48 hours -
Anyone who leaps the wall will be punished by warding 
his body in irons for 24 hours for the fi:<?st fault,/
Persons complaining against taxation will be imprisoned 
in the steeple for 40 hours.
But no cases are seen of such sentences.
In the later cases, however, short sentences are noted -
48 hours was the most common period.
George Thomson was imprisoned for 48 hours fo%' insulting 
a bailie.^
1. An example of free ward
2. X. 73» 1667, also Y.136,
till paid and piea sure
3» 2. 40. 1545.
4o X.347. 1572.
5» X»373» 1633»
6 0 Y. 38» 1656.
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2o Definite (Gontd.)
Andrew Haldlhe was convicted of disobeying a bailie and 
for escaping from prison. He was discharged of his free- 
sdom as a burgess, fined £10 and imprisoned for 48 
hours in a close prison*'
James Wadie and others were fined 10 merks and 40/- ^
for stealing corn. They were imprisoned for 48 hours.
Adam Oaitcheon and his wife were fined 10 merks for 
perjury and were imprisoned for 48 hours* They had also 
to suffer public punishment.*
As in the case of indefinite periods of imprisonment, the
two concepts of custodial and punitive imprisonment could
be present in definite periods of imprisonment* But this
had the odd result that a sentence of imprisonment could
combine both tlrp indefinite custodial aspect (e;, g à pending
payment of a fine) ivith the definite punitive aspect (eig*
8 days). It is assumed that whichever aspect resulted in
the longer period would be applied;
(a) Ponding payment of fine and also definite peri.od -
John Dickson was fined £20 for insulting a former 
treasurer and was put in a close prison until he paid 
the fine and also for three days and nights after"the 
date of the seiitence.*^
For theft, William Eumond was fined £18 and was^  
imprisoned till he paid and also for 48 hours/"
(b) Pending fulfilment of sentence and also definite period-
James Sheill was fined £30 for assaulting the provost 
and was imp3?isoned (1) for 8 days in a close prison and 
(2) until ho gave up his burgess ticket and (3) until 
he paid his fine.**
Andrew Eumond was imprisoned for discharging a firearm 
at two people, for- 24 hours, and also until he found 
caution not to use firearms again/
1. Y.4-8.1659.
2. X.57» 1683.
3. Y.92/3. 1677, but 24 hours for riot Y.14. 1653.
4 days » thoft. Y.163»
4. Y.84. 16719 also Y.85. 1671 ” 10 merks and 24 hours and
until he paid.
Y.87, 1673 - £4- and 48 hours and until paid.
5. Y.88. 1673.
6. Y.151/2. 1693.
7. Y.160. 1698.
XIV. (Contd.,.)
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5®, riiscellaneous provisions.
John Hunter, one of the town officers, was notoriously 
drunk with the prisoners in the jail and left a light 
behind him by which the prisoners burnt the doors.
He was suspended from office and was ordered to have 
the doors repaired.'
1. Y.IYY. 1708,
CÜKGLU8I0N8;.
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lo There is a definite course of development seen in the 
imprisonment sentences and there were two types of 
imprisonment -
(a) custodial - i.e. pending something happening.
(b) punitive ~ as a penalty in itself and in this case the
period of imprisonment could be definite 
or Indefinite.
In addition, a state of free ward is noted - the accused 
agreed to restrict his liberty voluntarily. The restriction 
could be a wide area - to kpep to the north of the Forth or
a specific request - to stay at home and appear for trial
when required.
The burgh courts show a state of free ward for burgesses, 
but in this case they had to go to prison although there 
is a distinct air of co-operation on the part of the accused.
2. In the earlier justiciary records, prison was (a) punitive 
- a standard definite period was imposed - a year and a day « 
and it is notevjorthy that the same sentence is seen at the 
same time in other courts - e.g. Baron and Burgh courts,
(b) (and more frequently) custodial - pending obedience to 
a court order. Free ward is also frequent in this period.
In the middle period and in the first half of the later 
period of the justiciary records, prison was entirely 
custodial - but there were great differences in the periods 
which prisoners spent in custody - their stay in prison was 
largely determined by their personal means, influence and th 
' activity of their family and friends.
4. In the last half of the later period, prison began to be 
used as a form of sentence in itself, but while in the 
final period a few instances of a definite period (37 days,
10 days) are seen, much more usually the period was 
indefinite (during the court's pleasure, until further ordei
3. //
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3o In the -!other courts (with the exception of the hurgh 
courts) prison was almost entirely custodial.. The refer- 
sences are quite frequent in each record, the most usual 
form being pending payment of a fine, hut there are many 
variations o.
6. The exceptions are few - (a) occasionally in the Argyll 
record punitive sentences are noted, hut with one exception 
(24 hours) the periods were all indefinite (during the 
court's pleasure).
(b) one case is noted in the later Sheriff court of a 
definite punitive period (1 year) but it was not enforced.
(c) in the Regality and Baron courts definite punitive 
periods are mentioned in the middle periods, but such cases 
are repeating the terms of national acts. These provisions 
were not enforced and the courts passed their own acts
with different penalties.
(d) in the earliest Baron court occasional reference is 
made to a definite puntive period - a year and a day - which 
is the same sentence as that given in the justiciary courts 
of the period «
(e) in the later Baron courts there are a few references to 
an indefinite punitive period - during the Baron's pleasure,
7à In the Burgh courts, however, a different pattern is 
seen:
(a) free ward was frequent for burgesses until c.1600,
(b) in the earliest period, prison was custodial with 
occasionally definite punitive sentences of a year and 
a day.
(c) in the middle period, prison was used for both custodial 
and punitive purposes, with equal frequency,
(d) //
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(d) the punitive sentences could he either indefinite (during 
magistrates' pleasure) or less frequently, definite
(48 hours, 24 hours),
(e) the different types of sentence could he comhined, v^ ith 
the result that some sentences were hoth custodial
and indefinite punitive, and even a mixture of custodial, 
indefinite punitive and definite punitive (e.g. pending 
payment of a fine, during the magistrates' pleasure 
and for 8 days) hut this was exceptional.
rOBITIOAl,
It is difficult to assess accurately how far the sentences or 
acquittals were affected hy political influence.
In the early and middle periods, the king took a considerable 
interest in the cases before the justiciary courts, but there 
was plainly a difference between (1) cases where the 
applicant petitioned the king to intervene and (2) cases 
where the king took a direct interest because of political 
considerations, e.g. in treasons, seditions and cases where 
his particular supporters were involved.
(1) Where a person petitioned the Grown for justice, so far as
the records go, it is seen that a genuine effort was made by 
the Grown to remedy any complaints. ■
Throughout the whole period the justiciary records show 
frequent warrants from the king (in the early and middle 
periods) and from the Privy Council (in the later period) 
giving instructions to the justices - to continue or stop 
actions, to suspend sentence or to give a particular 
sentence. This certainly amounted to political interference, 
with the judiciary by present-day standorch, but it cannot 
be said that this intervention was necessarily unjust by the 
standards of the period - in some cases at least the action 
was brought maliciously by the accusers, with evidence which 
although legally acceptable was untrue and the accused's only 
recourse was to petition the king to have the action 
suspended.
Other instances show the Grown suspending hearings because 
the parties had agreed to go to arbitration and continuing 
the process because the assize would have had a double 
journey etc. but in many cases no reason is given and it is 
impossible to assess the justice of such orders to stop 
proceedings.
Occasional cases do show surprising acquittals and it is 
difficult //
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difficult to resist the conclusion that some external 
guidance had been applied , but such cases were very in.freq™ 
:uent.
In the later period frequent petitions to the Privy Council 
were made by persons committed to prison by their accusers 
who had done nothing further and almost without exception 
these petitions were treated sympathetically - the accusers 
had to act within a short period or else the accused would 
be released, and in some cases the accused was released 
immediately.
It could be observed however, that the means to petition 
was not available to everyone and the speed with which the 
petition was decided depended on the money and influence 
of the applicant, but the cases show applications from 
people in the most menial stations, which were dealt with 
in the same way.
The Grown mitigated the court's death sentences on occasions 
but whether justly or unjustly, cannot be said. The raitig- 
:atlons occur throughout the whole period, but in the last 
part of the middle period and in the later period the 
references are rather more frequent - during these periods 
the Privy Gounci] exercised the king's powers in justiciary. 
The standard form of the mitigation was banishment.
In conclusion, it is clear that where the Grown was not dir- 
îoctly involved, any petitions for justice were heard 
sympathetically and instances of political fixing were rare. 
Some cases show a solution reached on the grounds of 
expediency rather than law, but it is possible that none­
theless the decision was correct.
In a forgery case where the accused was acquitted of 
actually forging the coins, but guilty of assisting one of 
the forgers to escape, the king stated that the accused
was //
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was just as guilty as the others and sentenced him to the 
same punishment - strangling and his body burnt.
Again in a slaughter ease, which had stemmed from a feud 
between the Crichtons of Cluny and the Earl of Orkney 
the king considered that if the case proceeded, both sides 
would cause trouble and riots in Edinburgh and to avoid 
bloodshed and trouble to the people of Edinburgh he ordered 
the case to be dropped.
(2) Where the Crown had a direct interest, the cases show a
more personal view of justice. These cases fall into two 
groups -
(a) cases where the king was involved personally and
(b) cases where the king was involved politically.
(a) The sedition cases against James VI show an exceptionally 
severe retaliation by the king and his sentences were in a 
class by themselves. In the same vein is the sentence 
against Eupllame McOalsane for witchcraft - burnt alive.
Such reactions are not seen in later reigns, and anti-crown 
cases were taken as treason if they were sufficiently 
serious.
(b) Cases which involved the crown politically were straight­
forward - in the early and middle periods the king's wishes
were observed, and the legal structure suitably adapted if 
necessary. The law was certainly not ignored by the king, 
but the functions of the justices were severely curtailed
in such cases and the decisions were given after consultatio] 
wlth the king and the council. The emphasis was on political 
rather than legal considerations. In the later period the 
same principles applied ~ when the acquittal rate in treason 
cases was considerably lower than in the previous periods. 
This is not, of course, an indication of political manipulât- 
lion, as in each case the accused might well have been guilt; 
in terras of the law»
POLITICAL (Ooiitd.)
Apart from the cases where a person petitioned for inter- 
;vention and where the Cro;m intervened anyway, other 
situations illustrate the operation of powers outside the 
basic law,
lo Wilful error threats - it is seen that the assise had no 
hesitation in acquitting the accused if they thought he was 
innocent - in spite of frequent threats of proceedings for 
wilful error if they acquitted. Convictions are certainly 
noted in such cases, but it is impossible to say if they 
were justified. However, the high number of acquittals 
in the middle period is noteworthy. The number of acquittal 
in the early period is much less - and in that period 
proceedings were actually instituted, which was not the 
case later.
2. The records show that remissions could be a source of 
political trouble - on occasions remissions could be refused 
or hold up because the applicant was in dispute with the 
king's party but again this was exceptional.
While the sphere of politics was related principally to the 
justiciary courts, a brief note is given regarding the 
position in the lower courts.
The steady progress of official prosecution in all courts 
was an indication of the importance placed on the prosecut« 
lions as a means of enforcing royal power, but it is 
difficult to say how far the lower courts were influenced bj 
political considerations.
So far as the records show the courts were not influenced 
to any great extent and indeed they show elements of 
considerable independence - frequently the records mention 
a national statute and immediately afterwards the court 
passed its own statute on the same subject with much lighte: 
X^enalties. //
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penalties. The full penalties of the national act were 
hardly ever enforced (except in some deforcements and against 
the covenanters).
That there was corruption and manipulation (as in the Fife 
Sheriff Court record) cannot be denied, but it did not appear 
to be widespread, and it was motivated by personal reasons 
rather than political.
The considerable similarity in sentencing patterns among 
the lower courts shows that their sentences conformed to 
a surprising degree and that political or non-legal 
influences were relatively few and far between.
GEm:RALCOi\ CAUSIONS:
.1, Considering the time covered and the courts studied ^ there 
is a considerable uniformity in the GOntehcos applied - (a) 
beheading for alt^ughter, hanging for murder ond notour theft, 
Gtrangling and burning for witchcraft and hanging for most 
of the other crimes if they were seriouo enough in the 
justiciary courts : (b) personal punishment or fining for 
most Crimea in the lower courts:
2# The importance of cautionary obligations is posGibly
underostiroated by writers - if one could, afford to find 
caution, the worst consequences of the system could be
avoided at all times (but especially in the earliest period) 
and in all courts.
3* The frequency of death sentences is possibly over 
emphasised -admittedly the majority of sentences in the 
justiciary courts resultod in death in one form or another, 
but a considerable number of sontonces in the justiciary 
courts were non-capital, e.g, banishment, penalties^ 
involving personal punishment, and finings are noted# In 
the lower courts, death sentences were exceptional and 
were limited to notour thefts, .For the most part, the 
standard sentence in the lower courts was fining, with 
personal punishments noted fairly frequently,
4, For the greater part of the period the degreoa of die-
sbonour were Important in any sontenco.
(a) In death sontenceo, the scale descended from beheading 
(the least dishonourable, and in some political cases 
positively honourable) through hanging aaid cbrowning 
(both on the same level) to strangling (for unnatural 
crimes) and forfeiture (for political crimes) with 
burning alive and breaking on the wheel quite except- 
sional*
on //
(b) In personal pnnlshmcmta dishonourable gx-adations applioc) 
also "" although different nubdlvleione applied « (a) 
added to a death sentence.pergonal punishments could act
ao marlco of aggravations, e,g. mutilation, hanging in 
irons, and the most diahonourablo " qxiarteringi (b) an 
the penalty In itself - scourging, i)ublic exposure, 
mutilation and branding (the last two being the most 
clishonour&ible),
(c) Baniohmont was relatively honourable and operated in the 
justiciary courts as a mitigated death eontence* In the 
lower courts it was considered not so much a mitigation 
an B substitute for a death sentence which the court did 
not wish or was Tjowerloss to impooQ,
36 Taken over all, fining was the most frequent sentence of
all although it was relatively infrequent in the justiciary 
courts (and where fines ere mentioned in these courts they arc 
considerable) the lower courts all show that fining was tlieir
basic sentence and the amounts seldom oxcoodocl fl.OO, the usual 
amounts being between £10 and £30*
6, Imprisonment passed through distinct ntagos in the 
earliost poriod it was given an a punishment for a definite 
period, In the middle period, prison wan basically custodial 
1*0o pending Bbmothing being done,and in the later period it 
became punitive ftgain, flr^t, for azi indefinite period and 
lattei'ly for a definite period*
7, The burgh courts b I'j o v / a distinctly different pattorn in 
their %)imiabmont8 from the othor courts - e*g* public Indlg- 
;nity a%)poara to have started as a burgh punishment and was 
taken up by the other courts, and trading crimes and loss of 
bu%"ge88-nhip agaiii wez'e crimes which were frequent in burgh 
courts, but rare in other courta, 0?he Argyll Juoticiai^y Court 
has certain nimilaritios in its penalties to the burgh courts 
and it: is likely that the court was influenced by the cumulât" 
live effect of its jurisdiction over the burt^ h of Inveraray#
